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FOREWORD

Tilis baek_romld document w;is pr_q_:lredin support of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Proposed Noise

Emission Regulations for New Motorcycles and New
Motorcycle Rellhlcenlent Exhnust Systems. These l_.egula-
tJons ])_lve been proposed pttrsll_lllt 10 the nlLltld_ltnof Congress.

_lsexpressed in The Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Star, 1234).
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Section 1

ItCPRODUCTION

Statutory Basis for Action

Through the Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Stat. 1234), Congress
established a national policy "to p_omote an onviromncnt for all Americans
free from noise that jeopardizes their health and welfare." In i_ursuitof
that policy, Congress stated in Section 2 of the Act that "while primary
responsibility for control of noise rests with State and local goverrm_ents,
Federal action is essential to deal with major noise sources in commerce,
the control of which requires national unifor_.nityof treatment." As part
of that essential Federal action, s[Ibsection5(b)(i) rc_uires the
Administrator of the Envirom,cntal Protection Agency (EPA), after consul-

tation with appropriate Federal agencies, to publish a report or series
of reports identifying products (or classes of products) which in his
judgement are major sources of noise. Further, Section _ of the Act
requires the EPA to publish proposed regulations for each product identi-
fied as a major _ource of noise and for which, in his judgment, noise
standards are feasible. Such products fall into various categories, of
which transportation equiimle_]t(including recreational vehicles and
related equipment) is one.

Identification of Motorcycles as a Nn_or Noise Source

Pursuant to the provisions of subsection 5 (b)(i), the Administrator

on May 20, 19751published a report identifying new motorcycles as a major
source of noise. As required by Section 6, EPA is required to orescribe
standards for the noise emissions of new motorcycles which are requisite
to protect the public health and welfare, taking into account the magnitude
and conditions of use of new motorcycles, the degree of noise reduction
achievable through the application of best available technology, and the
cost of compliance.

In accordance with the authorities granted Jn Sections 3, 6, and
10 of tlleAct, EPA may establish performance standards for specific com-
ponents of those products which have been identified as major sources of
noise. Peplacemont exhaust systems, which are noise sensitive components
of motorcycles, have, in the judgment of the Administrator, been found
to _tsrrantseparate regulatory treatment as part of EPA's noise abatement
strategy for new l_otorcyeles.

IFednral Rc_qistor;4UFR 23105, I.lay2_, 1975.
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Provisions for requiring the labeling of products identified as
major sources of noise are contained in Sections 6 and 13 of the Noise
Control Act. Labeling of motorcycles will provide notice to buyers that
the product is sold in conformity with app]iesble regulations, and will
also make the buyer and user aware that the motorcycle possesses noise
attenuation devices which should not be removed or tampered with. Labeling
will also be of assistance to enforcement officials in determining compli-
ance with applicable laws and ordinances.

Preemption

After the effective date of a regulation for noise emissions from
a new product, Section 6 of the _4oiseControl Act reguires that no State
or political subdivision thereof may adopt or enforce any law or regulation
which sets a limit on noise emissions from such new products, or components
of such new products, which is not identical to _he standard prescribeO
by the Federal regulation. Subsection 6(e)(2), however, provides that
nothing in Section 6 precludes or denies the right of any State or [9olit-
ioal subdivision thereof to establish and enforce controls on environmental

noise through the licensing or the regulation or restriction of the use,
operation, or movement of any such product or co_.binatlonof products.

TO assist in controlling motorcycle noise, State and local

authorities are encouraged to enact and enforce noise regulations for
motorcycles and replacement exhaust systems wbith complement Federal
regulations, as _iI as regulations controlling the use and operation of
motorcycles in areas where they are deemed to be necessary.

Study Approach

In June 1974 EPA published a preliminary study report which
examinc_ motorcycle quieting technology and the costs of applying such
technology._ This study provided the Agency with an initial assessment
of the fcasability of i_otorcyclenoise control, from which the Agency's
regulatory options could be further considered. Shortly after the major
noise source identification of motorcycles by the Administrator, E_)A
initiated further research studies of quieting technology, cost and
economic impacts, and environmental impacts, to _e used in assessing the
various Federal noise regulatory alternatives for this product.

2Control of Motorcycle Noise_,_VolumeI, Technolc_._Z and COSt Information.
EPA p_blication 550/9-74-001A
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During the course of these studies, all major motorcycle
manufacturers, many smaller ones, and a number of manufacturers of
replacement exhaust systems were visited by representatives of the Agency
and its contractors. These visits were made for the purposes of collecting
technical data and information, and to allow the industry the opportunity
to become familiar with and participate in EPA's regulatory process.

Information and data collected from various sources by EPA and
its contractors which were used by the Agency in assessing motorcycle
quieting technology, compliance costs, end health and welfare impacts are
presented in this document.

Public Participation

Throughout the development of this regulation an effort has been
made to allow all groups and organizations who have an interest in, or may
be directly affected by motorcycle noise standards, the opportunity to
participate in the rulemaking process. This public participation effort
has included meetings with concerned state, county, and city officials,
as well as with motorcycle user groups, industry associations, and motor-
cycle dealers. Advance copies of a draft Notice of Proposed Eulemakieg
(NPRH) and selected sections of the supporting background document were
distributed to manufacturers and interested government officials several
months prior to publication of the NPPd._to allow additional time for
analysis and comment. Appropriate officials in all 50 states were
contacted by telephone, and informational mailings were sent and follow-up
contacts made for the purpose of obtaining viewpoints and opinions from
these officials. Ongoing attempts to coordinate Federal, state, and local
motorcycle noise control actions are being made by the Agency.

Outline and Su_nary of the Background Document

Section i. Introduction

Section 2. Industry Description. General information on motor-
cycles, motorcycle manufacturers, exhaust system manufacturers, and the
structure of the industry is given in this section.

Section 3. Sound Level Test Procedures. This section contains a

discussion of existing noise ir.easurenlentmethodologies for motorcycles,
and a presentation of EPA's proposed procedure for use in regulatory
co;m21ianoetesting.

Section 4. Sound Level Data Base. Sound levels of motorcycles
and replacement ex]laust systems which were obtained using various test
procedures ate presented in this section.

Section 5. Public Ilealthand Welfare Analysis. An analysis of
current impacts of motorcycle noise, and impacts expected as a result of
various regulatory options is described in Section 5.

1-3
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Section 6. Sound Reduction Technology. A discussion of m_torcycle
sound redsction feaoability is contained in subsection 6.1, Subsection 6.2
presents an analysis of tJ_evarious engineering techniques involved in
controlling noise from nDtorcycle noise subsources.

Section 7. Costs of Compliance. This section provides estimates
of the costs Jnvolved in applying these techniques to quiet motorcycles and
replacement exhaust systems to various not-tO-.exceedregulatory levels.

Section 8. Economic Impact Analysis. Estirates of the economic
impacts of various regulatory options on the manufacturing industry, on
specific firsls, on employment and on other economic measures are contained
in this section.

Section 9. Enviror_ental Effects. In this section the effects of

motorcycle noise regulations on air and water pollution, energy and natural
resource consumption, and land use patterns are considered.

Section i0. Alternatives to Federal Regulation. This section
contains a discussion of the various alternatives for controlling motor-
cycle noise other than a Federal new product standard.

Section ii. Enforcement. The various enforcement actions open to
SPA in ensuring compliance with Federal motorcycle noise regulations are
discussed in Section ii.

Appendix A. Notorcyole Sound Level Test Procedures. Texts of the
sound level test procedures discussed in Section 3 are presented in this
appendix.

Appendix B. TeSt Sites and Instrumentation. Descriptions and
photographs of the instrumentation and the test site locations used in
performing EPA's motorcycle noise testing are found in this appendix.

Appendix C. Product Identification and Sour_ Levels. In this
appendix are presented sound level data developed by EPA on individual
motorcycles and replacement exhaust systems.

Appendix D. A synopsis of State, local and foreign laws applicable
to motorcycle noise are contained in this appendix.

Appendix E. EPA's Operator and Passenger ExpOsure Testing Program
is described in this appendix.

Appendix F. Motorcycle Demand Forecasting l,'.odel.This appendix
describes the econmetric model used to forcast motorcycle demand.

I-4



Ap[_endix G° Relation Between Standard Test Methodologies and
and Representative Acceleration Conditions. The assessed relationship
between motorcycle sound levels under rapid acceleration conditions (the
proposed test procedure) and sound levels under representative uncon-
strained traffic acceleration conditions is detsiled in this appendix.

Appendix H. Recent Motorcycle Sound Level Data. This appendix
contains data developed in a test program conducted by E[_A to gail_
additional data relating to the proposed test procedure and to investi~
gate tachometer resi_onse characteristics. Operator ear and stationary
test data are also presented.

Appendix I. Refinement of Motorcycle Testing Procedure. The
testing procedure which was published in draft form for co_ent was
refined prior to the publicstlon of the propasal on the bs_is of t_le
data described in Appendix H, and on manufacturer-supplied information.
The analyses behind these refinements are described in this appendix.
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Section 2

INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION

2.1 ProduCe Definition

For the purposes of the EPA motorcycle noise regulation all
motorcycles which are designed and marketed for on-road operation are
considered to be "street" motorcycles, subject to noise standards for
street motorcycles. _his category includes:

Street and highway motorcycles

Cn-road/off-road combination motorcycles

Ehduro motorcycles intended for limited street operation

Minieycles intended for street operation

Motor-driven cycles

_his street motorcyle category ene_passes vehicles having the
following characteristics:.

(i) Approximately 50 to 1200c.c. engines, developing from 1 to 100
horsepower

(2) _%_o-stroke,four-stroke and rotary engines

(3) Q_e to six cylinders

(4) Liquid, fen and air cooling sytems

(5) T_o and three wheels

(6) Light to heavy weight

(7) _haft end chain drive

(8) Manual and hydraulic torque converter automatic transmission
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For the purposes of the EPA noise regulation all motorcycles which
are designed and marketed for off-road and off-toed competition use, with

the exception of motorcycles designed and marketed solelZ for use in
closed-course cCmpetition events, are considered to be "Off-road" motor-
cycles. _is off-road motorcycle category,includes:

o Off-road, trail, and cross-country motorcycles

o _duro motorcycles not intended for street operation

o Minicycles not intended for street operation

o Trials motorcycles

o All-terrain motorcycles not intended for street operation

_his off-road category encompasses vehicles having the following
characteristics:

(i) 50 to 500c.c. engines

(2) %%4o-strokeand four-stroke engines (great majority two-stroke)

(3) Single cylinder

(4) Air cooled

(5) _%4oand three wheels

(6) Tight _ight

(7) Chaindrive

(8) Manual, centrifugal clutch and continuously variable (belt)
automatic transmission

For the purposes of the EPA noise regulation all motorcycles
designed and marketed solely for use in closed-course competition events
are considered cc_petition motorcycles and are not subject to EPA noise
control standards. They are, however, subject to labeling provisions of
the motorcycle noise regulation. _his ecmpetltion category includes:

Competition motocross motorcycles

Road Racing motorcycles

Oval and dirt track motorcycles
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_WO and three wheeled tractors are not considered to be motorcycles
for the purpose of the EPA motorcycle noise regulation. Electric and
battery-_o_ered motorcycles are not subject to the provisions of the regu-
lations.

Mgpeds are two-wheeled motor vehicles intended for use on streets
and roads. _ese vehicles, which are popular in Europe and Asia and which
have been recently introduced into the U.S., have the following features:

(a) NOt more than 50c.c. engines

(b) Not more than 2 horsepower

(c) Top speed less than 30 m.p.h.

(d) Pedal-assisted

These vehicles typically have low sound levels (see Section 4), and
experience in other markets indicates that likely U.S. purchasers of mopeds
would not be expected to modify their vehicles to any great extent. For
these reasons, EPA's motorcycle noise regulation does not extend its appll-
eability st this time to mopeds. F_levant information on mopeds is
included in Table 2-1.

2,2 New Vehicle Manufacturers

Mars than 30 different manufacturers from all over the world sell

full sized 2-wheel motorcycles in the U.S. The manufacturers described
in Cycle _gazine's 1976 Buyer's Guide are listed in Table 2-2.

A partial list of three-wheeled motmrcycle manufacturers is provided
in Table 2-3°

Manufacturers of mini-bikes/minicycles are listed in Table 2-3.
_hese manufacturers were listed in Cycle Magazine's 1976 Buyer's Guide,
along with the full-sized motorcycle manufacturers.

Almost all foreign motorcycle manufacturers have ccmpanies in the
U.S. distributing their products. _he four major Japanese cc_pa_ies have
wholly owned subsidiaries located in Southern California. Most of the
smaller manufacturers are represented by independent distributing firms
who represent their brand under contractual arrangements.
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Table2-1 MOPEDS

Introduced into the U.S. in 1975

1975 sales: 25,000
1976 sales: 75,000 (MBA estimate)

Features:

(A) i-2 hp
(B) 50c.o. 2-stroke single cylinder engine
(C) Top speed less than 30 m.p.h.
(D) Pedal assisted for acceleration fro_ c_mplete stop
(E) Automatic transmission (centrifugal clutch or direct drive)
(F) Bicycle-type frame, brakes
(G) 60-100 pounds, 120-200 m.p.g., $300-$500

Sound levels:

65-75 dB(A) at 50 feet (full throttle/top speed)
73 dB(A) ISO procedure

Manufacturers:

Approximately 15 currently importing to U.S.--mostly bicycle
manufacturers

Marketing :
85% sold through bicycle dealerships

@_nual Mileage:
Europe: 2500-3000 miles annually
U.S. : Insufficient experience

State Regulations:
Twenty~two states separately define mopeds as a separate vehicle;
ranainder classify as motorcycle

Federal Regulation:

h_HTSA: same as motorcycle except for brakes, lighting and turn
signal requir _ents

Source: Matorized Bicycle Association
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Table 2-2

M2tNUFACTURERSOF FULL SIZED 2-_qHEELMOTORCYCLES (Partial List)

BRAND/}_ANUFACTURER COUNTRY

Benelli/Moto Benelli Italy
P/4W _est Germany
Bultaco Spain
Can-Am/Bombardier Canada
Carabela _xico
Cheetah U.S.

D_/Hercules West Germany
Ducati Italy
Greeves United Kingdom
Harley-Davidson U.S./Italy
Hodaka/Pabatco U.S.
}bnda Japan
Husqvarna Sweden
Indian U.S./Taiwan
Jawa/CZ Czechoslovakia
KTM/Penton _//stria

Kawasaki Japan
[a Verda Italy
_V_gusta Italy
Maico WestGermany
_bntesa Spain

M_to Guzzi Italy
MstoMorini Italy
MZ East Germany
NV2 t_nited Kingdom
Casa Spain
Fokon U.S.

Suzuki Japan
Yamaha Japan

Primary Source: Cycle Magazine, "1976 Buyer's Guide".
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_l_ble 2-3

THREE WHEELED MU_ORCYCLE bt_IUFACTURERS(Partial List)

BRAND bIAN]_ACZ_/RE_

Dunecycle Allied Mechanical Products
Division of Tower Industries

Santa Fe Springs, California

Explorer Explorer International
O_osso, Michigan

[_ald }_ald, Inc.

_enton Harbor, Michigan

}bnda [bnda _%gtorCompany
Japan

Muskin HPE/bluskinCorporation
Subsidiary of _meord, Inc.
Colton, California

_ffD MTD Products, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio

Pacesetter Pacesetter Enterprises, Inc.
Cascade, Iowa

Speedway SpeedwayProducts,Inc.
Mansfield, Ohio

Tri-Sport Pramark
Norwald, Ohio

BMB

Central State Tool and Die Com_mly
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'1_ble 2-3

_IINIHIKES/MINZCYCLESMANUFACTURERS (Partial List)

Arco Honda

Benelli Kawasa]d

Carabels _.bntesa

Ces_ad Muskin

Fox Suzuki

}_ald Yamaha

Source: Cycle _agazine "1976 Buyer's Guide".

Along with motorcycle manufacturers there are a few other U°S.
companies that are involved to _.omeextent in the OE_ (original equipment
manufacturer) ee_,ent of the market, qheee are ccmpanies which supply
major ccmponents such as exhaust systems and engines to the motorcycle
manufacturers. Nepresentative c_p_inies in this category are:

Co.any Cos_onent Motorcycle

Nelson Industries _fflers _ rley-Davidson

Skyway Muf[lers Hoda_

Hriggs & Stra_ton _gines r_ald

Tecsmseh Engines Cheetah, Heald

Wisconsin Engines E_ald

_bst of these cempanies are no_ entirely dependent on the mob_r-

cycle industry. %1]eirproducts are sold to manufacturers in other
ir_ustries such as autc_obiles, lawn mowers, snowmobiles, and so forth.

_]_eremainder of the new motorcycle industry description is

oriented primarily toward the manufacturers of full sized, 2-wheel motor-
cycles, since this segment is by far the largest element in the industry
in terms of n_ber of units sold.

2-7
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2.2.1 Market Shares and Sales

_ne new motorcycle manufacturing segment of the industry is
characterized by a umall number of manufacturers which have significant
sales in the U.S., and a large nt_iberof manufacturers with very limited
sales in the U.S. Available sales and market share data for each of the

cumpanies are listed in Table 2-4. Total industry sales figures since
1967 sre shown in Figure 2-1.

_he five leading manufacturers (Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and
AMF/Horley-Davidson) have 93 percent of the market, based on numbers of new
motorcycles registered, qhis is an approximation because an estimated 30
percent of all motorcycles sold are not registered; however market share
inaccuracies are not likely to be great because all five sell the types
of models that are likely to be unregistered. Of the individual brands,
the largest share of the market is held by _bnds, which has 40 percent of
the market, follcwed by Kawasaki - 17.2 percent, yamaha - 16.2 percent,
Suzuki - 12.8 percent, Harley-Dav%dson - 6.9 percent, NVT Motorcycles
(Norton, Triumph) - 1.2 percent, and B_4 - 1.0 percent.

All other manufacturers combined share approximately 5 percent of
the market, and none individuallyhas a share of over 1 percent. APproxi-
mately 17 companies have less than 0.1 percent. _hese figures may be
slightly understated since many of the companies with limited .U.S. sales
spgcialize in off-roed models which are generally not registered. Market
share trends for the five largest companies im the past few years are

shown in Figure 2-2. In 1975, Kawasaki, Suzuki, and Harley-Davidson
increased market shares, while Honda and Yamaha market Shares declined.

_e distribution of sales ranges has a similar dispersion. Honda's
annual retail sales in the U.S. are estimated t_ be over $500 million.
Sales for each of the four other leading manufacturers are estimated to be
between $i00 million ahd $500 mill_on. 'IWomanufacturers have annual sales

estimated at between $i0 to $50 million. All other companies are estimated
to have less than $]0 million in annual retail sales in the U.S.

Market shares for product categories defined by engine displace-
me_t size are shown in Table 2-5. HDnda is the leader in all categories
except for the minibike/minicycle category. Marley-Davidson is ranked
second in the 750c.c. and above category with 24.6 percent of this market '
segment, compared with Honda's 41.4 percent and Kawasaki's 18.8 percent.
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'fable 2-4

MOIORCYCLE MANUFAC_ SALES AND MARKET SHARE DATA: 1975

R

A Approx. Annual Percentage
N iocation/Mfg, B_tail Sales of New Regis- Cure
K Brand Manufacturer Imcation(s) Range ($M)* tration ** Percentage

i. Honda Japan 500+ 40.2% 40.2%

2. Fawasaki Japan 200-300 17.2 57.4

3. Yamaha Japan 200-300 16.2 73.6

4. Su2uki Japan 100-200 12.8 86.4

5, Harley-Dayidson U.S., Italy 100-200 6.9 93.3

6. Norton-Trit_ph U.K. 10-50 i.1 94,4

7. _dW Germany 10-50 I.0 95.4

_8. Bultaco Spain Less than i0 0.5 95.9

9. Husqvarna Sweden 0.5 96.4

i0. Can-Am/Bombardier Canada 0.4 96.8

ii. _bdaka U.S./Japan 0.3 97.I

12. JAWA/CZ Czechoslovakia 0,3 97.4

13. MDto Guzzi Italy 0.3 97.7

14._enelll Italy 0.1 97.8

15. Ducati Italy 0.1 97.9

• U.S. M_torcycle Sales Only (estimate).

•* Based on 1975 data for number of new motorcycles registered (R. L, Polk
Ragistratlon Data).
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Table 2-5 MARKET SHARE BY PRODUCT CLASS*

R S Minibike s/

A I Minicycles 50-99c.e. i00-169c.c.
N Z
K E Manufacturer Pct. Manufacturer Pct. Manufacturer Pct.

I. Yamaha 31.2 Honda 58.9 Honda 34.3
2. Kawasaki 20.2 Yamaha 19.0 Yamaha 21.5
3. Honda 14.3 Suzuki 8.1 Kawasaki 20.8
4. Indian 12.7 Kawasaki 8.0 Suzuki 18.2

5. Harley-Davidson 5.0 Marley-Davidson 5.5 Marley-Davidson 2.3
6. Chaparral 4.7 Benelli 0.5 Hodaka 2.2
7. Cushman 4.2 Can-Am 0.6
8. Bockford i.9 JAWA 0.1

9. _pp i.8 Benelli 0.05
10. Henelli i.1 Sultaco 0.05

ii. Steen 0.4 8usqvarna 0.05
12. Premier 0.3
13_ Pacesetter 0.1

14. Speedway 0.1
15. Other 2.0

_Market share as determined by'R. L. Polk New M_torcycle _egistration Data.
Non-registered motorcycles are not accounted for in this tabulation.

R S

A I 170-349e.e. 350-749c.c.
N Z
K E Manufacturer But. Manufacturer Pct. Manufacturer Pet.

i. _bnda 31.7 Honda 45.8 Honda 41.4

2. Yamaha 23.5 Yamaha 20.8 Harley-Davidson 24.6
3. Suzuki 22.2 Kawasaki 19.3 Kawasaki 18.8
4. Kawasaki 14.2 Suzuki 12.6 _ 4.1

5. Harley-Davidson 4.9 Bultaco 0.8 Suzuki 4.1
6. Can-Am 1.7 B_ 0.4 Horton 2.8
7. Bultaeo i.i JAWA 0.1 HOto Guzzi 2.6

8. JAWA O.3 Husqvarna 0.1 Yamaha 1•1
9. Hesqvarna 0.3 Norton Tri_ph 0.1 D/cati 0.5
i0. Henelli 0.i Benelli -

•Market share as determined by R. L. Polk New F*DtorcyclePagistration Data.
Non-registered motorcycles are not accounted for in this tabulation.
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2.2.2 Product Lines

_here are major differences in the _roduct lines offered by the
manufacturers. _he four major Japanese manufacturers and Harely-Davidmon
offer models in every category (see Table 2-6). _nda again is the leader
with 38 different models in all size and function categories. Harley-
Davidson has 13 models, but 7 are in the large (over 750e.o.), street
model category. Most of the other manufacturers have model lines that
are limited to some extent. Many of the others specialize in either large
street motorcycles or small and medium sized dual-purl:OSeor off-road motor-
cycles. More manufacturers sell _-malland medit_ dual-purpose and off-road
motorcycles than any other category.

Most models in the large street motorcycle category and almost all
F_nda madels have 4-stroke engines. Fawssaki and Yamaha have both 2-stroke
and 4-stroke models. The other manufacturers rely principally on 2-stroke
engines. IWo manufacturers have models with rotary engines (Suzuki and
D_q). A list of engine types by manufacturer is provided in Table 2-7.

A list of the three most popular models _or each of the major
Japanese motorcycle manufacturers is provided in Table 2-8.

2.2.3 Motorcycle Prices

In general, European motorcycles, particularly in the street
motorcycle category, have higher retail level prices than those of major
Japanese or U.S. brands. Figure 2-3 shows a comparison of prices versus
engine displacsment size for various street models listed in PeterSon's
1975 Motorcycle Huyer's Guide. In the street category, European manufac-
turers generally offer a limited number of models at pramitm _riees.

CompariSOns of prices for off-road motorcycles are more difficult
to make because of the multitude of specialised functions off-road motor-
cycles have. HD_ver, the Japanese brands are typically 10 to 20 percent
less in price for equivalent sized off-road nx:dels.

2.2.4 %_]picalNew Motorcycle Manufacturers

Manufacturers of full sized motorcycles can be classified in the

following manner:

o Major Japanese Matorcyole Manufacturers

o Major U.S. Motorcycle Manufacturer - AMF/Harley-Davidson

o U.S. Motorcycle Manufacturers with Limited U.S. Sales

o Foreign Manufacturers with Limited U.S. Sales
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Table 2-6

MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURERS PRODUCT LINE BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

Manufacturer STREET-LEGAL OFF-ROAD

Under 100- 170- 350- 750cc Under 100- 170- 350-
100cc 169ec 349ee 749ce & Over 100cc 169cc 349cc 749cc

Benelli/Moto Benelli X X X
BMW X X
Bultaeo X X X X

Can-Am/Bombardier X X X X X
Carabela X X X
Cheetah
Ducati X
Greeves X X

Harley-Davidson X X X
Hercules

Hodaka/Pabatco X X X
Honda X X X X X X X X

Husqvarna X X
Indian X X X
Jawa/Cz X
KTM X X X
Kawasaki X X X X X X X X
LaVerda X X

MV Agusta X
Maico X X X
Montesa X X X X
Moto Guzzi X
MotoMorini X
MZ
N'rV X X
Ossa X X
Penton X X X
Rokon X
Suzuki X x X X X X X X
Yamaha X X X X X X X X X

Primary Source: Cycle Magazine, "1976 Buyer's Guide".
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Table 2-7

ENGINE TYPES BY MANUFACTU_

BRAND/MANUFACTt_ER ENGINE TYPE(S)

Benelli/_oto Benelli 4-stroke/2-stroke
_MW 4-stroke
Eultaco 2-stroke

Can-Am/Bombardier 2-stroke
Carabela 2-stroke
(_eetah 4-stroke

D_4/Hercules 2-stroke*
Ducati 4-stroke
Greeves 2-stroke

Farley-Davidson 4-stroke/2-stroke
Hodaka/Pabatco 2-stroke
_bnda 4-stroke/2-stroke
_sgvarna 2-stroke
Indian 2-stroke

CZ/Jawa 2-stroke
KTM 2-stroke

Fawasaki 2-stroke/4-stroke
LaVerda 4-stroke

MV_gusta 4-stroke
Maico 2-stroke
MOntesa 2-stroke
F_to Guzel 4-stroke
_bto Morlni 4-str0ke
MZ 2-str0ke
NVr 4-stroke
Ossa 2-str0ke
_nton 2-stroke
Fokpn 2-stroke

Suzuki 2-stroke/4-stroke*
Yamaha 2-streke/4-stroke

*Excluding one model with ro_ary engine.
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Table 2-8

MAJOR JAPANESE MANUFACTURER'S BEST SELLING

NEW MOIDRCYCLE MO[:ELS

Honda

i. Honda 03-750 (Street)

2. Honda 613-360 (Street)

3. Honda CB-550 (Street)

Kawasaki
i. Kawasaki KZ-400 (Street)

2. Kawasaki 900 Z-I (Street)

3. Fawasaki 350 (Street)

4. Kawasaki KS-125 (Enduro)

Yamaha

i. Yamaha XS-650 (Street)

2. Yamaha DT-125 (Enduro)

3. Yamaha DT-250 (Enduro)

Suzuki

i. Suzuki TS-250 Savage (Endure)

2. Suzuki GT-550 Indy (Street)

3. Suzuki GT-380 Sabring (Street)

Source: Motorcycle Dealer News
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A major motorcycle manufacturer is defined as having U.S. retail
level sales of motorcycles and parts of $100M or over annually. Manufac-
turers with "limited" sales have less than $100M in U.S. sales (measured at

the retail level) annually. M_st in this category have less than $IC_I in
annual sales, qhe categories are defined in this manner because econcmic
impacts on typical firms in each category are likely to be significantly
different. Each category is described in more detail in the follcwing
paragraphs.

Major Japanese Motorcycle Manufacturers

Major motorcycle manufacturers defined here are those Japanese
eampanies with over $100 million in annual U.S. retail sales. _he four
companies (Honda, Kawasaki, Yamaha, Suzuki) are all very large industrial
concerns, of which motorcycles are a major or significant component of
total company operations. Data indicating the financial size and strength
of these ccmpanies are provided in Table 2-9.

_ere is some variation in the proportionate level of motorcycle-
related sales in each ccmpany. _beda is the world's largest motorcycle
manufacturer, and 40 to 50 percent of total corl:oraterevenues come from
motorcycle sales. Kawasaki and AMF are essentially large conglc_erates;
motorcycle-related sales for these t_D companies are an estimated 10 to 20
percent of total corporate revenues. Suzuki and Yamaha are smaller
ccmpanies, and have a much larger proportion (50 percent or more ) of their
total sales coming from the motorcycle business.

Approximately 20 to 40 percent Of total Japanese motorcycle
production is exported to the U.S. Kawasaki's U.S. sales are proPor-
tionately higher than this average, while Suzuki's are so._ewhatlower.

(_aracteristics of a major Japanese motorcycle manufacturer are
shown in Table 2-10. Cn the average, each Japanese firm produces one
million motorcycles annually, of which approximately 27 percent are
exported to the U.S. At the retail level, these motorcycles are worth
approximately $250M. Production capacities of the companies range from
40,000 units per month and up.
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TABLE 2-9

_MJOR MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURERS FINAHCIAL RATA

'STOCK-

, NET ]fOLDERS WeaLD*

SALES ASSS_'S INCOME EQUITY RANKINGCOMPANY COUNTRY INDUSTRY ($000) ($000) ($000) $000 _MPLOYES 197_ 1973 SOURC]

KAW_AKI HEAVY I'2 JAPAN SIIIPUUILRING 1,980,137 2,710,376 37,'(I_i 289,082 39,560 O0 1
INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIALNACH

HO'JOECYCLES

]IONDA MOTOR 3 JAPAN _TOIICYCLES 1.791,09B 1,1_31._I16 I19,}_33 336,13_I 18,8)15 Ol 1
AIJTOMOI_I[,ES
FANM _MCS.

B_4 h GESMANY AUTOMOBILES 96_,929 619,881 16,261 22T.631 ._5,805 _&8 1
(BAYENISCIIE MOTESN MOTORCYCLES

WEnNE)

SUZUKI JAPAN AUTOMOBILES 638,716 IJ69,1_86 7.25h 911,823 9,600 36 1
MOTORS NO'I'ORC_CLES

YAMANA MOTOR JAPAN MOTORCYCLES 566,550 312,273 10,953 BY,3h7 8,165 98 2
REC. VEIIICLES

AMY'/HARLEY DAVI DSON U.S. MOTOHCYCT I_S i,O20,302 807,703 22,i_6 287,522 .A. 3
L_ISUIIE rHODe.

IND. PI_ODUC'fS

i. Fiscal year ending March 31, 1975.
SOU%'CO :

_. Includes pro-rated flguros of subsddlarles that are more

than 50 percent owned, i. Fortune Hagazlne, August 1975.

3. F_seal year eedlng August 30, 1971_. 2. Dimnond Report, Japan ,i

_. Parent Company only. 3. AMP Annual Report, 197_f.

* Rlmkcd by sales; excludes U.S. companies.

** 300 Yen per dollar conversion rate used.



Table 2-10 C}_ACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL MAJOR JAPANESE MOI_3RC¥CLE MANUFACTURER*

U.S.RETAILSALESRANGE $100M+

NO.OF FIRMSINCATEGORY: 4**

ACMINISTRATIVELOCATION: Japan

MANUFACTURINGLOCATION: Japan***

PRODUCT LINE: _Dtorcycles, Automobiles,
Fecreational Vehicles,
Industrial Machinery

MOIDROYCLEPRODUCTLINE: Fulllineof models for

all product classes

%_EAL CORI:ORATIONSALES: $I,250M

ASSETS: $i,230M

NETINCCME: $ 150M

NETPROFIT_L_RGIN: 2%

STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY: $ 20]/'!

'K_rAL MOIORCYCLE RELATED SALES****
NOLIARS N.A.
tinITS iM

MOIDROYCLE REIATED SALES, U.S.:
[_3LIARS $ 261M
UNITS 0.27M

MARKET SHARE 22%

NO. OF _4PLOYEES: 8,000

MAXIML_%PRODUCTION CAPACITY: 40,O00/M_nth and up

Source: I_formation from individual ccmpanies
N.A. - Not Available
*Based on 1974 data

**Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki, Yamaha
***All manufacturing is done in Japan, Kawasaki has a facility in Lincoln,

Nebraska 'that assembles certain models
****Retail level sales
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Several features of Japanese financial practices and economic
conditions should be noted. In general, Japanese companies are highly
leveraged firms. _ne debt to equity ratios in the capital structure of a
typical Japanese company is much higher than in U.S. firms. _his makes
Japanese companies more vulnerable in the event of downturns in business
activity--large interest expanses can create cash flow problems. However,
Japan has a central bank (Sank of Japan) that has very strong fiscal autho-
rity. _he Bank of Japan can direct bank loans to companies with financial

problems, which alleviates the hazards associated with high leverage to a
great extent. However, if the condition is chronic, companies in Japan
declare bankruptcy just as they do in the U.S. In general, profit margins
of Japanese companies are lower than _1ose of U.S. companies, but direct
comparison is somewhat meaningless due to the differences in capitalization,
as noted above. Hecause of the high degree of leverage, lower profit margins
can nevertheless net the same return on owners investment as U.S. cempanies.

With regard to economic conditions, Japan has in the past few years
experienced relatively higher inflation rates than other countries in the
world, and this has diminished the competitive edge of Japanese companies
to so_e extent. In 1975, the divergence decreased somewhat.

A brief profile of the major motorcycle manufacturers is provided

in the following paragraphs.

Honda

_he Honda Motor Company is located in Tokyo, Japan, and sells
automobiles, motorcycles, and miscellaneous non-vehicular products. _he
em_peny earned $49.4M in 1974 on sales of $1,791 million. Motorcycles
sales accounted for 46 percent of the total sales, automobiles accounted
for 35 percent of the total, and non-vehicular products sales made up the
remainder.

Honda is the world's largest motorcycle manufacturer and has the
largest share of the U.S. motorcycle market. In 1974, the company manu-
factured over 2 million motorcycles, an estimated 20 _o 30 percent of
which were exported to the U.S. HoDda has a diverse product line with 38
models offered, ranging from 1000c.c road machines to 70c.c. mini-bikes.
Almost all Honda models have four-stroke engines, although a few of the
off-toed models have two-stroke engines. The Honda Motor Company is
relatively strong financially due not only to its large share of the motor-
cycle market, but also to the strength of its other major product line
(automobiles).

_he company has put a strong emphasis on R&D and has a separate
wholly-owned subsidiary, Honda R&D Company, Ltd., which conducts research
and development for both the automobile and motorcycle product lines. In
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recent years the cc_pany has put considerable emphasis on noise control

research, and the ccmpany is well positioned in this area. Because Of its
size, financial strength, planning and research ccmmibnent and technical

facilities, Honda is likely to experience the least adverse impact of any
of the other companies in the industry, qhe only major disadvantage that
Honda has is the n_nbeL"of models it carries in its product line. Each
model, or possibly a ._mallernumber of subset model categories, will
require individual effort and time for noise control research and
develo[_nent.

Kawasaki

Kawesaki motorcycles are manufactured by Kawasaki's Engine and
Motorcycle Group, which provides 20 percent of the corporation's total
sales. This particular group is located in Akashi, Japan, end manufactures
motorcycles, gas turbine engines, chemical machinery and industrial robots.
The parent corporation, Kawasaki Beavy Industries, Ltd., is one of Japan's
biggest industrial concerns, with total sales approaching two billion
dollars.

(_ the four major Japanese manufacturers, Kawasaki produces the
lo_est total number of motorcycles, but exports the highest percentage of
its total production to the U.S. Kawasaki moved up to second in the U.S.
motorcycle market in 1975, largely due to the popularity of two models
intreducad in 1974. _nese two models, 400c.c. and 900c.c. street cycles,
now account for a significant portion of Kawasaki sales, although the
company does offer a full range of street, combination and off-road bikes.
Twenty-nine different models were manufactured for the U.S. market in 1975.

Fawasaki has a motorcycle assembly facility in Lincoln, Nebraska,
but most motorcycle assembly, and all engine assembly is done in Japan.
Approximately 200 employes are involved in the motorcycle manufacturing
operations.

The company has a technical research laboratory equipped with
sophisticated monitoring and d_agsostic instruments. A noise research
effort has been in progress several years, and Kawasaki's capability in
this area (plant, equipment, personnel) seems well established.

Suzuki

Suzuki Motors is a leading manufacturer of motorcycles and light-
weight automobiles with 2-stroke engines. Company sales increased from
$467 million to $640 million between 1970 and 1974, an increase of 37
percent. Profits during thisperiod declined some 34 percent, however,
from $10.9 million to 7.2 million.
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Suzuki exports approximately 30 models to the U.S., and sales are
fairly %all balanced in all categories of motoucycles, although street add

dual purpose m_dels account fo_ the majority of sales. All of Suzuki's
mcdels have 2-stroke engines, with the exception of one mOdel with a rotary
motor and three 4-stroke street models which were introduced recently.

Yamaha

Yamaha M_tor Company manufactures and sells motoreyleel motoped
bicycles, snowmobiles, recreational boats, engines and swimming pools. In
addition the company develops and operates recreational facilities. In
1955, the ecmpany separated from Nippon C_kki (a company that manufacturers
musical instruments), and is now an independent operation.

A large propertion of the company's revenue comes from motorcycle
sales. In 1974, the company manufactured slightly over one million motor-
cycles. Seventy-seven percent were exported, and approximately 20 to 30
percent were exported to the U.S.

Yamaha has extremely modern R&D facilities and equipment, and has
a demonstrated capability for noise control research and design.

Major U.S. Motorcycle Manufacturer - AMF/Harley-Davidson

AMF/Harley-Davison is the only remaining major U.S. motorcycle
manufacturer. _e company was started in 1903, and has specialized in
manufacturing large touring motorcycles. In 1968, the company was acquired
by AMF, Inc., as part of AMF's extensive diversification effort. In 1975
AMF earned $32 million from sales of slightly over $i billion. AMF products
are primarily oriented toward the leisure and industrial products market;
approximately 60 percent of sales and 50 percent of earnings come from
leisure products.

A breakdown of revenues by class of product in AMF's 1975 annual
reporb indicated t/_atmotorcycles and other travel vehicles provided $190.8M
in revenues, or approximately 19 percent of AMF's seles. Motorcycles and
motorcycle parts sales account for most of this revenue, estimated to be
between $100 million and $200 million annually.

At the present time, the _arley-David_on product line consists of
seven large touring models, all of which are 1000c.c. or more, and six
s_aller lightweight models of 250c.0. or less. A sidecar option is avail-
able for the larger models. A very large part of U.S. motorcycle sales
revenues cc_ee from the larger models. In 1975, 74 percent of the
Harley-Davidsens registered in the U.S. were 1000e.o. or larger.
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A total of 51,263 Harley-David=-onswere registered in 1975, and
nearly 38,000 of these were 1000c.c. or larger. The larger models average
a retail price of $2800 or more; retail level sales for these models alone
were in the neighborhood of $100M. Harley-Davidson's sales on a unit basis
represented a 6.9 percent share of the market in 1975, based on registra-
tion data. Sarley-Davidson's market share on a dollar basis is somewhat
higher, since its product line is oriented toward the larger, more expensive
motorcycles. Sales and financial sharacteristics of AMF/Harley-Davidsmn
are shown in Table 2-11.

It should be noted that Harley-Davison actually consists of two
relatively independent motorcycle manufacturing companies. The American
division manufactures the large (1000c.o. or over) touring models. The
wholly owned subsidiary in Varese, Italy designs and manufactures a line
of smaller models. Its operation is therefore similar to some smaller U.S.
ccmpanies which have manufacture motorcycles overseas. Since the opera-
tions are relatively independent, each will be described separately.

Harley-Davidson, H.S.

It is a consensus opinion in the motorcycle industry that Harley-
Davidson has a unique niche in she market place. Buyers of the large
Harley-Davidson models demonstrate considerable loyalty to the brand, and
are relatively insensitive to design advancements and marketing csmpaigns
of competing medels. It is the only U.S. motorcycle manufacturer which has
survived from the early 1900's to the present, resulting in the evolution
of a very strong consumer tradition. As evidence, Harley-Davidsmn has
increased its market share in spite of increased competition fr_n major
Japanese manufacturers in the large street motorcycle category. In fact,
sales of the large models increased in 1974 and 1975, when sales of all
other companies declined considerably. Figure 2-4 shows comparative sales
trends. Part of the reason for Harley-Davidson's increase in sales in this
period is a general consumer shift toward larger street motorcycles. Sales
of street motorcycles 900c.c. and larger increased 240 percent in 1974 and

65 percent in 19751. Price data in Table 2-12 show this trend ocouring
despite substantial increases in retail prices since 1973.

_he strong brand loyalty that was indicated by industry sources to
be characteristic of Harley-Davidson buyers w_uld seem to accord Harley-
Davidson certain advantages. It appears that Harley-Davidson sales are
considerably less sensitive to both price increases and declines in real
inesms than are other brands.

i
Motorcycle Industry Council, "Manufacturers Shipment Reporting Systsm".
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Table 2-ii

CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR U.S. MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURING FIRM

(AMF/HARLEY-DAVIDSON)

CATEGORY: U.S. Motorcycle related sales Over 100M
annually.

LCCATION: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
CORPORATE PRODUCT LINE: Leisure products (including motorcycles)

Industrial products and machinery.
MOTORCYCLE PRODUCT LINE: o Milwaukee, Wisconsin and York,

Pennsylvania plants: large touring
motorcycles (l,000e.c. and 1,200c.e.).

s Varese, Italy plant: s_all and inter-
mediate sized street, street/trail
onmbination, and c_mpetition motorcycles.

%_EAL CORPORATION SALES: $i,004,697,000
NET IIqCCME: $ 32,133,000
NET PROFIT MARGIN: 3.2%
ASSETS: $ 779,470,000
STCCKHOLDER'S EQUITY: $ 297,698,000
MUPORCYCLE AND TRAVEL
VEHICLESALES: $ 190,794,000

MfYfORCYCLERELATES SALES, U.S.
(3)

DOLLARS: $ i00,000,000+
(4)

UNITS REGISTERED(TCrfAL) 51,263
1000C.C. AND OVER: 37,987 (74%)
UNDER1000C.C.: 12,504(24%)
C.C.NOT SPECIFIED: 774 (2%)

MARKETSHARE: 6.9%

NO. (iF _MPLOYES, MOIDRCYCLE
RELATED: 3,300

So_ce: (Except otherwise indicated) AMF Annual P_port, 1975.

(i) Based on 1975 data.

(2) Barley-Davidson AMF's largest manufacturing subsidiary.

(3) Motorcycle sales make up a very large percentage of motorcycle and
travel vehicle sales, but exact percentage not available

(4) R. L. Polk, New Motorcycle Pagistratlon Data, 1975. Motorcycles i000c.c.
"" and above made up 77% of total registration.
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AMF/HARLEY-DAVIDSON SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES

1973 1974 1975

c.c. 3/15/72 10/27/73 2/18/74 7/15/74 8/11/74 2/25/75 4/21/75

125 $ 565 $ 635 $ 660 $ 749 -- $ 770 --

175 -- $ 795 $ 825 $ 930 -- $ 930 ---

250 ...... $1,130 -- $i,168 --

1000 $2,182 $2,338 $2,440 -- $2,735 --~ $2,767

1200 $2,482 $2,795 $2,819 --- $3,244 -- $3,330

Source: AMF/Harley-Davidson's Reply to Motorcycle E_haust Emission ANPF_4

Brand loyalty to Harley-Davidson motorcycles appears to ar_se from
several factors. Large Harley-Davidsons feature a longitudinal 45 V-Twin
engine with cgmm3n crank pin; a unique design in today's motorcycle market.
_hia engine configuration provides Harley-Davidson motorcycles with low centers
of gravity, narrow profile, and powerful low-end tot_/ue. It also features
a low frequency asymetrleal exhaust note that is unique and which has
customer appeal. In addition, the V-_Pwlnengine provides sp_ciallzed styling

for these motorcycles. _he manufacturer believes that this unique "sound"
and a_pearance must be retained to preserve demand for Rerley-Davidsen
motorcyclse.

Engines and parts for the large motorcycles are manufactured in
Harley-Davidson's Milwaukee, Wisconsin fasilities, and are assembled is a
York, Pennsylvania plant. Approximately 3,300 people are directly employed
in the production of motorcycles, parts, and accessories. Rerley-Davidson
indicates that another 25,000 people are indirectly affected to some extent
at supplier plants, distribution and sales locations, and [_arley-Davidson
dealerships. P_rlay-Davldson is more vertically integrated than most other
manufacturers, in that it makes many of the parts and components which other
manufacturers normally buy from suppliers.

Typically, Harley-Davidson's primary manufacturing facilities and
equipment are older than most of its competitor's, in part because the basic
engine design and manufacturing processes have remained relatively stable
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over the years. In its 1974 annual report AMF indicated that Harley-Davidson
was having difficulty in meeting demand. For this reason, AMF has been
spending considerable _eunts for plant and egui_nent needed to raise pro-
duction capacity and modernize manufacturing processes. In its 1975 annual
report, AMF indicated that Harley-Davidson had doubled its engineering
staff, partly to meet new design requirenents for exhaust and noise emission
controls.

From a cost standpoint, Barley-Davidson suffers a disadvantage in
view of the fact that Harley-Davidson's production b_se is 50,000 units

per year, as compared to the typical 270,000 units per year of its major
competitors. Period costs such as R&D and depreciation are thereby allo-
cated over lesser number of units. _his disadvantage is tempered by the
fact that Harley-Davidson has a lesser number of models to manage, and that
its product line is composed of strictly large street motorcycles which
can sustain larger cost increases than _aller models on a relative basks.

Harley Davidson - Italy

_his division produces the smaller lightweight models. _e product
line is composed of small and intermediate sized (250c.c. or less) street
and combination (dual purpose) motorcycles. Approximately 12,500 of these
models _re registered in 1975. _he Varese operation falls more into the
category of a small U.S. or foreign manufacturer, and so the description of

a typical manufacturer with limited U.S. sales applies to this subsidiary.
Small Harley-Davidsons have recently been introduced to the non-U.S, market.
hbn-U.S, sales now account for a third to one half of Vareee's production.

U.S. Motorcycle Manufacturers with Limited U.S. Sales

_he U.S. motorcycle companies with limited shares of the U.S.
market include (2naparral,(3%eetah,Fox, Heald, Indian, Pacific Basin Trading
Company (PABATCO, distributor of }bdaka motorcycles) and Bokon. _ne extent
of manufacturing and assembly in the U.S. varies from company to ccmpeny.
FOr example, Fokon buys various crmponents from foreign manufacturers, but
60 to 90 percent of its motorcycles and mototraetors (depending on which
model) are manufactured or assembled in the U.S. Pacific Basin Trading
company (PABATCO) designs and markets _odaka motorcycles in the _.S., but
the actual manufacturing is done in Nagoya, Japan by the }k_aka Industrial
Company. _he F_daka Company ms essentially PABA_CO's subcontractor. Indian
motorcycles are designed and marketed in the U.S. but the manufacturing is
done by Indian's wholly owned subsidiary, located in the Nantz Export
Processing Zone, Taiwan. Chaparral minicyeles are designed and marketed
in the U.S., but manufactured in Taiwan (similar to the Indian operation).
Fox minicycles are primarily manufactured and assembled in the U.S., but
use components from other countries, such as Sachs motors frcm Germany.
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Table 2-13

CHARACTERISTICS OP TYPICAL SMALL U.S.

MOrORCYCLE MANUFACTURERS

RETAILSALESRAN_: Less_an $10M

NO O_ FIRMSIN CATEGORY: 10 - 20 (Est.)

AZMINIST_ATION lOCATION: U.S. (Typically Q:eat Lakes area)

MANUFACTURING LOCATION: Either U.S. or Foreign

PRODUCT LINE: Limited number of s_ecialty models

TCrfALMOIDRCYCLE REiATED SALES**

DOLIASS: $4.IM

tWITS: ii,000

MAR/_T S_RE: Less %11an1.0%

ASSETS: $2M

_T FROFIT MARGIN: Cenerally Negative

NET WORTH: N/A

NO. OF U.S. EMPLOYES,
MOIDRCYCLE REiATED: 20

Source: Information from representative companies.

**Almost all o_mpanies in this category have all or very large part of
revenues cQming from motmrcycle business.

N/A - Not Available
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A typical U.S. company is relatively young and small (less than
$2-3 million in assets), manufactures 11,080 units and has annual sales in

the $4M range. Net earnings in 1975 were negative or marginally in the
black because de,hand for new motorcycles was considerably down in 1975.
U.S. employment for the companies ranges from 2 to 34 employees. Employ-
ment of manufacturing subsidiaries or subcontractors is generally less
than 100. qhe small U.S. company's product line is generally limited to
minicycles, or small motorcycles (typically less than 185c.c.) that are
intended for off-road or dual purpose use. Characteristics of a typical
U.S. company with limited sales is shown in Table 2-13. A brief descrip-
t_ionof some of these companies is contained in the following paragraphs.

Chaparral

Chaparral is a small company that manufactures 80e.c. and 100e.e.
minicycles. Tae motorcycles are designed in t/leU.S., but are assembled
in Taiwan. _he engines are manufactured in Japan.

Cheetah

Cheetah makes two trail recreation models that use 7hp and 5hp
Tacumseh engines. Production on the two models has been shut down due to
a shortage in parts, qhe motorcycles and engines are manufactured and
assembled in the U.S.

Fo___x.x

Fox manufacturers 4 minieycle models. _o of the models use
133e.c. Tacsmseh engines and the other two use German Sachs engines. With
the exception of the Sachs engines, most of the manufacturing and assembly
is done i_ the U.S. Tae canpany also manufactures motocross bicycles.

Hgald

5Dcated in Benton Harbor, Michigan, }_ealdmanufactures garden
tractors, rote-tillers and two and three wheel motorcycles in kit form.
Approximately 75 percent of sales are motorcycle-related. _he motorcy01es
are recreational trail models which use Tecumseh, Briggs and Straiten,
Wisconsin and J.L.O. engines. Sales are primarily by mail order.

Indian

_he Indian Motorcycle Company is a s,all U.S. firm that is
located in Southern California. Manufacturing is done by a wholly owned
subsidiary located in Taiwan. Seven models are manufactured - a 100e.c.
street machine, and 125c.c. and 175c.c. street, dual purpose and trail
models. All are 2-stroke. Approximately 50 percent of Indian's sales
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are in the U.S. ; the remainder are exported. Indians are sold through
distributors and manufacturer's representatives. _he company indicates
it is in a precarious position because of pending exhaust emission
control regulations which are more difficult to control on 2-stroke motor-
cycles.

Pacific Basin Trading Compan? (PABATCO)

PABATCO is located in Athena, Oregon and markets Hodaka motorc"ycles,
primarily small (250c.c. and less), 2-stroke mot_cross and off-road motor-
cycles. _bdakas are manufactured in Nagoya, Japan by the BDdaka Industrial
Company, which is essentially FABATC0's subcontractor. Over 90 percent of
}bdaka's business is through PABATCO.

Rokon

_D_Dn is located in Keens, New Hampshire and manufactures
mototractors and motorcycles. The mototractons are 2-wheel drive vehicles

that are used for utility and agricultural work. _he majority are exl:orted.
_he motorcycles are 2-stroke, 340c.c. off-road motorcycles with Sachs motors
and torque converter transmissions. M_tercycles represent approximately 40
percent of Bokon's business. Many of the components of Fokon motorcycles
come from other countries, but the final assembly and check-out is done in
FDkon's New Hampshire facilities. FckDn manufactures approximately 500 to
1000 motorcycles per year.

At the present the following companies are no longer active in the
motorcycle market: Rupp; Fockford; Bandit; and Bird Engineering. Speed-
way has been acquired by Fox.

Foreign Motorcycle Manufacturers with Limited U.S. Sales i

_here are approximately 25 foreign manufacturers with limited U.S.
motorcycle sales. A typical company manufactures 20,000 units, of which
4,000 are exported to the U.S. This quantity represents less than one-
half percent of the U.S. market, and is worth approximately $4M in sales
revenues. _ne product line is typically limited and concentrated in cer-
tain product categories. For example, many of the Italian companies such
as Dueati, _aVerda, M_to Benelli, Moto Guzzi, _Dto Morini, and MV Agusta
market large street motorcycles. _W and NVT Motorcycles are two other
companies that specialise in large street motorcycles. Most of the other
csmpanles specialise in small and intermediate sized (less than 350c.c.)
off-road and o_mbination motorcycles. Characteristics of a typical foreign
motorcycle manufacturer with limited U.S. sales is sho_ in Table 2-14.
Capsule descriptions of some of the companies are contained in the following

paragraphs.
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Table 2-14

CFARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL FOREIGN MOIDRCYCLE MANUFAC%_JRER

WITH LIMITED U.S. SALES

RE_IL SALESRANGE: Less Than $I_4

NL_4BEROF FIRMS IN CATEGORY: 25+

LCCATION: Europe, Taiwan, Fexico, Canada

PRODUCT LINE: M_torcycles, Bicycles, Mopeds

MOIDRCYCLE PRODUCT LINE: Limited number of specialty models

T_AL COR_DRAT!ON SALES: N/A

ASSETS: N/A

NET PROFIT MARGIN: N/A

NET _DRTH: N/A

_AL MC;I_3RCYCLERELY.TEDSALES

_OL[ARS:

t_ITS: 20,000

MOIDRC_CLE REIATED SALES, U.S.

DOLLARS: $4M (Est.)

[_ITS: 4,000

MARKET SHARE: Less _han 1%

NO. OF _LOYES

(U.S. DISTRIBUTOR): 40

Source: Infoz_natlonfrom individtml U.S. distributors of foreign
manufacturers.

N/A - Not Available
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Benelli

Ymto Benelli is an established Italian firm that is a subsidiary
of DeTo_aso Industries. Benelli marke_s 250e.c., 500c.c., 650c.c. and
7500.e. street motorcycles.

_4 is an extremely large manufacturer located in West Germany.
Total corporation sales in 1974 approached $i billion. AutOmobiles and
large touring motorcycles are major product lines. _ccording to
registration data, BMW had a one _ercent share of the U.S. market in 1975,
and ranked seventh anong all manufacturers. _MW sells large touring motor-
cycles with horlzontally opposed twin cylinder engines and shaft drive.
Like Fmnda, BMW can make use of expertise and facilities developed for the
autcmobile market.

Can-Am

Can-Am motorcycles are manufactured by Bombardier, Ltd., a large
Canadian firm that also manufactures snowmobiles, industrial vehicles,

all terrain tractors, and winter sport accessories and apparel. Can-Am

spec/allzss in high performance enduro and ounpetition motocross motor-
cycles. Bombardier is presently making 10,000 motorcycles per y_ar.

Hercules

Hercules are manufactured by DYe/Hercules, part of the _nkel-
Flchtel-Sachs Manufacturing Group, which is one of Germany's largest
manufacturers of motorcycles. _he group is also a major supplier of
engines to other motorcycle manufacturers. D_q makes enduro and off-road
motorcycles pr/marily. D_ also markets a rotary engine model, although
production of this medal is relatively limited.

Husqvarna

Husqvarna is a large Swedish manufacturing company which produces
engines, chain saws, appliances, sewing machines, as well as motorcycles.
_he company specializes in very high quality off-road cress country and
o:_petitinn models. Approximately 75 percent of Husqvarna's total production
is exported to the U.S.
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KTM

RFM sells strictly off-road motorcycles in the u.s. Sales in the
Western U.S. w_re initiated in late 1975. _he parent company is a medit_
sized Austrian ccmpeny which manufactures motorcycles and bicycles.

LaVerda

laVerda is an Italian motorcycle manufacturer that makes large
street motorcycles. Product line is primarily in the 750-i000c.c. size
range.

2.3 Aftermarket Industr_z

_e structure of the aftermarket segment of the industry is
entirely different frc_ the new motorcycle market segment. _he aEtermarket
industry is primarily domestic, as ccmpared with the extreme international
characteristics of the new motorcycle segment of the industry. _here are
an estimated 900 ccmpanies in the U.S. that are involved to some extent

with manufacturing and distributing motorcycle aftermarket products I. _le
majority of these firms are relatively small, young companies. Mmst have

motorcycle-related sales of l_ss than $1 million per year and have been in
business less than five years'. _lere is no single csmpany or group of
companies that dcminate the market.

General Aftermarket Co,panZ

Firms in the motorcycle aftermarket industry can be classified as
manufacturers only, manufacturers and distributors, and distributors only.
_he approximate nu_er of o:mpanies in each classification are:

Manufacturers Only 270

Manufacturer/Distributor 279

Distributors Only 351

Source: Motorcycle Dealer News, "Industry Ozerview".

_hese cc_panies are not all strictly motorcyel_ oriented; a
significant number are diversified and involved in other industries. For
example, some of the motorcycle aftermarket manufacturers are large automo-
tive aftermarket co_panies which have expanded into the motorcycle market.
Some fi_s also serve the sn0_obile, boating, bicycle and other miscel-
laneous indLtstries. In general, the omaller ccmlpanies in the irz_ustry
have a large or complete dependence on motorcycle product sales, and the
large companies have a relatively small dependence on motorcycle sales.

_otorcyale Dealer News, "Industry 0vervie_4'.
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_laractaristics of typical aftermarket manufacturers are shown in
Table 2-15. Data on some general characteristics of the aftermarket
industry is present in Table 2-16.

A brief profile of manufacturers, manufaeturer/distributirs and
distributors is provided below, and sumn%arizedin Figures 2-5 and 2-6.

Manufacturers Onl_

Ninety percent of manufacturers-only firms characterize their sales
as national in scope. _he majority do much of their business through ware-
house/distributor direct or through manufacturing representatives. Only
32 percent of the ccmpanles derive more than 70 percent of their business
frrm the motorcycle industry. _he majority (60 percent) have less than 20

1

percent of their sales caning frc_ motorcycle products .

Manufacturers/Distributors

Seventy percent of the manufacturers/distributors derive more than
70 percent of their sales from motorcycle related business. In addition,
70 percent have less than $500,000 in annual motorcycle related sales.
_he manufacturer/distributors sell directly to dealers and accessory shops

1
and to a lesser extent to other distributors .

Distributors

More than 60 percent of the distributors derive more than 80

percent of their sales frcm motorcycle related sales. _bwever, 66 percent
of the ccmpanies have motorcycle product sales of less than $500,000 per
year. Mast of the distributors are regional/local with only 16 percent of
the companies considered to be national distributors.

In essence, the aftermarket segment of the industry,is in the
formative stage, with numerous small ccmpsnies with specialised product

lines or functions competing with each other. In addition, thesa companies
are facing increased ocmpetition frc,_the major motorcycle manufacturers who
reecgnlze the growth aspects in this industry. It is likely that some of
the more marginal operations will fail, or be eu_bined with other companies

in the next few years. The emerging nature Of the industry makes it more
difficult to assess the likely impact of noise control programs on the
aftermarket industry structure.

1

Motorcycle Dealer News
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Table 2-15

CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL MCPfORCYCLE

AFTEP44ARKETMANUFACTURF_D ISTR_B[/I'OR

PRODUCT LINE: Replacement Parts, Accessories,
Apparel

CATEGORY: Manufacturer Only

NO. CP FIRMS IN CATEGORY: 270

SALES: $250,000

NO.OF _MPLOYES: 24 (median)

AGE: 4years(median)

CATEGORY: Manufacturer/Distributor

ND. OF FIRMS IN CATEGORY: 279

SALES: $250,000

NO. OF E_4PLOYES: 8 (median)

AGE: 5 years(median)

CATEGORY: Distributor Only

NO. CF FIHMS IN CATEGORY: 351

SALES: $250,000

NO.CP 5MPLOYES: 5 (median)

AGE: 4 years(median)

Source: Motorcycle Dealer News
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Exhaust Szstems/Component_ Manufacturers and Distributors

_he segment of the aftermarket that will be most direchly affected

by noise regulation are cQmpenies which manufacture ald distribute
exhaust system products - mufflers, exhaust pipes, expansion chambers,
exhaust headers and se forth, qhers are over 160 ccmpanies in this group
who are selling in a market that is est_nated to be slightly over $30
million per year. MDst are located in California. Average sales for
manufacturing ccmpanies are estimated to be approximately $320,000. _he
leader in the industry is believed tD sell bergen $2 and $3 million worth
of exhaust syste_ products per year. E_act distribution of sales in this
subseg_ent of the industry is unavailable but the general nature is evident.
_ne c_mpanies are relatively small and c_mpeting in a erow_ed market.

Based on a survey of II representative firms, a typical company in
the exhaust system segment of the aftermarket manufactures 30,000 exhaust
systems and components per year, has annual sales ef $0.7 million, and nets
5 to 7 percent profit each year. Market shares range from i to 3 percent of

the to_ll. Total assets are approximately $300,000, but 60 to 75 percent of
these assets are in inventory. _pical characteristics of exhaust system
manufacturers shown im Table 2-17 are derived from manufacturer proprietary
information.

9]plcally the president/c_ner of the cc*_panyis also the designer
of the exhaust systems and cc_poeents, although one or two people may
assist him in this function. Design emphasis is on styling, performance,
and noise control; the priorities are dependent upon individual cx_pany
philosophies. Noise control technical capabilities vary from company
to company, although most use fairly standard noise control techniques,
and the "cut and try" ,_ethodfor desigr_e_dvance_ents. _._searchfacilities
are generally non-existent or ve_7 ll,nited.

Onaracteristics of consumer buying patterns for replacement parts
and equi_ent, and projections of future market shares of replacement carts
manufacturers and presented in Table 2-18 _hrough 2-21,
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Table 2-16

AFTERMARKET INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS

Total motorcycle aftermarket sales*

$1.8 billion

Number of U.S. aftermarket manufacturers

550 approximately

Exhaust system aftermarket sales

$30,663,000 retail

616,000 purchasers

86i,000 units

$49.73 average per unit

Intake system a£termarket sales

$5,680,000 retail

840,000 purchasers

1,344,000 units

$7.00 average per unit

*Ziff-Oavis Publishing Co., "Motorcycle Aftermarket Study" - 1974.
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Table 2-17

CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL MUIDRCYCLE AFTERMARE_T

E_A_ST SYSTEM MANUFACTURER

CATEGORY: Aftermarket Exhaust System
Manufacturer

NO. CF CCMPANIES IN CATEGORY: 90+

LOCATION: U.S., Predcmina_ely California

PRODUCT LINE: Mufflers, Expansion Chambers,
_eaders

TC_AL CCMPANY SALES: $0.7M*

_SETS: $300K**

NET PROFIT MARGIN: 5 - 7%

NET WORTH: N/A

TOTAL MOIDRCYCLE EXHAUST RELATED SALES

_0u_: $0.7M

LNITS: 30,000

M_T SHARE: 1 - 3%

N[MBER OF h-MPLOYES,MOTORCYCLE
P_IATED: 40

So_ce: Information from sample of representative companies.

*Most ccmpanies derive most or all of their business from exhaust system
sales.

**Generally 60 to 75 percent of assets is in inventories.

N/A - Not Available
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Table 2-18

TIME O_ PURCHASE OF MOIDRCYCLE ACCESSORIES

ENGINE pARTS/HIGH PERFORMANCE MARKET

MONTHSAFTER SPECIAL EXPANSION EXHAUST SILENCERSPARK
MOTORCYCLEPURCHASE SPROCKETS CH_4BER SYSTEM ARRESTSRS

ATSAMETIME 21.0% 27.2% 36.0% 40.3%

1-2MC_HS 15.6 9.5 6.6 ii.7

5-7 MONTHS 24.1 12.2 7.2 6.4

8-12 MONTHS 21.0 12.6 11.2 6.3

NOTE: MUST OF THE NOTED ITEMS ARE PURCKASED WITHIN THE FIRST 2 YEARS AFteR
PURCHASE OF A N_ MOIDRCYCLE

Source: 1975 Motorcycle Market Study
Power-Robertson & Company
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Table 2-19

OWNERS C_ MOIDRCYCLE ACCESSORIES

ENGINE PARTS/HIGH PERFORMANCE MARKET

AFTE_ %* % % % % %
ACCESSORY TOTAL HONDA YA_A SUZUKI FAWASAKI HARLEY

CWNERS a4NERS U_RS CWNERS CNNERS

SPECIALSPROCKETS 11.8 9.6 19.7 21.3 16.9 16.8

E_/_ANS.CHAMB_ 4.5 2.9 11.2 9.8 6.3 6.3

EXHAUST SYST_4 i0.9 12.6 8.3 9,7 6.0 25.0

SILENCER-SPARK 4.9 3.9 8.7 9.8 7.1 7.1
ARRESTOR

NOTE: *(_NERSHIP OF INDICATED ITEMS BY PERCENTAGE OF MOIDRCYCLISTS' QUESTIONED.

Source: 1975 Motorcycle Market Study
Po_ar-R_bertson & Company
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Table 2-20

MANUFACTURERS OF MUI_3RCYCLEACCESSORY ITEMS

CURRENT/FUTURE MARKET A_YSIS

EXHAUST SYSTEMS

MAJOR CURRENT SHARE FUgURE SK_/_E
BRANDS OFMARKET OFMARKET

PERCE_ PERCEN'f

HON_ 21,0 ii.0

HOOKER 13.0 30.0

YAMAHA 5,0 --

SUZUKI 4,0 --

'_ORQUE 4.0 9.0

BASSANI 3•0 7.5

DUNSTALL 2.0 i.5

KAWASAKI 1.5

RUPP .5 --

ALL OTHERS 46.0 41.0

Source: 1975 Motorcycle Market Study

l_ower-Robertson& Company
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Table 2-21

MANUFACTURERS OF MOIORCYCLE ACCESSORY IT.S

CURPJ_T/F_ MARKET ANALYSIS

EXPANSION CHAMBERS
;

MAJOR CHRR_ SHARE FUTURE SHARE
BRANDS OF _L%RKET OF MARKET

P_RCENT PERCENT

HOOKER 22 32

BASSANI 20 26

8 3.5

SUZUKI 4 --

J&R 3 3.5

KAWASAKI 2 2.0

HONDA 2 --

ALL OT_RS 39 33

Sola:ce: 1975 Motorcycle Market Stl_y
Power-R0berts0. & C_mpany
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2.4 Motorcycle Dealers

The major retail outlets in the motorcycle industry ere dealers,
motorcycle accessory shops, depsr_nent store chains, discount stores, mail
order firms and others (e.g., service stations). D_alers sell new and used
motorcycles, and aftermarket products and services, while all the other
outlets deal in the aftermarket only. Aftermarket parts and accessory
retailing is done primarily by the dealers, who are responsible for 75 to
80 pereent of total,sales (refer to Table 2-22).

Table 2-22

SALES OF MOTORCYCLES, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

BY TYPE OF OUTLET

PERCENTAGE OF _TAL
OUTLET R£TAILSALES

FranchisedDealerships 75 - 80

MailOrder i0- 12

Accessory_lops 6 - 8

Department/Discount Stores 6 - 8

Other 1-2

Source: Frost and Sullivan

Taere are an estimated 7,000 to 8,000 independent franchised dealers
in the U.S. selling motorcycles and aftermarket products and services. Most
carry one brand of motorcycle exclusively, although a significant number
carry more than one brand. Maltiple brand representation is generally only
for motorcycle manufacturers with a _all specialized product line; the
typical multiple brand dealer represents more than one of these types of
brands to extend the range of models he can sell.

Slightly more then 50 percent Of dealer sales are generated from
new motorcycle sales, while accessories, parts and services sales make up
almost 40 percent. _he breakdown is as follows (reference Figure 2-7):
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New _lotoroycleSales 53%

Used _lotoroycle Sales 10%

Accessories 14%

Parts 8%

Service 15____

100%

Average annual sales for motorcycle dealers is approximately
$360,000. The distribution of dealers by total retail sales volume for
1974 and 1975 is shown in Figure 2-8. Approximately 50 percent oE the
dealers are in the $100,000 - $499,000 sales range. Dealers with sales
under $50,000 per year went from 16 percent in 1974 to 8 percent in 1975,
indicating that some oE the marginal dealers folded as a result of the
decline in demand for new l_otorcyolesin 1975. Characteristics of a
typical dealer are shown in Table 2-23.

The typical dealer has relatively small profit margin (3% before
taxes), and relies heavilZ on short term financing for his inventory, which
makes up a large proportion of his assets. When sales volume drops dealers
are often stuck with a large inventory, and interest expense becomes
critical. When this occurs, the dealers are forced to discount their prices,
thereby reducing their profit margin even more. This process is especially
damaging to the smaller dealers who are generally undercapitalized and have a
low sales volume to support their operations.
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Source: MotorcycleDealerNews

FIGURE2-7. MOIX_CYCS_DEALEI_TYPICALDISTRIBUTION
OF RETAIL SAT_-_, 1974
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Table 2-23

CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL FRANCHISED MOYORC_L_ DEALERSHIP*

CATEGORY: Franchised D_alershlp

NO. OF FIRMS IN CATEGORY: 7,000 - 8,000

LOCATION: U.S.

PRODUCT LINE: New Motorcycles, Used Motorcycles,
Parts, Accessories, and Services

ASSETS: N/A (Primarily Inventory)

NETPROFITMARGIN(AT): 3%

NET WORTH: N/A

%_TAL MOTORCYCLE BEIATED SALES

_0LIA_: $360,000/Year

[_I"_S_ 190 New _torcycles (median)

NO, _ EMPLOYES: _quivalent Of 5 Full Time

Source: Motorcycle Dealer News
Motorcycle Industry Council

*Based on 1974 Data

N/A - Not Available

[
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2.5 Total D.S. Motorcycle Industry Employment

Total U.S. motorcycle industry employment is shown below:

Table 2-24

EST/MATED U.S. MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY E_?LO_MS_T

IND_TRY SE_4ENT NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES SOLRCE

New Motorcycle Manufacturers 5,600 1
and Distr/butars

After_arket Manufacturers 12,000* 2
and Distributors

Franchised Dealerships 35,000 2,3

Other Retail Outlets 5,000 4

Miscellaneous 2,000

TO_AL 59,600

! Data deriv_ from following sources:

i
(1) Infor_atibn from various companies.

(2) Motorcycle _aler News.!
(3) Motorcycle Industry Council.

(4) Energy and Envlronmental A_alysis, Inc,, "EcDn_mic Assessment
of Motorcycle Exhaust Emission Regulations"°

* 1200 In aftermarket exhaust system manufacturibg.
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2.6 Motorcycle Warranties

Street motorcycles are often warranted against defects in
materials and assembly for six months and a corresponding distance of
travel. _norter warranties (three manths) and longer ones (one year)
are also known. Off-road motorcycles are often warranted for three or
six months, although semi-competition models often have no warranty.
Pure competition motorcycles are almost sever _arranted. _b EPA's
knowledge formal warranties are extended on very few replacement exhaust
systems, although many manufacturers will repair or replace obviously
faulty products.
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Section 3

SOUND LEVEL TEST PF_3CEDURES

3.1 Application and Criteria

Existing noise test methodologies which have been either adopted,
approved, or proposed in the United States or in other countries were
examined for possible use in the EPA regulation. Several criteria were
established to review these procedures and to provide a basis for possible
refinement.

Ideally, a sound measurement procedure for new motorcycles should:

(a) Characterize the sound as perceived at the wayside in terms that
relate to the impact of noise on humans.

(b) Characterize the sound during the most annoying node(s) of opera-
tion corm_nly encountered in areas of impact.

(c) Measure sound levels on a comparable basis for all motorcycles in
specified categories, as measured in the operating mode(s) identified
above.

(d) To the extent possible, satisfy several practical requirements.
Specifically, a testing procedure should be:

(I) Clear and easilyuoderstandable.

(2) Repeatable with a minimum of variation.

(3) Capable of being conducted with a minimum of meteorological
and site-to-site variability.

(4) Insensitive to configuration options (such as gearing,
sprocket ratios) which can result in variations of measurodnoise
disproportionate to actual variations in vehicle noise.

(5) Free from ambiguous procedural situations requiring determi-
nations which can affect the measured sound level.

(6) Minimally influenced by factors affecting vehicle performance,
such as atmospheric conditions, rider weight, accessories, etc.
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None of the existing in-use or proposed procedures, in their present
form, satisfied the above criteria to r-heextent desirable in the intended

applications. Accordingly, variations of these procedures designed to
eliminate certain shortcomings of the existing procedures were emplored.
A description and critique of each procedure appears on the following pages.

3.2 Candidate Movin_ Vehicle Test Procedures

SAE J-331a (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

Sis test method, or variations of it, is the most conmonly used
noise measurement procedure for motorcycles sold in the U.S., and is the
method for which the largest data base currently exists. It was therefore
the baseline method to which other candidate procedures were compared.

The procedure consists of approaching a marker at 30 mph or 60% of maximum
rated P/M* (whichever is slower), accelerating at full throttle co_nen-

eing at a point 25' before the microphone, and closing the throttle at a
point 100' past the microphone, or when maxim_n rated RPM is reached
(whichever occurs earlier). Second gear is used unless the vehicle travels
less than 50' before reaching maxim_ rated RPM, in which case third gear
is used. Six measurements on each side are taken, the highest and lowest

discarded, and the reported level is the average of four readings within
2 dB(A) of each other on the loudest side.

The full text of the procedure is presented in Appendix A.

A. A_proach at 30 mph or 60% RPM
(the slower).

25' 25' 75' B. Accelerate in 2nd gear unless 100%

--_- ' RPM reached before zone C, in--'4 BI C - which case use 3rd gear.

t50' C. Close throttle at 100% RPM or at

_icrophone end Of zone C (the earlier).

*As used in this report, "maxim_ rated RPM" means the engine speed at
which "peak brake power" (as defined in SAE Standard J-245) is achieved.
Percent rpm is in reference to maximum rated RPM as 100%.
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Critique:

(a) The highest sound level achieved during a given test occurs at
different distances from the microphone for different motorcycles. This
means that for soma _notorcyclesthe highest sound level is _easured, while
for others the measured level could be substantially less than the maximum.
This variable is influenced by horsepower, gear ratio and sprocket ratios.
Data on distance variability are presented in Appendix C, Table C-II. To
a certain extent, this variability accounts for the differences in normal
operation of high and low powered motorcycles. However, it also results
in significant difference in measured levels among motorcycles having
almost identical characteristics.

(b) Soma motorcycles, particularly the larger vehicles, do not reach
maximum rated RgM. In such cases, not only is maximum noise not developed,
but also, the highest sound level generated is at a point where the vehicle
is furthest from the microphone. Data on percent RPM attained are also
contained in Appendix C, Table C-If.

(c) Due to vehicle and test variables, motorcycles of the same make and
model are not necessarily tested in the same gear. This could result An a
situation where a motorcycle was tested by the manufacturer using one gear,
and verified by a government agency using a different gear. The measured
levels could be substantially different in the two cases.

(d) Different size sprockets are available as options on most motor-

cycles, and are readily interchanged by the user. The 50 foot minimum
distance criterion makes the J-331a test sensitive to sprocket ratio. Thus,
the ;_anufacturercould select a sprocket ratio which gives most favorable
results under this procedure, _ supply to the user other sprockets for
various use applications. The practice of changing sprockets is widespread,
particularly in off-reed or combination street/off-reed motorcycles. The
i_portant point here is that changing sprockets does not necessarily affect
substantially the actual generated noise, but can have major effect on the
measured level in the J-331a test.

(e) The procedure does not provide for the testing of motorcycles with
automatic transmissions.

(f) The procedure does not provide for the situation when, even in 3rd
gear, the vehicle does not travel the stipulated distance.

(g) Atmospheric conditions which affect Dower output will affect closing
R_M and/or vehicle position in relation to the microphone (in addition to
affecting sound power generated).

(h) Vehicle closing conditions (RPM and/or position) are affected by
rider weight, accessories weight, wind, and wind resistance.
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(i) This test procedure has the advantage of being independent of
tachometer dynamic characteristics for larger motorcycles (approximately
400-500 cc).

CHP Variation of J-331a (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

The California Highway Patrol (CHP) adopted the J-331a method for
type approval, with two variations:

(a) If maximum rated RPM is reached before 30 mph, or if a 50 foot
acceleration distance is not attained, the next higher gear is to be used.
(other stipulations of J-331a apply.)

(b) Four instead of six measurements are required on each side of the
vehicle and the average Of the two highest readings (within 2 dB(A) of each
other) on the loudest side are reported.

States which have adopted the CHP method are California, Colorado,
Floria and Oregon. States and cities which have adopted the J-331a method
are Maryland, Washington, Grand Rapids, Chicago and Detroit (Detroit
requires only two measurements on each side of the vehicle).

The full text of this procedure is presented in Appendix A.

Critique:

(a) Variation "a", above, will primarily affect the smaller motorcycles,
obviates certain test operation difficulties that may result'in over-rewing,
and may be more representative of operational conditions for these vehicles.
Variation "b", based on test experience with measurement consistency, should
have no significant effect, and results in a simpler test procedure.

(b) The other shortcomings identified in the J-331a procedure critique
re_in in the CHP variation of J-331a.

SAE J-986a (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

The J-986a procedure, although designed for passenger cars and light
trucks, is prescribed in Canada for the testing of motorcycles.

Major differences, referred to J-331a, are:

(a) Approach is at 30 mph in all cases.

(b) Sole criterion for gear selection is that the lowest gear which will
achieve the 50 foot acceleration distance Shall he used.

(c) The end-zone is 100 ft. long, instead of 75 ft.

Full text of the procedure is presented in Appendix A.
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Critique:

(a) The speed and gear selection stipulations are not suited to some
motorcycles.

(b) The gear selection stipulation will result in full acceleration in
ist gear on the larger motorcycles, with attendant hazard factors.

SAE J47 (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

The J47 procedure was designed to measure the maxim_ noise potential

of the vehicle. It differs from the J331a procedure in the following major
respects:

(a) Instead of a variable end-point, a variable acceleration start-point
is employed, such that all vehicles reach rpm for peak power at a point 25'
past the microphone.

(b) The gear _ployed is the lo_st gear that does not result in a_
accelerating distance of less than 50' (for many motorcycles, this will be
first gear); however, _hen the above selected gear "results in a dangerous
or unusual operating condition such as _eel spin, front wheel lifting, or
other unsafe conditions, the next higher gear shall be selected...."

(c) Approach to the acceleration point is made at 60% rpm for peak power
in all cases.

Reporting ;nethodis the same as the J331a. The full text is pre-

sented in A_2endix A.

A. Approach at 60% rpm.

B. Accelerate in lo_ast gear such that
BC is not less than 50'. If this

_ _:. .Variable 25' I.. results in unsafe condition, useA B C
next higher gear. By trial, point

50' B is selected such that peak power
rpm is reached at point C.

Microphone C. Close throttle at end point C, 25'
past microphone point.
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Critique:

(a) The J47 test provides a more consistent measures of vehicle maxim_

nolo, since all vehicles reach peak power rpm at the same _x_intin relation
to the microphone.

(b) Since the above condition does not prevail in the J331a test, corre-
lation between the two procedures cannot be expected, although maximum
differences by motorcycle category may be developed.

(c) As with J331a, motorcycles of the same make and model are not neces-
sarily tested in the same gear (due to vehicle and test variables). Gear
selection is further based on a judgment as to whe£ber operation in that
gear is safe or not. However, in the J47 test the particular gear used
is of secondary importance, since in this test all motorcycles reach peak
power rpm at full throttle, and reach this condition at the stonepoint in
relation to the microphone. The effect of gear selection on measured levels
was investigated during this study, with test results presented in Table 3-1

[F76 procedure description).

(d) Since in the J47 test gear selection is of only secondary signifi-
cance in relation to measured levels, then the matter oil sprocket options
(discussed in citique of J331a) is also not critical.

(e) The safety aspects of the J47 testing procedure are such as to
require a skilled rider familiar with the behavior of the particular
motorcycle, and exercise of care in its operation.

(f) The procedure is less sensitive to factors affecting vehicle per-
for_asce than is the J331a.

(g) The method has potential for precise correlation with a stationary
vehicle dynamometer test, since power output together with position in
relation to the microphone are defined.

The noise control regulatior_sof Italy incorporate a noise test procedure
which in essense is the J47. Approach conditions are not prescribed, the
only stipulations being that ist gear shall be used and that the vehicle
shall develop rated power and rpm when the vehicle is at the microphone
target point. Substitute methods of engine loading are permitted, such as
grade or dynamometer.
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ISO/R-362 (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

The International Standards Organization, (ISO) Recommendation

R-362, "Measurement of Noise Emitted by Vehicles", was approved in May
1962 by the following ISO Member Bodies*.

Australia France Poland

Austria Germany Portugal
Belgium Greece Spain
Brazil Hungary Sweden
Canada India Switzerland

Chile Ireland UnitedKingdom
Czecholovakia Israel U.S.A.
Denmark Netherlands U.S.S.R.

Finland New Zealand Yugoslavia

The ISO/R-362 moving vehicle test procedure has since been incor-
porated into the regulations of the following countries:

France Per tugal
Luxemburg Austria
Netherlands United Kingdom
Norway West Germany

Japan and Belgium have adopted a variation of the ISO/R-362 method.
The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) has adopted the ISO/R-362 method

and has prescribed noise standards for various categories of motorcycles.
Sweden and A-stralia have'proposed revisions to the ISO/R-362.

In the test, approach is made at 75% r_m for peak Dower or 50 kin/h,
(whichever is slower). 2nd Gear is used if the vehicle is fitted with a
twD-, three-, or four-speed gear box. If the vehicle has more than four
speeds, 3rd gear is used. The throttle is fully opened at a Point iO m
before the microphone point, and closed iO m past the microphone point.

Provisions are included for the testing of vehicles with no gear
box, and for vehicles with automatic transmission.

Two readings within 2 dB(A) of each other are required on each side
of the vehicles, and the highest value reported.

Full text of the procedure is presented in Appendix A.

*"Approved" does not necessarily mean adoption into the regulations of
that country.
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L0__9_..19___ A. Approach at 75% rpm or 50 kmlh,

whichever is slower.

_ ] B. Accelerate in 2nd gear for
A B I ',Sm 0 vehicles having up to four speeds,

Microphone 3rd gear for vehicles having five
or more speeds.

C. Close throttle.

Critique:

(a) The test is simple, and subjective determination Of proper gear
selection has been eliminated.

(b) A technical advantage is that acceleration termination is based on

vehicle pesition, not RPM, thus eliminating errors in closing RPM reading
or tachometer lag.

(c) The test was designed to be related to "normal town driving condi-
tions".

(d) Peak power will be developed on some vehicles, but not on others;
therefore, maxim_ sound level will be measured on some motorcycles, not
on others.

(e) The problem associated with sprocket options, as discussed in
critque of the J-331a procedure, is viewed as critical, and is not
addressed.

(f) Some off-reed motorcycles are geared sufficiently low that they
will not travel the required 20 meters in the stipulated gear without
exceeding maximtm rated RPM.

(g) To meet their special requ.irements, or to eliminate certain
problems encountered with the ISO/R-362 procedure, various countries have
adopted or proposed modifications to the basic procedure. These are
discussed below.
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ISO/R362 Variations (Moving vehicle acceleration tests)

"Modified Method", Appendix A2 to ISO/R362-1964:

In this variation, the gear is selected which most closely results
in a vehicle speed of 50 km/h at 75% rpm, and approach is made at 75%
rpm. Iris further stipulated that if the vehicle has more than three
speeds, first gear shall not be used.

"IS0/R362 Proposed Amendment", 1974:

In this variation, approach is at 75% rpm or 50 _m/h (whichever is
slower), except that if the speed corresponding to 50% rpm is less than
50 kin/h,then entry shall be at the speed corresponding to 50% rpm. 2rid
Gear is to be used, unless 100% rpm is reached before the end of the
acceleration zone, in which case 3rd gear is to be used.

JASO Modification of ISO/R362:

This variation of the ISO/R362 procedure has been incorporated
into the regulations of Japan and Belgium. Modifications to the basic
ISO/R362 are in gear selection and approach speed:

JASO ISO/R362

Gear 2ndgear: 2ndgear:
Selection 2, 3-spead gr. box 2, 3, 4-speed gr. box

3rd gear: 3rd gear:
4-speed gr. box over 4-speed gr. box

4th gear:
over 4-speed gr. box

Approach
25 km/h: under 50 cc 50 km/h

Speed 40 kin/h:50-249 ce (or 75% rpM)
50 kin/h:250 ce & over
(or 75% rpm}
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"Second Draft Proposal", Revision of IS0/K362, ray, 1975:

Major revisions, referred to the ISO/R362 procedure are:

(a) Vehicles haveing gear boxes of five or more speeds are to be tested
in both 2nd and 3rd gears, and the reported value is to be arithmetic

average of the two.

(b] The procedure for testing vehicles with automatic transmissions is
revised and expanded.

Critique:

(a) The numerous variations of ISO/R362, dealing mainly with approach
speed and gear selection, reflect the difficulty with this type of test
(where approach conditions, but not termination conditions, are controlled)
in arriving at a procedure that adequately characterizes the noise of a
broad range of motorcycles.

i/
(b) A very cc[,prehensivestudy- of motorcycle noise and test procedures
conducted in Japan crmpared noise omissions of a group of motorcycles as
measured by three variatioDs of the ISO/R362 procedure (JASO, ISO, and ISO
Proposed Amendment). These variations, differing only in approach speed
and gear selection, yielded moasured sound level variations up to 12 dBA,
showing the criticality of these parameters on measured levels. This also
indicates that a charge in sprocket ratio will result in a thanqe in mea-
sured sound level. (The Japanese investigators determined that the JASO
modification of the ISO/R362 procedure yielded the best correspondence with
average noise due to average acceleration, as related to Japanese urban
traffic situations.)

F76 (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

_'nileall of the foregoing test procedures can be considered as
candidates for use in the proposed EPA regulations, all of these proce-
dures w_re found to have shortcomings for new vehicle type.approval.
Shortcomings fall in one or more of the following areas:

(a) Safety; hazard in testing (J47)

(b) Ambiguity; measured level dependent on gear selection involving
a subjective determination (J331a)

(c) Sprocket variables; measured level dependent on sprocket ratio
which is readily changeable; charge in measured level disproportionate
to change in vehicle noise (J331a, ISO/R362)
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(d) Position variables; similar vehicles, differing only in gearing,
having noise measured at different distances from the microphone, or at
different rpm and power conditions (J331a, IS0/R362)

(e) Performance variables; atmospheric conditions, rider weight, ar
accessories affecting vehicle closing rpm and/or position (J331a, ISO/
R362)

Representatives of the U.S. Suzuki Motor Corporation, and the
California Highway Patrol, submitted pr_nliminary drafts af test prace-
dures designed to eliminate the above objections. These procedures,
together with other candidate procedures, were evaluated and refined in
the course of the study. The resulting procedure has bess designated
F76, and consists of the following:

Approach is made at 50% rpm. The throttle is smoothly and fully
opened, commencing at a poin soch that 75% rpm at full throttle is
reached at a point 25 feet pest the microphone target point, at which
time the throttle is closed. Second gear is used, unless the acceler-
ating distance is less than 25 feet, in which case progressively higher
gears are used until the minimum 25 feet distance is attained. It is

further specified that if use of second gear results in a road speed in
excess of 100 km/h (62 mph), then first gear shall be used.

Full text of the procedure is contained in Appendix A.

A. Approach at 50% rpm.

B. Accelerate in 2nd gear from point
B, selected such that 75% rpm is

Variable 25' , . reached at point C. Zf BX is less
_>A B U than 25', use next higher gear.

I If speed at C is more than 62 mph,
150' use Ist gear.

_Licrophone C. Close thrattle.
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Cri£que:

(a) Safety. The procedure does not require rapid opening of the
throttle; mandatory requirement is that wide open throttle at 75% r_n be
attained 25 feet past the microphone. No instances _ere encountered in
the entire test program where use of first qear was required; in any case,
use of first gear would not be.hazardous under the prescribed operation
of the throttle.

The procedure results in many off-road motorcycles bein@ tested

in third, and even fourth gear. Even in these higher gears, many off-
toad motorcycles will exhibit front wheel lift-off under rapid throttle
opening. The procedure does not require this. Lift-off, however, is
not hazardous with these vehicles when operated by an experienced rider;
it is, in fact, a normal operational mode, used widely in the traverse
of obstacles in rough terrain.

(b) Ambiguity. Tests conducted in the course of this study show that
procedures which call for attainment of a specified condition of power
and rpm at a specified location in relation to the microphone (such as
J47, F76), are relatively insensitive to gear selection (Table 2-1).

(c) Sprocket variables. The relative insensitivity to gear selection
in the F76 test shows that a change in sprocket ratio will have little
effect on measured sound levels.

(d) Position variables. In the F76 test, the sound level, at the
specified power and rpm eoeditlons, is always measured at the same dis-
tance from the vehicle.

(e) Performance variables. As with the other test procedures the
measured level in the F76 procedure will be affected by factors which
affect sound'power generated (such as relative air density); correction
factors could he applied for this. In contrast with the J331a procedure,
however, the F76 measured level is not affected by rpm/distanee relation-
ships associated with variations in power output.

(f) _thodology substitution. Since the F76 test is conducted under
controlled conditions of power, rpm, and measurement distance, it can
be deduced that the mear_ used to load the engine is relatively _impor-
rant. For example, the same result should he obtained ,':na grade, or
on a suitable dynamometer, as long as the prescribed end-conditions are
attained. (The Italian procedure, _hich is similar to the J47, permits
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TABLE 3-i EFFECT OF GEAR SELECTIO_0_,'IIEASUREDSOUND LEVELS

ad_)Using Next Nigher Gear

Bike _!o. Category _s_l. 'J331a__F76 J47

101 S 356 -0.2

103 SX 123 -1.3

109 X 248 -B.5

119 S 398 -1.7

126 S 1B4 -0.3

123 SX 249 -0.6

127 S 738 -0._

130 SX 98 -3.2

131 S 371 -O.l

132 S 543 0.3

134 S 246 0.2

135 SX 173 -1.6 -0.3

146 X 246 -0.9

*IBl S 949 "1.7
}

153 X 248 0.9

155 SX 98 -0.9 0

"160 S 736 -3.7

161 SX 247 -1.1

"166 SX 72 -2.6 1.0

173 SX 397 -1.7

181 SX 183 -3.3

191 SX -1.3

197 SX 242 -4.0

_Automa:IoIll-Rangevs. Low-Range
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these substitutions in lieu of the prescribed acceleration test). In
contrast, procedures such as the J-331a or the ISO/R-362 offer no possi-
bility of such substitutions as equivalents.

(g) Tachometers. Tachometer lag time can have an important effect on
the sound levels measured by F-976. Slow-responding tachometers will
result in engine speeds higher than those specified in the procedure as
occuring 25 feet past the microphone point. These higher engine speeds
will result in erroneously high sound levels being measured.

While it is possible to derive a statistical transfer function
between F-76 and J-331a (as has been done in the next section) it is not
possible to predict, for a particular motorcycle, the F-76 level based
on the J-331a level using this transfer function. The reasons for this
are fundamental. For the _mallsr motorcycles, the J-331a level is depen-
dent of where in the end-zone the vehicle reaches 100% RPM. If it reaches

100% RPM near the start of the end-zone, the F-76 level (75% RPM) will
be lower; if it reaches it near the end of the end-zone, the two levels

will be about equal (differences in power being cancelled by differences
in distance). This in turn depends on gearing, and on which gear is used.
In the case of the larger machines, the degree of equivalence is dependent
on the value of the J-331a closing RPM. If the closing RPM is at a near
100%, the two levels will be near equal; if the closing RPM is well below
100%, the F-76 level will be higher. By making use of these factors,
together with vehicle performance data, it would be possible to estimate
F-76 levels for a particular motorcycle, based on the J-331a level.

For the aforementioned reasons, no close correlation should be
empected between the F-76 levels and J-331a levels. It was considered of
interest, nevertheless, to examine the degree of correlation, which is
presented in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. The surprising correlation in the case
of the off-road motorcycles is no doubt attributable to the fact that most

of these are m_all displacement, low-geared machines, and therefore reach
the acce]eratimn end point near the microphone in both test procedures.

Note: In the initial drafts of this procedure, a 50 ft. minimu_
acceleration distance was stipulated and employed. Difficulties occurred
in two areas--several of the smaller bikes could not attain the 50 ft.

distance before reaching 75% RPM even in the highest gear; others (350 cc
class off-road bikes) would not pull properly from 50% RPM in the gear
required to attain the 50 ft. distance. For these reasons the 50 ft.
minim_n acceleration distance was changed (starting with bike No. 135) to
25 feet. The 25 ft. minimL_,distance stipulation presented .-eproblems
in the testing of any of the motorcycles employed in the total program.
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F76a.(Hoving vehicle acceleration test)

In examining the noise emission data base (Section 4), in terms of
J331a levels (Figure 4-1)*, and in terms of F76 lev--e_s(-_ure 4-3)*, it
is seen that the J331a method yields a regression line nearly flat (sound
level independent of displacement), whereas the F76 method shows a definite
upward slope of the regression line with displacement.

The reason for this is, of course, that in the J33/a test the larger
motorcycles pass through the measurement zone without reaching rated power.
rpm, whereas in the F76 test all vehicles are measured at 75% rpm. The
ISO/R362 test is similar to the J331a tests is intentional, and recognizes
the fact that both in constant speed and in accelerating ,Ddes the smaller

machines will usually be operated closer to their maximum potential than
will the larger machines. This is mot only because of available horse-
power, but also, in the _all machines characteristically the torque curve
is steep, favoring operation at high rpm, linereasin the large street
machines the torque curve is relatively flat, resulting in acceptable per-
formance at lower rpm's.

To take this factor into account, a variation of the F76 method,

designated F76a, was investigated. The F76a procedure differs from the
F76, in that instead of testing all vehicles at 75% rpm, the test rpm is a
function of displacement. The rpm/displacement relationship developed in
the study was :

y - 90 (0 -100cc) wherey - % rl_n

95 - .05x (100-70d co) x - displacement, cc

60 (700+ co)

This relationship, shown graphically in Figure 2-3, yields a test
rpm of 90% at 100 cc, reducing to 60% at 700 co. Above 700 co the closing
rpm remains constant at 60%. Entering rpm is 50% Or 20 percentage polnts
below closing rpm, whichever is lower.

Basis of the F76a rpm/displae_nent relationship is the data
collected in the course of the test program where a ntui_oerof motorcycles
were tested at more than one closing rpm. These data appear in _pendix
C, and in Tables C-If and C-12 and are summarized in Table 3-i and Figure
3-4 in this Section.

*Figures pertaining to the noise emission data base are presented in
Section 4.
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TABLE 3-2. COMPARISON OF F-76a AND J-331a SOUND LEVELS

Displacement Mean Sound Level, dS{A) Std. Deviation N_nber of
Range Vehicles in

ce F-76a J-331a F-76a J-331a .Sample

100 - 125 80,8 80,9 2,57 2.62 i0

175- 250 80.8 80,9 1.73 2.34 8

350- 400 82.5 81.1 1,77 3_55 6

550- 750 82.3 81.9 1.38 0_71 6

988- 1200 82.6* 80.6 1.91 3.58 4

The vehicles in this sample are unn_dified _75- '76 yr. of mfg.
street and combination street/off-road motorcycles. The F-76a levels have
been derived by interpolation Or extrapolation of sound levels measured
at RPM's other than the F-76a R_M. The J-331a levels are directly measured
data,

*This _all sample of 4 included two vehicles whose F-76 level was con-
si_erably higher than the average of other vehicles in this category.
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Figure 4-5* shows the difference between F-76 and J-331a levels
plotted against displacement, with the upward sloping regression line
showing that statistically the F-76 level is higher than the J-331a level
for large _otorcycles, lower for small sDtorcycles. Referring again
to Table 3-2, it is seen that while a larger statistical sample of F-76a
test data desirable, the data indicate that if F-76a data were substituted
for F-76 data, the regression line would not only be independent of displace-
ment, but would also be n_erically approximately equal to the J-331a
levels on a statistical basis.

A curve of sound level vs. closing RPM far one motorcycle is shown
in Figure 3-5.

A secondary advantage of the F-76a procedure over F-76 is that lower
testing speeds result on the large motorcycles. In the F-76 test, speeds
of up to 55 mph were encountered in this study. This would reduce to about
45 mph in the F-76a test. Manufacturer test data show tire noise of 66 dB(A)
at 45 mph on a 750cc motorcycle, indicating that tire noise would not be
a significant contributer to total vehicle noise in the F-76a test.

Text of the F-76a procedure is presented in Appendix A.

R-60 (Moving vehicle acceleration test)

With the same rationale basic to the F-76a test, a staff member of
AMF Harley-Davidson submitted (prior to development of the F-76a test)
a candidate moving vehicle acceleration test procedure designated R-60.
The R-60 test is similar to the F-76a except that the closing RPM employed
is the RPM corresponding to 60 mph in top gear (instead of 75% RPM for
all vehicles). Entering RPM is 75% of the closing RPM.

A full text of the procedure is presented in A.ppeedixA.

Cr it ique:

(a) The procedure does not provide for the testing of vehicles which
do not reach 60 mph; this difficulty could be eliminated by adding the
stipulation that vehicles which reach 100% RPM before 60 mph shall be
tested at 100% RPM.

*Figures pertaining to the noise emission data base are presented in
Section 4.
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(b) Similar vehicles, differing only in gearing, could be tested at
substantially different RPM's yielding substantially different measured
levels.

(c) Changing sprockets would result in testing at different RPM's,
with resultant different measured levels.

(d) Some street motorcycles are capable of very high speeds. A
motorcycle with a top speed of 135 mph would be tested at 44% RPM, a
rather low test RPM.

(e) The F-76a procedure provides an alternative means of dealing with
the different operational situations of the small and large machines,
and avoids the difficulties appearing in the R-60 method.

F-77 (Full speed, full throttle, moving vehicle test)

In lieu of the IS0/R-362 acceleration test, Norway prescribes a
full speed, full throttle pass-by test for mopeds. In the course of the
study, this procedure was examined for motorcycles up to 100 co; above
that some vehicles reach excessive speeds.

This is a considerably simpler test to run than any of the other
moving vehicle procedures, requires no tachometer or speedometer, and is
representative of common operational conditions for the under-100 cc
vehicles. It yields levels usually close to the J-331e levels, and can
he expected to yield levels close to the F-76a test.

Full text of the procedure is presented in Appendix A.

Problem Areas: Moving Vehicle Test Procedures

(I) Automatic Transmissions

Automatic tranamissions are coming into use increasingly in beth
street and off-road motorcycles, large and small. In the course of the
study the following motorcycles with automatic transmissions were tested:

Street

Mote Guzzi VI000 Converter
Honda CB750A
Honda NC-50

Off-Road

Rokon 340 RT

Husqvarna 360 Automatic
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Combination Street/Off-Road

yamaha Chappy (minibike)

Mopeds

NTV Model ERB
Kreidler MP3

Vespa Ciao
Mo tobecane Mobylette
Velosolex 4600

Peugeot 103LVS.U3

Difficulty in varying degrees was encountered in testing the
motorcycles with automatic transmissions. The Moto Guzzi VI000 and the
Honda CB750a incorporate a high and low-range selection; low range pro-
duces significantly higher levels in the J-331a test. high-range use in
the F-76 test results in excessive speed. For the F-77 test, however,
high-range should be specified; otherwise the engine can over-rev.

The Rokon 340RT and the Husqvarna 360 Automatic present testing
problems which were not resolved in the course of this study. The Rokon
340RT incorporates a variable ratio belt drive, the driving member acted
upon by centrifugal forces, the driven member affected by reacting torque.

The drive ratio is determined by both engine r_ and torque demands.
There are no selectable options for the rider, other than throttle position.
The J-331a test procedure, as written, does not provide for the testing of
vehicles with automatic transmissions. However, if the gear stipulation
is ignored, what appears to be a meaningful J-331a test can be run. To run
an F-76 test, however, an entirely different technique is required: the
throttle must be opened very gradually in order not to i_diately exceed
75% RPM; with some practice, vehicle speed can be smoothly increased such
that 75% RPM at full throttle is attained at the required end point, with
good consistency among the six passes. As discussed in Section 3.2,
vehicles which reach 100% RPM near the end of the end-zone in the J-331a

test exhibit near equal J-331a and F-76 levels. The Rokon 340RT fits this
pattern, reinforcing the appropriateness of the above testing techniques.

The HuSqvarna 360 Automatic incorporates four centrifugal clutches,
with Sprague roller clutches which permit the lower geared c_ntrifugal
clutches to freewheel when the higher geared clutches engage. The J-331a
test cannot be run, because 100% RPM is reached well before the start of

the end-zone, and no rational criteria exists for regulating the throttle
other than wide open. Within the time constraints of the study, no tech-
nique was developed which would achieve full throttle at 75% RPM at the
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prescribed point in relation to the microphone. Further analysis and testing
will be required to develop a meaningful and repeatable test technique for
this type of vehicle.

Based on the testing of two under-100 ce motorcycles, and six mopeds,
no problems appear in testing the under-100 cc vehicles with autonmtic
transmissions under the F-77 procedure.

(2) Tachometers

A major problem encountered throughout the test program was in
obtaining engine RPM readings on motorcycles not equipped with tachometers.
Portable tachometers used in the program included the Sanwa Model MT-03,
the Rite Autotronics model 4036, and the Dynall Mode TAC 20. In most
cases, one of these three tachometers could be made to function properly
on the test vehicle, but none of these tachometers would work on all motor-
cycles. In some cases the testing of a motorcycle was abandoned because
of inability to obtain proper functioning of the tachometer.

A vehicle manufacturer should have no difficulty in arriving at a
suitable tachometer or other means of determining RPM for his particular
line of vehicles; the problem exists primarily for the EPA and for after-
market manufacturers, where universal application over many makes and
models would be necessary. Fortunately, however, the steady-state accuracy
of the tachometer (either the vehicle tachometer or a portable tachometer)
can be readily verified simply by matching the engine firing frequency.
(as picked up by a wire placed in proximity to a spark plug lead) with
a signal from a calibrated oscillator, the two signals being matched
on am oscilloscope.

A second factor to be considered in the use of tachometers for

moving vehicle acceleration tests is tachometer lag, and the ability of
the rider to close the throttle at the correct RPM. This effect was

evaluated in a previous study2/ where results obtained using the vehicle
tachometer were compared with results obtained using an electronic tacho-
meter incorporating a "max. hold" mode (Emission Control Instruments,
Precision Tachometer). In that study, when the rider performed J-47 tests
on ten motorcycles using the vehicle taeh for reference, the true RPM
recorded by the electronic tach ranged from 1132 RPM high, to 356 RPM low,
as compared to the intended RPM. When the J-47 tests were repeated with the
closing RPM at the proper value established by the electronic tach, measured
levels ranged from zero to 2 dR (A) lower.
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Test methodologies such as the J-331a and the F-76 (as opposed to the
ISO/R-362 type) are subject to both the problems of tachometer functional
compatibility and lag, unless other methods are established to measure
engine speed. The dynamometer method is free of these problems, since
the tachometer can be incorporated into the dynamometer, toldmeasuring
conditions are steady-state.

3.3 Candidate Stationary Vehicle Test Procedures

F-50 (Stationary vehicle test)

The F-50 procedure is patterned after the ISO proposed draft, "Method
of Control of Noise Emitted by Stationary Motor Vehicles," July 1974. The
test consists of running the engine up to 50% RPM, unloaded, and measuring
noise at a distance of 0.5 m from the exhaust outlet, on a line displaced
45° from the exhaust axis. The complete text of the procedure and also
the L.e43draft are presented in Appendix A.

Critique:

The F-50 levels, presented in Section 4, are relatively independent

of displacemant (Figure 4-7 and 4-8) and have been correlated with J-331a
and F-76 levels in Figure 3-6 thru 3-9. The correlation is not suffinlently
good as to permit the moving vehicle acceleration noise for a particular
vehicle to be predicted from the stationary level. Major reasons for
this are that the engine is not under load, and thus exhaust noise is
not representative of the acceleration conditions, and because the throttle
is only partially open, intake noise is not fully developed.

The test is nevertheless of potential value. Figures 3-10 and 3-11
show that in general an exhaust system change which produces higher moving
vehicle sound levels also results in higher levels in the stationary test.
The correspondence in this respect is sufficiently good that the method
could be used for on-the-road enforcement against exhaust system tampering.
The figures show that the method would be quite effective against flagrant
violators, providing the OEM (original equipment manufacturer) value was
known and labeled on the machine.
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A farther alternative to the F-50 test, for use by the exhaust
system manufacturer, could be the dyne-simulation of the moving vehicle
test, as discussed later in this section.

Motorcycle Industry Council (MIC) Proposed Field Test Procedure
for Sound Levels of Competition Motorcycles, Rev. 1-30-76

This procedure, the full text of which appears in Appendix A, is
similar to the F-50 procedure, differing mainly in features which make it
more convenient for application in competitive events. Test RPM is 50%
red-line, alternatively 60% maxim_ rated RPM, or alternatively calcu-
lated from a formula as a function of stroke dimension.

Critigue:

(a) The features of this procedure (which enhance its usefulness in

the intended application) introduce a lack of precision not desirable in
EPA applications.

(b) The procedure provides for the testing of motorcycles not having
a "neutral" transmission position; this is accomplished by raising the
rear wheel or re2_oving the chain.

F-76 Dyne-Simulation (simulated moving vehicle acceleration test)

A cursory investigation of the feasibility of simulating moving
vehicle acceleration tests on a dynanometer was conducted, using one
motorcycle (Honda CB 750) and a pabatco Dyne (made by Weda Instruments).
This dynamometer is one of the lowest priced portable units coemercially
available, net specifically designed for noise testing, _nd not incor-
porating any _ieting provisions (Figure 3-12). The motorcycle was
successively fitted with seventeen different exhaust systems, which
resulted in F-76 levels ranging from 82 to 98 dBA. For the dyne-
simulated F-76 test, the dynamometer was set up at the test site at the
F76 test track end point, with the microphone positioned as it would be
for the actual F-76 test moving vehicle test. Sound level as measured at
75% RPM at full throttle was established, a procedure taking about 15
seconds. Figure 3-13 presents the correlation of results from this test
and the actual F-76 moving vehicle test. Readings were taken only on the
left side of the motorcycle, even though s_ne of the exhaust systems were
on the right side only; this because the dy_lamometerconfiguration
precluded taking readings on the right side.

I
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Potential advantages of the dynamometer test method include:

- lower testing cost

- removal of schedule constraints due to weather

- greatly reduced area requirements

- no transportation of vehicles to and from test site

- greater accuracy by testing at a steady state condition rather
than at a changing condition

- no problems with tachometer functioning, accuracy, or lag

- removal of testing variables such as throttle closure, distance
determination

- removal of wind, weather, micro-meteorological variables

- min/mization of site variables

AS discussed in Section 3.2, dyne-simulation of the J-331a or
ISO/R-362 test procedures is not feasible.

3.4 Measurement Distance Substitution

All of the noise emission data presented in this report were mea-
sured at a 50-foot distance (except the F-50 data, which were measured at
0.5 m), as delineated in the respective procedures. An investigation was
made, however, to determine feasibility of taking measurements at 25 feet,
and correcting the measured values to a 50-foot equivalent. Results of
this investigation are shown is Table 3-3 and Figures 3-14 and 3-15; it
is evident that no such conversion is possible in the case of an accele-
ration test (as opposed to a constant speed test).

The reason for the lack of correspondence between the 50-foot and
25-foot measurements was not investigated; it may be that the vehicle noise
exhibits a changing polar pattern as the vehicle accelerates, such that a
lobe changes in magnitude as it passes from one microphone to the other,
or it may relate to a changing interference relationship (discussed in
section 4.2) resulting from spectral changes as the vehicle moves past

the microphones with changing RPM.
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TABLE 3-3 RI_LATIP,;ISIIIP BETLVEE;,'25 fT. A_IO 50 FT. c(_UJ'_DLEVEL tIEASUREfIEtITS

DIFFERErlCEBETWEEN 25 FT A_IO50 FT

BIKE DISPL.iENGINE SOUF]DLEVEL READIHGS, dBA

rlO. CC TYPE J33]a F/6 F77 R6[1 55 r_Pl_

101 356 4 S 5.6 6.2

102 72 4 S 3.1 4._]
"]03 ]23 2 S ..5.0
104 999 4 S 5.8 _.4
.]05 736 4 S 7.6
109 248 4 S _,O I
1](3 ]24 4 S ].6 1.9
.]1!, ]7'i a $ 4,I
1}2 99 4 S . 2.1
i]13 248 4 S _,@
114 99 2 S 3.5 4.1

I15 ...99 2 S 4,_ 4,3

'118 ]74 2 S 5.0
119 400 2 S 4.0 6.0
120 746 4 S 3.5

140 82_I 14 S 4.5 5,4
14] I 49 2 S _,0.

'"1'42 744 4 S 6.3 7._
1.43 246 2 S 6.5 6.9
145 981 4 S _,l _,_
146 246 2 S _,_. _,9
]4(; 246 2 S 5.3

151 949 4 S 7.3 7,3 6.6
'151 94R 4 S _,l
152 336 2S 5.5 4.7

']55 .98 _ $ 4,@ 4,}
155 98 2 S 4.3

156 72 2 S 3.5 4,6 _,_
]57 49 2S 6.5

]58 898 4 S 5.8 8.1 _,_
159 750 4 S 5.4 6.1 7.0
]60 736 4 S .4..4
169 .. 736 4 S 5._
160 736 4,$ _,9

U6_ 247 2 S 4.8 4.7

r 161 247 2 S 5.9

I-1'6Z 124 2S 6.8 5.8 , 6.0
I'163 903 4 S 7.1 6.6 _,_ 5.2
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Section 4

SOUND LEVEL DATA BASE

4.1 Content and Format of the Data Base

The basic motorcycle sound level data base used for this regulation
is presented in Appendix C. Sound data for the following are included:

(a) 159 new 1976 model year motorcycles (year of manufacture 1975 and

1976) ;

(b) 60 year of manufacture 1974 motorcycles in stock configuration;

(c) 257 in-service motorcycles in stock configuration, year of manu-

facture 1969-1973 (includes the data developed in the MIC motorcycle testing
program) ;

(d) 43 in-service modified motorcycles, year of manufacture 1969-1976;

(e) 107 motorcycles with new aftermarket exhaust systems.

Motorcycles in group "a" above provide the best sound level baseline
for assessing cost and economic impact of adoption of standards more stringent
than 83 dBA (for street motorcycles) which is the standard currently in effect
in some states (e.g., California). Street motorcycles manufactured prior
to 1975 have been subject to less stringent standards and are therefore not
representative of current technology applications and cost.

Off-road motorcycles in groups "a", "b", and "c" can be included
in the baseline data for off-road category, since regulation of noise
emissions from those vehicles has been very limited.

_Dtorcycles in group "a" through "d" provide a baseline for
assessing environmental improvement that can result from regulation of
the new vehicle, the aftermarket product, and user modifications.

Motorcycle aftermarket data, group "e", show the degree to which
currently offered-for-sale aftermarket exhaust systems affect new vehicle
noise emissions.

The total sample of vehicles, groups "a" through "e" above, were
enployed in the development and/or evaluation of test methodologies
(Section 3) in the course of acquiring the data base.
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The followlngmakesand modelsare represented:

Benelli750 SEI HondaXL]25 SuzukiRVgO
BHW Rc_O/6 liondaXLI75 SuzukiTM75
0141,1RgOS HondaXL250 SuzukiTSIO0
BM_IR60/6 Honda XL350 SuzukiTS185
Oultaco250 Alplna Honda XR-7b SuzukiTS4OOA
BultacaFrontera Honda Z50A SuzukiTS400S

Bultaco350 Sperpa? flondaAll Terrain Velosolex4600 I1oped
BultacaHatadorHK9 HondaCT90 VespaClad Moped
Bultaco250 Pursang HondaHC50 YamahaChappy
Can Am IX5 TNT Husqvarna360 Automatic YamahaOTIOOC
Can Am 250 TNT liusqvarna360URX YamahaOT175
Can Am 250 MXI IndianMT]75 YamahabTl75C
Carabela125 HarquesafiX KawasakigOOZl YamahaDT250
Carabela250 Centauro KawasakiK080 YamahaDT250C
Oucati0t1750S KawasakiKE125 YamahaOT400C
Garelllt,loped KawasakiKE175 Yamaha0T650C
HarleyFXE-1200 KawasakiKH ILlO YamahaIIX125
HarleyFLH-1200 KawasakiKH 250 YamahaRDI25B
HarleySS125 KawasakiKH 400 YamahaRO2OOB
HarleySSI/5 KawasaklKH 100A YamahaR0200C
HarieySS250 KawasaklKT250 YamahaRD250
Harley5X125 KawasakiKV75 YamahaRD350
HarleySX175 KawasakiKV]O0 YamahaRD40OC
HarleySXZ50 KawasakiKZ400 YamahaRSIOOB
HarleyXLH]O00 KawasakiKZ4OOD YamahaTX750
HodakaRoadToad KawasakiKZ400S YamahaTYSO
Hodaka250 KawasakiKZ750 YamahaXS360C
Honda CB 400F KawasakiKZgO0 YamahaXS6500
Honda CB 500T KawasakiKZ9OOLTD YamahaXS650C
Honda OB 750A KreidlertiP3 YamahaXTSOOC
Honda CB125S Laverda750SF YamahaXT500
Honda 0B1255 laverdalO00Three YamahaYZ]25C
Honda CI_200T M,ontesa 250 Endure
Honda 013350F Ilontese Cota 123
Honda CB360T Hnntesa Cote 247
Honda CB450 Hontesa Cote 34B
Honda CB550 tfotobecaneMobylette Moped
Honda C0550F Y,oto Guzzi I000 Convert
ilondaCB5OOT NoteMorini 3 1/2
Honda 0B750 Mote Guzzi 850-T
I¿ondaC0750F Norton860 Con_nando
Honda CJ360T NVT ERB Hoped
Honda CL360 OssaOesertPhantomZ50
Honda CL450 Ossa250 Pieneer
Honda ORI25M Ossa 350 Plonker
Honda CT/O Peugeot103 LVS V3
Honda GLIO00 RokonRT-34C}II
Honda HRSO Suzuki GT185
ilondaHR175 Suzuki GT380
Honda MR125 SuzukiGTSOOT
Honda TL250 Suzuki GTS5D
HondaXL70 Suzuki GT750
Honda XLTOK2 SuzukiRE-5 Rotary
Honda XLIO0 SuzukiPJ.I125



The vehicle population tested encompasses street, off-road, and
combination use motorcycles; 50 to 1200 ce displacement; 2-stroke, 4-stroke
and rotary engines; I, 2, 3, 4, and 6 cylinders; manual gear shift, automatic
clutch, hydraulic torque converter, and centrifugal torque converter trans-
missions; a few mopeds are also included.

Test methodologies employed in acquiring the data base include the
J-331a, F-76, and R-60 acceleration tests; the F-77 full-speedfull-throttle
test for under-100 cs bikes; the F-50 stationary vehicle test; and a dyno-
simulation of the F-76 test. These test procedures are described in
Section 3 and detailed in Appendix A. Sound levels at 35 mph and 55 mph,
constant speed pass-by, have also been obtained on a representative group
of vehicles.

The sound level data base of new '75-'76 year of manufacture
motorcycles is presented primarily in terms of J-331a, F-76, and F-50 noise
•easurements. The data base is presented graphically in Figures 4-I thru
4-10, and in tabular detail in Appendix C. Format of the graphical pre-
sentations is as follows:

(a) J-331a levels vs displacement -- Figures 4-1 and 4-2

(b) F-76 levels vs displacement -- Figures 4-3 and 4-4

(c) Transfer function F-76:J-331a, by displacement category and overall --
Figures 4-5 and 4-6

(d) F-50 levels vs displacement -- Figures 4-7 and 4-8

(e) 35 mph steady speed levels vs displacement -- Figure 4-9

(f) 55 mph steady speed levels vs displacement -- Figure 4-10

Tabular detail of noise emissions presented in Appendix C includes
not only that for new '75-'76 year of manufacture motorcycles, but also
similar data for '69-'74 in-service motorcycles, motorcycles with modified
exhaust systems, and data on aftermarket products. The tabular presenta-
tions include:

(a) Sound levels (J-331a, F-76, R-60, F-77, F-50, 35 n_ph,55 mph) by
displacement and use categories; new n_torcycles, year of manufacture
'75 and '76: Table C-4.

(b} Same data as Table C-4; by manufacturer: Table C-5.

(c) Sound levels (J-331a, F-76, F-77, F-50, 35 mph, 55 mph) by displace-
Inentand use categories; in-service motorcycles, year of manufacture '69-'74,
in stock configuration: Table C-6.
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(d) Sound levels (J-331a, F-76, F-77, F-50), by displacement and use
categories; In-service motorcycles, year of manufacture '69-'76, modified
exhaust system: Table C-7.

(e) Change in sound levels (J-331a, F-76, F-50), referred to original
equipment manufacture (OEM), associated with installation of aftermarket
exhaust systems and user modifications: Table C-10.

Detailed information on test procedures, test sites, vehicle iden-
tification, and aftermarket product identification, is provided in
Appendices A, B and C.

4.2 Test Site, Rider, and Vehicle Variables

Test Sites

Noise data obtained in the course of this study wore obtained at
eleven different test sites:

LETTER

CODE LOCATION

A Argosy Ave., Huntington Beach, California
B Orange County Fair Grounds, California
C Daytona Beach, Florida
D Los Alanitos Naval Air Station, California
E Pomona, California
F Houston, Texas
G St. Petersburg, Florida
H Albany, Georgia
I Chapel Hill, North Carolina
J Suffolk, Virginia
K Ft. Belvoir, Virginia

Test sites B, D, E, H, and J comply fully with SAE J-331a Recommended
Practice in all respects; the other sites depart in varying degrees (but
were the best sites available in the respective local areas), particularly
in reference to the requirement for concrete or asphalt ground surfacing
between the vehicle path and the microphone. Descriptions and photographs
of the test sites are contained in Appendix B.

In moving vehicle tests, sound reaches the microphone by two paths;
the direct path, and a raflected path, as illustrated below:

talC. Direct and reflected

sound paths.
-f ff ,_ • • f f f 4 q f J f_" _ • f
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This suggests that noise measurements taken over hard pavement
could be either higher or lower than measurements taken over turf or weeds,
depending on the spectral content of the source noise. The tabular and
graphical data presented in this report include noise measurements taken
at all of the test sites. To assess the impact of the non-conforming
test sites on the statistical sun_naries(as shown on the graphical pre-
sentations), the statistics of Pigure 3-1, J-331a vs. displacement were
re-computed with data frem the non-confomning sites exJLeded. Results of
thls comparison are as follows:

Data frem test Data from test

Displacement sites A thru K sites B_ D, E, Ht J

50-99 co _ = 78.0* _ = 78.4
0-= 4.44 _- = 3.53
"_ =' 15 _ = 11

100-/69 cc _ = 81.5 _" = 80.9
_" = 2.95 e = 2.27
_. =i0 "u= 7

170-349 cc _ = 83.] _ = 83.6
¢' = 4.49 ¢" = 4.78
'_-=23 dt = 19

350-749 CC _"= 80.6 _ = 81.6
= 2.99 o- = 2.22

% = 45 _ = 25

750 cc and over _ = 81.4 _ = 82.3
•*= 3.96 o-= 4.17

% = 28 % = 15

• iS the r_aN sound level, dB(A)

.. is the standard deviation, dB(A)
L8 the number of vehicles in the sample
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The foregoing indicates that while site discrepancies could be very
important in determining compliance of a particular vehicle with a noise
standard, the effect of site discrepancies as encounterc_ in test sites
A, C, F, G, I, and K do not materially affect the statistical seminaries
of the motorcycle noise data base. Additional data on site variables are
presented in Appendix C, Table C-15.

Rider Variables

At test site C (Daytona Beach) each motorcycle was operated by the
owner of the vehicle; rider weight specifications of the J-331a procedure
were not observed. The Daytona tests (run concurrently with the Daytona
Beach 200 Nationals) were conducted primarily to obtain a smaple showing
the range of vehicle types, and the types of user modifications, repre-
sentative of vehicles currently on the road.

At all of the other sites, the rider was within the 165-175 lb.
specification. A different rider, properly trained and instructed, was
used at each site, but all bikes at a gives site were tested by the same
rider, except for site B, where three riders were employed.

Vehicle Variables

Production variability data provided by the vehicle manufacturers
show that a three-sigma variation of 1.5 dB(A) is common. Samples taken
over a six-month period by one manufacturer have shown a total variation
range of up to 4 dB(A). The reason for the latter, whimh may be a seasonal
variation, has not been explained. This suggests that a 2 dB(A) allowance
between design and not-to-exceed levels is an absolute minimum, without
considering the need for a further allowance in the enforcement situation.

gomblnnd Variables Effect

Factors known or suspected to affect measured sound levels include:

(a) Weather variables affecting sound propagation:

- sunny vs overcast sky
- wind velocitygradientdirection
- temperature and temperature gradients
- barometric pressure
- htmddlty

4-16



(b) Weather variables affecting engine sound power generation:

barometric pressure
temperature
water vapor pressure

- dry barometric pressure
- dry air density

(e) Manufacturingassemblyadjustment tolerances affecting engine sound
power generation:

- dimensional variations

- spark timing
- fuel/air mixture
- compression variations

(d) Operations variables:

- engine temperature
- entering RPM or speed (J-331a)
- rapidity of throttle opening (J-331a)
- entering start point (J-331a)
- choice of gear selection (J-331a)
- closing RPM (J-331a and F-76)
- closing point (F-76)

(e) Site variables (site assumed to be in compliance with SAE J331a
Reco_nded Practice):

surface texture (affecting tire noise)
porosity (affecting absorption coefficient)

(f) Instrumentation variables:

- acoustical calibrator accuracy
- sound level meter ANSI Type (i or 2)
- sound level meter crest factor

- speedometer accuracy (J-331a)
- tachometer steady-state accuracy (J-331a)
- tachometer dynamic lag (J-331a and F-76)

Much work has already been done in assessing the effect of many of
these varlablesl'-'--2-2/;however, many undefined areas still exist. Although
the evaluation of the effects of these variables was outside the scope of
the EPA study, quantitative data on the effect of tachometer accuracy, RPM
control, and gear selection were obtained in the course of test procedure
development.
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In addition, in the process of acquiring the noise data base,
substantial information was collected on the effects of combined
variables. Sound level data comparisons between/among vehicles were
made in four groupings:

(a) Different vehicles of the same model tested at different sites;

(b) Different vehicles of the same model tested at the same site;

(c) The same vehicle tested at different sites; and

(d) The same vehicle tested at the same site.

The sound level variations (summarized in paragraph 4.3, detailed
in Appendix C, Table C-14) are smaller than might be expected, considering
the extensive range of variability factors. Vehicles of the same model
but known to be configured differently (e.g., to meet different standards
in different States) have not been included in the comparisons.

4.3 Data Base Statistical Stm_naries

Sound levels, ysar o_ manufacture '75-'76 motorcycles:

J-331a F-76

Displacement Street* Off-Reed Strset* Off-Road

50-99 so _ = 78.0 78.8 77.0 76.4
_-= 4.64 3.35 4.22 1.82
n = 15 5 ii 5

100-169cc _ = 81.5 91.8 79.5 88.7
a-= 2.95 10.11 2.64 10.4

= i0 4 i0 3

170-349cc _ = 83.1 88.8 81.95 86.8
a-= 4.49 4.96 4.94 5.34
n = 23 16 48 16

350-749 CC _ = 80.6 92.3 81.9

0"= 2.99 3.79 2.63
n = 45 3 40

780 cc and Over _ = 81.4 85.5

6-= 3.96 3.47
n = 28 18

*Includes combination street/off-road motorcycles
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Transfer function, F-76 to J-331a sound levels (least squares linear

regression line) :

y : -2.48 + 0.0066x for street* motorcycles

y = -2.21 + 0.0012x for off-road motorcycles

y = F-76 level - J-331a level

x = displacement, cc

The F-76 method yields statistical levels 4.1 dB higher than the
J-331a method at a displacement of 1000 ce, reducing to 1.9 dB(A) lower
at 100 co for the street machines, with a similar trend in the off-road
vehicles.

Constant speed 55 nlohsound levels as a function of displacement
(least squares linear regression line), yr. of mfg. '75-'76 motorcycles:

y = 78.65 - 0.0044x

y = sound level, dS(A) at 50 ft.

x = displacement, cc

It is of interest to note that t-hisis a downward sloping line
with displacement, with motorcycles in the 900-1200 cc range being sta-
tistically 3.9 dB quieter than motorcycles in the 100-250 cc range, in
the 55 mph operatingmode.

Variability in sound level data (from Table C-14); e_blned effect
of site, rider and vehicle variables:

J-331.a. F-76 F-50

"X= 0.91 _= 1.17 _= 1.21
r = 1.29 cr= 1.58 _-= 1.83
n _ 87 n = 69 n = 85

*Includes-ccmbinatlon street/off-road motorcycles i
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Comparison of motorcycles with modified exhaust systems vs. stock
configurations; data from test site C (Daytona Beach) only:

J-331a Sound Levels, dB(A)

Motorcycles in Motorcycles with obviously
stock configuration modified exhaust systems

"x = 84.4 _ = 93.6
O" = 7.2 6",= 5.2
n = 49 n = 27

The tests at Daytona Beach _ere timed to coincide with the Daytona
Beach 200 National motorcycle events, to permit sa_.plingfrom a wide
range of motorcycle types on a random basis. Vehicles were obtained by
open invitation to ciders visiting the race and show events; all vehicles
offered were tested, and ace reflected illthe above statistics.

4.4 Aftermarket Exhaust Systems

The EPA study included making contacts with leading motorcycle
ergani_.ationssuch as the Motorcycle Industry Council, the Motorcycle
Trades Association, the National Motorcycle Dealers Association and many
local organizations, to invite a large segment of the aftermarket manu-

facturers and distributors of replacement exhaust systems to participate
in the EPA study. Major meetings and product display shows at Las Vegas
a,d Daytona Beach were attended to explain the objectives of the study,
answer questions, obtain basic information about the aftermarket industry,
and to solicit active participation by aftermacket manufacturers in a
comprehensive test and evaluation program of aftermarkst exhaust systems.
These meetings were attended by manufacturer representatives from all
parts of the United States, thereby giving broad exposure to the program.

Subsequently, forn_l contacts were made with selected eftermarket
manufacturers in the California area, at which time the individual factories
were toured, detailed discussions were held with officials in each company,
and each co(_pany was asked to cooperate in providing replacement exhaust
systems to be tested on a family of selected motorcycles.
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Companies listed below were contacted either by phone, at a display
booth in the aftermarkst shows, or visited at their manufacturing facilities:

Action-4*

Alphabets West*
Bassani*
Bates Industries
Butte Industries
Custom Chromo

Cyclone
Dean Mare's Pipelyne
Discojet
Deug. Thorley Headers
Hooker Headers*
Jardine Heade[s*

J&R Expansion Chambers*
Kook's Custom Headers
MCM Manufacturing*
R.C. Engineering*
S&S Manufacturing*
Santee Industries*

Skyway*
Torque Engineering*
Triple-A Accessories*
Winning Performance Products

Aftsrmarket Exhaust System Testin@ program

An important part of the EPA motorcycle noise study involved sound
testlng of aftermarket exhaust systems, with the full cooperation and
participation of aftermarket exhaust system manufacturers, a comprehensive
_olse test program was conducted on approximately 107 aftermarket exhaust
systems and/or variations. These units were tested on 16 different motor-
cycles representing the five major motorcycle manufacturers. The testing
involved conducting the SAE J-331a and F-76 acceleration tests, and the

.F-50 stationary test on each of the motorcycles equip_ with stock (OEM)
exhaust systems, followed by testing with the applicable aftermarket
exhaust systems. In addition to testing with the applicable aftermarket
and stock exhaust systems, variations were tested such as removing inserts,
baffles, fiberglass, and in some cases removing the mufflers altogether, all

of which represent forms of modified motorcycles found in circulation.

The participating aftermarket exhaust system manufacturers included
Santee, Alphabets, Jardine, Booker, Bassanl, S&S, MCH, Yoshimura, Torque
Engineering, Win_ing Performance Products, J&R, Dick's Cycle West, PJS,
Kerker, Trabaca

_Toured facility
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and R. C. Engineering. Figure 4-11 shows some of the exhaust systems
laid out at the test site prior to installation and test. Figure 4-12
shows actual installations in progress.

Information on test procedures employed, the test site, and vehicle
and aftermarket product identification is provided in the Appendices.

Aftermarket product Stud_,Results

Detailed sound level data on aftermarket and modified exhaust

systems are contained in Appendix C, and organized as follows:

(a) Listing af motorcycles used in the aftermarket product study;
Table C-8.

(b) Listing of aftermarket exhaust systems/components tested, correlated
with test vehicle employed; Table C-9.

(c) Sound level data for each configuration designed for the motor-
cycle on which tested (aftermarket manufacturer disguised) ; Table C-10.

A summarization of t_letest results follows.

Aftermarket Exhaust Systems as Confi@ured bv the Manufacturer

Sound Level Ntm_er of Configurations

Same as OEM 6

Quieter than 0_ 9
i dBhigherthanOEM 7
2 dB higher than OEM 6
3 dBhigherthanOEM 4

4-16 dB higher than OEM 50

Total configurations tested 82

Su_nary: 32 within 3 dB(A) of the OEM
50 4-16 dS(A) higher than the ODI

The above tabulation excludes configurations designated by the
manufacturers as "competition" or "racer." Sound levels of configu-
rations so designated were as follows:

dB(A) re OEM

÷14
+15
+9
+I0
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Data on mufflers with competition or racer cores are included to
illustrate the increase in sound level that could be expected if a muffler
that has been specifically designed for competition usage is put on a
street bike or a combination street/off-road bike. Owners of street and
combinatlon street/off-reed n_torcyeles are known to modify their machines
with a competition-type exhaust system to obtain increased performance.

User Modifications

(a) Effect of removing the interchangeable baffles or Inserts from
aftermarket mufflers:

dB(A) re OEM

+15
+21
+22
+29
+21
+15
+21

(b) Effect of removing the glass blanket from the removable insert
(insert replaced):

dB(A) re OEM

+4

(c) Effect of removing the O_ muffler:

....dB(A) re Stock Confi@.

+22
+19
+16
420
+19
+21

The sound levels resulting from removal of the muffler are

indicative of what could be expected if stock (OEM) or good quality after-
_Larketexhaust systems are drastically modified. Removing inserts from
aftermarket mufflers (which is a very simple operation on some makes) has
an effect similar to removal of the entire msffler, without changing the
outward appearance of the motorcycle.
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Performance vs. Noise

To illustrate the effect on performance and the effect on
sound levels of aftermarket exhaust systems available for some of the more

popular motorcycles, a comparison is shown in Table 4-1 of exhaust systems
for the Honda CB750. Both performance and sound level data were acquired
on s variety of systems, including the original equipment. The maximum
horsepower and peak torque performance data on this particular motorcycle
were obtained on a dynamometer, whereas the sound measurements were obtained

using the J-331a vehicle acceleration type test procedure. It is apparent
from the data that the aftermarket exhaust systems designed to increase per-
formance over the original equipment also significantly increase the sound
level. Conversely, the quieter aftermarket exhaust systems that approach
the sound levels produced by the OEM system, have a somewhat adverse effect
on vehicle horsepower although the peak torque is somewhat enhanced. It
has been pointed out by some manufacturers that the effect of peak torque
occurring at a lower RPM than the SEN unit gives the feel of greater
"pulling" power, therefore leading to the conclusion that a particular ex-
haust system has improved the motorcycle perfoL'mance.

Another important point illustrated in Table 4-1 is the availability
of different inserts or cores with the same baseline milffler. Several

manufacturers offer exhaust systems with a variety of removable cores or
adjustable vanes that can be added or decreased in number to obtain the
desired end-result in performance and sound level. This type of product
is Offered for motorcyclists who have combination street/off-road bikes
which are used for competitive events or off-rmsd activities in which
increased performance is important. The adjustable-vane type mufflers
have bean designed to acco_edate a range of motorcycles. Manufacturers
state that they purposely provide mufflers with two inserts: one for use
in an off-road situation, which will increase performance significantly,
but as a by-product will also increase the noise level, and a second insert
which is to be used by the motorcyclist when he is to ride that motorcycle
on the street. With a simple change, the motorcyclist can remove the
noisier high performance insert and replace it with the street-legal type
insert which will comply with existing sound limits.
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TABLE4-1 COMPARISONOF AFTER_RKET EXHAUSTSYSTEMSFOR HONDA C5750

SOU_JDLEVELArIDPERFORH_CE

,EXHAUSTSYSTEM S.OUNO LEVELd_..Cd..BA__IAX_H.P. I P.eakTorque

(J33]A)

HONDA 750 (OEt,l} 81 dBA 57.67@ 8500 RPM36,25 @ 8000 RP_

'8ASSANI (RACING)4:l 91

BASSANISHALL4:] 8] 55.28@ 8000 36.]2 @ 7000

RJS QUIET CORE 82

RJ$ STOCKCORE 87

DICK'SCYCLEWEST 82 56.89O 5500 37.00 @ 6500

TRABACA2:1 89 _7,520 7500 35.25 @ 6500

J&R WITHSTREETCORE 84 56.0 @ 8000 37.06 @ 6500

J&R WITH COMPETITIONCORE 91 60.3 @ 8500 39,25 _ 6500

HOOKER4:1 89 57.92Q 8500 :38.62@ 6500

TORQUEENGINEERING 83 56.75Q 8000 37.93 @ 6500

JARDINE 82 53.6 Q 8000 37.00 @ 6500

R,C. ENGINEERING 87 55.6 @ 8500 35.75 @ 7500

ALPHABETS 83.5 56.6 @ 8500 38.43@ 6500

H!NNING' 88 ]59.38@ DSO0 37.68 @ 7500

SOURCE: StreetB_ke- July 1976,
"Honda750 HeaderShoot-Out,"Jeff Peck i
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4.5 Sound Levels at the Operator and Passenger's Ear Position

In order to assess potential benefits in hearing risk to
motorcycle operators from reducing motorcycle noise emissions, EPA con-
ducted a study of motorcycle sound levels at the operator and passenger
ear positions. The details of the study program are described in
Appendix E. Measurements were made on three large motorcycle models
(Honda 750, HMW, Harley-Davidson) in various operating modes. Measure-
ments were made with the motorcycle stationary, on a dymometer and under
moving conditions. In addition, measurements were made with bare head,
head covered with a cap to reduce wind effects, and inside s helmet.
An attempt was made to distinguish wind turbulence and motorcycle (only)
contributions.

The information presented in the Appendix shows that wind-
induced noise (turbulence caused by wind flowing by the ear)is an
extremely complex phenomenon. It depends not only on wind speed but
vehicle and operator geometry and head attitude. In addition, it appears
that operator-induemd turbulence increases passenger exposure. The
influence of helmets on operator exposure is another extremely complex
phenomenon, again depending on geometery and attitude. Both enhancement
and attenuation of sound levels compared to bare head levels were noted

in different frequency bands and for different head attitudes. It appears
that helmet-induced turbulence may increase operator sound exposure for
some helmet geometries.

At this time, motorcycle (alone)sound level (absent wind and
helmet effects) appears to be.the best measure for assessing motorcycle
operator noise impact. Both dynamometer and moving runs indicated that
the operator sound levels under F-76a acceleration conditions were about
i00 dB(A) for the motorcycles tested (J-331avalves (50 feet)--Honda:
81 dB(A), B_W: 81 dB(A), Harley-Davidson: 84 dB(A)). Wind noise was
below 90 dB(A) for all speeds up to 45 mph except for the trailing ear
when a motorcyclist without a helmet inclined his head 45 degrees away
from the line of travel. It can be concluded that under rapid acceleration

'conditions, for the motorcycles tested, motorcycle (alone) contributions
would outweigh wind noise for a helmeted operator.

The extent to which operator ear sound levels would decline as

fifty-foot sound levels declined in response to wayside regulations cannot
be confidently predicted. However, since attention must be given to in-
take and mechanical noise (both nearer the operator's ear than the exhaust
noise source), some reduction is to be expected.
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Section 5

PUBLIC HEAL_I AND WELFARE ANALYSIS

Tne benefits to the public health and we]fare which are expected
to occur as a result of establishing noise emission limits on motorcycles
are presented in this section. _b significant adverse environmental
impacts are foresees.

Because of inherent differences in individual responses to noise,
the wide range of traffic situations and environments, and the complexity
of the associated noise fields, it is not possible to examine all traffic
situations precisely. IIence,in this predictive analysis, certain stated
assumptions have been made to approximate typical or average situations.
The approach taken to determine the benefits associated with the noise regu-
lation is, therefore, statistical in that an effort is made to determine
the relative numbers of pecple that may be affected for each regulatory
option. It was necessary to m_e various assumptions in this analysis;
therefore, some uncertainties with respect to individual cases and absolute
numbers will remain.

People are exT_osedto motorcycle noise in a variety of situations.
Some examples are:

(i) Inside a home Or office.

(2) Around the home (outside).

(3) In recreational areas.

(4) As a motorcycle operator or passenger.

(5) As e pedestrian or in transit in other vehicles.

Reducing noise emitted by motorcycles flayproduce the foll_ing
benefits:

(I) Reduction in average traffic noise and associated cumulative long
term i_oact upon the exposed population.

(2) Reduction in activity interruption from individual (single-event)
acceleration noise, and associated impact on the exposed population.

(3) Reduction in sound levels at operator or passenger positions which
may result in reduced hearing risk.
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The phrase "health and welfare" in this analysis and in the
context of the Noise Control Act is a broad term which includes personal
comfort and well-being, and absence of mental anguish, disturbances and
annoyance as well as the absence of clinical symptoms such as hearing
decrement or demonstrable physiological injury.

Dose respose relationships for noise induced hearing loss have
been fairly well documented. The non-auditory effects of exposure to
noise are less well understood. A number of st_'ess reactions have been

observed to occur which result from a generalized syndrome caused by
the "flight or fight" reaction. Other physiological effects, such as
cardiovascular disease, increased sssceptability to viral infection,
birth defects, and even cancer are suspected to have some relation to
the synergistic effects of noise exposure.

Annoyance due to noise is generally a manifestation of stress.
This stress reaction occurs when exposure to noise is experienced am an
unwanted intrusion on various activities, such as during sleep, speech
communication, or various types of relaxation. Such annoyance often
occurs after exposure to noise of very short duration.

Predictions of motorcycle noise emissions under various regu-
latory levels (referred to as study levels) are presented in Section
5.2 in te_s of the sound levels which are associated with irotorcycle
operating m_des. These sound levels are weighted according to traffic
populations or mixes before averaging to determine overall traffic sound
levels in urban areas. Predicted reductions in average urban traffic
sound levels from current menditions are presented in Section 5.3 for
various regulatory options for new motorcycles, both with and without
noise emission regulations for other types of vehicles. Projections of
the population impacted as well as the relative reductions in impact from
current conditions are determined from these reductions in average traffic
sound levels.

The use of average traffic sound levels to describe motorcycle
noise impact is of value in only a limited sense, since such an analysis
d,_._snot adequately describe the individual disturbances produced by
_'ile m_torcycle passbys in various situations. Annoyance frequently
d: _idson the activity and location of the individual exposed to such
I'. .. Thus, an average sound level does not account for the disruptive
el. .ulnoyingpeak noise intrusions produced by a single,motorcycle accel-
er %ion. Therefore, in residential urban, suburban, and rural areas, in
those cases where motorcycle accelerations are not likely to be masked by
other traffic noise, effects of current representative motorcycle accel-
eration sound levels and future regulated sound levels are evaluated as
single events is Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Speech and sleep interferences
are presented as indicators of activity interference and the associated
adverse impact of motorcycle noise.
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In Section 5.6, the benefits to be derived from lowering motor-
cycle sound levels in off-road environments are estimated in ter_s of
reductions in the area currently impacted by motorcycle noise. Reductions
in potential hearing damage (risk to motorcycle operator'sand passengers)
are discussed in Section 5.7.

The analyses be]c_ present both absolute numbers of people
impacted and impact events and relative reductions in impact from current
conditions. While absolute values of present or future impact may not be
known precisely, the relative reductions in impact--of primary interest
here--are known with much greater accuracy. For example, while it may
not be possible to col_pletelycharacterise the extensiveness and severity
of the noise impact of current motorcycle operations, relative reductions
can be accurately calculated and used for comparing various regulatory
alternatives. In addition, the relative changes found to occur in the
measures used in this analysis may help indicate what equivalent changes
would occur in impact measures which are not used in this analysis but
whose abso]ute values may reflect more accurately the effects of _otor-
cycle noise on people.

5.1 Current Street Motorcycle Sound Levels

A statistical representation of stock motorcycle sound levels,
based On the data in Appendix C, is presented in Figure 5-1. These
data are acceleration sound levels as measured by tileSAE J-331a test
procedure. This procedure is representative of very rapid acceleration
from 30 m.p.h. (full-throttle, high engine speed). Acceleration sound
levels as measured by J-331a can be adjusted to account for more commonly
encountered acceleration modes (near full-throttle, moderately high
engine speed). As discussed in Section 3, sound levels as measured by
the proposed regulation test procudure are assumed to be statistically
equivalent to J-331a levels. Cruise sound levels are based on steady-
state operation at various constant speeds. The data in Figure 1 were
developed from noise measurements of 200 unmodified motorcycles which
were selected to be representative, by year of manufacture and t_)e,
of the national population of motorcycles in-servima licensed for street
use in 1975. Additional noise measurements, discussed in Appendix C,
of 160 newly manufactured (1975-1976) street and dual-purpose motorcycles
yielded sound levels which did not differ significantly from the dis-
tribetion shown in Figure 5-1. Hence, Figure 5-i is considered to be
applicable to motorcycles currently on the road as well as to present
day newly manufactured motorcycles.

According to a national survey (Ref. 6), at least 12 percent of
street motorcycles, 12 percent of dual-purpose motorcycles (treated in
this analysis as street motorcycles), and 26 percent of off-road motor-
cycles have modified exhaust systems. (In Los Angeles and San Francisco,
these percentages were higher, approximately 15, 13, and 47 percent
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Figure 5-1, Percent of Unmodified Street Mat_rcycles wllich Exceed AIW Given Smmd Level
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Piguro 5.2. Sound Levels o! L-_xh;._t,M¢)difi_d McJtorcycles
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for street, dual-ptnJ_ose, and off-road, ro_pective]y.) In general,
modification of a iloto_-cycleexhaust _ysteln_]ignlficantly increases the
motorcycle's sound level. Although other types of m._(lificationssuch
as intake ;ro_ificationmay also affect the sound level of a motorcycle,
exhaust Eystem nmdificatJons are th_ically tl_emost noticeable form of
rnotorc]clenoise tampering.

In this analysis, statistics are developed using several dif-
ferent assumptions on the incidence of modified ;motorcyoles. The current
incidcncD, unchanged by Federal regulation (12%), and two lower incidences
(7% and 3%) are modelled for street motorcycles to reflect the expected
reduction of exhaust modifications. No m-x]ifications(0%) is analyzed
for cutup,arisen pu_7)osesand to focus on the unr,Ddified _torcye]e [_epula-
tion. Eliminating motorcycle mDdifications entirely, hc_ever, is not
considered to l'efeasible with even the most vigorous co,aliment to noise
enforcement by Federal, state and local govem_ments. Reduction of modi-
fied r_torcyeles to about half the current incidence (7% of the population)
is considered the biggest reduction achievable through a Federal regula-
tion alone. Reduction to about one-quarter of the current incidence (3%)
is Considered to be the biggest reduction achievable from a comhimation
of Federal regulation and vigorous state and local enforcement progress.
Similar reductions (24%, 16%, 8%, 0%) are also modelled for off-road
motorcyeles.

The sound levels of 2] knc_n exhaust-modified (non-como.otition)
motorcycles are plotted in Figure 5-2. The best fit of a normal distribu-
tion to the data is indicated by the straight line. In comparison with
the J-331a test results for unmodified motorcycles shc_.¢nin Figure 5-1,
it can he seen that the mean sound level for exhaust-modified motorcycles
is 12.6 dB(A) greater than that for en_dif:: d motorcycles. _1_edistri-
bution of sound levels also shcxvsa greater "__Dersion,with a standard
deviation of 5.3 dB(A) as compared to 3.7 dB{A) for the unmodified
motorcycles. These results are u_nfirmed by previous measurements of
both un_ified and Exhaust-modified motorcycles. Additionally, test
data indicate that the 25-35 mph steady speed sound levels of exh_,ust-
modified motorcycles are 15.6 dB(A) higher than those of unmodi[J_._.
motorcycles (mean values of 88.9 dB(A) versus 73.3 dB(A)). It i_ %_a-
rent that modified motorc/cles are typically much louder than u_ :fled
motorcycles under both steady speed and acceleration conditions.

Since increasing a sound level by 12 decibels increases the dis-
tahoe at which the sound can be heard by a factor of 4, and the area by
a factor of as much as 16 (assuming spherical spreading propagation
losses), it is apparent that motorcycles witl_modified exhaust systems
contribute to the overall noise impact from notErcycles in ,udl larger
proportion t2,antheir actual numbers would indicate.
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Based on data presented in Figure 5-1, it in assumed Jn this
analysis that 55-mph and 35-mph cruise sound levels for motorcycles are,
respectively, 5 and 10 dB(A) lower than current .]-331asound levels, and
have the s_,e standard deviations.

The median scund levels and standard deviations which have _en

assumed for current _nd near-future i>opulationsof in-use motorcycle:;
are presented in Table 5-i. Representative acceleration sound levels,
as used in the foll(_ng analysis, are ausumed to be 3 dg(A) less titan
the n_asured J-331a test level (see Appendix G).

For a population of instantaneous sound levels observed at equally
spaced time intervals that has a neLqlml(Gaussian) distribution, the
energy-average of the sound levels over ti]iDis given _,

* 2

L =L + 0.115 (])

eq 50

where LS0 is the median noise level and is the ._tandarddeviation. In
the traffic analysis below, it is assumed that the distribution Of road-
side sound levels for eadl type of vehicle is approximated by a normal
(Gaussian) distribution and that there Js a steady stream of closely
spaced vehicle pausbys. This assumption permits calculation of the energy-
average of the sound levels from median sound levels in a manner similar
to _*e computationof L in Equation I. That is:

eq

2

L --L + 0.115 (2)
a 50

where La is the energy-average of the sound /eve]s, ['50is the median
level, and is the standard deviation of the mound levels. As Equation
2 demonstrates, the energy-averaged sound level depends on both the median
level and the variability of these levels. The energy-averaged sound
levels which will be used in the following analysis are also indicated in
'fable 5-1.

*L is the equivalent A-weighted scund level in decibels. This is
dlC_cussedin mere detail below.

Ijohsson, D. R. A note on the relationship between noise exT_osureand
noise probability distribution, NPL AERO RepOrt Ai40 (May, 1969).
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Table 5-i: Hedian Sound Levels of _IotorcyelesIn Use (dn(A))

(Currently and in the Near Future, if Unregulated)

Fu11-Thrott]e Representative Energy-Averaged
35mph Acceleration Acceleration Standard Representative
Cruise (J331a) (J331a - 3 db) Deviation Acceleration

Unmodified 71.5 81.5 78.5 3.7 80.0

Motorcycles
Designed for
StreetUse i

Exhaust- 84.0 94.0 91.0 5.3 94.2 I
Modified !

Motorc3,eles
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5.2 Effect of Noise Regulations on Motorcvc]e Sound Levels

Various regulatory options considered for street motorcycles are
presented in Table 5-2. Since an infinite variety of regulatory options
are possible it is necessary to focus on s manaqeable fe_ for analysis
purposes. These options have been analyzed both for health and welfare
benefits and for cost and economic impact (see below;). The options have
been chosen close enough together to permit accurate inteL_polation. The
Agency is not bound to select any of the specific options analyzed here
nor should any significance be given to the particular options chosen for
analysis.

To analyze the effect of a motorcycle noise emission regulation,
some assumptions must be made as to the changes which would occur in
the sound levels presented is Figures 5-1 and 5-2, due to a particular
regulatory standard. It is expected that in ordsr to comply with a
Federal noise regulation manufacturers will produce motorcycles with
average sound levels about 2.0 dB(A) ic_¢erthan the regulatory limit
to account for production and testing variabilities (see Chapter 6).
This preduction level may be assumed to be the mean of what is aetua]ly
a distribution of sound levels for the redesigned motorcycles.

Assuming that manufacturers will not quiet motorcycles which
already meet noise standards, and incorporating a production level of
2 riB(A)below tJ_eregulatory limit, the distribution of future production
motorcycle sound levels are est_ted in Figure 5-3 according to various
regu]atory options.

As the distribution of new motorcycle acceleration sound levels
is changed with the inplementation of noise emission regulations, tile
population-average acceleration sound level will be reduced over time as
more and more old, unregulated motorcycles are replaced by new regulated
ones. For example, suppose a regulation were pro_igated which provided
that no new motorcycle for street-use mould exceed 80 dB(A), according
to the J-331a test procedure. The motorcycles above this sound level,
which comprise the "loudest" 66 percent of the unmodified street-use
motorcycles shown in Figure 5-3, l_Duldeventually disappear as quieter
motorcycles replaced older mo_els. Eventually a new distribution would
be formed in which no unmodified street-use motorcycle would exceed the
80 dB(A) standard as measured by the J-331a test.

Acceleration sound levels do not correlate well with cruise sound
levels at 55 and 35 mph. A motorcycle which may be quieter than average
according to an acceleration test may be louder than average under cruise
conditions. This is due to the fact that med]anical noise, chain noise,

etc., can contribute significantly to a cruise sound level, since the
exhaust noise is generally lower than during acceleration.
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Table 5-2: Regulatory Options Analyzed for Street Motorcycles

Option EffectiveDate*

1979 1981 1984 1988

1 83

2 83 80 -

3 83 80 78

4 83 80 78 75

Not-to-exceed Sound Levels (dB(A)) as measured by F-76a procedure.
Production levels are assumed to be 2 dS(A) lower than these regu-
latory levels, as discussed in the text.

*Accelerated lead times, with effective dates'of 1979, 1980, 1982,
and 1985, and more ext0nded lead times, with effective dates of
1979, 1982, 1986, 1991 have also been analyzed for the 4 regulatory
optimns listed above.
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I:ifl.ro 5.3. St:_tistical Oi_trib¢ition_ of Acc_:_riltion Sound Levl_ls ol Str_G_tMotorcycles

*STUDY LEVELS

1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 90

PERCENT EXCEEDING SOUND LEVEL

NOTE: ASSUMES VARIOUS REGULATORY STUDY LEVEL LIMITS

PRODUCTION LEVEL IS 2 dB(A) BELOW REGULATORY LIMIT
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Since quieting a motorcycle to meet a sound level standard based
on an acceleration test may not result in a proportional decrease in cruise
sound levels, for the _:u_T_ooesof this analysis cruise _oued levels will
be assumed to remain unchanged by noise emiss_on regulations, with the
exception that cruise sound levels cannot exceed the acceleration sound
level. This assumption, which understates the benefits of any sound
reduction due to regulation, does not materially affect the analysis since
acceleration is the principal operational mode of interest.

5.3 Description of Traffic _)oiseImpact

In order to identify the circumstances in which street motorcycles
cause significant noise impact, it is necessary to relate motorcycle sound
level distributions to the sound level distributions f. other traffic
vehicles.

Based on the data contained in Appendix C an_ _mence 29,
Figures 5-4 and 5-5 illustrate the present statistie.J '_tributionsof
strandlevels of the various traffic vehicles, in both :eleration and
cruise situations, respectively. These figures illus _e that noise from
urumodifiednDtorcycles does not stand OUt in traffic t :inuredby trucks
with current sound levels (but does stand out in auto._bile-dominated
traffic), wbercas exhaust-modified motorcycles are no: Jier than all other
vehicles under all operating conditions.

By 1982 heavy and medium trucks will be required to meet a
regulatoL-ylimit of 80 dB(A), as measured by the J336b test procedure.
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 sh_w the truck sound level distributions for this
time period, based on the same sort of assumptions used in constructing
Figure 5-4 for regulated motorcycles. The J336b distribution is flat
at a level of 3 dB(A)* bel(_._the regulatory limit, and unchanged for
the population of trucks belch9this level. The cruise distributions
are unchanged except they cannot exceed the acceleration sound levels.

I%_enthe sound level distributions for the present population of
motorcycles are included in Figures 5-6 and 5-7, it can be seen that not
only will modified motorcycles continue to be the noisiest vehicles under
all conditions, but that a significant fraction of unmodified motorcycles
will be louder than trucks under the conditions of interest. Selected

study sound levels of various vehicles are shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7
and it can be seen that a study regulatory level of 80 dB(A) or lower is
required to "submerge" motorcycle noise into overall traffic noise.

*All_s for production level 2 dB(A) below regulatory level, and typical
acceleration level 1 dS(A) below maximum acceleration test level.
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Figure 5.4. Distributions of Curren¢Vehicular SoundLev_k Und_r Accor=_ratiortConditions
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PERCENT EXCEEDING GIVEN SOUND LEVELS

Source: See Text
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Fiuure 5.6. Eitimaled F.turo So_md Level Distributions for Tr;.t;prJrt,_tionVgdlich_sUnd(_r
Accel_rallo. Co_tdilio_l_
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NOTE: ASSUMES VARIOUS REGULATORYSTUDY LEVELS

Sou_n::e: See
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NOTE= ASSUMES VARIOUS REGULATORY STUOY LEVELS

Source= See Text
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5.3.1 MethYl for Calculating Traffic Noise Impact

Data for current and projected future street motorcycle sound
levels are summarized in Table 5-3. The operation-averaged sound levels
were obtainedbyweighingthe acceleration and cruise sound levels ac-
cording to the time spent in each operational n_de (assumed to be, when
constrained by traffic, 20% and B0% respectively). Using the same
assumption, the operation-averaged sound levels were obtained for other
traffic vehicles, and are sb_wn in Table 5-4.

These operation-averaged sound levels are oombined in the next
step to form the energy-average traffic sound level. This level is
computed by weighting the operation-averaged level produced by each type.
of vehicle according to its relative frequency in a typical traffic mix
(indicated in Table 5-4).

Projections of reductions in average traffic sound levels due to
noise emission regulations are presented for urban street traffic where
the average vehicle speed is assumed to be 30 mph. Additional benefits
may accrue on highways where the average vehicle speed is assumed to be
55 mph. Note, h_ever, that the benefits derived from the regulatory
schedules fornew motorcycles considered here will be less for highway
traffic than for urban street traffic for several reasons:

o _le number of people exposed to highway traffic noise is less
than the number of people exposed to urban street traffic noise (Ref. 29).

o The reductions in traffic noise emissions resulting from new
motorcycle regualtion will be less in freeway traffic than in urban
street traffic.

o Only a small proportion of motorcycle miles occur on freeways and
highways (Refs. 6 and 9).

As predicted in Figure 5-8, the number of people omposed to high-
way traffic noise is much smaller th_n the number of people exposed to
urban street traffic noise. According to References 6 and 9, only a very
small fraction of motorcycle miles occur on highways. For these reasons,
only urban street traffic situations are included in this analysis.

To perform the final step Jn determining the impact of motorcycles
in traffic, a noise measure must be utilized which condenses the informa-
tion contained in a given noise environment into a simple indicator of the
quantity and quality of noise, and which is a good descriptor of the over-
all long-term effects of noise on the public health and welfare. EPA has

chosen the equivalent A-weighted sound level in decibels, L,_, as its

general measure for environmental noise (Ref. 13). 5eq is defined as:
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Table 5-3: Sound Levels for Street Motorcycles (dB(A))

Operation-Averaged
Acceleration 35-mph Cruise _quivalent Level

Statistical Standard Energy-Average Statistical Standard Energy-Average
Median Value Deviation Level Hedian Value Deviation Level

Exhaust-modlfle_

Hotorcycles 91 5.3 94.23 84 5.3 87.23 89.79

Unmodified

Motorcycles
Current 78.5 3.7 80.07 71.5 3,7 73.07 75,63

88 dB(A) Study Level* -- -- 77.06 .... 73.07 74.21m

80 dB(A) Study Level -- -- 74.84 .... 72.82 73.31

78 dB(A) Study Level -- -- 72.92 -- -- 72.44 72,54

75 dB(A) Study Level -- -- 70 -- -- 70 70

*Regulatory Level - Production Level is assumed to be 2 dS(A) lower.



Table 5-4: Operatlon-Averaged Sound Levels for _Ion-MotorcycleVehicles (_(A)

Percent of
Urban Street Traffic Volume

Type of Vehicle dB(A) IRefs. Ii_ 27)

L a L
50 a

Heavy Trucks (Ref. 29)
(a) Unregulated 85.0 3.7 86.6 1.3
(b) 80 dB(A) Regulatory Level 74.6 2.0 75.1
(e) 75 dB(A) Regulatory Level 70.8 2.0 71.3

Medium Trucks (Ref. 29)
(including buses)
(a) Unregulated 77.0 3.7 78.6 5.9
(b) 80 dB(A) Regulatory Level 74.6 2.0 75.1
(c) 75 dB(A)Regulatory Level 70.8 2.0 71.3

Automobiles (Ref. 29)

(a) Unregulated 65.0 3.7 66.6 91.1
(b) Ass_ned Regulation 61.0 2.8 61.5

Motorcycles: SeeTable5-4 1.7
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i it21L = i0log 1 2
eq i0 t - t P (t).dr (3)

2 1 2
t P
1 0

where t2 - tI is the interval of time ever which the levels are evaluated,
P(t) is the _ime-varying magnitude of the sound pressure, and PC is a
reference pressure standardized at 20 micropsscals. When expressed in

terms of A-weighted sound level LA, the equivalent A-weighted sound level,
L , is defined as:
eq

2 L (t)AO
L = i0 log 1 . A (4)
eq 10 t -t i0 .d

2 1 t
1

In describing the impact of noise on people, a measure termed the
day-night average sound level (L.) is used. This is a 24-hour measure

• . . | ,

with a welghtlng applled to nigh_ime sound levels to account for the
increased sensitivity of people to intruding noise associated with the

decrease in background noise levels at night. Specifically, Ld is de-
fined as the equivalent noise level during a 24-hour period, wl_h a i0 dB
weighing applied to the equivalent level during the nighttime hours of
i0 p.m. to 7 a.m. This may be expressed by the following equation:

d n (51

Ldn = i0 lOgl0 5 . I0 + 9 i0

where Ld is the "daytime" equivalent level obtained between 7 a.m. and
10 p.m., and L is the "nighttime" equivalent level obtained betweenn
I0 p.m. and 7 a.m.

In order to assess the impact of traffic neise, a relation
between the changes in traffic noise and the responses of the people ex-
posed to the noise is needed. Responses may vary depending upon previous
exposure, age, soeio-econemic status, political cohesiveness, and other
social variables. In general, believer,for residential locations, the

average response of groups of people is related to cumulative noise

exposure as expressed in a measure such as Ldn (Ref. 12). For example,
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the different effects of noise such as hearing damage, speedl, other
activity interference, and annoyance were related to L or L. in• (In .
the EPA Levels Document (Ref. 12). For the purposes o_qt/ns analysls,

criteria bosed on Ldl as presented in the EPA Levels Document are used.
Furthers.ere,it is assumed that if the outdoor level meets Ldn _ 55 dB,
(identified in tle EPA Le.velsDocument as tJlelevel reqsislte-to protect
the puh]ie health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety), no
adverse impact in temps of general annoyance and eo_.nunityresponse exists.

_%e colnmunityreaction and annoyance data contained in Appendix
D of the EPA Levels Document (Ref. i_) shcz.Jthat the expected reaction
to an identifiable source of intruding noise changes from "none" to
"vigorous" when the day-night noise level increases from 5 dB below
the level existing _lithout the presence of the intruding noise to 19.5
dB above the level before intrusion (Ref. i'_). Tilus,20 dB (5_ = 55 to
75 dB) is a reasonable value to associate with a change from 0-_o 100
percent i_pact. Sud_ a change in level would increase the percentage of
the population which is highly annoyed to 40 percent of the total exposed
population (Ref. 12). Furthet7_ore, the data in the Levels Document sug-
gest that within these upper and ickierbounds the relationship between
impact and level varies linearly, that is, a 5 dB excess (Lc_ = 60 de)

• =

constitutes a 25 peL'_nt JJnpact,and a 10 dB excess (Leq dB) consti-
59

tutes a 50 percent impact.

For convenience of calculation, percentages of i_pact may be
expressed as fractional in,pact(FI). Tilefractional impact method explic-
itly accounts for both the extent aed severity of impact. An FI of 1.0
represents an impaet of 100 percent, in accordance with the following
formula:

I000 for
FI= (6)

for L < 55

where L is the observed or measured Lcln for the environmental noise• Note
that FI can exceed unity for exposures greater than Ldn = 75.

_le impact of traffic noise may be_described in terms of beth
extensiveness (i.e., the nun_er of people impacted) and intensiveness
(i.e., severity of impact). Tile fractional impact method explicitly
accounts for both the extent and severity of impact.

The magnitude Of the impact associated with a given level of traffic
noise (L_n) may be assessed by multiplying tilenumber of people exposed to

that level of traffic noise by the fractional impact associated with this !
level as follc_s:

i
ENI = (FI)P (7)

i i
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where ENI i, the equivalent noise impact, is the n%ignitude of the inexact
on the population exposed to traffic noise Li , and i_ numerically equal¢ii . ' .

to the mmlber of people who would all have a _rsctlomal impact equal to
unity (100 percent i_.paeted). FIi is the fractional impact associated
with an equivalent traffic noise level of JAn and Pi is the population
exposed to this level of traffic noise. To illustrate this concept, if
there are 1000 people living im an area whe_'ethe noise level exceeds the
criterion level by 5 dB (and thus are considered to be 25 percent impacted,
Fl = 0.25), the enviromnental noise impact for this group is the s_me as
for 250 people who are 100 percent impacted (1000 × 25% = 250 x 100%).

When assessing the total impact associated with traffic noise, the
obse_-vedlevels of noise decrease as the distance between the source and

receiver increase. _e magnitude of the total impact may be computed by
determining the pat:tial impact at each level end sL_mmingthe over each of
the levels. The total impact is given in te_%nsof the equivalent number
of people impacted by t/isreflexing foL-mula:

i i i

where FIi is the fractional il,pactassociated with [_u and Pi is the popu-
lation associated with L_. In this study, the mid-level of each 5 dB
sector of levels above Ldn = 55 dB is used for Ldn in computing ENI.

The change in impact associated with regulations for noise
emissions of traffic vehicles may be assessed by comparing the magnitude
of the impacts both with and without regulations. One useful measure is
the percent reduction in impact, which is calculated from the following
e_pression:

ENI (before) -ENI (after)
PercentReductionin Impact= 100 (9)

ENI (before)

The population figures (P.) in Eq (7) for urban street traffic are
based on a survey in which the to_al population cA-posedto OUtdoor noises
of L_ above 55 dB was estimated from ireasuremantstaken at 100 sites

O ,

throug_1outthe Unzted States (Ref. 14). The sztes were selected far enough
from freeway traffic and airports that these sources of noise were not
s_gnificant contributors to the measured outdoor noise levels. Urban
street traffic was a dominant source of noise for each of the survey sites.
The results from this study are presented is Table 5-5.

Using the data contained in Table 5-5, an ENI for existing traffic
conditions (with trucks not regulated) of 34.6 million is calculated as
shown in Table 5-6.
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The ENI values associated with reductions in average urban street
traffic noise levels are predicted by shifting (reducing) tbe values of
L. in Table 5-5 by a specified reduction in traffic noise and performingas
computatlons similar to those shown in Table 5-6. In following this pro-
cedure for estimating E_I, it is assumed that: (i) reductions in urban

street traffic sound levels produce equal reductions in the Ldn for the
outdoor noise, and (2) the population in urban areas will remaln constant.
The latter assumption is made for convenience only. It does not affect
the relative effectiveness of the study regulation schedules. If popu-
lation increases in urban areas are more er less evenly distributed, only
the absolute number Of people impacted will be different from the
estimates; the relative reductions will remain unchanged. The actual
numbers can be approximated by multiplying the E_;Iestimated for a given
year by the fractional population increase expected to occur in that year.

5.3.2 Reduction in Traffic Noise Impact

The reduction in average urban traffic noise ex_pectedas a result
of motorcycle noise emission regulations is summarized in Table 5-7. _ote
that if noise emission regulations are applied to other vehicles such as
trucks, there will already be an initial reduction in traffic noise,the
extent of which is dependent on the stringency of the regulation, the date
of its implementation, and the turnover rate for the vehicle population
involved. Therefore, two different baseline cases are examined: an 80
dB regulatory limit for new trucks only; and regulatory limits for all
vehicles, including a 75 dB regulatory limit for new trucks.

These computations were performed using both noLnnaland accelerated
regulatory lead times {sh_n in Table 5-2). The difference in ENI for the
two cases was insignificant, however, since the lead time differences are
relatively small and the motorcycle population replacement rate is rela-
tively high.

Since motorcycles comprise only 1.7% of the typical urban traffic
stream, reductions in motorcycle sound levels will not result in large
reductions in overall traffic sound levels (indicated in Table 5-7). It
is apparent from Figure 5-9 that even with a i0 dS reduction in motorcycle
sound levels, the impact of current traffic noise (assuming trucks are
regulated) is reduced by less than 5 additional percentage points. Reducing
the percentage of exhaust modifiud Jlutorcyelesresults in a greater improve-
ment, over 15 additional percentage points. Due to anticipated reductions
in sound levels of other vehicles, the impact of future traffic noise is
projected to be reduced by almost 60%.

The effect of motorcycle noise emission standards in this future
quieted environment are shown in Figure 5-1b. Unregulated motorcycles will
he louder than any other traffic vehicle in this environment. Assuming
that modified motorcycles are reduced to 3%, a 78 dB(A) regulatory level
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Table 5-5

Di_hibulior, or Urbon Populotlor, al or Greater Than a Specified Ldn

Cumulative Cumulative

Number of People Number of" People
Ldn (Mill ions) Ldn (Mill ions)

34 134.09 59 66.73B

35 133.94 60 58. 997

36 133.76 61 5).234

,37 133.46. 62 43, 668

38 132.99 63 36,542

39 132,34 64 3(I,061

40 131.46 65 24.320

41 130,37 66 19.352

42 129.04 67 15.200

43 127.53 68 11,791

44 1_.,,87 69 9.046

45 124. (19 70 6,853

46 122, 19 71 5,155

.!.7 120.15 72 3.826

_B 117.98 7,[¢ 2.776

49 115.6,'L 74 1,963

50 113.01 75 1,347

51 110.12 76 0.889

.52 106,80 77 0.559

53 102,98 78 .332

54 98,544 79 .187

55 93.427 80 .0"_3

56 87.665 81 039

.57 81.237 82 ...012

58 74.222 83 .002

84 .0

_ource: Ref. 14
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"Fabh 5-6

CoIr:uIolionof"H(%,.,ivol_r,!Number oF Imi<.'ci',_,d

Lb, UHxm Sh'c:elTraFficl'4oist_

P_pulat;on Exposed

Io I.evel_ Bel,,,,,oen Freclloncd

['opulolion Expc_r,cd i 'ii I )mp,:,ctIo Eciulv.lcnt i'.bm!wr
,i l Io I i Higher Ptc Ldn and Ldl"dn or P. = i"d. +I ..pi /_lid,,l.eVcdFl,of PeopleFl.p.ir'IF":'cled
"dn [ (rn lio s) l c c _ I I

55[ 93.4 34.4 0,125 4.3

60 1 59.0 34.7 0,375 13.O

65 ) 24,3 17.5 0,625 lO. 9

70 i 6.9 5.5 0.G75 4.9

751 1.3 1.2 1.125 1.4

80 J 0.I 0.I 1,315 O.1 F__.t..
/

I'oloi ]_NI= 34.6 1,4

Source: Ref. 29
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Table 5-7: Reduction of Urban Traffic Sound Level (dB(A) at 50 ft.)

Current Baseline Levelf All Vehicles UnreQulated: 72.26 dB(A)

With Trucks Regulated to 80 dB(A)

Motorcycle Fraction Modified Motorcycles
Regulatory
Study 12% 7% 3% 0%

Levels--ds (A)

Current 2.74 3.15 3.47 3.74

83 2.82 3.23 3.56 3.84

80 2.85 3.27 3.61 3.90

78 2.88 3.31 3.65 3.94

75 2.94 3.57 3.73 4.02

With Regulation of All Other Vehicles, Including Trucks at 75 dB(A)

Motorcycle Fraction Modified Motorcycles
Regulatory

Study 12% 7% 3% 0%
Level--riB(A)

Current 5.53 6.78 7.03 7.67

83 5.67 6.99 7.25 7.94

80 5.74 7.10 7.36 8.07

78 5.79 7.17 7.44 8.17

75 5.91 7.37 7.64 8.41
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for motorcycles will reduce the impact of future traffic by approximately
one-third. Table 5-8 sho._sthe actual number of people exposed to various
levels of traffic noise. Although the percentage changes shown in Figure
5-9 are in some instances small, tJ_eactual numbers of people exposed may
be substantial. For example, with trucks regulated at the 80 dS(A) level,

76.05 million people will be sx_poscdto traffic sound levels of Ldn 55

or greater. Reducing motorcycle noise from current levels to a regulato_"f
level of 78 dB(A) would reduce the number of people e×po_ed to these
levels by almgst one million. If modified motorcycles are limited to 3%

of the motorcycle population, traffic sound levels of Ldn 55 or greater
would impact apmro>:imatelyfive million fc_'erpeople (76.05 people cur-
rently e_osed reduced to 70.70 people) The effect of a motorcycle
noise regulation in a future traffic environment (with all other vehicles
quieted) is, as seen in the second part of Table 5-8, even mare dramatic.

5.4 Motorcycles as an Individual lloiseSource

To this point, the analysis of metorcycle noise impact has focused
on the contribution of motorcycles to day-night average traffic sound

I levels. The impact contributions which are calculated in this way are
somewhat generalized and do not necessarily represent specific impact
situations. For example, they do not reflect the fact that a great deal

i of hourly acoustical energy contributed by motorcycles in a given area may
be generated in only a short period of noise during a few accelerationn.
Yet these short, intrusive events may be the most annoying noise-related
situations faced over the entire day by a large number of residents
conversing or relaxing in and around their hom-_s.In some situations
motorcycle noise will be a constituent of traffic noise, and the con-

clusions reached by using Lda will be essentially correct. In other
instances, however, the _to_cycle will be operating in the presence of
only one or two other vehicles, and can be considered as a single source.

On some Occasions motorcycle noise will be partially masked out
by other noise in the environment, and the conclusions reached using

5dn will be essent_ally correct. At other times or situations one can
expect that other noise sources will not mask the noise of a passing
motorcycle, and thus the motorcycle will cause a finite _mpact. The
actual impact from metorcyo3es is certainly due to a combination of
various levels of motorcycle noise and other environmental noise.

It is difficult to derive a direct measure of the annoyance
attributable to the intrusiveness of motorcycle noise. Although numerous
surveys indicate that motorcycle noise is a major source of annoyance,
there are few scientific studies which have directly related motorcycle
sound levels to degrees of annoyance.
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Table 5-8: Cumulation U_'banPopulation (milliolls)vs. Traffic Sound Level (dR(A) at 60 feet)*

with Trucks Regulated to 80 dR(A)

Notorcycle
RegulatoL'y Fraction Day~Night Average SoulldLevel [r_)
Level Modified 55 60 65 70 _ 80 ENI

Current 12% 76.05 38.39 12.68 3.05 .39 .81 23.14
3% 70.70 33.50 10.50 2.39 .34 .00 20.52

83 12% 75.48 37.82 12.40 2.97 .37 .00 22.83
3% 70.03 32.91 10.25 2.32 .25 .00 20.19

80 12% 75.27 37.61 12.30 2.93 .36 .O0 22.71
3% 69.66 32.59 10.12 2.28 .24 .00 20.02

78 12% 75.06 37.40 12.20 2.90 .36 .00 22.60
3_ 69.36 32.33 1O.Ol 2.09 .24 .00 19.84

75 12% 74.64 36.97 12.00 2.84 .35 .O0 22.37
3% 68.76 31.81 9.79 2.18 .23 .80 19.60

With All Vehicles Regulated, Including Trucks at 75 dB(A)

Motorcycle

Regualto_y Fraction Day-Night Average Round Lewl (LDN)
Level Modified 55 60 65 76 79 80 ENI

Current 12% 54.88 22.34 5.95 1.1O .06 .80 14.22
3% 43.45 15.10 3.79 .55 .81 .80 10.29

83 12% 53.56 20.99 5.71 1.04 .06 .OO 13.65
3% 42.10 14.49 3.60 .51 .01 .O0 9.91

80 12% 53.25 20.64 5.60 l.OO .05 .00 13.31
3% 41.10 13.97 3.45 .48 .01 .O0 9.62

78 12% 52.78 20.33 5.48 .97 .65 .00 13.31
3% 40.53 13.84 3.36 .58 .81 .80 9.48

75 12% 52.01 19.85 5.33 .94 .04 .80 13.04
3% 39.11 13.02 3.19 .41 .81 .80 9.04

*For current baseline case, with no regulatlons, see Table 5-5.
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When queried in attitudinal surveys, respondents generally rate
motorcycle noise as a major, if not the major, source of asnoyance from
noise. For example, the response to noise survey questionnaires nu_iled
to a random sample of individuals shc_ed that the respondents rated motor-
cycles as the nmjor noise "problem" while automobiles and trucks were
ran)tedsecond and third as noise problems w_th rankJngs of 67 percent and
62 percent L'es_eetively,relative to motorcycle noise at i00 percent
IRef. I). In another survey, respondents were asked to rate 25 noise
sources on a scale from "not bothering at all" to "extremely bothering".
blotorcyeleswere rated as "not bothering at all" by the smallest percen-
tage of people (32.2 percent) and were rated as "extremely bothering" by
the highest percentage of people (12.6 percent). A total of 44.8 percent
rated motorcycle noise as either "moderately", "high]),",or "extremely"
bothering in theiz"neighborhoods (Ref. 2).

In the same study, people rated traffic noise situations is ter_s
Of both intensity and frequency of annoyance. People annoyed by motor-
cycle noise rated the intensity midway between "definitely annoying" and
"strongly annoying". The only vehicle type receiving a higher annoyance
intensity rating was buses. In terms of fL'equency,motorcycles were
reported as _e source of annoyance 23 percent of the time, second only
to autonmbiles with a 36 percent frequency of annoyance. People are
annoyed, it see._s,by motorcycle noise greatly out of proportion to actual
numbers of motorcycles as con_pacedto other types of traffic vehicles.

The most applicable investigation undertaken is one in.which
a sample of 57 persons rated vehicular noise at an open-air test track
as the vehicles wore driven by at a distance of 7.5 meters at the closest
point (Ref0 20). Listeners were exposed to both constant speed cruises
and accelecations. Figure 5-i1 sh_,_sthe results of the subjective noise
rating of motorcycles as a function of A-weighted noise level as heard
by t_iolistener. There was little difference in the ratings of 2-stroke
and 4-stroke m_£orcycles. Ratings ranged from "quiet" at 68.5 dB(A) to
"excessively noisy" at 96.5 dB(A). These results seem to c_mpsre fairly
well with those shown in Figure 5-11 for single noise events in which
ratings vary from "quiet" at 73 dS(n) to "noisy (strongly)" at 92 dB(A)
(Eef. 33).

5.5 _eduetion of Single-Event Noise I_pact

In this section, annoyance caused by motorcycle acceleration
noise _s analyzed as a single event phenomenon (not part of a continuous
traffic stream) in rural, suburban, and residential urban areas. Impacts
in hi.qhdensity urban areas have been calculated but are not the focus of
this analysis, since motorcycle noise does not frequently occur as a
single-event i,paet in these situations. The previous traffic i_gact
analysis specifically accounts for health and welfare benefits in these
high-density urban areas. Potential impacts in high-density urban areas
(assuming no traffic masking) are included on page 5-51.
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Annoyance is a difficult reaction to measure. It may pass rapidly
and the actual cause may remain unnoticed, or it may add to other stimuli,
causing stress and leading to physiological problems (Ref. 13, 32). AS
measured from people's respOnses to questionnaires on this subject (dis-
cussed in Section 5.4), hc_.qever,there is no doubt that considerable
annoyance currently exists due to motorcycle noise.

It is clear that a loud vehicle acceleration may interrupt certain
activities such as conversation or sleeping. _lese interruptions may
again lead to annoyance, but can in themselves also represent a degrada-
tion of health and welfare. For instance, in a recent study of annoyance
caused by different levels of simulated aircraft noise for people seated
indOOrs watching television, annoyance was seen to be part_ally a _esult
of speech interference (Ref. 30). }bt only is a television program or
another person speaking more difficult to hear during the time in which a
noisy vehicle is passing by, but it has been obeerved that the distraction

from a conversation in which a person is engaged may also cause annoyance.
A speaker may behaviorally attempt to cope with the noise intrusion either
by increasing his or her vocal effort, or in severe oases, by ceasing to
speak altogether until the intrusion subsides. Sud] behavioral reaction._
may be quite indicative of general annoyance and disturbance with the
intrusive noise event. Similarly, the reaction to a noise intrusion
during sleep may in many cases be a change in sleep stage (from "deeper"
to "lighter" stage). If the intrusive noise is of sufficient duration or
intensity, awakening may result. In eithe::case, repeated disturbenco of
people's activities may be expected to adversely affect their well-being
(Ref. 13).

For these reasons it seems appropriate that the analysis examine
the effects of noise on both speech cormlunicationand sleep in seinedetail,
in order to determine the direct effect metoroyele noise ,sy have on these
activities, as well as to aid in am estimation of the total annoyance
attributable to motorcycle noise. These single-event noise intrusions
became particularly important in light of anticipated regulations and
efforts to reduce noise from other motor vehicles and other urban noise
sources. Without a reduction in motorcycle noise, the metoroycle may very
well stand out as one of the most intrusive noise sources in the co]re:unity.

5.5.1 Speech Interference

The interference of speech (i.e., conversation) due to other noise

intrusion can occur when people are both indoors and outdoors. For pur-
poses of this analysis, it will be assumed that virtually all conversation
takes place during the daytime hours; thus, only "daytime" (7 a.m. to
10 p.m.) motorcycle operations will be considered to contribute to speech
disruption, whereas only "nighttime" operations will be considered to oon-
tribute to the disruption of sleep. Data are not avaliable on the number
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of motorcycle ;,dlcsoccurring at night. In this analysis it is assumed
that the vaat majority of motorcycle mileage, 95% of _/letotal, occurs

during non-aleeping hours. This assumption is a "best guess" and may
over-estimate the magnitude of speech interference and underestimate the
absolute magnitude of sleep disturbances. The relative benefits in each
case, hc_.¢ever,is unaffected by this assumption.

Conversation can be disrupted by externally propagated motorcycle
noise both insk]e and outside the home. These two situations will be

examined separately. In the discussions that follow, "inside the home"
and "outside the home" should be taken to moan respectively "inside any
building" and "outside any building".

It is estimated that motorcycles travel a total of 19.7 million
miles daily on street and highway systems (Ref. 8). Since there are only
some 3"-m-{-llionmiles of roads and highways in the United States, public
exposure to motorcycles is seen to be quite commonplace. However, there
is little information to indicate h_# motorcycle mileage is distributed
between the various land-use areas (high density urban, rural, etc. ).

It is essamed in the following analysis that motorcycle miles
are apportioned ar_ng the various land-use areas in the same manner that
the population is distributed. Based on the population data in Ref. 28,
this distribation is sh_#n iD Table 5-9. '_hisassumption does not account
for people living in suburban end rural areas who censure to urban areas.
A major portion Of street motorcycle operations, however, consist of
recreational riding (Ref. 8). It seems reasonable that this kind of
operation would generally occur in suburban and rural areas, and would
therefore balance con%_utationto urban areas.

Since motorcycle acceleration sound levels are considerably
higher than cruise sound levels, it is important to determine the rela-
tive frequency of acceleration situations. %_e average number of stops
per mile for various tvpes of road systems hss been determined (Ref. 9),
and appear in Table 5-9 for each generalized typ_ of road system. It is
assumed that such values are reasonably representative of the frequency
of motorcycle accelerations from complete stops. Although not presented
in Table 5-9, the percentages of time spent in various modes of operation
conform quite well with data obtained for passenger cars and trucks in
other studies (Hcf.9).
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Table 5-9, _letorcycle ;_ileagc and Road Statistics

Fraction of
Total

Road Type _otorc%,cleMi]_s Stops/_dle* Acceleration MilesDay

Rural 26% 0.1 20,000

Suburban 49% 1.5 564,000

Urban

Residential 18% 1.7'I 243,000

*Rsf. 9

Based on 7.2 billion street motorcycle miles per year (Ref. 8)

Note: High density urban mileage and highway mileage are not included
in this single-event analysis.
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For the pu_]x)ses of this analysis, a representative motorcycle
acueleration from s co_i_le_e stop to 35 miles per hour, unconstr,ained
by traffic, is assumed to occur at an average k'ateof 0.3 g (5.3 seconds,
135 ft.), r_m_what more rapid than for a typical automobile acceleration
(Ref. 9). For each acceleration from a stop, one p_ssing acceleration of
the same sound level but one-half t]_edistance is added. By multiplying
the number of motorcycle miles in each land use area by tilenumber of
stops per mile and associated distances, "acceleration" miles aL'edeter-
mined. These are also tabulated in Table 5-6.

To determine impact on speech and the reduction in speech
interference which would be achieved at different levels of motorcycle
quieting, the following method was utilized:

Step i. Representative energy-averaged acceleration sound levels at 50
feet are computed for both modified and stock motorcycles. These
data were presented in Table 5-1.

Step 2. The distances from a typical motorcycle acceleration at which these
levels are decreased in steps of 5 dB are celculated (Figure 5-13).
These distances are t_];ento begin from the center of the roadvay.

Step 3. The number of people living in 5 dB bands from the 50-feet accel-
eration level is calculated by multiplying the population density of
the land uses in which the m_boru%,elesoperate by the width of the
5 dS bands (calculated in Step 2) and then by the number of motor-
cycle acceleration miles within the given land uses. Depending on
land use, the first 50 to 90 feet (as indicated in Table 5-11) on
each side of the center line are assumed to be part of the roadway
and adjoining sidewalk, and thus assumed to contain no people.

Step 4. Speech impact is calculated for each of the 5 dS(A) bands. The
impact, expressed an a fraction, is derived from a curve _-elating
speech interference to equivalent sound level (Figure 5-17).

Step 5. _le relative total impact is computed in each band by multiplying
the number of people living in each band (from Step 3) by the
associated fractional impact (from Step 4.).

This methodology is discussed in more detail, as foll(Tws:

Step 1 - Discussed above.
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St_e__2_- For tilepurpose of anaIyzing motorcycle acceleration
noise in this section, each of the land use areas is assumed to have a
simplified mix of high-rise, low-rise, and open-spaced areas which cor-
respond to different propsgation laws (Table 5-10). The co;i_utationof
the distance between each 5 dB(A) attenuation band from the n_torcyole
involves deteITniningthe sound attenuation characteristics typical of each
al._eo.In lov;-riseareas, the sound pro[x)gatesradially, and attenuation
is c_rrespondingly greater. In urban high-rise areas the building density
may be so great that the noise reina point source, such as a rr_torcyele,
located in the middle of an intersection, decays in the lateral direction
as if the vehicle were a line source: the acoustical waves have no chance

to dissipate in the direction parallel to the motorcycle's line of travel.
In addition to these two forr_sof laterally directed geometric spreadiog,
building, ground, and air absorption a]so contribute to attenuation. A
review of recent literature on urban sound propagation produced the atten-
uation values for traffic line sources shown in Figure 5-14. Applying the

same attenuation values to point source spreadieg losses yields the curves
of Figure 5-15. As a simplification, all low-rise areas are ass_ned to
have point source attenuation characteristics, and all high-rise areas are
assumed to have line source characteristics.

The attenuation of noise in rural areas also involves many factors
(Figure 5-16). The i_ density of buildings in _ral areas allc_,_sus to
neglect building reflection and absorption, so the distance conputations
are straightfo_:ard.

St0p 3 - Once the 5 dB(A) band distances are known, the band width
area within each land use category may be calculated by multiplying the 5
dB(A) distances by the number of day time acceleration miles occuring in
each category (95% of the values shc_'nin Table 5-9). The number Of people
living within each band can then be found by multiplying the bsndwidth area
by the average population density of Hie locale (the appropriate population
denrities are indicated _n Table 5-11).

It is estimated that people spend an average of 13 daytime hours
inside each day (Ref. 31). That is, they spend approximately 87 percent
of the day inside. Taking this fractimn of the number of people in each
band, the indoor speech impact may be determined. The outdoor speech
ir.loactis similarly determined by taking 3 percent of the n_nbers calcu-
lated in step 3 (Ref. 31).. Th_s corresponds to 0.4 hours, estimated to
be the time during which people are outdoors each day. It should be noted
that the time outdoors does not include pedestrians or people engaged in
ot/_erferns of transportation during the day. Rather it is intended to
include those time periods in which people are relaxing outdoors--either
outside a home, business or cultural institution.
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Table 5-10

A:;s_ed Mix of Building Types and Land Uses Impacted

Percent of Different Ty}_s of Building Development
Corresponding to Different Propagation Laws*

LandUse lligh-Rise Low_Rise OpenSpace

HighDensityUrben 100 0 0

LOwDensityUrban 50 50 0

Suburban 0 1O0 0

Rural 0 0 100

*See Figures 5-16 through 5-1B
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Table 5-Ii: Population Densities for Selected Areas of Motorcycle
Operation & Average Setback from Street

Urban

Land Use Area Low Density Suburban Rural

Average 8,473 2,286 20
Population
Per Square
Mile (Ref. 28)

Average 50 ft. 65 ft. 90 ft.
Setback
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Stqp.4 - The criteria for speech interference (percent sentence
intell_gibility;'by ll_torcyeleacceleration noise is given in Figures
5-17 and 5-18 where the proportion of disturbance is plotted

as a function o_the equivalent level (Leq) of the imtruding noise.

Us_': the energy-averaged typical acceleration levels given in

Table 5-1 : L.: , the Le for the duration of a motorcycle accelerationma_ . .

was caleu], uslng the E_llowlng equation (Ref. 17):

E' = L - i0 log 2.3 (L - L )/10
eq znax max b

where [_ is t/_ maximum level of a triangular time history and L. is the
backgroun_ level. Diffsreot outdoor ambient sound levels are assu_eedfor
each land use area: 60 dB(A) for urban areas, 55 dB(A) for suburban areas,
and 45 dB(A) for rural areas (Ref. 12, 24). To determine the resulting

L_eq level inside the home the follc:wimgtransmission losses were applied
to the propagated noise levels, depending on land use:

i. An attenuation of 20 dB was used for urban areas to represent
an average of the case in which (because of the type of building
construction) the windows of half of the homes are open and half
are closed (Ref. 29).

2. An attenuation of 15 dB is used for suburban and rural areas

to represent an average of the case in which the windQws Of all
homes are open.

Stop 5 - The ENI for speech interference is obtained by multiplying
the number of people in each band for each land use by the fractional impact
criteria (percent speech intelligibility) given in Step 4.

Pop_lation distrJ.butionas s function of L , as calculated in
Step 3, is shc_n in Table 5-12 for each of the stu_ regulatory levels.
The relative reduction in outdoor speech interference due to various
sound level limits oeeuring daily, outdoors and indoors, respectively, for
inotorcyeles.appearsin Figure 5-19. Tables 5-12, 5-13 and 5-14 show the
speech iilterferenee(ENI) as calculated in Step 5. The relative reduction
in indoor speech interferences is approximately the same as that shown in
Figure 5-19 for outdoor speech interference.

0
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Figure 5-17, Fractional Impact (_l Outdoor Speech Lnturferonce
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Table 5-12. Impact-Events* Distribution as a Function of L
eq

85-80 80-75 75-70 70-65 65-60 60-55

12% Modified

Regulatory
Level

Current 1,083,000 2,134,000 3,075,000 16,200,000 31,890,000 90,690,000
85 " " " 14,570,000 30,430,000 49,030,000
83 " " " 13,030,000 29,030,000 47,590,000
80 " " 10,570,000 25,950,600 44,360,000
78 " " " 9,950,000 24,320,000 42,810,000

_, 79 " " " 8,890,000 19,790,000 40,410,000
I

3% Modified

Reguletory
Level

Current 271,000 534,000 769,000 13,950,000 24,360,000 35,320,000
85 " " " 12,160,000 22,750,000 33,500,000
83 " " " 10,460,000 21,200,000 31,820,000
80 " " " 7,740,000 17,810,000 28,350,000
78 " " " 7,060,000 16,020,000 26,640,000
79 " " " 5,900,000 12,570,000 23,990,000

*Persons can be impacted by more then one event per day.



Table 5-13: Outdoor Speech Interference (ENI) Occurring Daily Due to
Motorcycle Acceleration Noise (in Thousands)

Low Density
Urban Suburban Rural Total

12% Modified

Regulatory
Level*

Current 1242 474 Negligible 1716
85 1059 459 " 1518
83 963 408 " 1317
80 834 394 " 1228
78 807 381 " 1188
75 732 350 " 1082

7% Modified

Regulatory
Level

Current 996 343 Negligible 1339
85 804 325 " 1129
83 699 272 " 971
B0 567 256 " 823
78 537 243 " 780
75 459 209 " 668

3% Modified

Regulatory
Level

Current 798 236 Negligible 1034
85 597 218" " 815
83 492 163 " 655
80 351 147 " 498
78 321 134 " 455
75 240 98 " 338

i 0% Modified

Regulatory
Level

i Current 651 156 Negligible 807
: 85 444 138 " 582

83 333 80 " 413
i 80 189 68 " 254

78 159 49 " 208
75 75 13 " 88

* dB(A)-J331a
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Table 5-14: Indoor Speech Interference (ENI) Occurring Daily Due to
Motorcycle Acceleration Noise (in Thousands)

Low Density
Urbnn Suburban Total

12% Nodif_ed

RegulateEy
Level
Current 201 254 455
85 183 229 412
83 168 214 382
80 147 192 339
78 138 189 327
75 126 174 300

7% Modified

Regulatory
Level
Current 156 189 345
85 138 165 303
83 120 147 267
80 99 129 228
78 90 120 210
75 78 105 183

3% Modified

Regulatory
Level
Current 120 138 258
85 102 Iii 213
83 84 94 178
80 63 76 139
78 51 67 118
75 39 49 88

0% _odJfied

Regulatory
Level
Current 93 98 191
85 75 71 146
83 57 51 10B
80 33 33 66
78 24 25 49
75 12 7 19

I
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As discussed above, motorcycle impacts in low-density srban,
suburban and rural areas has been the focus of the speech interference
analysis. In mest of these areas nDtorcycle accelerations stand out as
single events above a traffic stream. Excluding high-density urban areas,
where many instances of [_torcycle noise standing out above traffic un-
doubtedly occur, was felt to be a reasonable balance for those ic_¢-density
urban, suburban and rural cases where motel:cycle acceleration noise is
masked by traffic, floweret,potential impacts is high-density ursineareas,
as a separate case, were also assessed. Assuming no traffic masking and
a representative backgmaund noise level, solre_6.4 million potential in, act-
events could be securing daily in the U.S. in high-density urban areas clue
to motorcycles alone. At the 75 dB(A) regulatory level these potential
impacts would fall to 4.4 million, a 29.6 percent decline. Tbe relative

decline is considerably less than for low-density urban areas and about
the same as for the suburban case.

This speech interference analysis represents the change in impact
after the motorcycle population has been fully replaced at any given
regulatory level (i.e., all motorcycles in the population meet standards).
The fully implemented statistics are felt to be the mgst illustrative for
comparison of regulatory alternatives. The benefits, of course, would
occur gradually as older motorc3,clesare replaced by quieter _odels, with
approximately 90% of the ultimate benefits achieved four to five years
after the effective date of the final step standard.

These data are also based on the finding that, as a class average,
properly used and maintained motorcycles do not degrade significantly
over their expected life. Although certain models [naydegrade somewhat,
statistics indicate that other models actually become quieter with use
(see Chapter 6). This analysis also assumes that rapidly deteriorating
mufflers will be eliminated from the market (to the extent they are nob
eliminated, they are included in the "percent modified" figures).

Figures 5-20 and 5-21 sho_ the reduction in outdoor speech
interferences over time, projected for the years 1975 to 1990. Figure
5-20 illustrates t/Iseffect of reducing only the percentage of modified
motorcycles. It should be noted that if the percentage of modified motor-
cycles remains unchanged, outdoor speech interferences due to motorcycle
noise will increase over time, due to projected increases in the total
motorcycle population. Figure 5-21 details t/%ereduction in such impacts
for various motorcycle regulatory levels. For illustrativepurposes,
these figures assume that the number of modified motorcycles will be
reduced to 7 peL'cent of the street motorcycle population. It should
also be noted that the relative benefits over time shown in Figures 20
and 21 for outdoor speech interference will be approximately the same for
other noise-induced activity interference effects, i.e., indoor speech
Interference and sleep disruption.
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Figure 5-20. Ruduclio. in Strel;t Mololcycle Impact (OLlldo_r Sllu_ch Itlturf_rt!ttce)
Over Time _ Elfuct _f I_educ_dModific_lion_
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Figure 5.21, [_m_ucfiml irl 9tt_t M_tori:yi:Ir, h111_act(_ulfli_,Ir Spt_ch h1|L:l(_r_t11C(!)
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5.5.2 Sleep DJsturbsnce

Sleep pet-iodsof humans are typically classified into five stages.
In stages I and iI sleep is light and the sleeper can be easily m_akened.
Stages III and IV are states of deep sleep in which a person is not as
easily m_akened by a given noise, but such a stimu]us may cause a shift
to a lighter stage of sleep. An additional stage of sleep is the i'apid
eye movement stage (RE_I),which corresponds to the dream state. _'_]en
exposed to an int_sive noise, a sleeper m_y (i) shm._response by a brief
change in brainwave patteru, without shifting sleep stages; (2) shift to
a lighter sleep stage; or (3) awaken. The greatest kn_._nimpact occurs
due to awakening, but there are also indications that disntption of the
sleep cycle may cause other behavioral changes (irritability, etc.) even
though the sleeper may not awaken (Ref. 13).

Recent studies (Ref. 19, 38) have summarized and analyzed sleep
disturbance data. These studies shc_ a relationship between frequency
of response (awakening or disturbance) and the sound level of a noise
stimulus, and determined as well that the duration of the noise stimulus
was a critical parameter in predicting response. The studies also shcz/ed
that the frequency of sleep disruption is predicted by noise exposure
better than is arousal or behavioral awakening. Sleep disturbance is
defined as any physiological change which occurs as a result of a stimu-
lus. _%e person undergoing such disturbance may be c_mpletely unaware
Of being affected; however, such disturbance may disrupt the total sleep
quality and thus lead to, in certain situations, behavioral or physio-
logical consequences (Ref. 13).

The fractional impact of the disruption of sleep is given in
Figure 5-22 where the frequency of no sleep disturbance (as measured by
changes in sleep state, including behavioral awakening) is plotted as
a function of"the Sound Exposure Level (SEt) of the intruding noise.
Similarly, the frequency of behavioral awakening as a function of SEL
is shown in Figure 5-23. Tbese relationships, adapted from Figures 5-1
and 5-2 of Reference 19, consist of data derived from a review of the
recent experimental sleep and noise exposure relationship data.

Figures 5-22 and 5-23 indicate the approximate degree of impact
(percent disruption or awakening) as a function of sound exposure level.
The noise data contained within these references were measured in terms

of "effective perceived noise level" with a reference duration of 0.5

second (EPNL0 5 e ). EPNL^ 5 e is converted to Sound E_xposure• .s c.
Level (SEL) b9 uSiC_ the folYowlng approximate relationships:
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Figure 5-22° FractionnlhnpnctofSP.'=_p DisrtqHion_saFunctionofSoLmd Exposure
Level 19 (Re0tessi_n of SJc_p Oisn_pti_n on SEL)
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SEL = EPNL - 16 dB

0.5 see
The SEL is defined as:

t 2

SEL = log ( P(t) dt

i0 ) 2P
O O

Where:

t is the duration of tile noise

P(t) is the A-weighted sound pressure as a function of time

and,

P is the reference pressure
o

For triangular time histories such as vehicular accelerations,

an approximation is

SEL = L + 10 log t/2
max 10

where

L is the maxim_, A-weighted sound level
r_ax

and

t is the duration in seconds measured between the "10 dB(A)

dc_n" points where the sound level is equal to L - 10.
max

For the purpose of this analysis, t is equal to the duration of a
representative motorcycle ecmelerot_onr assumed to be 8 seconds.

Using the representative energy-averaged acceleration levels

given in Table 5-1 for I_a x, the SES's were found for each motorcycle
type. Before the fractional :_act was computed, the same reductions in

sound levels due to transmis_.:_'onthrough walls which were used in Section
5.5.1 were taken into account.
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As discussed on page 5-36, this analysis uses 5% as the fraction
of street motorcycle mileage which occurs during nighttime hours. As
discussed above, this [_*yover- or underestin_te the actual impact on
sleep, but the relative i_)acts and reductions arc unaffected by this
assumption. Although song.fraction of the population sleeps during the
daytime, it is also assumed for purposes of this analysis that sleep only
occurs during the nighttime hours.

Propagation loss is computed for each land use category in the
same manner as discussed in Section 5.5.1. Again, the distances from the
roa_h4ayat which the acceleration sounc]levels fall off in 5 riB(A)steps are
computed, and the equivalent number of "impacted people" per mile living
within each band is derived using the fractional impact relationship shown
in Figures 5-22 and 5-23. These numbers are multiplied by the number of
nighttime motorcycle acceleration miles to give the total potential sleep
disruption and sleep awakening (DJI) due to motorcycle acceleration noise.

Population distribution according to SEL is shows is Table 5-15.
The sleep disruption ENI is given in Table 5-16 fo_'the various study
levels, and translated into percent reduction from the current baseline
in Figure 5-23. The sleep awakening E_I is indicated in Table 5-17.
The associated percent reduction in sleep mca]¢eningis approximately the
s_ne as that foL"sleep disturbance, indicated is Figure 5-24.

5.5.3 Other Factors in Reduction of Single-Event Noise Impact

t_ostcun%IDnlyused social indicators of the effects of noise and
subsequent human response assess the impact of noise primarily in terms of
si_le A-weighted sound levels or e.k_posure(Refs. 12, 13). The above
analysis has used this mgasure exclusively. The presence of identifiable
pure tones, hu4ever, and other properties of the sound signal independent
Of &_plitude or frequency distribution are also known to annoy or other%else
impact hL_ans in a manner sot adequately predicted by a time-integrated
A-weighted measure. For example, pure tone oDnrponentsin aircraft noise
are known to be more annoying than broadband noise at the same sound level.

There exist several characteristics of motorcycle noise signals
which may result is greater subjective annoyance than would be predicted
by simple sound level reassures. The irregular impulsiveness of two-stroke
engines, for example, and the high frequency tones associated with engine-
related mschamical sounds are two characteristics of motorcycle noise that
are not properly reflected in currently used sound descriptors. Except
for Italian noise standards (see Section 3), EPA kn_s of no accepted
motorcycle noise rating that accounts for these specific temporal aI*d
spectral properties of metoL'cyclenoise. The time-integrated A-weighted
sound level still remains as the best descriptor currently available for
characterizing motorcyole noise.
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It should be noted that there is an additional, func]amentalproblem
associated with assessing the objectionable qualities of motorcycle noise.
Specifically, some segJnentsof the population are undoubtedly asnoyc<]by
motorcycle noise for reasons that have little to do with the sound emitting
characteristics of the vehicle. Negative reactions to apparent land de-
struction, dangerous driving habits and other factors emotionally associated
with the Jrotorcyolemay be triggered by the mere audible detection of a
motorcycle. This does not, of course, negate tilefact that people are still
annoyed by motorcycle noise even though that renF_onseis in some cases an
outlet of other, more general reactions to the m_torcyclc or its r,:e[ator.
Such emotionally associative responses to noise are co_rmonlyexp,. need
with other sources of noise as, for example, annoyance with airs, noise
mediated by a fear of aircraft crashes (Ref. 40).

As motorcycle noise emissions are lessened, the number o 'ople
who can audibly detect the presence of the _torcycle will "be.r6 ed
and, accordingly, the general negative reactions discussed above _!lould
not occur as oftei%. However, for those individuals within the [_pu]a-
tion segment still exposed to motorcycle noise (even at a reduced level),
this "mediated" annoyance may not be significantly reduced. Due to this
associative effect a full reduction im motorcycle noise inpaet may not
be fully realized.

5.5.4 Su_nary

It is to be noted that the preceding analysis of street motorcycle
noise impact is meant to be a conservative estimate of the dimensions of
this problem. The various assumptions which must necessarily be made in an
analysis of this nature have been consistently made with the intent that
any error would tend to underestimate, rathel"than overestimate the amount
of impact. It is quite possible that the in._actfigures which are derived
in the analysis do substantially underestimate the actual impact of motor-
cycle noise on the public health and welfare.

The following are some of the assumptions made in the analysis
which could have the effect of understating the magnitude of total impact
from street motorcycles:

(s) Percentage of exhaust system modifications. Rather than the
12% figure used some authorities estimate much higher number of modifica-
tions, spot checks in several locales (mostly in Southern California)
have seen up to 40% of the motorcycles observed having replacement exhaust
systen_s.

(b) The analysis measures impact assuring only from motorcycle
accelerations. Some a,ount of impact almost certainly occurs during
deceleration and cruise conditions.

(c) The proportion of mileage accu_nlatedduring the night is
assLm]edto be 5%. This could be significantly understated, in which case
the numbers of sleep disturbances would also be understated.
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Table 5-15: Population Distribution as a Function of SE5

85-80 80-75 78-70 70-65 65-60 60-55 55-80 50-45 45-48 40-38

12% Modifications

Regulatory Level

Current 4680 36,000 47,880 74,800 178,000 343,000 423,008 539,000 601,000 346,008
85 " 60,000 150,000 311,000 408,000 501,000 519,000 369,000
83 " " 125,000 283,000 398,800 483,000 484,000 351,000
80 " 96,000 234,000 373,000 443,000 469,000 346,000
78 " 88,000 210,080 343,000 433,000 457,080 312,000
75 " 171,080 264,000 412,000 439,000 307,000

3% Modifications

Regulatory Level

Current 1170 9100 Ii_780 32,808 121,000 235,008 258,008 309,000 330,000 142,000
85 " " 15,000 90,000 200,000 239,000 268,000 239,000 167,000
83 " " " 63,000 169,000 219,080 247,000 201,000 148,880
80 " " " 31,000 115,000 201,000 284,000 185_800 142,000
78 " " " " 22,000 89,000 167,008 193,000 171,000 184,800
75 " 46,000 80,000 170,000 152,000 98,000



'fable 5-16: Sleep Disruption (ENZ) Due to Motorcycle Acceleration Noise
(in Thousands)

Low Density
Urban Suburban Rural Total

12% Modified

Regulatory
Level*

_urrent 1050 788 Negligible 1838
85 957 711 " 1668
83 888 657 " 1545
80 789 861 " 1350
78 744 510 " 1254
75 636 443 " 1079

7% Modified

Regulatory
Level

Current 840 682 Negligible 586
85 744 599 " 1343
83 669 541 " 1210
80 567 441 " 1008
78 519 388 " 907
75 402 316 " 718

3% Mcxlified

Regulatory
Level

Current 672 595 Negligible 1267
85 573 510 " 1083
83 495 450 " 945
80 387 345 " 732
78 336 290 " 626
75 216 214 " 430

0% Modified

Regualtory
Level

Current 549 530 Negligible 1079
85 444 443 " 887
83 366 381 " 747

. 80 255 274 " 529
78 201 216 " 417
75 78 138 " 216

*dS(A)_J331a
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Table 5-17: Sleep Awakening (ENI) Due to Motorcycle Acceleration Noise
(in Thousands)

Low Density
Urban Suburban Total

12% Modified

Regulatory
Level
Current 297 272 569
85 261 238 499
83 243 221 464
80 222 189 411
78 198 169 367
75 177 149 326

7% Modified

Regulatory
Level

Current 240 229 469
85 201 194 395
83 183 176 359
80 159 143 302
78 145 120 265
75 114 98 212

3% Modified

Regulatory
Level
Current 192 196 388
85 153 158 311
83 135 140 275
80 Iii 107 218
78 84 82 166
75 63 60 123

0% Modified

Regulatory
Level
Cui'rent 159 172 321
85 117 134 251
83 99 i14 213
80 72 78 150
78 48 53 101
75 24 31 55
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(d) Distribution of mileage accumulated in the different popula-
tion density areas is an esti,lateand could result in understating impact
if ffore usage occurs in suburban areas than is assumed.

(d) The sound propogation patterns used in assessing impact are
conservatively biased. For the sake of s_nplieity persons within a 70
dB noise band are assumed to experience only 70 riB, even though the actual
emposure eou]d be.71, 72, 73 or 74 dB.

It is clear from the analysis of street motorcycles t/letboth
modified and unmodified motorcycles cause significant noise impact on the
population. Although exhaust systemmodifications do account for a large
portion of motorcycle noise impact, unmodified motorcycles are also
substantial contributors to the problem. It is apparent that the most
effective means of reducing the noise impact of street motorcycles is to
control the nur_ers of exhaust system modifications while at the same
time lowering the sound levels of ur_:_adifiedvehicles.

5.6 Analysis of Noise Zmpact of i[':orcyclesUsed Off-Read

This analysis addresses the i;_ t of regulations to limit the
noise from motorcycles used off-road, ise from off-road use of motor-
cycles is considered to be a problem _ significant proportions. In a
survey of 250 senior Federsl and stat< ._anagersof public lands, forests,
lakes, parks and _.;ildernessareas of the United States reqarding the
adverse effects of off-road recreational vehicles (which included other
factors besides noise), trail motorcycles were rated as the "most urgent
proble_,_for them to solve" (Ref. 3). Minibikes (considered as nDtorcycles
in this analysis) and snowmobiles (when in season) , were listed as second
and third priorities, with about one-half the frequency of resposse.

In a survey which addressedpublic attitudes toward different
noise sources, the largest numberof respondents said they were "very
much" annoyed by noise from trailff_torcycles,even though motorboats,
automobiles, and children wore heard more "often" by res[_ondents. A
total of nearly 30 of the 113 people hearing trail motorcycles said they
were "very much" annoyed, and approximately I0 of the remaining persons
said t11eywere annoyed "quite a lot" (Ref. 4).

In a U.S. Forest Service study, seven experienced recreation
guards at the Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area rated the noisiness
of dune buggies as to acceptance by the public (Ref. 21). _ile moving
at l0 _ph up a grade, the dune buggies were accelerated full-throttle

for a distance of 50 feet. The listeners were placed 50 feet from the
midlx_intof the acceleration, perpendicular to the dune buggy path. The
results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5-25.

It iS estimated that approximately one half of all recreational
off-road vehicle use in the UnitedStates takes place on lands administered
by dle Bureau of Land Management (BLM). BLM lands comprise some 20% of
total U.S. ]and area, accounting for about 60% of all lands owned by the
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Federal government. Over half of ORV use takes place in the following
areas: Alaska; western Arizona; southern California; southeL-n Nevada
and central Utah.

.BLMhas the authority to close certain areas to off-road vehicle
use, if such use endangers soils, vegetation, archcological sites or other
valuable resources. Designation of lands as closed to ORV use involves
a public notification and participation process which can take a numL_r of
months to complete. The Bureau is currently in the process of evaluating
all lands under its control to determine their designation either as closed

or open to ORV use.

5.6.1 Distribution of Off-Road Motorcycle Sound Levels

Sound levels of current non-competition off-road notorcycles
are to a large extent dependent upon the size of the vehicle. The data
in Appendix C and data submitted by manufaetu_'ersindicate that small
off-road machines of 170 c.c. or less have a median acceleration sound
level (d-331a) of about 80 dB(A), while the sound levels of off-road
motorcycles over 170 c.c. displacement range from 86 to 95 dB(A). Of
the total current population of off-road motor_,cles, 73% fall into
the smaller displacement category; 27% into the larger. %3_e folkT_ing
average sound levels are assumed for the purposes of this analysis
(See. 3)1

< 170s.c. 80 dB(A)
> 170 c.c. 89 dB(A)

Representative acceleration sound levels are assmned to be 3
dB(A) l_er than these levels,t/:esame asm_ption as made for street
motorcycles (Appendix G). The standard deviation for each group is
assumed to be the same as that for st_'eetmotorcycles.

Exhaust-modified off-road motorcycles are assumed to have the
same J-331a sound level distribution as exhaust-modified street motor-

cycles (shown in Figure 5-2), and representative acceleration levels
3 dB less than tileJ-331a level. The various regulatory options consi-
dered for off-road motorcycles are indicated in Table 5-18.

Off-road mileage by motorcycles is approximately I0 million miles
daily (Ref. 8). Table 5-19 shews the off-road motorcycle mileage mix
estimated by the Motorcycle Industry Council (HIC). According to HIC, 57
percent of all off-road mileage is aecur_llatedby street and dual purpose
motorcycles. It can be seen that regulation of motorcycles designed for
use on streets will have a significant effect on reducing the impact from
off-road motorcycle usage.

_he use of motorcycles whith are designed for competition use in
off-road areas also contributes to noise impace in such areas. Sound
levels of conpetition-type _Dtorcycles generally exceed 90 dB(A), with
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Table 5-18: Regulatory Options Considered for Off-Road ;lotorcycles

Sin9le Class Re@u]a£ory Options IdT!(__/1))__

Option 1979 1981 !98_44 1988

1 86 -

2 86 83 -

3 86 83 80

4 86 83 80 78

Two Class Regulatory O?t_ons (dS(A))

Option 1979 1981 1984

la 86/83* 86/80 86/78

2a 86/83 83/80 83/78

3a 86/83 83/80 80/78

*Motorcycles over 170 c.c.: 86 dBCAj
Motorcycles under 170 s.c.: 83 dB(A)

Not-to-exceed Sound Levels as measured by F-76a procedure
Production levels a_e assumed to be 2 dB lower than these

regulatory levels, as discussed in the text.

*Accelerated lead times, with effective dates of 1979, 1980, 1982 and
1985, and more extended lead times, with effective dates of 1979, 1982,
1986 and 1991 have also been analyzed for the regulatory options listed
above.
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Table 5-19: Off-Road Motorcycle Mileage Mix (Ref. 8)

AnnualMileago
(Billions) % of Total

Street-Use Motorcycles
Unmodified 1.85 50
Modified .26 7

Total 2.1 57

Off-Road Motorcycles
Unmodified 1.2 32

Modified .4 ii

Total 1.6 43

Total Off-Road Mileage
FromAllMotorcycles 3.7 100%
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inanyexceeding i00 dB(A). Such levels dramatically increase the de-
tectability distances of these vehicles (discnsscd l_Ic_), resulting in
relatively large land areas being impacted. Although the nunlborsof
competition motet'cycleswhich are Llsedoff-road ere not known, n_ostland
management officials contached by EPA reported that such vehicles consti-
tube a very significant part of the off-road vehicle noise p_oblem. Labels
and other n_ann of distinguishing competition motorcycles from off-rend
,Dtorcycles, co;rbisedwith l_ellplanned and enforce(]land use restrictions
are considered to be the nest effective means of dealing with tileproblem

of competition rm)torcyolesused in off-road areas.

5.6.2 Detectability Criterion

Off-road nmtorcye]e operations often occur in areas with othem;ise
low _%mbien_levels, near quiet suburban areas or libraremote areas where
people are hiking, carping and pursing other activities whece man-made
sounds are usually undesirable. In such situations, mobercyele noise is
precaived by the listener as being alien to the environn_nt and therefore
an objectionable intrusion. For these reasons "detectability" is consiclered
to be the best criterion for the impact of off-road motorcycle opesations.

In Reference 22, "detectability distances" ate calculated by
a method described in Reference 23 for various tyl_esof vehicles under
"typical" forest conditions where the background sound level is assumed
to be 40 dB(A). The detectability distances are 1400, 2600 and 3900 feet
for nDtorcycles with reference sound levels at 50 feet of 74, 83 and 93
dB(A), respectively. Detectability distance is defined as the distance
at wbidl 50 percent of the listeners with a "40 peucent hearing efficiency"
would detect a given sound level with a one percent false alatTnrate. A
40 percent hearing efficiency means a person not only has gone]hearing
but is a "good listener".

A more typical value of hearing efficiency for persons in remote
or m_ral areas would be 20 percent, which would _educe the above described
detectability distances by a factor of about 2 (Hcf. 36). Therefore,
detectability distances of 700, 1300 and 1950 feet from r_torcycles with
reference sound levels of 74, 83, and 93 dB(A) at 50 feet, respectively,
are assumed to apply in quiet remote areas, with tYl)icalforest background
levels of 40 dS(A).

In Reference 24 a single test is described where, at a distance
of 1000 feet, only a fe_ listeners from a g'. _:_of seven could hear the
maximum acceleration noises from three dual- _.-osemotorcycles being
operated simultaneously (the sound level at rent should have been
approximately 85 dB(A)). In the same study ._ectabilityis presented
as a function of distance for typical and q_ _ forest conditions and for
typical trail motorcycle operations. Typicn W, less than 20 percent of
motorcycles used off-road are heard beyond a distance of 1000 feet with
usual forest background sound levels. For quiet forest conditions, the
detectability distance for a given detection percentage is approximately
doubled.
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Figure 5-26 illustrates this relationship between detectability
distances and 50-Ec_>tacceleration so_indlevels. For simplicity of
analysis, it is azsumed that all persons within the detectability
distances will perceive the nntot:cyclenoise and that none beyond the
detectability distance will perceive the motorcycle.

5.6.3 Off-Road IIotorcyeloOperations

Off-read r_otorcycleriding typically consists of numerous low-
speed, near full-throttle accelerations interspeL'sedwith quiete_" cruise
and deceleration operations. Figure 5-27 illustrates two cases of in-
terest: the case of a motorcycle being used o11a trail or cress-country,
and the ease of a motorcycle operating witlllnan ORV (off-road v0hicle)
area where other ORVs are also likely to be operating at t/issame t_m.s.
The circles indicate the distance from each acceleration at whicl_ noise
exceeds a given criterion level, i.e., the stitch-iondistance.

In the case of a motorcycle b_ing operated on a trail it can be
seen that if the criterion distance is large enough so that it is a sig-
nificant fraction of the straight-line distance between accelerations,
the ii_paetodarea is appro::ir_telythe sum of the ntraight-line distances
between accelerations multiplied by double the criterion dLstance for the
lo_,-speed,high acceleration case. Since detectability distances for off-
road p.'otorcyelenoise are on the order of one-half mile, the criterion
distance is typically a significant fraction of the straight-line travel
distance. This iiDdelof a typical ir_scted area is assumed to apply for
trail and cross-country riding. All persons within the inioactedarea
are impacted at least once with noise above the criterion level.

For the case of mDtorcycles be.lagoperated in an off-road vehicle
area, it is assumed that all persons within the boundaries of the area
are ORV operators who are nat greatly annoyed or otherwise impacted by
ORV noise. Therefore, the impacted area would be the area bordering the
ORV boundary which is within the criterion distance of the boundary,
i.e., its size is the criterion distance multiplied by the approximate
perimeter of the ORV area. It can be seen that the relative reduction
in area impacted above a criterion level when a mgtorcycle is quieted a
given ,_mountis the same fo_"operations on the trail or relatively large
ORV areas.

5.6.4 Estimate of Current Noise Impact

The impact of noise from off-road motorcycle operations is more
difficult to quantify in ter/Ltsof the "people impact" criteria used in
the street irotorcycleanalysis. Based on the information available
an in[eastestimate was developed as described belial.
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Figure 5-27. Illustration of Off-Road Operations
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Off-road mileage by motorcycles is estimated £0 be 10 million

miles daily (Ref. 8). For illustrative purposes it could assumed that,
on the average, there are three motorcyclists rickingoff-reed together.
Increasing the number of motorcycles operating together does not sig-
nificantly increase the detestability range (l{ef.16), so the effect
is that of reducing the total effective mileage by a factor of 3, to
approximately 3.3 million miles daily. Based on the average detecta-
bility range of ose-guarte[ mile, the average motorcycle is heard within
a path one-half mile wide, so the 3.3 million effective miles form an
area of 1.65 million sguare miles which is exposed daily to noise above
detectability levels.

Some of the miles will overlap; i.e., the same or other motor-
cycles will impact the same area mare than once. If we assume again,
for illustrative purposes, tJ_atthis overlap reduces the area by a factor
as great as 50, the people within 33,000 square miles of area will hear
motorcycles used off-road at least once a day. Operations of off-road
motorcycles account for almost 35% of this in,acted area, while dual-
purpose motorcycles account for approximately 25%. Modified motorcycles
account for over 40% of the impacted area.

Assuming a population density of 20 persons per square mile
(equivalent to a rural population density) approximately 660,000 persons
would be exposed at least once daily ts noise from motorcycle operations
off-road. If only 5 percent of these total miles are in the vicinity
of campgrounds, _all towns, and quiet suhurbas areas where background
sound levels are low and the outdoor population density may be on the
order of 1,000 D,eople L>ersquare mile, nearly 1.7 million additional
people could he impacted above the detectability criterion.

In the ease of such populated areas which are exposed to off-
road motorcycle noise an analysis similar to that used to assess street
motorcycle noise impact can be.performed. Using the 5% figure for off-
road motorcycle mileage occurring in these areas it can be calculated
that approximately 2.1 million speech interferences could eecur daily
from this type of off-road motercycle usage. Impact reductions which
may result from Federal noise regulation and in-use enforcement can be
similarly calculated. Without regulations for off-road motorcycles,
a street motorcycle standard of 78 dB(A) (whichincludes dual purpose
motorcycles), and a reduction in exhaust system modifications to 3% of
the street motorcycle population accomplishes a 15% reduction in this
speech interference impact, with noise emission standards of 83 dB(A)
and 78 dB(A) for large and small off-road motorcycles respectively,
off-road and exhaust modifications limited to 8% speech interference
impact will be reduced by approximately 80%.
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5.6.5 Relative I_eduetionin Noise Impact

The above numbers on tilecurrent impact of off-road motorcycles
are illustrative only since statistics on areas of operation and [>opula-
tion ii_)aetare unavailable. More reliable statistics can be developed
on the relative redclotion of tilecurrent impact to be expected from
various regulatoL_/alternatives.

Using detectability distance as tilenoise impact criteria, tile
relative reduction in land area impacted by off-road motorcycle noise
above the criterion level can be calculated in the same manner as was
done for the street motorcycle analysis.

Detectability distance as a function of motorcycle reference (50
feet) soumd level is plotted in Figure 5-26. The average detectability
distance can be calculated by selecting the detectability distance from
Figure 5-26 for each possible motorcycle reference sound level; multi-
plying each detectability distance by the fL'aotionof motorcycles with _hab
reference sound level; and summing the results for unmodified street-use
motorcycles, unmodified off-road motorcycles, and modified motorcycles.
The resulting sur_nationscan be weighted by the fractions of motorcycles
of each type, and the results summed to obtain the overall average detecta-
bility distance. _'hiscan be repeated for various study levels and assumed
percentages of exhaust-modified i_otorcyclesto obtain different equivalent
detectability distances. The relative decrease in equivalent detectability
distance represents the'relative decrease in impact.

Figu_:e5-28 is based on the estimated mileage m_x shown in Table
5-19. This figure assumes that all street and dual-purpose motorcycles
are limited to a regulatory study level of 80 dB(A), reducing _/_eaverage
detectability distance to 83% of its current value. Also illustrated
are t/leadditional relative reductions in detectability distance due to
quieting off-road urmxx]ifiedmotorcycles and limiting off-road modified
motorcycles. As shown, an 80 dR(A) regulatory level for off-road motor-
cycles (exhaust modifications reduced to 16%) would accomplish a 28%
reduction in tileamount of land area impacted by off=road motorcycle
noise when combined with the 80 dB(A) standard for street and dual pur-
pose motorcycles. Similarly, a 78 dB(A) regulatory level for off-road
motorcycles, with 8% modifications, would yield a 36% reduction in noise
impacted land area.

z Based on the estimate of over 2 million people currently /mpacted
one or more times daily by noise from off-road use of motorcycles,
limiting street and dual-purpose motorcycles to 80 dBIA) would eliminate
the impact on approximately 345,000 people. Quieting unmodified off-reed
motorcycles would eliminate the impact on an additional 70,000 to 300,000
people for study level limits of from 85 to 78 riB(A). If the number of
modified off-road motorcycles is reduced to 8%, impact would be eliminated
for an additional 185,000 people.
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Figure 5m29 sh(7,VSthe relative reduction in impact from quieting
off-road motorcycles alone, without considering dual-purpose motorcycles
which will be subject to standards for street _)torcyeles.

Additional reductions in detectability distances would be
achieved with a two-class regulation, assuming a 78 dBA regulatory level
for small off-read irotorcyeles(less than 170e.o.). Figure 5-30 illu-
strates the effect of establishing separate sound level standards for

small and large off-road motorcycles.

5.7 Operator _an___dPassenger [_oiseImpact

The infor_natinnin Appendix E indicates that sound levels at the
motorcycle operator's and passenger's ear during rapid acceleration are
approximately 100 d_(A), disoountimg wind and belm._teffects. Although
this data was collected for only three large displacement motorcycles
and does not represent a valid statistical sample, itis not e_._ected
that operator ear levels would differ dramatically among motorcycles
having similar wayside accelernlion sound levels (81-84 dB(A) at 50
ft. ). (Reoently-gathered infor__tion is included in Appendix 117.

The impact of motorcyc_ _erator noise ex_posureis calculated
belc_ in two ways. First, the ly equivalent exposure (Leq (24))
is assessed for three types oi _'cycles: Playbike--smaller motorcycle
used for pure recreation; Comm.: imtorcycle--medium sized motorcycle
used for urloanand suburban trr utation; Touring motorcycle--large
motorcycle used for long distal: _ouring. In each case assumptions
are nmde about the numbers of h_:rs of operation representative of heavy
but not intensive use and the fl':_etionof time spent in the acceleration
mode. Cruise operational levels are sufficiently below acceleration
levels to he,considered negligible for Leg calculations. In each of
the three situations, the yearly Leg for motorcycle (alone) exposure
is within 5 or 6 dB of the L (24) 70 dB no-effect level listed in the

Levels Document (Ref. 127 ase_equisite'to protect the public bealth and
welfare with an adequate margin of safety.

These oalc_llationswere repeated for off-road r£otorcyc]es.
Off-road non-competition motorcycles exhibit J-331a levels of up to 90
dB(A7 and above. It _s assumed for analysis purposes that i05 dB(A7
during rapid acceleration is representative of off-road motorcycles in the
86-88 dB(A) (J331a) range. Two off-road use situations were analyzed:
moderately heavy use (2000 miles annually) and heavy use (4008 miles

annually). The yearly Leq for these oases exceed 70 dB by i0 and 13 dB
respectively.
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Operator sound level reductions are expected as motorcycles are
redesigned to _eet wayside standards. A b_produet of reducing street
motorcycles 5 or 6 dB _uld undoubtedly be a reduction in operator expo-
sure from street motorcycles to very *learthe protective Lea (24) 70 dB
criterion. Reducing eel-road sound levels under rapid acoe2eration to
100 dB(A) would reduce the off-road exposure considerably although not
as low as the 70 dB(A) level.

These calculations are for motorcycle (only) contributions.
Wind-induced turbulence can add to operator exposure. Use of helmets,

he,ever, can abate exposure in son_ it_stancesalthough in certain fre-
quencies and at certain head attitudes the sound level can be enhanced.
Helmet-induced turbulence may also be significant.

Motorcycle noise exposure may not be the only source of high
intensity noise experienced during a motorcyclist's day. A motorcyclist
may have a high-noise working environment, may use noisy forthsof trans-
portation and may experience other noise exposure. Motorcycle noise
would be an addition to this exposure, which in conjunction, may pose a
hearing hazard. The second method of analyzing operator inpact, there-
fore, is to co,outs the combined Leq for motorcycle and non-motorcycle
exposure for different yearly durations of motorcycle u_e as shown in
Table 5-20.

The benefit derived from noise reductions at the operator's

position was quantified using a method which calculated an Equivalent
Noise Impact on Hearing (E_]IH)for hearing damage risk (Ref. 4). This
concept is based on a nonlinear relationship between hearing loss and
daily (24 hour) exposure to equivalent sound levels above 70 dB. The
exposure is for a period of 40 years. This method provides a quantitative
approach to assess severe health damnge and hearing loss for exposure
above L_ (24) = 70 dB. The procedure used in this analysis estimates
the benefit in terms of reduction of _:oise-lnducedPermanent Threshold
Shift (NIPTS) due to noise reductions from motorcycles. In this analysis

NIPTS is defined as the anticipated change in threshold for the average
of the frequencies 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz beyond that change which
will occur due to the noL-malaging process. The average _IPTS for people
exposed to noise daily over 40 years is estimated and defined by a frac-
tional index for hearing as:

2

FIN- 0.025 (L (24] - 70)
eq
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Table 5-20

EQUIVALENT SOUND LLVELS FOR OPERATOR EXPOSURE*

Street Motorcyclq Off-Road Notorcycle

Recreation Cormnuter Tourinq Moderate Use Heavy Use

Fifty-foot 80 82 82 86 86
Acceleration Level

(dB(A)-J-331a)

SoundLevelat 98 i00 i00 105 105

Operator Ear Position
(full-throttle
acceleration--dB(A))

SoundLevelatOperator 95 97 97 102 102
Ear Position (rapid
acceleration--dB(A))

Percent of Operation 50/50 20/80 10/90 50/50 50/50
Time Spent in Acceleration
and Cruise Modes

(Acceleration/Cruise)

Equvilent Sound Level 92 90 87 99 99
for an Operating Cycle
(dB(A))

Annual Distance 1000 4000 10000 2000 4000
Travelled (miles)

AverageSpeed 15 25 40 15 15
(miles/hour)

Annual Time of 65 160 250 125 250

Operation (hours)

YearlyLeq(24)--(dB(A)) 71 73 72 81 84

*Motorcycle alone contribution--wind turbulence and helmet effects not included.
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The fractional iJldexis representative Of the average number of
decibels of hearing an individual might be expected to per_nently lose
(averaged over the four reference frequencies) over 40 yea_s of e,k_osure

to a given 24-hour Le . AS an example, a person exposed to Lc<] (24) = 75
d_(A) over 40 years w_uld be expected to lose a little less t/i_n1 dB in

hearing; Le_ = 80 dB(A) would translate into 2.5 dB loss. T%_e fractionalindlce_ ofNIPTS contained Jn Table 5-21, then, can be used to calculate
the relative reduction in expected hearing loss at any level of operator
exposure reduction. The Table indicates a 5 dB reduction in off-road

duty-cycle operator exposure from 100 to 95 dB(A) would reduce the Jnotor-
cycle-induced portion of t_IPT.Sover 40 years by 50 to nearly 100% for all
oases except very heavy use (400 hours annually).
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Table 5-21

CO_III}])EFFECt el_ _ICYIDRCYCLENID },)O_I-)IO_ORCYCLEILXPOSUIIE

Col_binedL (24) for 14oto_cyeleand Non-llotorcycloExposure (dB(A))
eg

(NII_I'Sfo_ Combined _x[>Dsuro)

_lotorcycle
Exl_osuro Non-
over an rlotorcyclo Ann_u_lILo_lj.sof Moto_cy.clpODe_atlon
Operational EXI_OSLItO
cy_1o(n_Al c___c_J_ _0 s_ lOgO 20__0 .40/0

iO0 90 80 (2,5) 82.3(3.8) 83,8(4.8 85.2(5.8) 87.5(7.7)

I00 70 70 (0,0) 79.0 (2.0) 81.8 (3.5 87.0 (7.9) 86.6 (6.9)

100 60 60 (D.O) 78.5(1.8) 81.5(3.3 83.6(4.6) 86.6(6.9)

95 80 80 (2.5) 80.9 (3.0) 81.6 (3.4 82.4 (3.8) 83.9 (4.8)

95 70 70 (0.0) 75.1(0.7) 77.3(1.3 79.2(2.1) 91.9(3.5)

95 60 60 (9.8) 73.6 (0.3) 76.6 (1.1 79.7 (I.9) 81.7 (3.4)

90 80 89 (2.5) 80.3 (2,7) 80,6 (2.8) 80.9 (3.0) 91.6 (3.4)

00 70 70 (0.0) 72.3 (O.l) 73.8 (0.4) 75.2 (8.7) 77.4 (1.4)

90 60 60 (0.8) 69.0 (0.0) 71.8 (0.I) 73.8 (0.4) 76.6 (i.i}
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Section 6

S(X_D R_DUC_ION TECI_OLOGy

6.1 Diagnostic Evaluation of Sound Sources

Many of the manufacturers which EPA and its motorcycle tecJ_nology
contractor visited have performed and/or sponsored co_rehensive diagnostic
studies on motorcycle sound source contributions, and have defined the

major sound-producing components and the levels of sound produced by these
component sources both singly end in combination. The diagnostic techniques
employed for identification of sound source contributions, and the specific
sound control methods being employed or studied by the different _anufac-
turers, were presented to the EPA on s confidential basis.* Table 6-1 shows
the relative contribution of these sources for 21 1976 model motorcycles
(as determined by the manufacturer of the vehicle), in three groupings:
exhaust, intake, and mechanical. In this listing, "ir_chanical"encompasses
sound radiated by the engine, power train, frame structure and equipment
carried on the frame, and also tire and wind noise, the latter two being
generally insignificant at current total vehicle sound levels. _le vehicles
are listed in descending order of total sound level (as measured by the
J331a test); perusal of the table shows that the distribution of noise
source contribution varies widely, and is independent of total sound level,
use category, and engine type. There is also no relationship or trend
between engine displacement and source contribution.

_e sound reduction techniques necessary to meet a particular
emission standard will vary.widely from motorcycle to motorcycle, and
are very difficult to place in a generally-applicable matrix of vehicle

category/subeategory vs. sound level. For example (referring to the Table),
to reduce sound emissions of vehicle "D" currently at 83 dBA to 80 dBA
would require attention primarily to the exhaust which is contributing
84% of the sound; this might be attained relatively easily. On the other
hand, for vehicle "H", currently at 62 dBA, the attainment of an 80 dBA
level would require quieting the modlanical sources, which might consti-
tute a major engineering effort.

*Most data was supplied by: Honda, Yam#ha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and Harley-
David.son. Other manufacturers visited also supplied data used in this
analysis.
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TABLE 6-1 NOISE SOURCE CONTRIBUTION, 1976 MODEL MOqORCYCLES

Total Category % Contribution of Noise Source
Vehicle Vehicle

Sound Ref. Use Eng. Type Exhaust Intake Mechanical*
Level
dBA Letter

84 A S 4S 60 3 37
83 B S 4S 35 55 i0
83 C S 2S 24 30 46
83 D SX 2S 84 5 11
82.5 E S 4S 47 6 48
82 F S 4S 30 35 35
82 G S 2S 24 38 38
82 H S lS 6 4 90
82 I S 2S 6 63 31
81 J S 2S ii 50 39
80.5 K SX 2S 28 31 41
80 L S 4S i0 64 26
80 M SX 4S 28 18 54
80 N SX 2S 51 16 33
80 O SX _ 33 30 37
79.5 P S 4S 25 18 57

79.5 Q SX 2S 1 79 20
79.5 R S 4S 32 35 33
79 S S 4S 26 20 54
77.5 T S 4S 66 20 14
77 U SX 4S 42 22 36

*"Mechanical" includes engine, transmission, chain, frame, ancillary
equipment, tires and wind noise.
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6.2 Sound Peduction Technology

A review of the techniques which are in use or which can be
selectively used to quiet motorcycles is presented in this section. NO
consideration is given to cost, nor to the suitability of these various
techniques in relation to functional or aesthetic criteria.

Exhaust system _uietin_ method_ss

Near term control of nx_torcyolesound emissions centers around the
exhaust system, air intake system, and the mechanical/drive components.
In approaching the sound reduction problem, m_nufacturers generally treat
the exhaust and intake noise sources first because modification of those

soarces generally impact the basic model configuration least.

Exhaust noise is generally reduced by using one or more of the
following techniques: increasing muffler volume, adding reactive chambers/
tubes, adding absorptive materials, restricting exhaust flow by baffles or
perforated tubes, and dampening, stiffening, or isolating outer walls.
Muffler volume can be increased by: physically enlarging the shell; inter-
connecting header pipes on multi-cylinder motorcyles (e.g., 4 into i, 4
into 2 type systems), adding cross-pipes between dual exhaust syste_ where
applicable, or combinations of these techniques. Interconnecting pipes
change the impulse frequencies of the muffler in a favorable direction
for improved effectiveness, but requires that reactive elements be properly
designed for the changed frequency spectrum. In many eases redesign and
modification of the muffler interior will reduce sound levels, generally
at s_ne penalty in increased backpressure. Such techniques include adding/
modifying reactive chambers, adding or sealing baffles, mK)difyingthe core
pipe, inserting sound absorption lining and retaining walls, revising/
constricting exhaust flow, and adding elastic components. Danpaning of
the shell walls can be scconplished by use of laminated material, different
material, or application of se;ni-viscouscoatings. Stiffening of the shell
walls can be accomplished by use of ribbing or internal bracing. Isolation
can be accomplished by mounting components on elastomer supports, me
latter modifications do not reduce sound emitted from the exhaust outlet,
but reduce radiated noise frcfnthe muffler shell.

_ese techniques can be sunmarized:

o Increase muffler volume

O Interconnect exhaust pipes

o _Ddify interior

o Add sound absorptive lining
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O Increase shell thickness/rigidity

o Construct double walls

o Isolate mounting

Application of these techniques is not st all straight-forward, and
is in reality a v_ry eomple× design problem. As an example, motorcycles
with 2-stroke engines require optimally designed expansion chambers to
assure proper exhaust scavenging and charging of cylinders. Medification
of the exhaust system if improperly done could reduce performance drasti-
cally. Other modifications could create excessive beck pressure, increase
weight and fuel consumption or reduce motorcycle lean angle, balance, or
ground clearance.

Intake system quieting methods

Air intake noise can he reduced by shielding or modifying the inlet
duet, restricting or lengthening the intake path, increasing shell volume,
adding baffles or absorptive materials, and dampeningand/or isolating the
intake shell. The shell dampening can be acoomplishedby the use of thicker
or different material, reinforcement, or double wall construction. The
techniques used to control air intake systems can be summarized:

o Increase volume

o Modify inlet

o Modifyinterior
i

O Add sound absorption lining

o Increase wall thickness

o Construct double walls

o Shield inlet

o Reduce inlet area

Mechanical s?stem quietin9 methods

The objective of mechanical redesign and rework is generally to
reduce or contain engine and drive interaction noise (i.e., piston slap,
valve clatter for 4-stroke medels, gearing mesh, chain noise, etc.) and
to reduce vibration (resonance) noise. The effort can be minor or major,
depending On model pemeliari£ies and degree of sound reduction required.
Various techniques currently in use and mentioned by manufacturers as
possibilities for future models are summarized as follows; and are
_eseribed in the following paragraphs:
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O Stiffen/dampen fins and case webs o Stiffen crankshaft

o (_hangefin shapes o Redesign clutc_ and
transmission

o Thicken/reinforce components
o Improve dlain tensioner

o Improve component mounting
o Enclose drive chain

o Thlcken/reinforce case covers

o Dampen/ioslate chain cover
o Isolate case covers

o Stiffen/frame; isolate
o Increase lubrication engine

o Modify piston/cylinder o Lewer engine speed

o Reduce tolerances/improve finish o Reduce specific horsepower

o Modify bearings o Liquid cooling

o Modify t_ming/drive belts/chains o Convert 2-stroke to
4-stroke engine

o Modify camshaft
o Remanfigure engine to

o Reduce valve clatter reduce dynamic unbalance
forces

o Increase flywheel mass
o Use hydraulic torque

converter

0 Convert to shaft drive

0 Enclose engine

Stiffendampen fins and weba--lnsectien of elastomer pads or n_tal
dowels between radiating fins to reduce fin vibration.

Change fin shapes--modification or reinforcement of fins to reduce
vibration.

Thld_en/reinforce components_Modification or reinforcement to
r_ucs vibration.

Improve oo_ponent mountlng--Use of gaskets and elastomer pads Do
isolate _ponents to reduce vibration through metal to metal contact.

Thid_en/relnforce case covers--Includes use of thicker material,
reinforcement ribbings or double covers on such elements as gear movers,
_rankcase covers, camshaft covers and so forth.
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Isolate case covers--Use of elnston_rs to reduce vibration and
radiated noise.

Increase lubrication--Providing additional pressure lubrication to
reduce mechanical interaction noise.

Modify piston/cylinder--_Ddify piston/cylinder cDnfiguration to
reduce piston slap.

Reduce tolerances/improve finish--Reduce tolerances, or improve
finishes of gears, bearings and so forth to reduce mechanical interaction
noise,

Modify bearings--Replace bell and roller bearings with journal
type bearings to reduce mechanical interaction noise.

}k)difytiming/drive beltschains--Convert from chain drives to
Hy-Vo, rubber or other types of quiet belts where applicable (e.g., timing
belt change applicable to overhead cam engines).

Modify camshaft--Modify cam shape and increase shaft rigidSty to
reduce ,_chanical interaction noise.

Reduce valve clatter--Use of hydraulic lifters to eliminate tappet
clearance (where applicable); incorporate elastomers to cushion tappet
nOise in overhead cam engines.

Increase flywheel mass--To reduce engine vibration.

Stiffen crankshaft--To increase rigidity and reduce mechanical
interaction noise.

Redesignciutchand transmissimn--Use of helical gears instead of
spur gears to reduce mechanical interaction noise; use of journal type
bearings.

Improve chain tensioner--To reduce chain/sprocket interaction noise
and chain tensioner noise.

Enclose drive chain--To attenuate drive chain noise.

Dampen/isolate chain cover--To eliminate cover vibration and
radiated noise.

Stiffen/dampen frame; isolate engine--To prevent radiated noise due
to engine vibration transmitted to the frame and to components mounted on
the frame.
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L_er engine speed--To reduce mechanical interaction noise.

Reduce specific horse po4er--To reduce the excitation forces which
result in engine noise radiation.

The above sound reduction techniques range from detail changes
to significant redesign. For some models reductions in mechanlcal/drive
sound levels to meet stringent sound standards would require techniques
involving complete redesign of the engine and drive train. In addition,
some of the techniques would result in reduced engine performance. As
discussed in Section 4.1, it is impossible to predict by product categories
whidl specific proposed regulatory levels will require major model changes.
The lowest levels that any of the manufacturers have reported as being
feasible for the near-term is 80 dBA for street motorcycles, 84 dBA for
off-road motorcycles. Other manufacturers question that an 80 dBA sound
standard can be nut without major redesign on some models. }Mjor model
oonfiguration changes could include the use of such techniques as con-
version to liquid cooling, enclosing or covering the engine, conversion
frcxaa 2-stroke to 4-stroke engine (where applicable); use of a hydraulic
torque converter for power transmission, conversion to shaft drive, engine
re-configuration to reduce unbalance forces, or any other major engine/
drive redesign not specified here. These techniques would all require
•ajor changes in manufacturing operations, and extensive lead time. These
techniques, not necessarily feasible in all use categories, are discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Liquid Cooling--Liquid c_x)ling,because it allows reduced clearances
in engins parts, and because it provides added shielding ardund the engine
cylinders, can materially reduce engine radiated noise. Conversion to
liquid oooling would require re-engineering and re-tooling of the engine,
add significant weight, and add to unit manufacturing costs. Additional
hardware is required to implement liquid cooling, including a pu,p, radi-
ator, thermostat, coolant, plumbing, instrumentation and recasting of
the cylinder head and walls. Feasibility of liquid cooling for off-road
_torcyclss is very questionable because of vulnerability of the radiator
to damage frc_ rocks and spills.
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4-Stroke vs. 2-Stroke Engines--Some manufacturers feel that 4-stroke

engines are easier to quiet than 2-stroke engines. Because of this,
conversion of engine types is a potential option. This alternative is also
weighted by the fact that exhaust chemical emissions are mere difficult to
control in two-stroke engines, a factor currently of great concern to cony
manufacturers. I_ is unlikely that engine conversions would be made for
noise control alone, due to the considerable engineering development and
plant and equipment expenditures that would be required. In addition,
direct manufacturing unit costs of 4-stroke engines are estimated by
manufacturers to be more than those of equivalent sized 2-stroke engines.

Reduction of Unbalanced Forces--Unbalanced forces which cause engine
and frame vibration are more severe in soma engine configurations than in
others. For example, unbalanced forces can be reduced by use of opposed
cylinders, counter-rotating crankshafts, or balanced "%"'configurations.
These methods can involve dynamic vibration absorbers or counter-rotating
balancing elements.

Shaft Drive--Shaft drive is an option that would reduce drive train
noise on large (over 750oo) and possibly medium sized (450-749ce) on-road
motorcycles. Shaft drive on m_dels intended for some off-road use is less
attractive, because of weight constraints and flexibility requirements in
the drive train that are required for these models. Shaft drive affects
many of the other components on the motorcycle, add is a relatively expen-
sive option. A more cost-effective method of reducing drive noise in most
cases would be to fully enclose the chain, which was identified previously
as a sound reduction measure.

Hydraulic Torque Converter--Another technique that would involve
major m_del configuration change is converting from a standard transmission
to a hydraulic torque converter and a hydraulic gear engagement clutch, as
exemplified by the transmission on the Honda CB 750A. Torque conversion by
hydraulic means is basically quieter than by gears.

Engire Enclosurs--Manufaeturers indicated that if engine enclosure
is considered as a noise control measure, it would generally be used in
c_njsnction with liquid cooling. Enclosure or covering of air-cooled
engines could create significant engine temperature control problems. In
addition, some of the manufacturers feared that enclosure could drastically
a_fect_the corketability of motorcycles, since,styling is as important
factor affecting demand for motorcycles. Engine enclosure would entail
added weight, and could hanioeraccess for servicing.
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Although there is no generally-applicable set of techniques
that will adlieve specified regulatory levels for a specific motorcycle,
a matrix of techniques based on manufacturer-supplied information was
developed for costing purposes. This matrix is presented in Table 6-2.
For each regulatory level below 83 dB(A), a schedule of techniques other
than major model changes are sh(7_nfor each product class. Manufacturer
irfformationgenerally indicates that all techniques discussed above would
be necessary to achieve a 75 dB(A) level for models above 170e.e. Fewer of
these techniques, or less extensive use of these tednniques, are expected
to be necessary at higher levels. For costing purposes two estimates were
made at each study level below 83 dB(A): one assuming no major model change
necessary, and one assuming a major model change. As shown, the major model
change assummed for street motorcycles is the use of liquid cDoling. For
off-road motorcycles, conversion to 4-stroke engines is assumed. Different
individual madsls will of course require major model changes at different
regulatory levels. A few are expected to require them at an 80 dB(A) level,
a substantial number are expected to need them at 78 dB(A), and virtually
all are expected to need them at a 75 dB(A) level. This is discussed in
m_ma detail in Section 7.
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TABLE 6-2

REDtt_TIC_TRFA_E_'S ASSt_ED_R EA(_STUDYLEVEL

ED:AUSTS_ 750 ÷ c._° 350 - _49 c,c. I_D_ 3_ c.c. IQ_ - 169 C°Co 100 c_e,

"83_ 7_'75 "83B0 70 _5" a3 8Q 7FTY-- 83 _0 7_ 75 B3 B0 7B _5

INCREASE_FLER _ _ x x _ _ _ X _ x x _ _ _ _ _ x •
CROSSC_CTI_S _ _ _ _ x K X X X X _ _ _ X X x

AI_ I_T_ 5_T_M

I_C_F_U_ x _ _ X X X x x X _ _ X x X x • X X

_EC_I_TJDR IVE_¥_TI_

_C_. Lt_RICATIC_ x x x X x x

_CREA_E PL_I_ZL _A_S _ X _ _ X X

_DI_ _ x x x



6.3 13_o_ctsof Sound P,eduction Tcchnolcegy

6.3.1 Perfsrm_nce Impacts

Each of the techniques cited above can have impacts on motorc%,cle
psrform.ancecharacteristics. Engine horsepower (including width of power
band), tecque, weight, lean angle, center of gravity, ground clearance
an_1suspension characteristics can all be affected.

Power

All n_nufacturers cited engine power losses resulting from achieving
current sound levels. Increasing power loss is expected st the lower levels
studied. The power loss is generally attributable to restricted air intake
and exhaust system back pressure. Table 6-3 indicates some of the data
submitted to EPA pertaining to pcwer losses involved in achieving current
sound levels. From these data it is apparent that additional sound reduc-
tion _easures will result irlfurther power losses. Liquid cooling,
with its potential for decreased engine tolersnces, can abate this trend
somswhat. Conversion from 2-stroke to 4-stroke engines will result in
additional specific horsepower loss.

Weight

t.lanyof the techniques cited may cause additinnal weight penalities.
tlodificahionsto the exhaust system could _esult in doubling current muffler
weight or m_re, although the increasing use of 2 into i, 3 into 1 and 4
into 1 emhaust systems on multicylinder Emtorcyclcs could abate this con-
siderably. Similarly, nlorecomple;(air intake systems might he expected
to weigh more than current systems by factors of two or _ore. Mechanical
noise enlistingcan be achieved through the use of thicker covers, inrproved
mounting and increased mass of moving parts. The co.@ginationof these
measures could increase engine weight by 10 to 15%. In addition, major
engine modifications can result in s significant vehicle _;eightincrease.
One manufacturer estimated an increase of 10% in vehicae t/eightfor liquid
cooling (about 50 lb. for large motorcycles). Conversion of single cyclinder
2-stroke engines to single-c_fclinder4-stroke engines could cause an increase
of up to 30% in total engine weight. Shaft drive mechanisms are quite heavy,
but the lighter _nd less costly alternative of enclosure of the final drive
chain will be assumed for the assessment of weight penalty.
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Table 6-3

POWER LOSS ASSOCIATED WI_!

ACHIEVING CURRENT LEVELS

Sound Level

Motorcycle Reduction(dB] PowerLoss

a 4 12% over 6,000 RPM
b 4 2%
e 2 30%
d 2 30%
e 0.6 3%
f 2 1%

g 2 3%
h 2.5 28%
i 1.6 1%
j 3.5 10%
k 1 6%

1 8 up to 28%, 10% at peak
m 6 (approx) 12-15% (peak; very little

below 4,000 RPM,
severe roll off

past peak)

SOURCE: Confidential Manufacturer Data
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6.3,2 Operation Impacts

_he only significant in,pactof sound level reduction on operation
costs should be a reduction in fuel economy. Increased weight, incmease(_
back pressure, pcwer loss, and power required to drive auxiliary equi_m_ent
(e.g., radiator pump) may all exact a fuel consu,ption _nalty.

It should be noted, hcwe_r, that conversion from 2-stroke to

4-stroke engines could be expected to reverse this trend somewhat due to
the slightly better fuel efficiency of 4-stroke engines.

Fro_ the previous section, the following vehicle weight increases
are assumed (as a fraction of total vehicle weight):

Rec{ulato_,Level

Over 170e.c. 86dB 83dB S0dB 78rib 75dB

Street: Straight forward change 0 2% 5% 10%
Major model change 10% 15% 20%

Off-Road: Straight forward change 0 2% 5% 10% -
Major model change - 10% 15% 20% -

IQ0-169e.c.: One-half of above figures
Less than 100e.e.: 0% at all levels

Manufacturers supplied very little data on fuel economy impacts
of achieving current or future sound levels. _he little data that was
furnished indicated that the 3 to 4 dB reductions to achieve current levels

resulted in up-to-15% loss in fuel economy, although some models showed no
change or an improvement. Experience with trucks and automobiles indicates
that a 10% decrease in fuel economy for a In% weight i_crease is a good
assumption, but one which _my tend to overstate the fuel economy penalty.
Using this asstmption, however, the above table can also serve to indicate
the assumed fuel economy losses at the various regulatory levels when
backpressuro and other penalties are included.

6.3.3 _laintenanceImpacts

Several of the quieting techniques cited either require additional
maintenance or make currently required mointenance somewhat more costly or
more titheconsuming. Principal among the first of these are the minlmal
attention needed to keep a liquid o_oling system in working order, and
the additional maintenance associated with a switch frc,a._2-stroke to

4-stroke engines. Complex mounting techniques, additional covers, reduced
engine tolerances, valve train co_)lexities and enclosed final drive will
complicate routine m_intenance. No definitive data on the maintenance
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_npacts of these techniques are avai]ab]e. For the pusposes of analysis
the following additional annual maintenance titre(in hours) is assumed:

Regulatory Level

Over 170e.c. 86rib 83rib 80dB 78rib 75dB

Street: Straight forward change - 0 I/4 3/8 1/2
Major model change - 3/4 7/8 1

Off-Road: Straight forward change 0 I/4 3/8 i/2 --
Major model change - 3/4 7/8 1 --

i00-170c.e.: One-half of above figures
Under 100e.c.: Zero at all levels

Sound reduction will affect cost of ,_intenance and replacement
parts only through increased cost for replacement exhaust systems.

6.3.4 Aesthetic Factors

To many motorcyclists the aesthetic impacts of sound reduction
technology may ba even more important than performance or cost impacts.
Many of t/leabove techniques can be expected to have an adverse impact
on the sleek and sporty styling of current models. Larger mufflers,
frame reconfigurations to accommodatelarger air intake systems, bulkier
engines and liquid cooling all pose styling problems. Although these
factors are unquantifiable, they are felt to have potential sales impacts
independent of the cost and perfo_Inancefactors cited above.

6.4 Production Variations

_]e sound levels of all nominally identical surface transpor-
tation products exhiblt a distribution covering a range of several
decibels. Since EPA's regulations are on a not-to-exceed basis,
manufacturer design and production must account for this distribution
of sound levels to assure compliance with the standards. This is in

addition, of course, to factors accounting for testing variables.
Manufacturers supplied EPA with data on the production variation exhibited
by certain of their models. These data are displayed in Table 6-4.
From these data it is omneluded that manufacturers will have to produce
vehicles at least 1 I/2dB below an applicable standard to account for
production variations.
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Table 6-4

PRODUCTIC_ VARIATION

Manufacturer Production Variation (dS)

a 2_'=3-4

b 1.5- 2.5

c I_ = 0.25- 0.6

d 2-stroke:1.5
4-stroke: 2.0

e 1.5

SOURCE: Manufacturer Confidential Data
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6.5 "Best Available Technolc_A1"

Fmch of the quieting techniques discussed in Section 6.2 exist
either in current production models or in prototypes in advanced states
of development. AS such, their combined use cepresents "best avai]able
technology" for inotorc%,eles.Large and colrQlexexhaust and intake systelns
have been demonstrated on a wide variety Of production vehic]os. Weight,
positioning, and perfo_nance penalties are the only technological limits
to larger end nDre complex units. _here areanumerous exsn_o]esof current
m_torcyc]es either with large muffler vOlume in relation to engine
displaceFent or sophisticated muffling of millticyclindcrengines. Double-
wrapped mufflers have been used in several models and prototypes, and at
leant one prototype known to EPA uses a major engine fran_ mei_)erfor its
air intake reservoir.

Many of the engine quieting techniques discussed previo_islyexist
in current production engines. Recent models from the major manufacturers
have demonstrated significantly reduced engine mechanical noise. Balanced
90-degras) V-twin engines have been well demonstrated.

The p_st five years of motorcycle development has seen an
zncreasing number of multi-cylinder engines with high specific horsepower.
This specific horsepower has often been achieved by increased engine speed,
which has resulted in increased engine mechanical noise. The testing pro-
gram data base shows the critical importance of engine speed to engine noise.
Decreased engine speed at a loss of specific horsepower is available to all
manufacturers of high RPH engines.

Liquid cooling has been well denDnstrated on several production
models, both 2-stroke and 4-stroke. Liquid cooling for a c_plete line of
smaller 2-stroke motorcycles {down to 50c.0.) has been demonstrated by one

: European manufacturer.

Shaft-drive has been well demonstrated on motorcycles 500 s.c. and
above.

Based on an examination of motorcycle models incorporating the
techniques discussed above, EPA has _ncluded that the 78 dB(A) regulatory
level (J-331a), requiring a 75 dB(A) design level, is the level representa-
tive of "best available technology" for street motorcycles in the meaning
of the Noise Control Act. The Honda GL-1000, generally acknowledged to
be the quietest large motorcycle ever produced, already incorporates many
of the major techniques listed above (liquid cooling, shaft drive, very
large intake and exhaust systems). Even this motorcycle would require
some small additional quieting to meet a 78 dB(A) level on a production
basis.
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Lower levels could be achieved with the probable elimination of
many large matorcyeles and many smaller 2-stroke motorcycles. Although
four-stroke ,Dtorcyclos in the smaller displace;r_ntclasses would un-

doubtedly be able to achieve a 75riB(A)(J-331a) regulatory level (requiring
a 72dB(A) design level) EPA has concluded that this limited class of
vehicles does not represent "best available technology" in the meaning of
the Act.

"Best available technology" for off-road motorcycles is a question
both of technology and perforTcance. Although motorcycles with off-road
capability can be built at levels almost as low as for street motorcycles,
such motorcycles demonstrate significant performance penalties. Weight,
power, power band width and ground clearance are all of crucial i,portance
to off-road motorcycles. Each of these factors on an off-road motorcycle
can be mare significantly impacted at lower sound levels than for street
motorcycles of comparable displacement. The inappropriateness of applying
liquid cooling to off-road motorcycles leads to different levels of "best
abailable technology" for large and small off-road motorcycles. Small
off-road motorcycles (under 170c.c.) are expected to be able to achieve
the same levels achievable by their street counterparts. Large off-road
motorcycles, however, without the option of liquid cooling cannot achieve
the same levels as their street counterparts (exacerbated by the fact that
most street motorcycles over 170c.c. have malti-cylipder engines, whereas
off-road motorcycles n_/stbe single cylinder). Manufacturers indicated
that given enough lead time, an 83 dB(A) regulatory level might be achiev-
able with large 2-stroke off-road motorcycles. They were unanimous,
however, in stating that the 80dB(A) regulatory level would require
4-stroke engines for s_st large models. Since liquid cooling is not
viable for off-road motorcycles, EPA has concluded that this 80 riB(A)
regulatory level constitutes "best available technology" for this class
of off-road motorcycles. It is understood that although these levels are
achievable, the performance_of large 4-stroke off-road motorcycles will be
inferior to current models, significantly so in many cases.

Although all of the techniques consititutieg "best available
technology" exist in production or prototype motorcycles, not all manu-
facturers have the capability of incorporating them into their motorcycles.
Particular problems exist with manufacturers that have uniquely identifiable
engine types that can be fundamentally changed only with a serious impact
_n marketing position (IIarley-Davidson,BAIW,Moto Guzzi, Ducati), manufac-
turers whose products have been developed from racing motorcycles and depend
on high performance (Laverda, MV Agusta), smaller manufacturers of high-
performance off-road smtorcycles (Can-Am, Busqvarna, Bultaco, etc.) and
small manufacturers without large R&D capability (NVT Motorcycles, P_kon,
other very small U.S. manufacturers).
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6.6 Lsad Times

In the absence of certification for air emissions, manufacturers
generally indicated the following lead times were necessary to make changes
on an individual motorcycle model (total time, drawing to production):
Changes to exhaust or air intake system that do not require frame or engine
redesign--one year; changes requiring frame redesign or minor engine re-
design--two to three years; major engine redesign--four to five years;
new engine model, new engine concept, conversion to 4-stroke englne--five
to six years (and up). Limited R&D resources, however, allow redesign of
only a fc_ models per year. Major manufacturers with extensive product
lines would require additional time to be able to redesign nodels on a
•ore or less orderly basis. In addition, air emission certification can
add one half to one year to required lead times for major manufacturers
due to required durability runs. Manufacturers emphasized the need to
coordinate effective dates of these regulations to eliminate unnecessary
remartifimation for air emissions when redesign for noise purposes takes
place.

Based on this information the following lead times are felt to be
achievable by major manufacturers, consistent with orderly redesign of an
extensive product line (years from promulgation) :

Regulatory Level (J-331a

8_ 8_3 80 7_8 7_

Street:Straightforwardchange _ 1 2 4 6
Major model change _ -- 4 6 10

Off-Road: Straight forward change 1 2 4 6
Majormodelchange _ 4 6 10

An accelerated schedule of lead times can be considered which

would require simultanec_s redesign of many models. Manufacturers insisted
that rescerces were unavailable for orderly redesign on this basis. _/_e
following is an "accelerated" schedule of lead times which might be achiev-
able at considerably increased R&D costs:

Rc_ulator_ Level (J-331a)

86 83 80 78 75

Street: Straight forward change _ -- 1 3 5
Major model change -- -- 3 5 7

Off-Road: Straight forward change 1 2 3 5
Major model change -- 3 5 7 --
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Different manufacturers, of course, have different lead time
requlrsmants. Sound levels of current models (particularly the mechanical
contributions), available funds for R&D, size of product line, and famil-
iarity with 4-stroke or liquid cooling technology, all have a bearing on
individual lead time requirements. _le "normal" lead time schedule cited
shove is most appropriate for the major Japanese manufacturers other than
}lends. The sound levels of Honda's current product line would probably
allow somewhat shorter times. Harley-Davidson, Can-Am and the European
manufacturers would all be severely tested to meet the same time schedule

as the major Japanese manufacturers, for a variety of reasons relating to
unique engine designs, exclusive use of 2-stroke engines or company slze
(availability of R&D capital). If these other mansfacturers would be
strained at the "norm_l" schedule, it is reasonable to conclude that they
would probably not be able to comply with the "accelerated" schedule.

6.7 Deterioration of Motorcycle Sound Levels

Most manufacturers supplied limited data on experience with
motorcycle sound levels during mileage and time accumulation. Several
engineering reasons were discussed as to why motorcycle sound levels
ought to decrease with usage, at least at first. After the initial break-
in period, mechanical interaction noise can abate as parts fit together
better. Muffler noise can decrease as carbon build-up seals small openings
left frownthe manufacturing process.

Properly designed all-metal mufflers can last a considerable period
of time before sound level deterioration occurs, depending on climate and
operating conditions. Properly designed mufflers with glass inserts can
also last a significant length of time, although poorly designsd ones can
deteriorate rapidly. European standards make a distinction between
mufflers that direct exhaust gases through fibrous material and mufflers
that reflect exhaust gases into but not through the fibrous elements.
Some manufacturers specify replacement of fibrous elements or replacement
of the exhaust system when deterioration occurs. At least one manufacturer
supplies free replacement fiberglass for his mufflers.

In general, manufacturers supplied no engineering reasons why a
properly maintained and operated motorcycle should experience significant
sound emission deterioration over its lifetime. "Properly maintained" in
this context means replacement of parts (including such major parts as
mufflers) as needed according to the operation instruction. Deterioration
data for a few models is displayed in Table 6-5.
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Table 6-5

DETERIORATION OF _qORCYCLE SOUND LEVE[_

Model Deterioration (dB) Mileage

a 2-4 10,000
b +i 6,250
C _i 1/2 6,250

d _i (peak _2) 6,250
e -0- 6,250
f right side: 0 6,250

left side: +i 6,250
g-k (muffler only, -0.33* to -1.6/6,250 mi up to 19,000

5 moaels)
1 -i 1/2 (+I; -1/2) 7,160

m -i i/2 (_+1/2) 3,240

A negative number indicates a reduction in sound level.

SOURCE: _._nufacturerConfidential Data
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6.8 Relationship to Air Emission Control

A number of manufacturers expressed serious concerns that at
strict levels of air emission cont_ols there may be a significant trade-
off between air pollution control and noise control. At the levels
established in EPA's final rule on motorcycle air emissions this concern
has abated somewhat.

The higher temperatures of exhaust gases due to air emission control
may have a dual effect on exhaust noise emissions. Higher temperature gas
is less dense, requiring a higher rate of flow for equivalent performance.
In addition, the higher temperature gas has mere inherent energy which must
be dissipated. Both of these effects would tend to raise exhaust noise.
One manufacturer cited a study on automative air emission and noise control
which showed sound level increases of up to 4 dB at strict levels of
emissions control.

A second effect of higher engine temperatures is the need for
larger surface areas to dissipate heat from an air cooled engine. These
largsr surfaces, in turn, can increase sound radiation. Liquid cooling,
of course, would in large part counteract the higher engine and exhaust
temperature increases due to air emission control.

One manufacturer indicated that the increased length and complexity
of an air intake path could cause fluctuations in air/fuel mixture with a

corresponding adverse impact on air emissions.

6.9 Technology to Achieve Sound Levels
Based on Different Measurement Methedolo@ies

Technology and costing information supplied to EPA by manufacturers
and developed by SPA contractors have been based on study levels specified
in terms of the J-331a test procedures. As discussed in Section 3, the
F-76a test procedure is felt to be statistically equivalent to J-331a
across a broad range of motorcycles although individual models may vary
up or down by several dB(A). The manufacturer-supplied information was
based on several models of each of the manufacturer's lines. The J-331a

and F-76a sound levels of each of the models used for those purposes were
compared to determine whether these vehicles represented anomalous cases
in the J-331a/F-76a relationship. Of 15 models used for technology and
costing purposes, ten showed differentials of less than 2 dS(A), one showed
a differential of 2 dB(A), anf four showed differentials of 3 riB(A). How-
ever, the models displaying differentials of 2 dS(A) or greater showed no
consistent pattern with as many higher under one procedure as the other.
The cost information in the succeeding chapters was checked carefully and
it was found that overall values do not change significantly as a study
level specified in terms of J-331a is translated Into a study level speci-
fied in terms of F-76a.
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Section 7

COSTS OF COMPLIANCE

7.1 Unit Cost Increases

7.1.1 Manufacturer Estimates for Specific Models

Each major _anufaeturer supplied EPAwith estimates of
manufacturing unit cost increases for specific models to meet specified
study levels (not-to-exceed basis). The manufacturer data was based
on the J-331a and CHP procedures. Manufacturers generally cited the
techniques summarized in Table 7-1 as the ones necessary to meet the
icwer study levels. The _ajor model distinctions were made by the manu-
facturers. Each manufacturer e,phasized that most estimates at the lower
levels were based on engineering judgment alone, an_ not on operational
prototype models. They indicated that there was no guarantee that
individual techniques cited would achieve the specified study level.
Manufacturers addressed different ultimate levels of control depending
on their assessment of feasibility or ability to judge the effectiveness
of individual techniques. Manufacturer estimates are summarized in
Figure 7-i.

Manufacturers also provided cost estimates for various discrete
steps in reductions in exhaust, air intake and mechanical/drive sources.
Figures 7-2, 7-3 and 7-4 show costs associated with each of the subsources,
where available.

There are a number of explanations for the scatter shown in
Figure 7-1:

(a) In general, costs increase with motorcycle size, because noise
generating capability tends to increase with size, and the costs of af-
fected components (e.g., exhaust systems, mechanical components) increase
with size.

(b) Since subsource noise level contributions differ widely from
model to model (see Section 6) the techniques required to meet specified
levels vary considerably.
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TABLE 7-1

NOISE CONTROL TECHNIQUES

EXHAUST SYSTEM INCREASE MUFFLER VOLUME
CROSS CONNECTION
MUDIFY INTERIOR
SOUND ABSORPTION LINING
INCREASE SHELL THICKNESS
CONSTRUCT DOUBLE WALLS
ISOLATION MOUNTING

AIR INTAKE INCREASEVOLUME
SYSTEM MODIFY INLET

_3DIFY INTERIOR
ADD SOUND ABSORPTION LINING
INCREASE _IL THICKNESS
DOUBLE WALLS
SHIELD INLET
REDUCE INLET AREA

MECHANICAL/DRIVE STIFFEN/DAMPEN FINS AND WEBS
SYSTEM CVL_NGEFINSHAPES

COMPONENT MOUNTING

_HICKEN/REINFORCE CASE COVERS
INCREASE LUBRICATION
MODIFY PISTO_/CYLINDER
REDUCE TOLErANCES/IMPROVE FINISH
MUDIFY BEARINGS
MODIFY TINING/DRIVE BELTS/CHAINS
REDUCE VALUE CLATTER (4-stroke)
INCREASE FLYWHEEL _[ASS

MUDIFY CRANKSHAFT/CAMSHAFT
MODIFY CLUTCH
MODIFY GEARS/I?JhNSMISSION
TIG_ DRIVE CHAlet
ENCLOSE DRIVE (YHAIN
MODIFY FRAME
ISOLATE CHAIN COVER
LONER ENGINE SPEED
REDUCESPECIFICHORSEP_R

MAJOR MODEL CONFIGURATION CONVERT 2-ST_KE %ID4-STROKE
CHANGES (REPRESENTATIVE LIQUID COOLING
EXAMPLES) ADD HYDRAULIC TORQUE CONVERTER

CONVERT TO SHAFT DRIVE

ENCLOSE/COVER ENGINE
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(c) Since t/lateare a wide variety of techniques which can be utilized
in reducing t_hesound level from a given subsource, manufacturers projected
differing techniques to be used, with attendant differences in costs.

(d) Major model changes were deemed necessary at different study levels.
Data points denoted by an asterisk indicate the study level for which major
model changes were assumed.

Costs associated with the reduction of exhaust system sound levels
are shown in Figure 7-2. Again the large scatter in data indicates that
for scme exhaust systeme, large reductions in sound levels are relatively
inexpensive while others are considerably more expensive for the same
degree of noise reduction. For example, for one m_el in the 350 to 749cc
category, a reduction in exhaust sound level from 82 dSA to 70 dBA was
projected by the manufacturer to increase the manufacturing unit cost of
the exhaust system by only $4. For another rondelin the 750ce and above
category, exhaust noise reduction from 82 to 70 dBA was projected to increase
manufacturing costs by $60. Almost all of the techniques listed for exhaust
systems in Table 7-1 were used to achieve the reduction in this case.

Air intake sound reductions and associated cost increases are shcwn

in Figure 7-3. There is less scatter in this data, although two of the
models demonstrate wide variance. Most of the other data points fell on a
curve with the follcwieg values:

Associated Manufacturing
Air Intake Noise Level Unit Cost Increase

84
78 $3.0
76 $8.0
74 $15.0
72 $30.0

The estimated cost increases of mechanical/drive components versus

degree of noise reduction are shown in Figure 7-4. 5_iescatter here is due
primarily to the use of major model changes and the study levels at which
they were deemed to be necessary.

7.1.2 Manufacturing Unit Cost: Generalized Estimate

The manufacturer-supplied data in the previous section referred to
individual models and techniques. These data were consolidated to obtain
a generally applicable set of techniques at eath study level and to assign
a generally applicable cost estimate to each study level, for each class
of motorcycle. In addition, EPA's motorcycle technology contractor
independently estimated the cost of individual techniques for comparison
with the manufacturer-supplied data.
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The independent estimates of manufacturing cost increases
attrih/tsble to the meeting of not-to-exceed regulatory levels wero
developed by cost estimating personnel familiar with the machining,
casting, welding and other production processes involved. However, the
estimates must be considered g_oss engineering estimates only because
of the extreme difficulty in predicting the noise reducing effectiveness
of the techniques used in the analysis. As indicated earlier, the latter
problem is encountered by motorcycle manufacturers as well. _he inde-
pendent estimates wore in general agreement with the manufacturer data
and are used in the generalized estimates.

For exhaust and air intake modifications baseline estimates were

developed for the cost elements of representative systems, and reasonable
cost ranges were developed for each technique and its associated cost
elements. Direct cost estimates were made for appropriate techniques
affecting mechanical/drive components. These techniques were summarized
in Table 7-1. Independent cost estimates for exhaust system, air-intake
system and mechanical/drive system techniques are summarized in Tables 7-2,
7-3 and 7-4 respectively.

Modification of exhaust and air intake systems are primarily a
matter of degree. For example, one of the most fundamental noise attenu-
ation techniques available for reducing exhaust system sound levels is

increasing muffler volume. Increasing the muffler shell size can increase
shell and finish (e.g., paint or chroming) costs frcrnan estimated $i to
$6 dollars depending on the size of the original muffler and the increase
in _lume. Probable practical limits are a 75 to 100 percent volume
increase for large on-road motorcycles, down to a 25 to 50 percent increase
for small off-road motorcycles. Off-road metorcycles in particular have
very distinct size and weight limitations because of their functional
characteristics. Other techniques that can increase the "equivalent"
volume of mofflers are the use of (for example) 4 into i, and 2 into 1
exhaust syste_ls,which can increase cost from $7 to $14, and adding cross-
pipes between dual exhaust systems, which can add an estimated $i0 to $12
to unit costs. _hese latter techniques are applicable to motorcycles with
multicylinder configurations only.

Modifying the muffler interior can range from adding a few baffles,
which has a minimal most i_pact (generally much less than $i), to elaborate
and complex exhaust flow control and absorption techniques that can add
up to $16 dollars to the cost of the muffler. Exhaust flow control tech-
niques include actions such as adding and m_difying reactive chambers,
modifying the core, and so forth. Absorption can he effected by adding
exhaust silencers and/or sound absorption linings of various materials,
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holders, and configurations with increasing assembly complexity. The unit
cost of sound absorption lining techniques is estimated to range from
less than $i to $7.

Increasing shell rigidity by using t/lickermaterial or different
material can add an estimated $i to $14 dollars to muffler costs depending
on the extent to which the techniques are used (e.g., hcw much thicker in
the case of thickening the muffler shell), the size of the original muffler,
and also by how much the muffler volume is increased (if increasing muffler
volu_e is used as a noise control technique).

Isolation, by mounting the exhaust systems on elastomer pads should
have minimal cost i_paet.

Exhaust systems of 2-sti'okeand 4-stroke mutorcycles have different
configurations, hut the basic sound attenuation techniques and cost impacts
are similar, with some small variations.

An estimate of the i_pact exhaust system noise control techniques
have on unit costs is provided in Table 7-5, where baseline costs and added
costs are listed for four discrete steps in sound level reduction of a re-

presentative motorcycle in the 750cc and above street legal category. This
was the type of procedure which was used in developing the cost estimates.
In some cases, when estimates were developed for a specific product cats-

gory, estimates for other categories were scaled corm_ensurately.

A similar procedure was used for estimating costs associated with
noise reduction of the air intake and mechanical/drive systems.

In the case of m_jor model changes, the use of liquid cooling was
assumed for street motorcycles. Liquid cooling may not necessarily be
the major change that is used in all cases, but it is felt that its cost
is representative of the magnitude of costs major model changes will incur.
A rough order of magnitude cost estimate for the addition of liquid cooling
to a street motorcycle in the 750ce and above category is provided below.
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TABLE 7-5

COSTS OF EXHAUST SYSTEM NOISE

CON_OL TEC_IqUES (S_mU_)

CASE BASELINE MODIFIED ..

SOUND_L ,75_ 70 d_
pKDO_D•

C0ST EL_ME_IT. .COST MODIFICATION _COST . COMMENT
i

SHELL $h,5 • Volume Increased ',$3,0 Approx. 250%
100% I Increase In

• Thickness Increase, $7.0 Material Cost
1oo%

,, ,,
I

INTERIOR $5.0 • Interior Modified !$5.0 Larger and
i More Complex

Core
n .,. .

MUFFLER LINING $i.0 ,o Sound Ahsorptlum $3.0 Different
Lining Increase_ Materlal_More

Complex Lining
Scheme

FL'IISH $h.5 • Volume Increased $3.0 Finish Surface
(Chrome, Area Increased
Palnt ) By Volume

Increase

ASS_4BLY $3.0 • InterloP Modified $3.0 More Complex
Assembly

OTHF_R

TOTAL $18.0 $24,0

_.DDIFIED
I_FFLER
C0ST $_2.0
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LIQUID COOLING: Street Motorcycle, 750cc and Above
{rough ordercost approximation)

ITD! COST

Sheet Metal Material $i0
Radiator i0

Plumbing 2
Pimp 7
Miscellaneous Hardware 4
Fabrication Labor* 47

Total $80

*Includes welding, machining, and assembly.

Sun_ary of Manufacturin9 Unit Cost Increases (Independent Estimate)

The independent estimate of manufacturing unit cost increases
attributable to meeting not-to-exceed regulatory levels for specific
product categories are sursnarizedin Table 7-6. Table 7-7 offers s
conparison between manufacturer-supplied cost increase data with the
independent estimates, for street motorcycles.

These estimates were derived by using the mathodology described
in the previous section. The analysis utilized the assumptions shown in
Table 6-2 for the technology required at each study level.

She data contained in Table 7-6 is shown in Figures 7-5 and 7-6.
Two cases are shown for each product category: (i) cost curves assuming
that relatively straight forward noise reduction techniques can be used
tO meet regulatory levels; and (2) cost curves assuming that major model
changes are necessary to meet 80 dBA and lower regulatory levels. In the
case of major model changes, the use of liquid cooling was assuned for
street motorcycles. Conversion to 4-stroke engines was assumed for pure
off-road motorcycles, at the same cost (up to $80 depending on engine
size).

In the independent cost estimate very _mlalldifferences were
predicted in cost zmpaets between motorcycles with 2-stroke and 4-stroke
engines, with the exception of those cases requiring 2-stroke to 4-stroke
conversion. As a result, except for the conversion costs (off-road madels),
2-stroke and 4-stroke cost i_paets are censidered equivalent in the in-
dependent cost analysis. Note also that no major model changes were
forecast for motorcycles under 100ce in size, for the following reasons:
(i) none of the mnufactursrs indicated that models in this category would
require major redesign to meet specified regulatory levels; and (2) the
existing sound levels of motorcycles in this category are relatively low.

7-14
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TABLE 7-6

MANUFACTURING UNIT COST INCREASES VERSUS REGULATORy LEVELS -

BASELINE INDEPENDENT ESTIMATE

MANUFACTURING UNIT COST INCREASE

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION :86 d3A ,83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dBA 75 d_A

,'TRATGHT FORWARD DEVELOPmenT

,Street-Le_l

99cc sad Below 0 0 0 7 17

i00-169cc 0 2 8 25 61

170-3h9co 0 h 16 38 92

350-7h9cc 0 8 22 55 129

750cc and Above 0 IO I 30 63 I lh6

0 ff-Noe.d

99cc cad Below 0 0 0 1 7

i00-169co O 2 8 ] 2_
l

170-3_9cc h I 8 20 _2

350-7_9¢e b 12 26 59

•JON MODEL Ci"._lqS_

S_roet-_e;_ I

100-169O= _7 61 87

170-3h9Cc 55 7_ i18

350-749Cc 85 108 IYb

750OO emd Above 103 135 198

9ft-No_

I00-169¢o h7 61

170-3_9cc 59 78

350-7h9cc 89 112
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'I'AI_I.I!7-7
(TINPARISON()1: I%\NIII:AI,'I'IIIS_IISIII)PLII!I}COST I)ATA

IVI'IIIINI)EI)ENI)IiNTNOHINAI,C_HI! ESTIMATES

MANIII:ACTIIIIIN(; II_'11'I'CZ]S'I' INCIII.IA,SE
III!(.']JI.A'IO]IY l.l_l:'l, (,1331a)

Ill HI_LACI$II_NT
CATI!(X)RY 83 d0A 811dgA 78 dBA 75 dBA

Strce_ _btorcycl_ MFIL INII. bll:R. IND. NFR. [NIL NI:R. INI).

1,(111-169cc $ 5.11 $ 5.0 $ 9.O $15.(I $ 7.3 25.0 $ 87.0 _
.0 3.5

170-349cc 2.,1 I3.fl 8.0 ,13.11 54.5 38.0 118.0"
3. I 14.O 66.0

l,l.fl 16.6

_l 350-7.19cc 0.5 17.0 6.5 50.0 22.5 59.0 174.0 _
7.3 21.5 57.0 108.0'
8.7 26.3 66.5

13.5 33.5 77.5*
L5.5 3ti. Cl 83.5*

39.0 115. S*
54.0 168.4"

192. O*

750 _md Above 15.(1 19.0 35.0 30.0 66.5 63.0 286.0* 198.0"
122.0" 103.0" 135.0"

* lkanotes major model change necussln'y
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A breakdown by subsouree of baseline independent cost estimates
is contained in Table 7-8.

Nominal {Expected) and Worst Case Manufacturin@ Unit Costs

The preceding cost analysis indicates that there is a significant
difference in total unit cost inpacts for cases involving relatively
"straight-forward" model changes, as opposed to cases involving major
model changes. There is a high degree of uncertainty as to which models
and for which manufacturers major changes will be needed in order to
comply with noise standards, and at which regulatory levels these types
of changes will be necessary. Therefore this analysis is structured for
two cases: (i) the nominal {expected) case; and (2) the worst case.
AssLunptionswere made, based on data from manufacturers, current motorcycle
sound levels and sound source data provided by manufacturers, as to what
fraction of motorcycle production would require major model changes at
each study level. The assumptions made for the nominal (expected) and
worst cases are listed below.

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STREET MO:LDRCYCLES.REQUIRINGMAJOR _DEL CHANGES

AS THE RESULT OF SOUND CONTROL REGUIATORY ACTIONS

REGUZATORY LEVEL FRACTION OF MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTION

(SAE J331a not-to-exceed) REQUIRING MAJOR MODEL CHANGES

NCMINAL (EXPECTED) CASE _DRSTCASE

86 dBA 0% 0%

83 dBA 0% 0%

80 dBA 10% 50%

78dBA 50% 100%

75 dBA 90% 100%
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For street motorcycles, these assumptions apply to all size cate-
gories above lO0e.c. (no major model changes are expected below 100c.c.).
For off-road motorcycles, however, different assumptions apply for each size
category. This is due to the unavailebility of liquid cooling for off-road
motorcycles and the requirement that off-road motorcycles be single cylinder.
Larger off-road motorcycles are expected to require major model changes (4-
stroke conversion) at higher levels than smaller off-toed motorcycles. The
above assumptions for off-road motorcycles are distributed according to the
table below (worst case estimate in parentheses) :

Requlatory Level {dB(A)-J331a)

DisplacementClass(c.c.) 80 78

350 and above 100% (100%) 100% (100%)

170-349 50% (100%) 100% (100%)

100-169 0% (100%) 100%(i00%)

99andbelow 0% (0%) 0%(i00%)

Overall (salesweighted) 10% (50%) 50% (100%)

Using these assumptions for major model changes, the nominal and
worst case estimates for manufacturing unit cost increases are claculated
and presented in Table 7-9.

7-19a
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TABI,F_ 7-t{ Page i of
HANUPACTURING UNIT COST INC[_RASI,:q VERSI;S RF,G[/I_g_Y Lt:V_:[_ -

_ASELIN[_ IND_P_D_.NI' ESTIMAT8

FIIOM '/'0 _!_;C_E N_

Above Legal | | 80 7_ 72 _3 30 13 IO 7

[ [ 78 70 70 71 63 9h 16 _3

75 67 67 68 II_6 5_ 30 61_

8o _8 7_ 173 _ 9 6 7

78 70 70 17Z 55 zO i_ _5
75 67 67 68 1_.9 I_, _5 60

170-3h._ S_reet- J331a [86 83 175 75 75 h _ 2 0 SFMC

Legal 80 7_ 72 73 16 5 5 6
78 170 70 7_ 38 13 9 16

"_ 75 67 67 68 92 37 _o h5

i00-169 Street- IJ331a 186 83 ;75 75 75 2 1 1 SFMC

Legal 80 '/_ 72 I _3 8 3 }_ 1
78 70 70 71 25 II 8 6

75 67 67 68 61 20 lh 27

99 _nd S_ree_- J331a 80 78 71 171 69 7 3 h 0 SFMC

Below Img=l 75 67 [ 67 69 17 q 8 0

• _egulatory nOZ to exceed .olae level applicable to overall (0) level. Subsources are desi_,n level,

a_ SFMC - Straight Forward Model C_ange.
MMC - Major M_del Change.



'FABLE 7-8 (CO_{"D) Psge 2 or
Vde40FACI'URINOLrNITCOOT INCREt_F.OVEICSt_SR_:OLrLATOHyLEVELS -

E&qEI,INEINB_N_ENT ESTIMATE

CflSTI/ICREA._:

FU_ICTIO?IEgO..f,_qf,fP !EX- {Ar{_

' !'rYp.IPBOC. FROI_ ,m ,C,rtd:nE"POllRJ" i
CLA£S.

r 86 _82 82 T5 l, I 2 i 2 : o S_'MC
35o-7_9iorr-noadr {_r331_: i _3 75 75 175 12 {_ I_ !n

' } _no i72 72 "_3 {{2_ {u 7
59 _O I_ i251 I { i78 7o 70 71

Ig2 82 75 _J 2 0 SFMC

zTo-3,,9{ : i!89 I I
:' 75 75 8 i _ 0 ," _2 73 _o , 6 "

] i 170 70 i71 42 15 .1 16

"_ 100-169 Off-Road _ J331= '86 03 !75 75 7_ 2 1 I i 0 SFNC

78 #7o 7o 71 _5; 11 8 I 6

99e0 & Off-Moad _80 78 71 71 69 7 3 _ l_ 0 SFEC
Below { 75 67 67 69 I7 9 8 0

• Regulatory not to exceed noise level applicable to overall (O] level, Subsource. _re design level.

•m SF_IC- Straight Forward Model Chan_e.
MMC - Me,or Model Change.



?ABLE 7-H _C0_['D) Page 3 of J_
H_JI]IFAC_rU[tlrJGUt_P['COST INCIIb'A!;ESVE[_SUSI_:C,[JLATOItYLEV_:L._-

IIA:;ELINEINDEPKf{DENTE_TIf,_TE

DATA H0]?_,'--D_-C3_ITT_J I} _I{.:(_I{[,ATOHYL_:V_{_"(]){_^) 11_r_ll_'_(:_'l{l_ir_c,CO_? i{ICRI:AS{.:
,glZE ! _'[_ICTlOfl_:,_G.I._I,IT _r_ _ - OVF.R-
CATEG° i TYP _ROC. 1'1H q_D :{]A_IC,_b_

POZ,J._.(ce "cF--'_,_'-- -_;7]T¢_ _----_:x----TT_- _._/,_(_oi.__f,_i___!____,DZ!_L_:,.js.___
-- ' '"t--[ ......... I

750 and Street- [ d331a 06 : ; , ,{83 175 75 75 I0 6 , {_ 0 }_4C
Above LeKal { { : ' ' 180 _72 72 73 103 13 10 80 8

; _ { d78 7o 70 71 135 2_ 1_ 95 8o

73 85 9 6 70 8
I {78 70 70 71 iO8 18 12 78 80

l { :, {75 _7 _7 68 17h _ 25 1o5 _nA

j , I170-31$9{Streeg- J331a 86 1 83 75 75 75 k 2 2 0 _C

'_ 'ILegal 80 72 72 73 55 5 5 _5 8
78 70 70 71 74 13 9 52 80

[ ', 75 67 _7 68 118 27 20 71 dDAl

100-169 {StreeZ- J331a 86 { i 83 75 75 7_ 2 1 1 O MMC

'LeKal ' 80 72 72 73 47 3 _ _O @

78 70 70 71 61 11 8 _2 80
75 67 _7 68 87 20 lh 53 dBA

lReEula¢ory no% %o exceed no_se level nppl_cable be overall (O) level. Subsources are des_Rn level.

"_ SFH_ - S_ra_gh¢ Forward Model Ch_e.
_MC - Me]or Model ChenKe.



TABLE 7-H (C()_fr'll) Page 14of {,
MANUFACI'URING UNIT COST ]RCHEASES VERSUS REGULATORY LEVE_ -

BASELINE IRDEPENDEOT ESTIMATE

gO_-_L*-DT;_C-I_-OQ/ _EGULA'{'OI_YLEVgLS w (n0A) MAt_(IFA_'{mI_J_.COST I{ICREA_E)ATA
SlZ_' .'U_{_'IOt{EI{O. MSt,tr OVER- EX- _IR" _C0!

CATEO. _YP. PROC. FI{OI4 q'O ALL HARST INTAKE D_IVE CHA"IG_"m

'O_tI'l' (CC) O TEX" IN [II/b 0 ELi}I IH/D (0) (EX)(ItI)(H/D)CI,/_SS._ff-Road J331_ 89 8_ 82 82 b 2 2 0 NO, 8_ T5 75 _2 _ 6 o _.
80 72 7_ 8O ii 8 70 80

{ { _ 78 70 70 :u2 20 l_ 78 aS^

, { J:" !170-3h9 Off-Road J331a '89 86 82 82 75 h 2 _ 0 P_4O

S_ 75 75 75 8 J, _ o 0o

8o 7e 7e 73 59 7 7 45 8

, 78 70 70 71 78 15 ii 52 dBA
)

100-169 Off-Roa_ J331a 86 B3 7_ 75 75 2 1 i 0 MMC

80 72 7_ 73 h7 3 {¢ hO @
78 70 70 71 61 II 8 _2 80

dOA

mRegulatory not to exceed noise level applicable to overall (0) level. Oubsour¢cs are design level.

m_ SFHC - Straigh_ Forward Model Change.
_C - Major Model Change.
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TABLE 7-9

MA_UFkClI_I_G U_IIT COST INCP_ASES VERSUS _GULATORY LEVELS
NOMINAL A_NDWOHST CASES

MANUFACTURING UNIT COST I_;CREAEE
REC_IATORy LEVEL IJ331&)

I

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION 86 dBA 83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dBA I 75 _BA

IOMINAL (E_ECTED) CASE

Street-Le_81

99:c and Below O 0 0 ? 17

i00-169cc O 2 i0 h3 8_

170-349cc 0 4 iB 56 115

350-749cc 0 8 25 82 170

750cc and Above O i0 37 99 193

0ff-Road

99cc and Belaw O 0 0 7

i00-169cc 0 2 8 61

170-3h9CC h 8 40 78

350-7_9cc h 12 89 112

_ORST CASE

Street-Legal

99ec _nd Below 0 0 0 7 17

100-169cc 0 2 28 61 87

170-3_9cc 0 h 36 7h 118

350-7h90c O 8 5h 108 17h

750cc an_ Above O i0 67 135 198

Offy_oad

99cc and Bel_W 0 0 o 7

iOO-169cc 0 2 47 61

170-3h9cc _ 8 59 78

350-7h9cc h 12 89 112
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7.1.3 Research and Development Costs

Research and development costs include the cost of: R&D
personnel, laboratory facilities and diagnostic equipment, prototype
motorcycles, materials and memponents, and production design and drawings.
The impact of research and development cost on unit cost is particularly
difficult to determine because of variances in the sizes and character-

istics of the companies involved, the differences in depth and breadth
of each company's product line, extent of expenditures in the effort that
can be considered "sunk" costs and have already been amortized, unknown
technical complexities and model peculiarities that will he encountered
in the R&D and production design program, differences in available
resources and personnel, differences in cost accounting policies, and
program variables such as the degree of noise reduction required for each
class of motorcycle.

Nevertheless, estimates for amortized R&D cost increases on a
unit basis were provided by three manufacturers. Data from two of the
c_anies is relatively consistent and is summarized in Table 7-10. Both
are Categor_ I Manufacturers (manufacturers that produce 100,000 units
or more annually). Data from the other manufacturer (a manufacturer that
produces less than i00,000 units per year) were considerably higher than
the other manufacturers. This is to be expected because total R&D expenses
were allocated over fewer units when estimating costs on a per unit basis.
Baaed on the available information, a reasonable estimate would be that
the R&D costs on a unit basis for a Category II manufacturer would be
approximately double the unit R&D costs of a Category I manufacturer.

Data for the Category I manufacturers is shown graphically in
Fiqure 7-7. Data from these manufacturers indicate that R&D costs on a
unit basis tend to vary with development categorization. R&D costs are
significantly higher in those cases where major model changes are indi-
cated, as would be expected. The "best-fit" line for the data points

exhibited are indicated by diamond symbols (_), and identified as
gensralized cost estimates in the figure.

The slope of the line for the generalized cost estimate associated

with major model changes is assumed to be the same as that for straight-
forward changes. The generalized cost estimates for Category I
manufacturers are summarized in Table 7-11.

The generalized estimates in Table 7-11 for Category I
manufacturers were modified by two factors to derive the composite
(weighted) average R&D unit cost increases for all manufacturers, shown
in Table 7-12. The two factors considered in deriving the weighted com-
posite are: (i) approximately 86% of all motorcycles sold in the U.S.
are manufactured by Category I manufacturers, and (2) R&D unit costs for

7-25
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TABLE 7-i0

_.IORTIZED R&D COSTS ON A UI_!T BASIS -

I.t_JFACTU_FAR SUPPLI_ DATA

MANUFACTURER OEVELOP_IENT REGULATORY LEVEL, R_D UNIT
CATEGORY I MANUFACTURER CLASSIFICATION J331a (d_A) COST

A StralghZ-Forward 83 3
Development 80 lO

7,8 16
75 21

Major Model 83 3
Configuration 80 10
Change at 7,8dBA 78 28 - 35

I

B Straight-Forward 83 i,h

Development 20 5.9
7,8 12.8

Major Model 83 2,0
Configuration Change' 80 12.2

At 78 C,9.A ! 78 38.0

* CategorI i - M_mufacturers _hnt produce 100,000 units or more amnua!!y.
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TABLE 7-i]

MOTORCYCLE UNIT COST INCREASE DUE TO $J.IORTIZED R&D EXPENSES:
GENERALIZED COST SSTI24ATE FOR MAInJFACTURERS

PRODUCING lO0,O00 OR MORE MOTORCYCLES PER YEAR

NOTORCYCLEUNIT COST INCREASE

'"R_GULATORY_WL (S__33_)

• Straight Forward $1 $2 58 $1h $21

Model Development

• M_Jor Model Con- 532 $35 $h2

figuration

Change @ 80 dBA
(J331a)

Note: Derived from dat& - Categol-j I manufacturers shown in Table 7-1fl

TABLE 7-12

MOTORCYCLE UNIT COST INCREASE DUE TO AMORTIZED R&D EXPRESSES:

COMPOSITE WEIGI!TED AVERAGE FOE ALL MANUFACTURERS

14OTORCYCLE Lq_IT COST I_|CR_ASR

REGULATORY LEVEL (SAE J331a)

CHA_NGE CATEGORY 86, dBA 83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dEA 7_ dRA

• Streisht Forward 1 2 9 16 24

Model Development

• Major Model 36 40 h8
Confi_%u_ation

Change

Derivation Notes:

i. Available information indicates ths_ m_.nufacturers with productlcn

rates less than i00,000 units per year _ llkely %o have unit R&D

costs that are %wlce (2) thmt of mmnufneturers with production rates
of iO0,O00 or more per ye_.

2. Monuf_c%urers with production rates less than i00,000 units per year,

sell lh% of all mo_oraFclo . sold in %he U.S. , .i.
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TABLE 7-13

MOTORCYCLE Lg_ITCOST I_CREASE DUE TO A_4ORTIZEDR&D EXPENSES :
_OMINAL (EXPECTED) AND WORST CASES

k. • ,., . , ,

MOTORCYCLE I/NIT COST INCREASE
m , ,,, ,,,,,,

 QO TORY J33  I

• Nominal (Expected) $i $2 $12 'i $28 ! $46
Case l

• Worst C_e $1 $2 $23 Sho $_

D
n
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Category II manufacturers are estimated to be double those of Category I
manufacturers. Therefore the composite weighted average for all motsrcyele
manufacturers should be roughly 1.14 times the cost of Category I manu-
facturers.

Table 7-13 shows nominal and worst ease R&D unit costs associated

with different regulatory levels. These values are used in computing
total unit cost increases.

7.1.4 Tooling and Other Manufacturing Equipment Costs

The use of sound reduction techniques will impact
manufacturing equipment and tooling requirements; most of the impacts
are expected to fall into the tooling category. Tooling and equipment
cost impacts estimated by different manufacturers for various regulatory
levels and modification techniques are suamarized in Table 7-14. Tee
estimates of amortized tooling cost on a unit basis show oonsiderabla
variance, as shown in Figure 7-8. Probable reasons for the wide variance
include differences in: (i) regulatory levels requiring major m:_el
changes, (2) production bases (number of units over which tooling costs
are allocated), and (3) models and production tschniquma.

Tooling costs on a unit basis tend to be considerably higher for
Category II manufacturers (produeing 100,000 units per year or less),
again because fixed expenses are allocated over fewer units. Generalized
cost estimates for Category I manufacturers are indicated by lines in
Figure 7-8, and stmmarized in Table 7-15. Estimates for both straight-
forward and major model changes are provided. The generalized estimates
represent an evaluation of trends indicated in manufacturer-supplied data.
The slope for both lines is assumed to be the same. A conservative (high)
estimate of unit tooling costs for major model changes was used.

As in the case of R&D expenses, it would appear that unit tooling
costs for Category II manufacturers are approximately double that of
Category I manufacturers. A composite weighted average for all manufac-
turers was computed using the 1.14 factor derived in the previous section.
The weighted average is surm_arizedin Table 7-16. Composite cost estimates
for n_x_inaland worst cases are summarized in Table 7-17.
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TABLE 7-14

ICOLING AND PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT COST ESTIMATES
M_;UFACTURER SUPPLIED DATA

MANUFAC- DATA REGUIATORY TOOLING AMORTIZED MODIFICATIONS
%'JRER POINT LEVEL COST TOOLING COST
CATEGORY CN A UNIT

BASIS

I i 78 dBA $23 Major Model Change

I 2 75 dBA $ii Major Model Change

I 3 83 dBA $ 70K $3.5(E)I Straight-Forward

80 dBA $140K $7.0(E) Modifications

I 4 78 dBA $2.0M 33.02 Major Model Change

iEstimated as follows: $70,000 in tooling amortized over 20,0g0 units for
each of the specified regulatory levels. The $70,000 estimate provided by
the mnufacturer.

2Independent estimate.
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90' i I I l I
MANUFACTURER SUPPLIEDDATA

E0 _ STRAIGHT,FORWARD
CHANGE IMODELI t

O MAJORMODELCHANGE
70 t , ,

GENERALIZEDCOSTESTIMATE
¢; _STRAIGHT.FORWARD]
<_ S0 v MODELCHANGE I

-iiizo _M JOR MODELCHANGE
c_

so
O *DENOTESMAJOR MODELCHANGE

° ';,.- 40 ,,. l
MAJORMODEL

"_ _._ ).-.- "--' CHANGE30 •

,pZ- D'20

STRAIGHT.
, --. _-_j'o FORWARD

0
86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 76 75 74

SAEJ331aREGULATORYNOISELEVEL (dEA)

FIGLr_E 7-8 CATEGORY ! MANUFACTURER'S AMORTIZED
%I_OLINGCOST ON A UNIT BASIS W3. REGULATORY

NOISE LEVEL
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TABLE 7-15

MO'/OR_YCLE []NITCOST INCREASES DUE TO _/4ORTIZEDTOOLING EXPENSES:

GENERALIZED COST ESTIMATE FOR MANUFACTURERS

PRODUCING i00,000 UNITS OR _DRE _._IDRCYCLESpER YEAR

MOTORCYCLE UNIT COST INCREASE
CHANGE ....

REGULATORY LEVEL ISAE J331a)......

• St_ight-Forward $ 0 Sh " $7 $9 $13

Model Development

• Major Model Change

80 d3A (J331a) I $30 $33 $37

_ABLE 7-16

MOTORCYCLE _N!T COST INCREASE DUE TO AMORTIZED _DOLING EXPOSES:
CO_OSITE WEIGHI'EDAVERAGE FOR ALL MANUFACTL_RS

CHA_GE MOTORCYCLE _IT COST I_/CREASE

CATECOBY REGULATORY LEVEL (SA_ J331a)
..... f

36 c_A .83 _ 80 _ 78 aaA ; 7_,_A

0 Stralght-go_ard

Model Developmen_ $ 0 $_ $8 $10 _ $12

• _Jor Model $3h $38 $h2
Confi_urstlon Ch_age

--u
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TABLE 7-17

MOTORCYCLE UNIT COST INCREASE DUE TO AMORTIZED TOOLING

EXPENSES: NOMINAL (EXPECTED) AND WORST CASES

MOTORCYCLE UNiT COST INCREASE

REGULATORY LEVEL (_%E J331s)
C}t%NGECATEGORY 86 dBA 83 d_ '_ 80_,BA 78 d.BA 75 dBA

, ,J

• Nominal (Expected) $ O i $5 $ii $2_ $39
Case

I

• Wors_ Came _ 0 i $5 $21 _38 $_2i

I l r

i. k ! . .
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7.1.5 Testing and Certification Costs

For standardized acceleration tests, the basic sound level meter
and accessories required typically cost between $550 and $2,600 (see Table
7-18). A sound level recorder, if necessary, would cost an additional
$2,400. Differences in test types are described for both O.E.M. and
exhaust system manufacturers.

(a) Moving Tests

The test facilities of major vehicle manufacturers are generally
permanent installations, and cost from $225,000 and up. A common alter-
native to setting up permanent facilities is to rent or lease test sites.
A typical facility rental cost would be $10 per motorcycle, or $100 per
day. Based on experience gained in EPA's motorcycle test program, it is
estimated that sound levels can be measured on an average of 20 motor-
cycles per eight-hour period, since the initial set-up time in this case
is minimal. The tests require three people (two technicians and a rider),
and would include six readings in each direction.

For an aftermarket exhaust system manufacturer, considerably more
time would be req/.ired to transport motorcycles to rented test facilities,
set-up the test site, and exchange exhaust systems as required. Again,
based on test experience, it is estimated that the sound levels on an
average of eight exhaust system configurations can be measured in an
eight-hour period.

(b) Stationary Tests

Stationary tests are the simplest tests to administer and
require minimal facilities. In addition, the actual test time is almost
negligible. Testing of different exhaust system configurations may re-
quire two persons, but the measurement rate is the same.

The two basic elements for estimating test operation costs are
the measurement rates and the number of personnel required. Costs can
be computed by using an appropriate labor rate co,_binedwith the number
of measurements required.
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TABLE 7-18

TYPICAL COST OF SOUND LEVEL METERS AND ACCESSORIES

COMPONENT COST

Type I Sound Level Meter (B&K 2209) $ 1,706

Microphone 343

Pistonphone 475

Accessories (tri-pod, windscreen, etc.) lOO

$ '2,62£

Type II Sound Level Meter (B&_ 2213) $ 35_

Acoustic Calibrator 177

Accessories .1.5

$ 5h6
Sound Level Recorder (B&K 2306) $2,400

Source: B&K Catalo_ (prices as of July l, 1975).
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Co.fiance testing cost estimates from three manufacturers are
s_rized in Table 7-19. An EPA estimate appears in Table 7-20, Al-
though SPA estimates of test and administration costs are considerably
lower, manufacturer estimates were used in computing unit cost increases

for testing and compliance requirements. For major manufacturers, unit
costs were figured on the basis of 270,000 unit sales per year, with equip-
ment amortization over a four-year period. A breakdown of the manufacturer
estimated costs is as follows:

Cost on

Cost Element Cost Annual Basis Unit Cost

o Equipment $300,000 $ 75,000 0.28

o Test and Admin- $300,000 $300,000 I.ii
istration Costs

Subtotal i.39

Assuming that unit costs for smaller manufacturers are higher, a
reasonable estimate for the composite weighted average for all motorcycles
is $1.5 per unit. In addition, Harley Davidson estimates labeling would

1

add approximately $0.5 to unit costs. ComPliance testing and certifi-
cation costs would therefore add approximately $2 to unit costs, and this
value is used in computing total unit cost increases.

7.1.6 Total Unit Cost Increases

Total unit cost increases resulting from compliance with noise
standards are composed of four major cost elements:

[I) Manufacturing unit cost increases.

(2) Amortized R&D costs on a unit basis.

(3) Amortized tooling costs on a unit basis.

(4) Compliance testing and certification costs on a unit basis.

The total unit cost increases versus study levels for the

various motorcycle product categories evaluated in this study are summa-
rized in Table 7-21. The costs are for not-to-exceed regulatory noise
levels as measured by the SAE J331a procedure. "Nominal" and "worst"

1

AMF/}_arley-Davidaon'sreply to Exhaust Emission Notice of PrOposed
Rulemak'ing,January 30, 1976.
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TABLE 7-19

ESTIMATED COST OF COMPLIANCE TESTING -

MARUFACTURER SUPPLIRD DATA

M_uuf&c_urer A

• Additional teat equ/_ment and f_c_lities cost:

1° Addition_l teat site for SAE J331_ -- $100,000.

2. Six sets of equ/pment for perform/n_ ISO statione.-y vehicle

me_urements --- $180,000,

• Test Oper_tions e_d admin_mtrstion costs:

1. Semplin_ inspections by SAB J331_ of three units/model/

month _t 3 units/d_ --- $16,000 per ye_.

2, ISO stn_icne_y inspection of motorcTclee for U.S.

100% L_sp@_ton $200,000 per yee_

1% Inspection $ 2,000 per yee_

_uf&ctt_.r R

• Add_tlon_l Test Equipment _nd FacilItie,:

$250,000 - $_00,000 dapending an ty_e of _esting.

• Toa_ Opor_tiona _ud Adm_istro_ion Costa :

$100,000 - $300,000 per ya_ depending on required levels of

production verification.

_nufac_u_er C

• Additionnl Tas_ Equipm_nt nnd Facilities Cost: $300,000

• Tas_ Opar&tions _nd Ad_/nist_ion Coat: $300.000 per year.
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TABLE 7-20

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL q_STING AND

CERTIFICATION COSTS--MAJOR MANUFACfURER

Cost Component
cost ($)

Production Verification 25 models 1 test each
[see enforcement section) 3 persons I hr/test 75 hr

Selective Enforcement Audit 3 models 15 vehicles/model
(see enforcement section) 3 persons 1 hr/test 135 hr

Label Verification 25 models 30 tests each 125 hr

(see enforcement section) 2 persons 5 rain/test

Reporting & Administration 250 hr

Total 685 hr

@ $20/hr $11,700

Materials & Miscellaneous -.5,000

Total $16,700



PROJECTED MOTORCYCLE TOTAL UtJIT COST INCREASES

VERSUS PS_CULATORy LEVELS

TOTAL U_IT COST I_;CREASE

REGULATOR'/LEVEL (J331a)PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

86 d3A 83 dSA 80 dSA 78 d.BA 75

NOMINAL (EXPEu"L'_u)CASE

STA_.T-LEGAL

99¢= _ud Belov 0 2 2 16 42

iO0 - 169cc 0 5 15 62 125

170- 349cc 0 13 43 ii0 202

350 - 749cc 0 17 50 136 257

750co and Above O 19 62 153 280

o_-RQAS
99_c and. Below 0 2 2 16

i00 - 169cc 0 5 15 80

170- 349¢c 5 17 65 132

350- 749cc 5 21 114 162

WORST CASE

STREET-LEGAL

99_c _n_Below 0 2 2 16 42

i00 - !69c¢ 0 5 33 124 171

170 - 349:c 0 13 82 154 210

350 - 7L9_ 0 17 i00 188 266

750cc and Above 0 19 !13 215 290

0FF-ROAD

99_= _n_ Below 0 2 2 16

i00 - 169e: 0 5 52 124

170 - 3h9oc 5 17 105 158

_350 - 7hgce 5 21 135 192
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cases are defined for appropriate categories. For product categories
below 100co, no trajormodel changes are forecasted to meet regulatory
levels, so no differences are expected between nominal and worst case
costs in this category. Note that the total unit cost increases speci-
fied here are used to assess unit price impacts.

A breakdown of total unit costs by major cost element is provided
in Tables 7-22 and 7-23. In general, the largest contributor to the unit
cost increase is the menufacturing cost, which typically ranges from be-
tween 60 to 70 percent of the total, followed by amortized R&D and tooling
costs. Certification costs are generally a very small part of total unit
costs. The manufacturing unit cost increases were derived from the gener-
alized cost estimates. _hese estimates showed relatively good agreement
with cost estimates provided by manufacturers. Amortized R&D, amortized
tooling, and compliance testing and certification costs were derived from
manufacturer-supplied data. Manufacturer-supplied data was cross-checked
for reasonableness of estimates.

7.2 Purchase Price Impacts

The impact of cost increases on purchase price resulting from
noise control measures is a complex action, one which will be determined
in the final analysis by free market interplay between supply and demand.
Some of the alternatives which may be expected to occur as a result of
the interaction of these economic forces as they relate to metorcycle
noise control are presented in this Section.

Table 7-24 provides a rough approximation of the existing price
mark-up structure as motorcycles go from n_nufacturer to distributor
(if any) to dealer. Distributors for major manufacturers are generally
wholly c_;nedsubsidiaries.

One manufacturer indicated that typical price mark-ups range
between 20 to 40 percent at the retail level. Independent references
tend to validate this estimate (see Table 7-24). The _Drst-case price
increase due to an incremental change in cost is therefore assumed to be
50 percent, assuming that unit cost increases are marked up by typical
rates at each level.

Ultimately, the impact on price could range all the way from
a unit price increase being slightly less than a unit cost increase to
a price increase equal to 1.5 times the cost increase. Individual
representative cases in which four different levels of mark-up could
occur are described below:
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'i'/_L_ 7- 22

TOTAL O_IT COST INCHKASE COMPONE_TS:

NOMINAL (EXPECTED) CASE

I UrlITCOST nICR_SE (DOLORS) _EP.COST _ _ N T RmQU _TO_Y N 6x_z l_v g_' (J3_lla)

86 _A 83 _ SO _A 78 _ 77 _A TABL_

STREET LESAL, 750=c
OVER

• Manufac_urlng Cost i0 37 99 193

• R&D2 2 12 28 h6

• ToollnE 3 (Mfg. 5 ii 2h 39
Equipment )

• Comgllance Testi_ 2 2 2 2
& Cer_ificatlon Cost

.... TOT_ . _ 62 _3 28b
STREET LEGAL 350- _ cc

• Manufac_urin_ Cos_ 8 25 82 170

• R&D 2 12 28 _6

• Toolin_ (MRS. 5 ii 2h 39
Equipment )

• Compliance Tearing 2 2 2 2
& Cer_iflc_ion Cost

TOT_..... _7 _o 136 2_7
STREET LEGAL ITQ-3h cc

• Manufacturlng Cost 4 18 56 115

I•R&D _ 12 28 h6

• Tooling (Mfg. Eq_.) 5 ii 2h 39

• C_pl_n_e T_stln6 S 2 2 2
& Certificm%ion Cos_

TOTAL 13 h3 fIG 202

STREE_ LEOAL i00-169e¢

• M_nufac_urlng Co_% 2 1O 43 _4

• R_D i 2 12 28

• Tooli_ (Mf_. 0 1 5 ii
Equipmen_ )

• Compliance Testing _ 2 _ 2
& Cer%Ificati_n Cost

i. NOt to _xceed re_ul_to_ levels.
_. Amortized R&D costs on • unit basis.

5, Amortized t_olin_ _os_s on • uni_ basis.
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'I'AJJL57-22 (COtfF'D)

T(YI'AL UNIT COST _NCn.[/ASECOMPONenTS:

N0_IINM_ (_EOT_) _ASE

UNIT COST INCH_SE (t;05I_RS) R_F.

COST ELEMENT ELGULATOH¥ N01S_ LEV_LS_ (J331_)

86 _ .. 83 d_ 80 _A 78..._m_ 7_ _A TABLE

STRF2_ LEGAL, 99_c &
BELOW

• ManufactUring Cos$ 0 0 0 7 17

• R&D2 0 0 0 2 12

• Tooling (Mfg, 0 O 0 5 ii
Equipment)

• Compliance Testing 2 2 2 2
& CertlflC_tlon Cost

TOTAL 0 2 2 16 ]'2

OFF-ROAD 1 3_0-7'_cc

• Manuf_eturlng Cost _ 12 89 112

• R&D 1 2 12 28

• Tooling (Mfg, 0 5 ii 21;
Equipment)

• Complie_oe Testing 0 2 2 2
& Certlfic_tlon Cost

TOTAL _ 21 ,, 114 162

OFF-ROAD I 170-3h?eo

• M_nufscturing Cost h 8 40 78

• R&D 1 2 12 28

• Tooling (Mfg. 0 5 ii 2_
E_ulpmsnt )

• Compliance Testing 0 2 2 2
& CertIflon_lon Cost

TOTAL 5 17 65 132-

OFF-ROAD 100-16 co

• M_nufscturlng Cost 0 2 8 61

• R&D 0 1 2 12
• Tooling (Mfg, 0 0 1 5

Equipment)
• Compliance Tostln_ - 2 2 2

& Ce_tfio_tton Cost
TOTAL o 5 19' ' co""

i. Not to exceed resul_tory level_. J
2, Amortized R&D nostllon n unit _(_sls.
3. Amortized tooling c_sto on n u_it basls.
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'_.'AI{LI_7-?.2(COI<r'D]

TOTAL UNIT COST Z]}CH'EASECOMPON_ITS:

N0_41_ (_ECT_) CASE

_GULATO_ NO_S_

COST F.L,h"4F,NT 'l]6 d.BA . 83 clBA, 80 dBA ..79 d:BA TA,BLS

0FF-ROAD, 99c¢ & BELOW

• Ma/%ufac_uring Cost 0 0 0 7

• R&D2 0 0 0 2

• Tooling (Mfg. 0 O 0 5
Equipment )

• Compliance Testing 0 2 2 2
& Certification Cost

_TA_ .... 6 2 ,I 2 16

i, !Io__o exceed,regulatory levels,
2, Amor_ize_ R&D costs on a uait basis,

3, Amcr_ize_ _oollng costs on a uni_ basis,
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TASL_ 7-23

T_AL 0_IT COST I_C_ASE COMI_NE_TS:

WORST CASE_

UNIT COST IF]CREASE (DOLLARS) REF,

COST ELEMENT REGULATORY NOISE LEVELS_ (J33i_) ''

.... 86eBA 83d_A 89dBA 78,ctP_. 7__A TABU
STREET LEGAL, 750c= &
OVER

• MsnufacturlnN Cost 0 iS 67 135 198

• R&D2 O 2 23 bO _8

• Toolln6 (FifE. 0 5 Sl 38 42
Equipment )

• Compllnnce Testing 0 2 2 2 S
& Certifloation Cost

TOTAL O 19 113 215 290

STREET.LEGAL, 350-749cc

• Manufacturln8 Cost 0 8 5_ 10B 17h

• R&D O S 23 _o h8

• Tooling (Mrg. 0 5 21 _ 42
Equipment)

• COmpliance Testing 0 2 2 S
& Certification Coat

....... TOTAL ,0 17 10O 188 ''266

STRFZTLEQAL_i7o:_hgec
• M_nufacturin6 Coat 0 4 36 7_ 118

• R&D 0 2 23 _o _8

• ToolinE (Mfg. 0 5 21 38 h2
Equipment)

• Compliance Testin_ 0 2 2 2 2
& Certlflcatlo8 Cost

. TOTAL o z_ _.82 1_u .... 21o I
S_E'I' LECALIIO0=I69C:

• M_nufacturin_ Coat 0 2 28 61 87

• R&D O 1 2 23 h0

• Toollng (Mfg. 0 Q Sl 38 42
Equipment)

• ComDliance Testins O R 2 2 2
& Certlfication Cost

._o_AL o_ ' _ - _ z_ ITi .
I. _ot to excee_ regulatory leVelm.
2. Amortized _D costa on a unit _eais.

3. Amortized toolins c_sts on audit basis.
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'1'kaL57-23 (CONT'D)

TOTAL UNIT COST _NC_EASE COMPO_E:ITS:

WORST CASE :

. UNIT COST _JCRhASE DOLLARS) BEY.

COST ELEMENT _GULATO_Y NOISE LEVELS_ (J331a)

86 dBA 83 dBA 80 dBA 7_.._BA TABLE

O?F-ROAD, 3_0cc-7_9ce

• Manuf_c%uri_6 Cos% _ 12 89 112

• R&D2 1 2 _3 h0

• Toolin_ (Mfg. O 5 21 3B
Equlpmen% )

• Compli_nee Testing O 2 2 2
& Certlfic_ion Coa_

,... i ' ,,TOTAL ,_ 2 135 192• , , , . .,

O_-ROAD 1 0-3h co i

Q Manuf_uring Cos_ _ 8 59 7_

I R&D 1 2 23 _,O

s Tooling (Mfg. 0 5 21 3B
Equipment )

S Compliance Testing 0 2 2 2
& Ce_iflc_ion Coa_

TOTAL _ i7 .105 158

OFF-ROA.D_ IQO,-1695,e, ,_

s M_nufac_uring Cost 0 2 47 61

• R&D O 1 2 23

• Tooling (Mf8. 0 0 1 38
Equipment)

• Compllaace Testing O 2 2 2
& Cer%iflc_ion COS_

TOTAL 0 5 _ %_-4

0

1. Nat;_o exceed reg_lla_er/ levels,
2. AmoP_i_e_ R&D cooT,s on m uni_ b_i8.

; _. Amortized _oollng ¢¢_s_s On • unl_ b_sis.
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TABLE 7-24

NEW MOIDRCYCLE PRICE MARK-UPS

LEVEL PRICE MARK-UPPERCENT
MFG. REF. SOURCES CONSENSUS

1

EST. A B C Mark-up Cure.Mark-up

New Motorcycle 6 to 12%
Manufacturers

Distributors 20% 0-25% 12-15% 0-25% 0-25%
to 2 2

Dealers 40% 33% 20-25% 33% 20-33% 20-66%

Note: 1

Primary Source Used in the Analysis. Other sources were used
for reference only.

2

Significant price discounting can occur at this level.

Sources: A. International Research and Technology Corporation, "The

Impact of Noise Abatement Standards on the Motorcycle
INdustry".

B. Manufacturer supplied confidential data.

C. Motorcycle Industry Council, "Manufacturer's Shipment

Reporting System".
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Price Mark-Up

Case Factor Conditions

I 0.9 This would occur if manufacturer absorbed

part of the incremental cost increase,
and distributors and dealers reduced their

mark-up factors to allow for straight pass-
through of cost increase.

II 1.0 This would occur if manufacturers, dis-
tributors and dealers passed increased
cost straight through to consumers.

Ill 1.2 This would occur if manufacturer and

distributor passed cost straight through
to dealer and dealers either used their

standard mark-up or discounted their

pricessomewhat.

IV 1.5 This would occur if unit cost increase

is marked-upby standardrates at each
level.

Cases I and II would be considered very optimistic, primarily
because it is counter to notlnalpricing mark-up policies, even for "incre-
mental" cost increases. Case Ill is a more likely possibility because it
takes into account both level of demand and profitability. Case IV would
be considered worst case, because this is the mark-up factor that would
inloactdemand most. If these mark-up factors reduced de,and significantly,
discounting and manufacturing rebate actions would likely take place,
thereby reducing effective mark-up factors to those shown in Case Ill.
The 1.2 factor is therefore a relatively realistic estimate and is used in
the "nominal" case analysis. The 1.5 factor is used in the worst-case
analysis.

Total unit cost increases determined in the cost analysis are used
as the basis of estimating price increases. In the nominalcase, total
unit cost increases are factored by the 1.2 price mark-up factor derived
in the previous section to determine price increases. In the worst case,
total unit costs were factored by a 1.5 price mark-up factor. The re-
sults for the two cases and for each product category %re sumamrized in
Table 7-25, and shown in Figures 7-9 through 7-12. These price ir_oacts
are for regulatory levels as defined by the SAE J331a test procedure.

Average 1975 prices for each of the product categories are shown
in Table 7-26. These prices were used as the baseline reference to
co,loutethe relative price increases summarized in Table 7-27.
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'rA_L_; 7-25

PROJECTED MOTORCYC],rPRICE INCREASES

VERSUS J331a REGULATORY LEVELS

,UnitPrice,Increase,

Product Category Re_llator_ Level (J3_la)
86 dBA 83 dBA 80 dBA I 78 dBA 175 dSA

Nominal (gx'pectc,d) i
Caso*

Street-Legal

99cc and Below 0 2 2 19 i 50

lO0-169oe 0 6 18 74 ; 150

170-3hpec 0 16" 52 132 : 2h2

350-749cc 0 20 60 163 308

750cc and Abov_ O 23 7h iBh 336

Off-Road

99cc and Below 0 2 2 19 i

iO0-169ec 0 6 18 96 [

170-349cc 6 20 78 158

350-749ec 6 25 137 196 '

• IWorst Case _

Stre,et-Le_al i

99cc and Below O 3 3 2b I 63

i00-169cc O 8 50 186 i 257

170-3h9cc 0 20 123 231 i 315

350-7h9cc 0 26 150 282 i 399

790cc and Above 3 29 170 323 I 435

Off-Road

99cc and Below 0 3 3 2h I

fI00-169cc 0 8 78 186

170-3_9cc 8 26 157 237

350-7h9cc 8 32 201 288

i " 1.2 price mark-up factor,
•m 1,5 price mark-up factor
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TABLE 7-26

AVERAGE 1975 RETAIL PRICE FOR EA_{ PRODU,Cr CATEC_RY

PRODUCTCATEGORY AVE.RACERETAIL PRICE

FUNCTIONAL CATEGORY SIZE CATEC_Ry _1975 Sales)

Street-legal 750 cc and over $ 2,571

Street-legal 350-749 ¢e 1,429

Street-legal 170-349 c¢ 997

Street-legal 100-169 ce 680

Street-legal Under 100 cc A84

Off-road 350-749 ¢c 1,379

Off-road 170-349 ca 1,128

Off-road 100-169 oc 851

Off-road Under i00 cc 491

i

Derived from Motorcycle Industry Counoills Manufacture Shipment Reporting System
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TABLE 7=27

PROJECTED MOTORCYCLE PBICE I.;CREA_S

ON A RELATIVE BASIS

"! Baseline Relative Price Increase (%)

Product Category '75 Price'(Dollars) 86 d/]A 83 d.BA 80 d/SA .78dBA 75 dF_

NOMINAL CASE 1
Street-Legal

99cc and Below $ b8h 0 0,4 0.4 3,9 10.3

lO0-169ce $ 680 O 0.9 2,6 10.9 22.1

170-349cc $ 997 0 1.6 5.2 13.2 24.2

350-749cc _"_1,429 0 i._ 4.2 ll.h 21.6

75Ooe and Above $2,571 0 0.9 2,9 7.2 13.1

Off-Road

99¢c and Below $ 491 0 O.h 0,4 3.9

iO0-169ec $ 851 0 0.7 2ol Ii.._

170-3_9cc $1,128 0.5 i.8 6.9 14.0

350-7hgee $1,379 0,4 1,8 iO.0 14.3

WORST CASE

St,feet-Legal

99ec and Below $ 484 0 0.6 0.6 5.0 13.0

i00-169cc $ 680 0 i.i 7.h 27.h 37.8

170-349ce $ 997 0 2,0 12,3 23.1 31.5

350-749co 81,429 0 1.8 10.5 19.7 27.9

750cc and Above $2,571 0 i,i 6.6 12,6 16.9

Off-Road

99nC mud Below $ 491 O" 0.6 0.6 _,9

i00-169cc $ 851 O 0.9 9.2 21.9

- 170-349cc $1,128 0,7 2,3 14.0 21.0

350-749ee t $1,379 0.5 2,3 14,6 20.9
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7.3 Pe_lacement Exhaust System Price Impacts

Using manufacturer-supPlied data and an independent estimate, the
purchase price increases expected fo_ 4 into 1 and 2 into 1 exhaust systems
were calculated. These figures, shown in Tables 7-28, 7-29, and 7-30 indi-

cate that replacement exhaust systems would cost nearly as much as original
equipment replacement systems sold by the vehicle manufacturer.
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T_RL_ 7-2_

EXHAUST SYSTEMS

TYPICAL PRICE MARK-UPS

Cost/Prlce Source h into 1 2 into i
Exhaust System ]Exhaust System%

Dollars Mark Up !Dolla_s Mark-U_
i

!Muffler Cost i $19 !$17

i Header Cost 1 $38 151_1_2_
Total Cost $57 X $36 X

Profit Margin 2 $ 7 $ 4

Net Price to Distributor 2 $64 $40

Net Price to Dealer 2 $90 $60

Saggested Retail Price i 2 $1hO 2.45X $90 2.5X
S ou/-o n :

i. Independent cost estimate.

2. Mamufacturer Supplied Data.

TABLE '7- 29

INCREASE IN MUFFLER COSTS VERSUS

REGULATORY LEVELS

Baseline REGULATORY LEVEL (J331a)Muffler

Cost 83 dBA 80 _BA 78 dBA 75 dBA

h into i" Cost $18 $24.0 $31.0 $42.0 $70.0

Percentage Increase - +33_ +72% +133% +289%

,,, , ,,

2 into i_ Cost $17 $21.0 $26.0 $35.0 $58.0

Percentage Increase - ÷24% +52% ÷I06_ +241%

m Motorcycle 750cc and above assumed.

em Motorcycle 350-749cc Assumed.

Source: Independent Estimate
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TABLE 7-30

INCREASE IN E_IAUST SYSTEM PRICES

VERSUS REGULATORY LEVELS

Baseline Regulatory Levels
Exhaust System

Price 83 dBA 80 dBA 78 dBA 75 dBA

4 into i Price 140 $152 $169 $196 $265

Percent Increase +9% +21% +40% +89_

2 into i Price 90 $i00 $113 $135 $193

Percent Increase +11% +26% +50% +11_%

Source: Independent Estimate.
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7.4 O_eration Costs

As discussed in Section 6.3 the principal operation cost associated
with lower levels of sound control is the impact on fuel economy. Based
on the fuel penalties in Section 6.3.2, tile"nominal" and "worst" case
estimates for fractional reduction in fuel economy are listed below (all
size categories combined) :

Re.gulatory Level (riB(A),J-331a)

Percent

83 80 78 75

Street: NominalCase 0 2 7.5 14
Worst Case 0 4 12 . 15

Off-road: Nominal Case 0.5 4 7 --
Worst Case 1 5 8 --

Several motorcycle review magazines routinely measure fuel economy
of motorcycles tested. Testing sequences are not specified and undoubtedly
vary from test to test and magazine to magazine. However, a review of

recently published data frG_ Cycle and C_cle Guide magazines indicate that
estimates of 45 m.p.g, for street motorcycles over 170c.c. an_ 70 m.p.g, for
street motorcycles 170c.c. and Under are reasonably eonsistant with reported
results. These estimates generally agree with manufacturer-supplied infor-
mation. The data in Section 5 indicate that motorcycles under 170e.c. travel

about 2/3 the annual distance of motorcycles over 170c.c. Further, the data
in Section 2 indicate that motorcycles under 170c.e. meke up approximately
six percent of the street motorcycle population. These figures can be
combined for a composite fuel economy of current street motorcycles of about
47 m.p.g. _Wo-stroke engines generally display somewhat lower fuel economy
than 4-stroke models, but large consistent differences were not noted. From
these same reports, 35 m.p.g, for pure off-road motorcycles over 170c.c. and
70 m.p.g, for off-road motorcycles under 170c.c. is assumed. Mileage data
indicate no significant difference in annual mileage between false and smell
motorcycles, so these can be combined for a composite 60 m.p.g, figure.

Based on 1500 miles per year for street and combination motorcycles,
530 miles for off~road motorcycles and $0.60/gallon of gasoline, the annual
operation expense attributable to sound reduction is estimated to be
(dellama/year):
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Regulatory Level (dB(A), J-331a)

_6 s3 8_0 7_ 7j
Street: Nominal Case 0 0.40 1.50 2.7

Worst Case 0 0.75 2.25 3.0

Off-road: Nominal Case 0 0.03 0.25 0.45 --
Worst Case 0 0.05 0.30 0.50 --

7.5 Maintenance Costs

Estimates were made in Section 6.3 on the additional number of

labor hours per year required to maintain motorcycles as a result of sound
reduction, There has been no indication that at lower sound levels exhaust

systens or other parts are any less durable than current systems so no
increase in maintenance parts is expected. The nominal and worst case
increased labor estimates are listed below (all size categories combined.
hours/year )=

Regulatory Level (dB(A), J-331a)

86 83 80 78 75

Street: Nomimal Case 0 1/4 1/2 3/4
Worst Case 0 3/8 3/4 3/4

Off-road: Nominal Case 0 1/16 1/4 3/8 --
Worst Case 0 1/8 3/8 1/2 --

Although many motorcyclists do their uwn maintenance, for costing
purposes maintenance at a moderate cost repair facility wlth a labor rate
of $16/hour is assumed. The resulting increased annual maintenance costs
are listed below (dollare/year)

Regulator_ Level (dB(A), J-331a)

86 83 80 78 75

Street:NominalCase 0 4 8 12
Worst Case 0 6 12 12

Off-road: Nominal Case 0 1 4 6
Worst Case 0 2 6 8 --
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7.6 Costs of EPA Air Emission Reauire_ents

The assessed costs and impacts of this proposed regulation will be in
addition to those costs and impacts attributable to EPA'S motorcycle air
emission regulations (40 FR 1122, January 5, 1977). EPA studies using
information supplied by various manufacturers indicated that the cost of
compliance with the air emission standards for 1978 would result in an
average increase in retail cost of 47 dollars per motorcycle. This cost
would be partially offset by an average discounted lifetime fuel savings
of 33 dollars and an undetermined savings in maintenance and improved
reliability of the product. The average incremental cost increase for the
1980 standards was estimated to be $9, which included a small additional

improvement in fuel eeoeomy. The manufacturers estimated that fuel economy
improvements associated with the 1978 emission standards would range as
high as 65 percent with an average increase of 20 percent. No significant
decrease in sales or shift in market shares (between manufacturers) was

expected to result from the implementation of that regulation.
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Section 8

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

8.1 New Motorcycle Sales Forecast

8.1.1 Historical New Motorcycle Sales and Trends

Demand for new motorcycles increased at an average rate of 27
percent each year between 1967 and 1973, but declined 22 percent in
1974 and 25 percent in 1975, according to estimates of new motorcycle
sales sh_n in Table 8-1. The registration data shcwn in Table 8-1 and
in Figure 8-2 are relatively precise, but do not represent total sales,
since off-road and conpetition models are not required to be registered
in most states. Total matorcycle sales data for the 1973 to 1975 period
was derived from the Motorcycle Industry Council's Manufacturing Shipment
Reporting System, which represents shipment data of the six largest manu-
facturers to their dealers. This is the closest approximation of actual
retail level sales that is available at this time. Based on motorcycle
registrations (Table 2-4), the six largest manufacturers combined have
accounted for approximately 94 percent of the total market over the duration
of the reporting period (1973-1975). This was accounted for in establishing
the data base for analysis by "factoring all data with the 94 percent
factor.

Definitions used in the Manufacturers Ship_nentReporting System are
contained in Table 8-2. The reporting system was specially formatted for
this study to provide sales data for the product categories shown in Table
8-3.

Complete monthly sales data from January 1973 through December
1975 for total motorcycle unit sales, retail and wholesale, and regional i
sales data has been provided by the Motorcycle Industry Council to the
EPA.

Sales by Product Category

The breakdown of 1975 sales by product category shcwn in Figure 8-3
indicates that on-road motorcycles accounted for 48 percent of the total,
combination motorcycles 25.5 percent, and off-road 26.5 percent. Street
legal mstorcyeles therefore made up 73.5 percent of the sales total. Over
one-third of the motorcycles (36.3 percent) are on-road motorcycles 250ce
and above, the majority of the motorcycles in this category having 4-strake
engines. Almost all of the off-road motorcycles frc_ 100 to 349ee have
2-streke engines.
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(i)
Table 8-1 _W MO'IDRCYCLEUNIT SALES DATA (1967-1975)

NEW MOTORCYCLE NEW MCCDRCYCLE CHANGE FROM

Year REGISTRATIONS(I) SOLD (EST) PREVIOJS YEAR

(2)
1975 746,778 883,820 -25%

(2)
1974 1,024,084 1,180,138 -22%

(2}
1973 1,189,789 1,520,741 +16%

(2)
1972 1,006,143 1,314,315 + 8%

(E)
1971 928,185 1,238,000 +24%

1970 751,291 1,002,000 +37%
(E)

1969 549,933 733,000 +26%
(E)

1968 437,498 583,000 +52%
(E)

1967 287,058 383,000 -

(1)
Sources: R. 5. Polk Registration Data

(2)
Motorcycle Industry Council, "Manufacturer's Shipment
Reporting System" (data representing approximately
94% of estimated retail level sales was factored to

obtain total estimate).

(E}
New motorcycle registration in these years estimated
to be 75% of new mOtorCycles sold (based on 1972,
1973 data).
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TABLE 8-2

_IORCYCLE INDUSTRY COHNCIL

MANUFACFURERtS SHIPMENt1 ' REPORI _

DEFINITIONS

}_RCYDLE PAN?ICIPATINN M_NUFACTLq{yN _][UL_:,SA[_ PRICE

A %'ch_:lo whleh la _11_ or i%_rt_all_, Th_ motorcycle manufaetur+Irs or whole- "The Iowa61 price at v)dch .iha motcrcycto model

propelled by a power source other th_n sale dlatrihutor0 who submit regular Iz nor_-_lly fold to do_lera f.o.b, polnt of
m_et_a_ _o_aer _d desired to _ravel a]iJpI,_n%r_porta. Tha In_ti_l pa_'tlcl- m_tlfacturo or po|nt of entry. Thi_ whole-
with not _orQ th_ thrao wheQla In paring m_ufactur_r_ arQ _rlce_1 }{oilda m gale price wow1d _oL co_Idcr _ch ez_ruordi_.
contact with the _o_uld, Yam_a Znternatlonal, U.D, Nuzukl, ary _tems a_ d_scount_ _ _pe_lal promotlona/

_aw_kl MotOr_m }[a_ley-D_vld#on, _d a_lo_ances_ r_hat_a or oth_r i_ce_tiYe_.
INCLUDED IN TNIS NEPOD? NP_: Norton Triumph. Addltion_l partlel-

p&t[o_ by other r._nuf_cturerswill he R_TAIL PNICF,
T_o wheel,motorcycles approved Indlvldu_lly by the M._,U.

i_otoreyclea with ntd_ care _onrd of Directors, _ho estln_ted retail value of a motorcycle model
Three wheal motorayclea _s published on manufacturer '_gcatcd retai_
M_nl-cycle_ _0iNE TYPES prlcee". If m0r_ than one re,lanai price IsMlnl-blkes

puhIl_hed, thi. _hou]d ha the 3owe_ of %ho
A_l-t_rr_in two _nd thre@ whe_l_ %'we_rok_ cycle eng|n_ _l_ernat|vo re_ail prlce_ and _hould no1: tn_lud_

_o Motorized bicyelo_ ttem_ au_h as tr_n_portation eharge_ _et-up
MOtOr Icooter_ An _ng_ne which _'_quires two mt_oke_ ch_rge_, dealer prepar_tlon eh_rge_, te.%_, eta.
Moped_ of the platen to complete one comhu_-

tlo_ _e0.uence eomDoaed of Intake, MODEL TYPE
SPDCIFICAIJ_Y ENCLt_DEDFROH THIS REPOR_ ARE: c_pre_a_on, eomhustlon, end exhaust,

The fuel/alr _Jxt_e la ignited once On-road motorcycle
_nlf _a_'t_ for every cr_k_h_f_ rotation.

Tractor_ A motorcycle which Is certified by lib _nu-
EquipmenZ deslgaed apec_fdce_Lly Four stroke cycle engine facttzrer as be_.ng In co,pilate with the

for in f_ctory lndurtr|al uses F_-d_r_l Motor Vehicle Safety Ut_d_rd_. end
_hre¢ whe©l _ehlcle_ with a full An enstne which requiro_ four _trokes Is designed primarily for uee of puhl_o ro_d_,

tlon _quence composed of IntLko, O_f-ro_d motorcycle
8NYPMF2WTS compr_slon, combustion, and exhauet.

The fuel/air mixture la l_p_lted once A _torcycle which la not certified by tt_ _-
N_t wholesale _h|_ent_ of laotoz'_¢loa for every lwo crankah_f_ rotatlone, farturer as bol_ In compliance with the Federal
from ma_facturerl or dlatrlhutnr_ to Motor Vehicle Safety Sta.darda.
r_tail de_er_. _etur_| a_d a_u_tmenta Other

f;o_ orIslna2. _hlp_ ahould b_ do- Co_hln_ion _torcyelo
_uc_ed lh _ho _Onth _hey OCCUr, not All cnglnes which do not fall dote

applied 1_o th@ orlsdn -1 I_0nih _hipped. _lther of the above cateNorlca. A motorcycle which la certified by 1_ m_nta.
facturer e_ belnK in compliance wlth FedereO.
Motor Vahlcl. Safety St_nOmrd_, designed with
tha _ap_billt¥ for uae on pub_i_ road_ a_
wo_ U off-road recreatlona% _e.



Table 8-3 MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY COUNCIL MANUFACTURER'S

SHIPMENT REPORTING SYSTF_MCATEGORIES*

Function Size (Engine Displacement) Engine Type

On-Road Under50cc 2-stroke

Combination 50- 99ce 4-stroke

Off-Reed I00- 169cc

170 - 349ec

350 - 449cc

450- 749cc

750 - 899cc

900co and above

*Special categories devised for purposes of this study, only.
Normal reporting system has different size categories.

The on-road and combination categories correspond to the street-legal
category used in the cost analysis. Size categories were selected to
provide flexibility in the event product categorizations were required

for regulatory purposes, and because it was desirable to evaluate
economic ir_oactsin each category.
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-- STREETLEGAL (73.5)

82 STROKE4 STROKE

FIGURE 8-3 BREAKIX_ OF NEW MOIDRCYCLE SASES BY PRODDC_ CATEGORY: 1975
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In the actual data base, there were no motorcycles in the following
categories: any motorcycle under 50ce; combination motorcycles - 750cc and
abov_; and off-road motorcycles 750ce and above. In fact there were very
few off-road or combination motorcycles 450cc and above.

Total Cn-Road, Combination, and Off-F_ad Sales

Total motorcycle unit sales, including on-road and combination-
type models of all co classes, reached a level of 1,522,354 units in 1973,
generating revenues of $1.175 billion dollars for the motorcycle industry.
The succeeding years, however, saw a decline in unit sales to 1,190,046
units in 1974, a drop of 21.8 percent, and to 885,117 units in 1975, a
decrease of 25.6 percent over 1974. While the unit volume of motorcycle
sales declined by almost 42 percent over the three year period, total sales
revenue declined by only 9.1 percent. This is accounted for by the large
increases in the average price of motorcycles during this period, frc_
an average price of $814 in 1973 to $1,095 in 1974, an increase of 34.6
percent, and to $1,278 in 1975, an increase of 16.7 percent.

Of the three functional forms of motorcycles (on-road, off-road,
and combination), unit sales of on-road motorcycles declined the most
during 1973 to 1974, from a level of 655,241 units to 481,689 units, or
26.5 percent. All three types experienced signifiean_ price increases
during 1974, with on-road motorcycles registering the largest increase
(42.2 percent). During 1974, off-road unit sales declined by 22.3 percent,
with combination bike sales falling 15.9 percent. New motozcysle sales
data for total on-road, combination, and off-road motorcycles in units and
retail level dollars derived from the MIC Manufacturer's Shipment Reporting
System are sunmarized in Table 8-4.

In 1975, the rate of price inflation for motorcycles subsided
significantly as did the rate of decline in unit sales (which decreased
by 51.7 percent). The relative market shares of the three functional tYl_S
of motorcycles changed significantly over this period, with the share of
combination motorcycles declining from 36.5 percent to 25.5 percent. _n
contrast, on-road and off-road motorcycles increased their shares, from 43
percent to 48 percent, and from 20.2 percent to 26.5 percent respectively
over the 1973 to 1975 period.
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Table 8-4 NEW MOTORCYCLE SALES DATA FOR TOTAS, ON-ROA/3,CO_INATION
AND OFF-ROAD CATEGORIES (1972-1975

TOTAL 1972 1973 1974 1975

New Motorcycle Sales 1,314 1,522 1,190 885
(Thousands of Units)

(1)
Average Retail Price $ 756 $ 814 $1,095 $1,278

(Dollars)

New Motorcycle Sales $ 994 $1,175 $1,188 $1,069
(Millions Of Dollars)

ON-ROAD

New Motorcycle Sales 546 655 482 425
(%%ousands Of Units)

Average Retail Price $i,048 $i,087 $i,546 $i, 805
(Dollars)

New Motorcycle Sales $ 572 $ 677 $ 684 $ 725
(Millions of Dollars)

CCMB INATION

NewMotorcycleSales 542 556 468 226
(Thousands oE Units)

Average Retail Price $ 598 $ 639 $ 819 $ 834
(Dollars)

New MotorcycleSales $ 324 $ 341 $ 346 $ 179
(Millions of Dollars)

OFF-ROAD

New Motorcycle Sales 226 308 239 235
(Thousands of Units)

Average Retail Price $ 434 $ 545 $ 717 $ 758

NewMotorcycleSales $ 98 $ 158 $ ],58 $ 167
(Millions Of Dollars)

"Discrepancies in 1973-1975 Data due to derivation technique used on
nonthly data serles.

Source: Motorcycle Industry Council, "Manufacturers Shipment Reporting System"
(Data representing approximately 94 percent of estimated retail level sales in
units and dollars factored to derive data shown in Table).
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TABLE 8-5

_Dg0RCYCLE _IARKETSHARE, BY FUNCTION

1973 1974 1975

On-Road 43.04 40.47 48.0

Off-Road 20.2 20.08 26.5

Combination 36.5 39.32 25.5

On-Road Motorcycle Sales bZ c.c. Class

While total on-road motorcfcle unit sales declined from 655,000
units to 425,339 unitsover the period 1973 to 1975, there were significant
differences in the rates of decline among the various cc classes over this
period. Sales of motorcycles of over 9O0c.e. displacement increased,
however, by 240 percent in 1974 and by 65 percent in 1975, from 15,373
units to 86,335 units. Sales of on-road motorcycles in the less than
10Oe.e. category went from 25,267 units in 1975 to only 659 units in 1975.
In general, market shares of on-road motorcycles shifted towards the larger
cc classes.

TABLE 8-6

C_-ROAD MOIDRCYCLES MARKET SHARE BY CC CLASS

1973% 1974% 1975%

Less than 100ce 3.9 .8 .15

100 - 169ce 8.6 4.2 5.3

170- 349ce 12.16 9.2 6.4

350 - 449cc 32.32 32.29 25.7

450 - 749cc 24.74 25.78 23.68

750 - 899ec 18.19 16.79 18.00

Greater than 900cc 2.4 10.88 20.62
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Combination Motorcycle Sales, by cc Class

All categories of combination m_torcycles registered dramatic
declines in unit sales between 1973 and 1975, with corresponding declines
in total dollar revenues. The market for combination motorcycles is domi-
nated by motorcycles in the i00 to 349 cc classes (the 100 to 169 ee and
170 to 349 cc groups). Together they accounted for 69% of unit sales in
1973, for 74% in 1974 and for 69% of sales in 1975. These two classes
suffered declines in unit sales proportionately greater than all of the
other classes.

Table 8-7 COMBINATION MOTORCYCLES MARKET SHARE BY CC CLASS

1973 % 1974 % 1975 %

Leesthan100ec 19.7 15.59 18.44

i00 - 169cc 36.2 34.35 33.86

170 - 349cc 33.2 39.73 34.55

450 - 749cc .5 .2 .6

0ff-_ad Motorcycle Sales by ec Class

Historically, total unit sales of off-road motorcycles have declined
from a level of 289,224 units in 1973 to 220,757 units in 1975, a decrease

of 23.7 percent. Revenues, however, increased by 5.8 percent over this
period. This revenue increase is accounted for by the increases in average
unit price of off-road motorcycles, from $545 per motorcycle in 1973 to
$758 in 1975.

Traditionally, the majority of off-road unit sales have been
claimed by the O to 99, the 100 to 169, and the 170 to 349 ec classes. In
1973, these three groups accounted for 94.0 percent of sales, in 1974 for
92.4 percent, and in 1975 for 91.8 percent of sales. Over the 1973 to
1975 interval, the distribution of market share by ec class did not change
significantly. (See following table. )
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TABSE 8-8

OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLES MARKET SHARE BY CC CLASS-PERCENT

1973 1974 1975

Less than100cc 63.7 53.3 50.4

I00- 169cc 18.4 27.3 23.2

170- 349cc 11.9 11.8 18.2

350 - 449ce 4.3 5.2 6.6

450- 749ee 1.7 2.4 1.6

8.1.2 Recent Market Developments

Over the period 1973 to 1975 total unit motorcycle sales declined
by 42 percent, while the average unit price of motorcycles increased by 57
percent.

This sales decline occurred at a time when the U.S. economy was
experiencing its worst recession and inflation of Lhe post-war period.
Real GNP (in 1972 dollars) declined in 1974 and again in 1975; real per-
sonal disposable income declined by 1.4 percent in 1974 and increased
sllgh_ly in 1975. _le unemployment rate moved frca 4.9 percent of the
work force in 1973 to 5.6 percent in 1974 and increased to the record high
rate of 8.5 percent in 1975. Additionally, the inflationary situation be-
came severe. As measured by the censumer price index, the rate of inflation
reached Ii.i percent in 1974 and 9.2 percent in 1975.

Given this recessionary environment, the c_nsumer drastically cut
back on expenditures. In 1974, real personal consumption expenditures for
durable co_Ddies declined by 7.0 percent while the decline in 1975 was
2.6 percent. (See following table.)
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TABLE 8-9

HISTORICAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS

1973 1974 1975

REAL GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 1,233.4 1,210.7 1,186.1
% CHANGE 5.3 -1.8 -2.0

REAL DISPOSABLEINCO#IE 855.7 843.7 856.7
% CHANGE 6.8 -1.4 1.5

UNEMPLO_4ENT RATE 4.9 5.6 8.5
% CHANGE -13.4 15.8 51.0

REAL DURABLECONSUMPTION 120.9 112.5 109.5
% CHANGE 8.7 -7.0 -2.6

CONSUMERPRICEINDEX 1.330 1.477 1.613
% CHANGE 6.2 ii.i 9.2

IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATOR 1.0590 1.1625 1.2633
% CHANGE 5.9 9.8 8.7

While real personal consumption expenditures on durable comodities
declined from $120.09 billion to $109.5 billion, or by 9.5 percent from
1973 to 1975, unit sales of motorcycles declined by 57 percent. This
dramatic drop in slaes can be attributed to three major factors:

(a) Demographic trends in the motorcycle buying group,

(b) the impact of the recession on the real purchasing power of potential
motorcycle buyers, and

(c) the impact of increased m_torcycle prices.

Demo@raphic Developments

Evidence indicates that the relevant consuming group for motorcycles
were males in the age cohort 20 through 34 years. The relevant demographic
group for analysis of buyer behavior is the number Of males with income in
this age group.

Over the period 1973 to 1975, the growth rate for the number of
males with income declined. Thus the effective demographic market for
motorcycle sales was impaired over this period. The following table gives
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the percentage changes in the number of males with income in the age
cohorts 20 to 24 and 25 to 34 years. The large age cohort, males 25 to
34 years, suffered declining rates of growth in 1974 and 1975. _he age
group 20 to 24 years increased its growth rate in 1974 but shcwed vir-
tually no growth in 1975. The long-term growth potential for motorcycle
sales will be constrained by the growth rates in these effective popula-
tion age groups, unless there is a structural shift in the buying patterns
of older age groups.

TABLE 8-10

PERCENT CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF MALES WITH INCC_4E

1973 1974 1975

Males, 20 - 24 2.46 3.17 .6

Males,25 - 34 4.6 3.83 1.36

TABLE 8-11

MOqORCYCLE BUYER'S DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

Sex All Owners Marital All Owners
Male 91% Status (%)
Female 9%

We
Under16years 13% Married 49%
16- 17years 10% Single 48%
18 - 20 years 13% Widowed/Divorced 2%
21- 24years 15% Undesignated 1%
25- 29years 15% Total 100%
30 - 39 years 19%
40 - 49 years 10% Education
50 and over 4%

Undesignated 1% 8th grade or less 10%
Total 100% High sdlool incomplete 24%

High school graduate 33%
College incomplete 20%
Collegegraduate 11%

Medianage 24yrs. Undesignated 2%
Total 100%

Source: Gallup Organization, "Survey of Motorcycle Cwnership, Usage, and
Maintenance",
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Real Income Trends

While the real disposable i_come (in 1972 dollars) for the U.S.
as a whole declined by 1.4 percent in 1974, the real mean income (in 1974
dollars) of the effective market for motorcycles declined by more than
three times that amount, by 4.6 percent. This age group traditionally is
more seriously affected by downturns in the economy than older age groups.
The age group, males 20 to 34 years, which co.prises between 36 and 37
percent of the age group 20 to 34 years, suffered a decline in real mean
income of 6.6 percent. Nor did the real earning power of the age group
20 to 34 years recover in 1975 when the total U.S. real income increased
by 1.5 percent. Instead, the real incomes of potential matorcycle buyers
actually declined by 3.4 perent. (See Table.)

Thus with a declining rate of growth in the number of potential
buyers and an absolute decline in the real incemes of this group, the
market environment for motorcycle sales in 1974 and 1975 was severely
impaired.

TABLE 8-12

PERCENT CHANGES IN REAL INCCME OF MOTORCYCLE BUYERS

1974 1975

Disposable In,me for the
U.S.(1972$) -1.4 +1.5

Mean Income (1974 $) Males,
20to34 years -4.6 -3.4

Mean Income (1974 $)
Males,20 to 24 years -6.6 -6.3

Mean Income (1974 $)
Males, 25 to 34 years -4.1 -2.8

Price Trends

The average unit price of motorcycles increased from $814 in 1973
to $1,095 in 1974, or by 34.6 percent. During the same period, the price
of all other goods competing for the consumer budget, as measured by the
Consumer Price Index, increased by ii.i percent. Thus the relative price
of motorcycles vis-a-vis all other conmDdities increased three-fold in one
year. Nor did this competitive disadvantage of motorcycles correct itself
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in 1975, although the situation was ameliorated somewhat; the average
price of motor_Fcles increased by 16.7 percent in 1975 as opposed to a
9.2 percent increase in the ConsulterPrice Index.

Table 8-13 PERCENT CHANGES IN THE AVERAGE UNIT PRICE OF

_DTORCYCLE5 AND THE CONSL_IERPRICE INDEX

1974 1975

Average Unit Price of Motorcycles +34.6 +16.7

Consumer Price Index +ii.i +9.2

With a deteriorating effective purchasing power base for

metorcyele sales and a growing uncompetitiveness of motorcycles vis-a-vis
other commodities, the severe decline in unit motorcycle sales over the
period 1973 to 1975 is understandable.

8.1.3 Baseline Forecast of New Motorcycle Bales

The analysis of the market environment for motorcycles and the
price of motorcycles land other prices) over the period 1973 to 1975
indicated the approach to model statistically the determinants of demand
for unit motorcycle sales. Statistical equations were estimated econo-
metrically by relating unit motorcycle sales (by type and function) to
demographic, income, prices, and motorcycle characteristics (i.e., price)
over the period 1973 to 1975. Given these estimated equations, and the
forecasts of the explanatory variables from Data Resources, forecasts of
unit sales and revenues (given prices) for each class of motorcycle were
generated.

The forecasting model used to predict future sales in the absence
of noise regulations is described in appendix F. Total motsrcycle unit
sales are forecasted to register a sharp upturn in 1976 and 1977 (14.9
percent and 14.0 percent increases, respectively), consistent with the
strong growch in the real income of males aged 20 to 34 expected to result
from an upturn in the business cycle. The growth rate in sales will level
off in 1978 and 1979 when a mild correction in the economy, is expected.
This correction will occur because of the menetary policy expected as a
result of an overheating of the economy in 1977. The upturn in motorcycle
sales in 1976 and 1977 will also be facilitiated by an increase in the
growth rate of the demographic base for motorcycle sales. Total male
population (with income) is forecast to increase by 3.1 percent respectively
in 1976 and 1977. This growth rate is expected to decline somewhat in 1978
and 1979.

I s-15
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1980 and 1981 will see a resumption of growth in the economy with
real incomes of the potential market increasing by 6.4 percent and 4.8 per-
cent respectively. The population growth rate will also increase to 3.0
percent and 3.1 percent respectively. A mild correction in the economy is
forecast for 1982 and 1983, with a cyclical upturn in 1984 and 1985.
Thereon to 1990, the economy and the real incomes of the purchasing age

group will remain relatively flat. From 1982 through 1990, the number Of
males aged 20 to 34 is forecast to remain virtually flat. Sales of motor-
cycles will basically follow this cyclical pattern. A plateau for sales
growth will be reached around 1985, given the current market structure for
motorcycles. Figure 8-4 shows the history and forecast for total unit
motorcycle sales and real moan income in the age group 20 to 34 years.

It is interesting to note that by 1990, total unit motorcycle
sales will only be 31.5 percent greater than in 1973. Furthermore, despite
the impressive gains for motorcycle sales forecast for 1976 and 1977, the
1973 level of 1,522,354 units will not be reached until 1981.

With the assu_tion of average unit motorcycle prices increasing
by 7 percent per year, total motorcycle revenues will reach the 1973 level
by 1976. By 1990, the total motorcycle market is forecast to he one of
$7.0 billion. This is shown in Figure 8-5.

Forecasts for on-road, off-road and combination motorcycle sales

are expected to follow approximately the same growth pattern as total unit
sales from 1978 through 1990. In 1976 and 1977, however, the relative
growth rates diverge significantly, with combination motorcycles showing
the strongest momeback in 1976. combination motorcycle sale_ are forecast
to increase almost 61 percent in 1976, rebounding from its low level of
226,093 units in 1975. This is shown in Figure 8-6.
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8.2 Impacts on New Mo£orcycle Demand

8.2.1 Price Increase Impacts

The primary impact on demand for alternative regulatory standards
is expected to be th.erelationship between demand and unit price increases
that are attributable to the alternative regulatory standards. The DRI

New MEtorcycle Demand Model described previously was used to relate de-
mand impacts to the unit price increases shown in Section 6.

Price elasticities are shown in Table 8-14. The elasticities were

calculated at _he _ean of the independent variable of the historical data
base (see Appendix F). Four possible regulatory levels were studied with
the lead times listed below.

Table 8-14 MOIDRCYCLE PRICE ELASTICITY

Displacement Motorcycle Type
Category Street Street/Off-Road Off-Road

Below100co -.928 -.867 -.953

I00- 169cc -.935 -.997

170 - 349cc -.967 -.74 -1.148

350 - 749cc -.836 -.912

750 and above -.768 -.45

Table 8-15 MO'IDRCYCLENOISE EMISSION STUDY LEVELS AND
POSSIBLE EFFECTIVE DATES

Date Regulatory Level
(SAEJ331a)

January 1978 Promulgation

January 1979 83 dBA

January 1981 80 dHA

January 1984 78 dBA

• January 1988 75 dBA
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The alternative noise standards used in this analysis are expressed
in not-to-exceed regulatory levels. It is assumed, based on available data,
that for each regulatory level manufacturers must design for a level 3 dB(A)
less than the regulatory level, in order to account for production and test
variabilities. In the remainder of this analysis, this level will be re-
ferred to as the design levsl.

Estimates of reductions in demand are summarized in Table 8-16,
for both nominal and worst cases. Relative reductions in unit demand from

a baseline forecast are sh_dn is order to express the reduc-_n in real
tsr_rs. A decrease in motorcycle demand is projected because of the nega-
tive price elasticities for matorcycles d_at were determined in this study,
and the increase in retail price levels attributable to the implementation
of noise control measures. _e projected reductions for each study level
analyzed are shown in Figure 8-16. The data indicate that significant
reductions in demand are expected for sound level standards below 80 dB(A)
(J331a).

The impact of each standard is discussed in more detail below.

83 dBA Re@ulatory Level, 19.79
i

The baseline demand forecast for all new motorcycles in 1979 is
1,346,000 units, broken down as follows: 1,036,000 street motorcycles, and
310,000 off-road motorcycles. An 83 dBA regulatory level in 1979 (J331a) I

is expected to reduce demand by 1.5 percent in the nominal case and 2.0
percent in the worst case in the first year of the standard.

80 dBA Re@ulator_,Level, 1981

This regulatory standard is expected to reduce demand anywhere
from 4.5 percent in the nominal case, to Ii.i percent in the worst case.
The product category with the largest potential impact is street motor-
cycles between 170 to 349cc. Reduction in demand is expected to be 8.8
percent in the nomiDal case and 20.6 percent in the worst case for this
product category.
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TABLE 8-15

ESTIMATED RELATIVE REDUCTION IN DEMAND FOR NEW MOTORCYCLES

DUE TO NOISE CONTROLREGULATIONS

FIRST YEAR OF _ACH STANDARD

RELATIVE REDUCTI)N IN DEHAND (%)

CATEGORY YEAR 1979 1981 198b i_88
_uu_'RY' LEVEL* 83 _A _o_A 78 d_A, 7_,_A, ,

.Eo_,=_,.(;@eete¢),C_e

Street-Legal i.8% 5.0% 16.2% 31._%

99ce and Below O•7% 0,7% 6.6% 17.5%

lO0-169ee i.B% 5.2_ 22.0% 4b.5%

170-3_9cc 2.6%, 8,8% 22.5% 41.

350-7_9ee 2.0% 9.8_ 15.7% 2% 8%

750ee and Above O.5% 1.5_ 3•6% 6.6_

Off-Roa_ i.5% i.8_ 7•2% 13.6%

99ee and Below 0.6% 0.6_ 6,0% 15,3%

i00-169ce 0.4% i.2% 4.4_ 8.9%

170-3h9ec 2.3% 6.5% 15.7% 28.5%

! 350-7_9ce*" - - -

AllMotor_eles _ _ _

I

i Street-Legal 2,2% 13.3% 31._% 4_.0%I

i 99ec and Below 1.0% 1.0_ 8.5% 122.1%
i00-i69ce 2.2% 14.9% 55•2% 76•0.

170-349ec 3.h% 20.6% 39.2% 53.7%

350-7_9ec 2.5_ lb.9% 27.2% 37.6%

750ec _d Above 0.65 3.3_ 6.3% S.5_

Off-Eo_ 1.1% 3.7% 12.7% 20.6,_

99ee s.nd Below 0.9% 0.9% 7._ 19.2%

i00-169ec 0.5% 2.5% 11.0% 15.1%

170-349ee 3.0% 14.8% 27.3% 37.1_

" 350-7_9ee

._l Mo=o_-_eles _.o% ll._.% _6.9% [6.3%"
, , , ,,

• Not _o Exceed R_Eulato_y L_vel (SAE J331a).

• e D_¢a Anclymim Ineonoltmlve for this Product Category,
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78 dBA Regulatory Level r 1984

A 78 dBA standard in 1984 could reduce the baseline forecasted

demand by 14.2 percent is the nominal case, and by 26.9 percent in the
worst case. The product categories that would be affected the most would
be street-legal motorcycles between 100 to 169cc and 170 to 349ce. These
categories experience reductions up to 55.2 percent in the worst case.
Apparent reasons are that motorcycles in these categories experience the
greatest relative price increase, and are the most sensitive to price
changes (they have greater price elasticities). The street _otorcycles,
758cc and above are expected to have the least severe impact: 3.6 percent
reduction in the nominal case and 6.3 percent in the worst case. These
are the least sensitive to price increases.

75 dBA Regulatory Level, 1988

A 75 dHA regulatory level in 198B could reduce baseline forecasted
demand by 28 percent in the nominal case and 46 percent in the worst case.
Again, street-legal motorcycles between i00-349cc would be affected most,
and street motorcycles in the largest displacement class would be affected
least. This is a reasonable result, because it is expected that _ost motor-
cycles will require a major model change to ce,_plywith 75 dBA regulatory
levels. Major model changes wnuld tend to impact _sller models more
adversely.

8.3 Impacts on Demand for Products and Service

8.3.1 Historical Aftermarket Sales and Trends

The motorcycle aftermarket represents sales of _otorcycle replace-
ment parts, accessories, apparel and services. A broader definition of the
aftermarket would include motorcycle insurance, and miscellaneous items
such as consumer publications, advertising and so forth. The after.market
has experienced extremely rapid gorwth. For the broader definition, after-
market sales in 1975 were estimated% to be $1.8 billion_ an increase of
approximately 20 percent over 1974. For the two years prior to 1974, sales
increased an average of 40 percent per year, the market more than doubling
in the past four yearsz. Table 8-17 provides estimated aftermarket sales
for the period 1972 to 1975.

IData for eftermarket sales and growth trends are approximations because
motorcycle aftermarket industry is relatively new and no organized data
collection effort has been made. Most of the detailed data available is

for calendar year 1974.

ZFrost and Sullivan "Motorcycle Original Equipment and Aftermarket Study
Announcement", April 1975.
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Table 8-17 AFTEP_t_RKETSALES GRC_'rfH

After_arket Total Number

Sales Percentage Increase of Motorcycles

Year (Millions of $) Over Previous Year (Millions of Units)

1972 764 5.4

1973 1,070 40% 6.2

1974 1,500 40% 7.0

1975 1,810 20%(E)

Sources: i. The 1974 data point obtained from ziff-Davis Publishing
Conpany, "Motorcycle Aftermarket Study".

2. Growth rate estimates from Frost and Sullivan "MotorcYcle
Original Equipment and Aftermarket Study Announcement".

(E) Estimate provided by MotorcYcle Dealer News.

The total aftermarket is being stimulated by the grcwing base of
motorcycle owners, improved advertising and merehandizing, new products,
more affluent and sophisticated riders, and the trend toward using mator-
cycles for basic transportation. The grewing base of motorcycles is
particularly in_ortant: Figure 8-11 shows the correlation between sales
and number of motorcycles in use.

A Ziff-Davis Motorcycle Aftermarket survey taken early in 1975

indicated that approximately 85 percent of all motorcycle/minicycle owners
bought replacement parts, accessories, or apparel items in the motorcycle
aftermarket._ _Wenty-twopercent of these owners spent more than $i00 for
their purchases. On the average, each owner spent $86 for these items,
broken down a follows: $54 for replacement parts and accessories, $32
for clothing. _

iziff-Davis Publications, "Motorcycle Aftsrmarket Study".

21bid.
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A detailed breakdown of 1974 _torcycle aftermarket sales
determined in the Ziff-Davis Study is shown in Table 8-18. The market for
exhaust system products, which was $30.6 million in 1974, will be particu-
larly impacted by the establishment of _otorcycle noise control standards.
Detailed data for exhaust system purchases by nx)torcyeleOWners is shown
in Table 8-19. _Is data indicates that 616,000 buyers (8.8 percent of
all motorcycle owners) purchased 1.4 exhaust system products (mufflers,
expansion chambers, etc.), and spent an average of $50 for each purchase,
or $35 per unit. Most of the exhaust system products (63 percent) were
bought from dealers ....
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Table 8-18 ' MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY AFTERMARKET SALES, 1974

1974
Annual Sales*

Item (Millions of Dollars)

Replacement Parts and Accessory Items 400

AirFilters 5.8

Brake/Clutch Levers 9.7
Cables 12.1

CareRacingKits 4.1
Carburetors 8.7
Chain Lubricants 7.9
CleanersandWaxes 3.8
Custom Seat 12.9
DriveChain 18.1

ExhaustSystemProducts 30.6
Fairings 29.2
Fenders 6.6
Gas Tank 9.0

Hop-UpKit ii.2
Lubricants (other than chain) 14.1
LuggageRack 13.5
Mirrors 5.8

ReplacementTires 55.6
Saddle Bags and Tote Boxes 12.0
Shod( Absorbers 6.8
SideCars 14.7

SissyBars 16.4
SparkPlugs 24.6
Specialty Wheels 13.4
Sprockets 16.7
Tools 31.4
Windshields 5.2

Apparel . 223
Service Receipts/Repair 450
Insurance 385

1 Miscellaneous (Consumer Publications, etc. )** 50

Total I,508

Source: Ziff-Davis Publications Motorcycle Aftsrmarket Survey

**Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc., "Economic Assessment of

Motorcycle Exhuast Emission Regulations":
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Table 8-19 EXHAUST SYSTEM SALES

Exhaust

System
Products

Purchased New in Past 12 Months 8.8%

Total Number of Buyers 616,000

Average Number Purchased 1.4
Total units Purchased 862,000

Average Amount Spent (Total) $49.73
Total Dollar Volume $30,633,0OO

Where Purchased

Dealer where cycle bought 22.2%
Other motorcycle dealer 41.3
_btorc%'eleaccessory shop 25.0
f_ain/department store
Discount auto center 1.0
Mailorder 7.7
Ocher 1.0
Notstated 4.8

Brand Awareness Among Purchasers 42.3%

Source: Ziff-Davis Publications, "Motorcycle Aftermarket Survey"%

*8.8% of 7,000,000 Total Motorcycle Owners.
May add to more than 100.0% due to multiple answers.
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Estimated aftermarket sales in 1975 are shown in Table 8-20. The I
estimates are based on a 20 percent grcwth projection of 1974 aftermarkat
sales. Each of the components is discussed in more detail in the following
paragraphs.

Table 8-20 MO_RCYCLE INDUSTRY APTERMARKET SALES, 1975

Percent

1975 (Est.) of Total

ReplacementParts and Accessories 480 27%

Clothing 268 15%

Service/Repairs 540 30%

Insurance 462 25%

Miscellaneous 60 3%

Total I,810 100%

Note: This estimate based on 20 percent growth projection of 1974 after-
•arket sales indicated in Ziff-Davis Motorcycle Afte_rket Survey.

Replacement Parts and Accessories

The market for parts and accessories in 1975 was estimated at $480
million, which represents approximately 27 percent of aftermarket sales.
These after_arket items are generally purchased for performance, styling,
functional or maintenance purposes. Performance and styling are particu-
larly significent--exhaust system products, mechanical parts and hop-up
kits are big sellers in this category. Sales of styling/functional items
that appeal to riders of large street touring motorcycles, such as fair-
ings, windshields, saddle bags and tote-boxes are increasing significantly
as the result of the indicated growth in this type.of motorcycle. Any
change iN the demand for replacement parts and accessories will directly
affect aftermarket manufacturers, distributors and retail outlets such as
dealers, accessory shops, discount stores and mail order firms.

iMotorrycle Dealer News
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Apparel

Sales of apparel (including helmets) were estimated to be almest
$270 million in 1975. The same manufacturers, distributors and retail

outlets that are affected by changes in the market for replacement parts
and accessories will be affected by changes in the market for apparel.

Service/Repairs

Service and repair receipts totaled an estimated $540 million in
1975. Service revenues are increasing principally because of the larger
base of motorcycles in use. Service receipts primarily affect dealers,
since on the average these receipts make up 15 percent of each dealer's
revenue.

Insurance

Motorcycle owners paid an estimated 462 million dollars for
insurance premiums in 1975. Average premium for motorcycle owners pur-
chasing insurance is in the $90-100 range for liability and comprehensive
coverage. Cost generally varies with motorcycle size. Changes in the
demand for motorcycle insurance will have very little effect on the motor-
ized vehicle insurance industry, since it is a very small proportion of
total underwriting. Hcwever, there are a few companies that specialize
in motorcycle insurance and these co,panies will be significantly affected
by actions affecting motorcycle insurance revenues.

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous includes revenues from motorcycle publications,
books, schools and consultants.

Aftermarket Demand Considerations

Because of its rapid growth in recent years, future aftsrmarket
sales are particularly difficult to forecast since extrapolation of his-
torical data may lead to unrealistically optimistic projections. However,
one of the key determinants of future aftermarket sales will be the annual
sales of new motorcycles. New motorcycles contribute to the tctal number
of motorcycles in use, which in turn is closely related to after_arket sales
(refer to Figure 8-i1). Figure 8-12 shows the relationship of new motor-
cycles and total number of full sized motorcycles in use for tha period
1967-1974. There is growth potential for aftsrmarket sales as long as
the total number cf motorcycles in usa increases. The baseline forecast
for new motorcycles indicates that this will continue to occur (as long as

the relationship between new motorcycle sales and total full sized mator-
cycles in use shown in Figure 8-12 holds true). The figure shows that in
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i

YEAR

67 68 69' 70 71 72 73 74

TOTALNO, OF 80TOR-
CYCLESIN USE*
(THOUSAND5OF UNITS) 2,7903,001 3,309 4,02] _,779_,43]6,214 /,099

ii wl

INCREASEFROM PRIOR

YEAR 211 308 772 758 652 783 505
(T_tOUSAHDSOF UNITS)

NEW MOTORCYCLL_

(THOUSANDSOF UNITS) S83 733 ],00211,238iI,314,52011,180
, i i i

I

CHANGEIN POPULAT%ON
-. _ , _ p 0.36 0.42 0.71 0.6] 0.50 0.52 0.50
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recent years (1972-1974), for every two new motorcycles added to the total
motorcycle population, one older T_torcycle is retired from the population
for a net increase in the total of one.

_e forecast for general aftermarket products and services demand
was not quantified, but it is believed that the aftermarket, in general,
will not be affected significantly by regulatory actions as long as the
number of motorcycles in use is increasing. The effect of regulatory
actions is likely to be a slight reduction in the growth rate of demand
over a 5 to i0 year period, as opposed to reductions in the demand level.
In fact, aftermarket sales may increase in the short run as the result of
regulatory actions, since higher prices of new motorcycles resulting from
regulations could provide the incentive to repair and maintain older motor-
cycles for longer periods. Again, this'would be exceptionally difficult to
quantify.

8.3.2 Price Increase Impacts on Demand for Replacement Exhaust Systems

In 1974, 862,000 exhaust system components were sold at an average
price of $35.5 per component. At this time there is no historical data to
use as the basis for demand projections. However, the following cOnsidera-
tions should be noted.

A survey of exhaust system manufacturers indicated that one of

the major product classes in the industry is the complete exhaust system
(headers and mufflers) for multi-cylinder 4-stroke street motorcycles.
This type of system dominates the product line for many of the exhaust
system manufacturers.

Data in Table 7-29 sh_s expected increases in muffler costs
versus regulatory levels, based on an independent cost estimate. This
estimate shcws that muffler cost increases from 33% at 83 dBA to 289%

at 78 dBA can be expected for a large "4 into i" exhaust system. The
revised costs were inserted into the price mark-up structure in Table 7-28,
to obtain the revised price increases shown in Table 7-30. The price of
the equivalent total exhaust system can increase from 9% (83 dBA) to 89%
(75 dBA). A similar procedure was followed for a "2 into i" system on a
street motorcycle assumed to be between 350 and 749cc.

Demand impacts on exhaust system manufacturers may be severe,
since relative price increases are greater for exhaust systems than for
new motorcycles for equivalent reductions in sound level3. For example,
in order to meet 78 dBA regulatory levels (J331a), a street motorcycle in
the 170-349cc size category might expect a 13.2 percent price increase
in the nominal case, and a 23.1 percent increase in the worst ease. By
contrast, a "4 into i" or "2 into i" exhaust system might have a price
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increase of 40 to 50 percent, as a result of meeting the same 78 dBA motor-

cycle regulatory level. Projected price increases for the same exhaust
system to meet 75 dBA regulatory levels range from 89 to 114 percent.

In addition, an exhaust system manufacturer's success is very

dependent on the styling, perfo_1,ance and tonal quality characteristics of
his product. Inpact of changes in these factors on demand cannot be quanti-

fied, but are believed to be extremely significant, perhaps more significant

than price change inpaets.

Price elasticities alone, therefore, cannot be used to est£mate the

i_aet of noise regulation on demand for replacement mufflers. Estir_ates of
reduced demand based on manufacturer estimates are made below (see. 8.4.2).

L
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8.4 Total Annuslized Costs

Increases in purchase costs and operation end maintenance costs
for each of the study levels represent a stream of costs attributable
to noise control options. Purchase cost increases are incurred at the
time of sale, and operation and maintenance costs are incurred annually
for the life of the product. In order to co.pare regulatory options for
a given product and between products it is necessary to use a statistic

to characterize this cost stream. The statistic used for all new product
noise regulations is "uniform annualized costs", or more simply, annual-
ized costs. A cost stream over a given period is represented by a uniform
cost stream (annual costs of equal dollar amount) that has the same present
value. That is, the cost stream to be represented is converted to a pre-
sent value using a specified time value of money. This present value is,
in turn, converted to a cash stream of equal units, which, using the same
thne valse of money, has the same present value. In essence, a cost stream
over a given period is converted to an annuity over that same period.
This statistic, therefore, accounts beth for the size and timing of costs
incurred. The individual product purchase cost increases developed in the
previous sections are used to calculate total purchase cost increases in
each year based on particular study levels and assumed effective dates.
The numbers of units sold in each year is adjusted by _he expected
decrease in demand calculated above. Increased purchase costs are all
in 1975 dollars. Sim/isrly, the increased operation end maintenance
costs developed above are applied to the population of vehicles in any
year (adjusted for decreased demand). Again, these costs are expressed
in 1975 dollars.

8.4.1 Vehicle Annualized Costs

Table 7-25 displays the nominal and worst case estimates for
increases in purchase price expected at the various study levels. _he
nominal estimates range up to $336 per motorcycle for the above 750c.c.
street motorcycle class at 75riB(A). Section 8.2 contains the sales fore-
cast at each of the regulatory levels. Four street motorcycle options
are assessed:

Effective Date

Option 1979 1981 1984 1.988

I-s 83 d_(A)

II-S 83 80

III-S 83 80 78

IV-S 83 88 78 75
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Four off-road motorcycle options are assessed:

Effective Date

Option 1979 1981 1984 1988

I-OR 86 dB(A)

If-OR 86 83

Ill-OR 86 83 80

IV-OR 86 83 89 78

The options in each category differ only in the ultimate level
considered; all intermediate steps ere the same.

The cost stream for each of these options is assessed over a
total 28 year period (up to 1996) to fully account for the costs of the
ultimate level considered. Ten percent is used for the time value of
m_ney.

Operation and maintenance costs are applied _o the existing
population in any givan year. Street motorcycles are assumed robs effec-
tively retired after six years, off-road motorcycles after four.

For each option, nominal and worst case estimates were calculated.

The snnuslized purchase cost increase, the annualized operation and
malnteDance cost increases, and the total annualized costs of each option
are presented in Table 8-22.

The discount factor tends to de-enphasize the differences in costs
between the final two regulatory options, both for street and off-road
motorcycles. Whereas in any given year, a 75dBIA) street motorcycle
standard would cost about twice as much as a 78dB(A) standard, the uniform
aI_uallzed cost is only about 50% larger. These differences can be more
easily seen from the undiecounted costs that would be incurred once an
ultimata level is fully i_plemented° The fully implemented costs are
shown in Table 8-23. The sales end population figures are normalized to
1976 levels.
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Table 8-22

IDTAL ANNUALIZED COSTS

(Millions of Dollars)

Street Motorcycles,

_q, ulator_ Level (dB(A), J331s)_

Nominal(Expected)Case B_3 80 78 75

Annualized Purchase Costs 25 69 132 179

A/mualizad O/M Costs D 33 57 67
Total Annuallzed Costs 2--5 i0---2 _c_ 24'6

Worst Case

Annualized Purchase Costs 31 150 237 286
Annualized O/M Costs 0 52 86 8B
Total Annualized Costs _ 202 _

Of f-Poad Motorcycles

Regulatory Level (dB(A), J331a)

NOminal (Sxpected) Case, 8_66 83 80 78

Annualized Purchase Costs 0.8 3.0 9.2 15.0

Annualized O/M Costs 0 1.6 2.9 6.0
Total Annuallzed Costs 0.8 4.6 i2.3 21.0

WorstCase_

Annualised Purchase Costs 0.B 4.1 15.3 25.0
Annualized O/14Costs 0 3.2 3.6 7.5
Total Annuallzed CostS 0°8 _ 18,9 32.5

1975 Dollars
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Table 8-23

FULLY IMPLEMENTED COSTS

1976 Purchase Levels

(Millions of Dollars)

Street Motorcycles

Regulatory Level (dB(A), J331a)

Nominal (Expected) Case 83 80 78 75

Annualized Purchase Costs 12 39 104 195

Annualized O/M Costs 0 22 43 80-- -- .., --

Total Annualized Costs 12 61 147 275

Worst Case

Annualized Purchase Costs 14 89 186 312

Annualised O/MCosts O 36 66 105
TotalAnnualizedCosts 14 _ 25---2 4i7

Off-Road Motorcycles

Regulatory Level (dB(A), J331a)

Nominal (Expected) Case 86 83 60 78

Annualizsd Purchase Costs 0.5 2.0 7.5 19.0

Annualized O/M Costs 0 0.9 3.8 5.8
Total Annualized Costs 0_5' 2.9 _ 24.--'-8

WorstCase

Annualized Purchase Costs 0.5 2.7 16.0 32.7

Annualized O/MCosts 0 1.8 5.7 7.7
Total Annuallzed Costs 0.--5 4.5 21_7 4"6"_

1975 Dollars
!
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8.4.2 Aftermarket Exhaust Annualized Costs

Aftermarket exhaust system prices as a result of noise regulation
will rise due to two factors: inexpensive non--complying systems will be
eliminated, and currently complying systems will become more expensive as

lc_er levels require greater complexity. Total annualized costs will be
calculated for this second effect only. It is reasonable to assume that
the fractional increase in prices of currently complying aftermarket
systems will parallel the fractional increase of OEM systems at the same

level. Based on Table 7-30, the following increases for currently com-
plying (i.e., OH level) aftermarket systems are assu_ed:

Regulatory Level (dB(A)-J-331a)

FractionalIncrease in Price 10% 25% 50% 100%

To establish the current price of complying aftermarket systems,
prices for current complying systems were co,oared to OEM replacement
prices. Table 8-24 shows that while some systems for the popular models
are less expensive than stock replacements, others are up to $45 more
expensive. This comparison is complicated by differing system configu-
rations and presence or absence of header pipes. The OEM replacement
price for large motorcycles varies between $100 and $250 with many in
area of $175. With replacement systems for smaller motorcycles factored
in, $125 is a reasonable average for OF_I replacement systems. Table 8-24
indicates that msny large systems are being marketed at up to 33% less
than On| systems. Accordingly, $100 will he used as the average current
price of.co,plying aftermarket systems.

The other factor necessary to compute annualized cost is the impact
of regulation on demand for aftermarket systems. Using price elasticity
alone would be unrealistic because it does not account for performance and
styling impacts. In addition, such factors are appliceble only for price
rises in a narrow range, which is not the expected case for aftermarket
systems. Based on discussions with aftermarket manufacturers, the following
fractional reductions in demand are estimated:

RegulatoryLevel(dB(A)-J-331a) i

8_3 8_o 78 7_" i
r

Reduction in Demand 30% 40% 50% 60% " i
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Table 8-24

R]RCE%SE PRICE CCMPARISON BETWEEN

OEM REPIACDtENT AND A_TE_ D(HAUST SYSTDS

Exhaust

System Sound Level Retail Price ($7
Motorcycle Mfr. ( re stock, J-331a) ( re stock)

Bonda GS-'1000 A -2 -31
(muffler only)

B +i -31
C* -2 -61

Honda CB-750 (4:1) A -2 -85 (2mufflers only)
B +1 -30
C 0 -10
D +1 -25

Honda CB-550 (4:1) A 0 -32 {2mufflers only)
S -i -42 (2 mufflers only)
C +i +35
D 0 +43 (4:2)

B 0 -42 (2 mufflers only)
F +2 +28

Kawasaki KZg00 (4_4) A -I -85 (2 mufflers only]
B 0 -95 (2 mufflers c_ly)
C -i -30 (4:1]
D -2 -i0 (4:2)
E 0 -5 (4:2)

fI-DXICH (2:2) A +3 -5
B +3 +10

Yamaha RD-3S0 (2:2) A +2 +45
B +1 +5

Suzuki GT?50 (3_3) A +1 -53

*Not yet in co.mecce
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The increase in purchase price and reduction in demand are combined
to calculate total annualized costs:

Regulatory Level (dB(A)-J-331a)

8__ 8--o 7_8 7s

Aftermarket Total Annualized Costs ($M) 8.2 16.2 22.0 32.8

8.5 .E_cectedImpacts on Individual Manufacturers

8.5.1 Street Motorcycles

Honda Honda currently produces several models that would meet

an 80dE(A) (F-76a) regulatory level (GL-1000, CB-750F, CB-580T, CB-360T,
XL-250). Honda would be expected to have little difficulty bringing its
entire model line into compliance with this level with no major model
changes. Further reductions to the 78dB(A) regulato_j level could be
expected to be accomplished on most models with no major model changes.
Based on EPA'S motorcycle noise data base, the CB-550 would require the
most attention. It is expected that, given sufficien t lead time, Honda's
expertise in motorcycle quieting would allow it to make the major model
changes (including use of liquid cooling for so.memodels) necessary to
produce a limited number of motorcycle models at the 75dE(A) level. Based
on current levels of the larger models, the CE-750F and CB-500T (no loege_:
in production) appear to be candidates for achieving this regulatory
level.

Yamaha Based on the current levels of yamaha motorcycles, it is
expected that most models would be controllable to the 80dE(A) (F-76a)
regulatory level without major model changes. The recently introduced
XS-750 indicates Yamaha's ability to produce large 4-stroke models with
low mechanical noise. At the 78dE(A) regulatory level, it is felt that
several models may require major model changes including liquid cooling,
depending on the mechanical noise contribution to the total vehicle noise.
Even with extensive use of liquid cooling, Yamaha might have great diffi-
culty in producing a large number of models at the 75dE(A) level.

Kawasaki Based on the current levels of Kawasaki motorcycles,
it is expected that mast models would be controllable to the 80dE(A)
(F-76a) level without major model changes. The most difficult model would
be the Kz-go8 series (now KZ'I80O). D_e to the particular properties of
this motorcycle, its F-76a level is louder than average for this size
motorcycle in comparison with J-331a. At the 78dE(A) regulatory level
it is felt that major ,Ddel changes, including liquid cooling, may be
necessary for the larger street motorcycles. Even with extensive use
Of liquid cooling, Kawasaki might have great difficulty is producing a
large number of models at the 75dE(A) level.
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Suzuki Based on current levels of Suzuki motorcycles, it is
expected that "mostmodels would be controllable to the 80dB(A) (F-76a)

regulatory level without major medel changes. Suzukis generally tested
quieter than average on the P-76 test and the larger motorcycles are
already near this level (GT-750, GT-550, RE-5). Suzuki's recently
introduced 4-stroke models incorporate many quieting features. At the
78dB(A) level, several models may need major model changes. The GT-750
and RE-5 already feature liquid cooling. Even with extensive use of
liquid cooling, Suzuki may have great difficulty in producing a large
number of _odels at the 75dB(A) level.

AMF/Harley-Davidson

(I) Lerge Models

Harley-Davidson motorcycles equipped with a California exhaust
system just meet the California 83dB(A) (J-331a) standard. It .is apparent
that current Harley-Davidson engine types would need major redesign to meet
an 80riB(A)Federal requirement. All known quieting techniques, perhaps
including liquid oooling, might be necessary at this level. EPA concludes
that there is a reasonable chance that Harley-Davidson models may be able
to achieve an 80dB(A) regulatory level with major redesign in conjunction

with a perforTranceand tonal charateristics penalty that AMF/Harley-Davidson
may feel is damaging from a mrketing standpoint. Lead time to accomplish
such major redesign would be a primary issue in Harley-Davidson's ability

to manufacture large motorcycles at this level.

It is clear, however, that levels below 80dB(A) are probably not +
achievable with the current engine types. Completely new engine designs'
would likely be necessary. Again, lead time for such effort would be a
significen£ consideration.

It is clear from other manufacturers of large-bore twins, however,
that the 75dB(A) level is essentially unachievable with these designs (see
B_, Mote Guzzi, Ducati). It is also clear that Harley-Davidson's marketing
position makes it unfeasible for them to switch engine types to the multi-
cylinder designs corm_onto the Japanese manufacturers.

(2) Small Models

Based on current sound levels, the Harley-Davidson 2-strnke .models
should be able to meet an 8OdB(A) requirement without major model changes.
Major model changes may be necessary at the 78dB(A) level and the 75dB(A)
level r_y not be achievable.
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B_q BM_ [notorcyelss tested much quieter than average on the
F-76 test and 80dB(A) is expected to be achievable with little change
to current models. B_ felt levels below 80dB(A) (J331a; 77-78riB(A)
on F-76a for these motorcycles) were unachievable with their large bore,
horizontally opposed twin cylinder engine.

_to Guzzi, Dunati, Benelli, MV A_usta, Moto Morini These Italian
manufacturers of large street motorcycles felt tha= 80dB(A) CJ-331a; also
estimated to be 80riB(A)on F-76a) was possibly achievable hut that at
levels below 80dB(A) the small fraction of their motorcycles produced for
the U.S. would force them to consider withdrawing from the U°S. market.

NVT _otorcycles (Triumph) NVT felt that 80dBIA) was possibly
achievable on the current Bonneville and Tiger models being produced.
Lower levels would require mechanical treatment beyond their resources to
quiet. It was felt that the Wankel motorcycle under development could be
possibly quieted to 80riB(A). Since mechanical noise is relatively low,
lower levels might be achievable at a great performance loss. Use of
liquid cooling would rob the motorcycle of its desirable features and
would be beyond NV_'s severely limited resources.

Can-Am (Bombardier). C.an-_nhas produced versions of its high
perfo_nce off-road and MX motorcycles as enduro models intended for
limited street operation. Such enduro models would be subject both to
EPA air emission and noise regulations applicable to street motorcycles.
The combined effect of these regulations could cause Can-Am to drop these
models from the U.S° marks_ at or below the 80dB(A) level. Bombardier

indicated that the high cost of labor and raw materials in Canada required
continued production of high performance motorcycles in order to compete
with the Japanese.

Bultaco Like Can-Am, Bultaco produces enduro versions of its
high performance off road and MX motorcycles as enduro models intended for
limited street operation. Bultaco is currently strugqling to meet the
California 83dB(A) standard. Since Bultaco enduro motorcycles are based
on their off-road versions, major model changes such as liquid cooling
are not feasible. The combined effect of air emission regulations and
noise regulations could cause Bultaco to drop enduro models from the U.S.
market at or below the 80dB(A) level.

_okon Rokon, the only other U.S. manufacturer with vehicle assembly
in the Un_-q-_6_"States besides Harley-Davidson, manufactures an enduro m_del
of its MX motorcycle. It is beyond Rokon's resources to meet air emission
standards so these models are likely to'be marketed as off-road only when
the air emission regulations become effective.
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Other Manufacturers _bntssa, K%_4/Penton,Carabela and other
manufacturers also manufacture "enduro" m_dels which have been street

legal in soma states. Since these n_nufacturers probably do not intend to
meet air emission standards, they will undoubtedly be sold as off-road only
matorcyeles in the future.

8.5.2 Off-Road Motor _ycles

Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki All of the major Japanese
manufacturers could use technology developed for their street and con_ina-
tion motorcycles to meet an 86dB(A) requirement. Given sufficient lead
time, all manufacturers are judged capable of 4-stroke conversion and
mechanical treatment to achieve an 80dB(A) regulatory level for large
off-road motorcycles and a 78dB(A) regulatory level for small off-road
motorcycles. At these levels, however, severe performance iiKoactscan be
expected.

Other Manufacturers Husqvahma, Can-Am, Bulbaco, OSSA, Montesa,
KTM, Maico, CZ, Carabela, Bodaka, Rokon and several other manufacturers
produce off-road and con_etition MX motorcycles. Almast all of the manu-
facturers EPA talked with agreed that the 86dB(A) Calfornia standard was
achievable at only a l_mited performance penalty. _he manufacturers
generally felt that 83dB(A) might be achievable at soma time in the future
but that consumer shifts to higher performance competition models and user
modifications to restore lest performance would make this effort fruitless.
Since these manufac£urers specialize in high performance, their demand
would drop off significantly in comparison to the lower priced Japanese
models below 86riB(A). Between 83 and 80riB(A),most of these manufacturers
would either drop out of the U.S. market or would market coapetition models
only.

8.5.3 Aftermarket Exhaust Systems

It is estimated that approximately half of the firms currently
making replacement motorcycle exhaust systems will either go out of
business or be forced to switch to alternate product lines as a result
of Federal noise standards. These firms are typically small, low volume
enterprises devoted exclusively to manufacturing motorcycle exhaust

system production, with little or no capability for product design and
development. Other firms currently marketing replacomant exhIust systems
may likewise be forced to make major readjustments. Catalog suppliers such
as J. C. Whitney, and other retailers who offer a wide range of automotive
type products may be forced to find new suppliers, or may discontinue
selling exhaust systems entirely. Soma firms may resort to copying the
designs of other manufacturers, a common practice at present.
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The ten to twenty leading firms in the industry are expected to be.

able to produce co_plying systems, although at similar price and perfor-
mance penalties associated with OSM systems. Although total demand for
aftermarket systems is expected to decline, these fi_ ought to at least
preserve their unit volume as other manufacturers withdraw from the msrket.
The twenty or thirty other firms that are expected to remain in the after-
market muffler market are expected to experience severe difficulties in
remaining co;Tpetitive,with profits shrinking to the near break even point.

These expected impacts are based upon the assumption that the
regulations will be effectively enforced at the state level to prohibit
widespread sale and use of systems "_esigned" for motorcycles manufactured
before the effective date of the Federal regulations, or "competition"

exhaust systems reconfigured by the operator for use on a regulated mstor-
cycle.

8.6 Impact on U.S. Employment

Vehicle Manufacturers

Harley-Davidson, Rokon, Kawasaki and a few others are the only
motorcycle manufacturers with assembly facilities in the U.S. Assuming
these manufacturers will stay in the market at any given regulatory level,
their decrease in employment ought to follow the total market decrease
in demand. Based on elasticities developed from historical price-salas
relationships, the following impacts on employment would be expected at
each regulatory level studied: 82dB(A)--50 positions; 80dB(A)--150;
78dB(A)--450; 75dB(A)--880. There is reason to believe, however, that
actual impact would be considerably less. Harley-Davidson, however, is not
expected to be able to produce large motorcycles at the 75dB(A) level.
Harley-Davidson's withdrawal from the market at the 75dB(A) or any other

level would result in a complete loss of its motorcycle-related positions
(approximately 3,300).

Aftermarket Manufacturers

Total employment in the exhaust system manufacturing industry is
expected to follow impact on total demand for those systems. As discussed
above, some firms are expected to increase production bat a large number
are expected to be forced out of the replacement exhm_st business at any
regulatory level. Using the same assumptions as in Section 8.4.2,
the decrease in exhaust system manufacture employment would be: 83dS(A)--
360 positions; 8(]dB(A)--480; 78dB(A)_600; 75riB(A)--720. Other aftermarket

manufacturers are not expected to suffer any less of positions at any level.
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Distributors/Dealers

Employment amongst dealers and distributors is expected to
decline in proportion to the decreased demand for vehicles and exhaust
systems as a fraction of their total business. With the same assumptions
for decreased demand, the decrease in dealer/distributor en_loyment is
expected to be: 83riB(A)--800 positions; 80riB(A)--1800; 78dS(A)--4000;
75dB (A)--6800.

Total U.S. Employment Impact

Table 8-25 sums the total expected e_ployment impact at each
regulatory level. Although the levels assessed are for street motorcycles,
complementary off-road regulations are expected to contribute to the total
shown.

Table 8-25

EXPECTED U.S. ZMPLOYMENT IMPACTS

Regulatory Level (J-331a)

s_ 80 7__ v_s

Vehicle Manufacturer 50 150 450 880

Aftsr_arket Exhaust System _lanufacturer 360 480 608 720
Other Aftermarket Manufacturer 0 0 0 0
Dealer/Distributor 800 1800 4000 6800
Other 0 0 0 O

Total 1210 2430 5050 8300

Ehese are reductions froa current e_ploy_ent levels. Expected
growth in the industry would more than compensate for these losses,
netting a gain in total employment at any regulatory level. Again, these
fibres are based on historical prices-sales relationships which at felt to
overestimate the in_act. However, the aftermarket exhaust segment of the
total market is expected to suffer a net loss at any regulatory level.

8.7 Regional Impacts

The largest employment impacts are expected to occur at the
dealer/distributor level. Except for a certain amount of concentration in
California and other regions of high motorcycle interest, this impact is
expected to he distributed mare or less evenly nationwide. _e largest
regional impact is expected to be in Southern California, the location of
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most of the afbermarket exhaust system manufacturers. Other regional
impacts could occur in Milwaukee, York (Pennsylvania), or Lincoln
(Nebraska) if Harley-Davidson withdrew from the market or Kawasakl closed
its U.S. assembly plant. In each of these regions, however, motorcycle-
related employment is a very s_all fraction of total area employment.

8.8 Impact on GNP and Inflati0n'

Total annualized cost for the most restrictive regulatory noise
level studied is less than $350 million annually. Since this figure is
considerably less than cee-benth of one percent of the over one trillion
dollar U.S. economy, there is expected to be no impact on the O.S, Gross
National Preduct or on general inflation as a result of this regulation.
Since motorcycles are not cen_nercialgoods, price increases are not passed
along in higher prices for other conmodlties, and no inflation multiplier
applies.

8.9 Impact on Foreign Trade

The inpact of any Federal motorcycle regulation on trade with
Canada or Europe is expected to be negligible, Motorcycles do, however,
account for a significant portion of total H.S, trade wlth Japan. In
the peak sales year of 1973, the U.S. imported about 1.3 million n_Dcor-
cycles from Japan. At an average purchase price of about $i000 per
motorcycle (1973 dollars)'this represented about $1.3 billion in imports,
almost 14% of the total $9.6 billion in goods inloortedfrc_ Japan that
year. Since 1970, the U.S.-Japan annual balance of trade has fluctuated
between almost $600 million net U.S. in_orts (1974) to over $400 million

net U,S. exports (1972), [

Clearly, any large impact on Japanese motorcycles could affect I
this balance significantly. The price elasticities developed above have

an abe_value of less than one at modest price rises, indicating that [
a price rise would result in a revenue _ncrease despite falling demand.
However, the price elasticity has an absolute value greater than cee for
larger price rises, indicating that net revenue to Japan would decrease
in such a situation. Accordingly, Federal motorcycle noise regulation is
likely to marginally increase or decrease the value of U.S. In_rts frG_
Japan, depending on the regulatory level selected.

1

Data Resources, Inc.
2
Ibid.
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Section g

OTHERENVIRONMENTALEFFECTS

The primaryeffectof a motorcyclenoiseregu]ationwill be to
reducethe numberof peopleexposedto motorcyclenoise. There will also
be severalsecondaryeffects.

WATER QUALITY

In recentyears therehas been a generaltrendaway from two-stroke
and towardfour-strokemotorcyc]esfor streetuse;EPA exhaustemission
regulations may accelerate this trend somewhat. Currently off-road motorcycles
are typicallytwo-strokeconfigurations.Severalmanufacturershave indicated,
however,that in order to complywith the lower possiblestudy sound level
standardsfor off-roadmotorcycles,theymay switchto four-strokeconfigura-
tions,althoughthe Agency'sanalysisshows no significantcost difference.

Two-strokemotorcycleenginesgenerallyemployintakeoil injection
for lubrication.One characteristicof thissystemcan be an oily exhaust.
A slightdecreasein streetsurfacerun off of oil may be realized,and water
qualityslight]yimprovedif thenumberof two-strokemotorcyclesis reduced.

ENERGY

An increasein fuel economyis expecteduponswitchingfrom two-stroke
to four-strokeconfigurations.However,such conversionsmay be negatedto some
extentby the additionalweightof heaviermufflersand ether sound control
apparatusexpectedto be requiredfor regu]atedmotorcycles.A five to ten
percentreductionin fuel economyis expectedto increasefuel consumptionby
10 to 20 milliongallonsper year,as discussedin Section6.

SOLID WASTE

In general,changesin theamountof raw materialsused by motorcycle-
relatedindustriesare not expectedto be significant,althoughsome slight
increasein such use is foreseen.No changein the amountof solidwaste is
expected. The scrappingof old motorcyclesshouldnot increaseas a resultof
noise regulation.In fact, increasedmotorcyclepricesand possibleperformance
decrementsshouldhave, to a smalldegree,a reverseeffect: users may be
encouragedto retainold motorcycleslonger.

WILDLIFE

Although there are differing opinions as to the significance of noise
impacton animals,it is generallyagreedthat the impactis somewhatdetrimental.

_. Therefore,quietingmotorcyclesmay have some beneficialeffecton wildlife
and domesticatedanimals,although.thebenefitcan not be quantified.
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AIR POLLUTION

Noise regulations are not expected to significantly increase
exhaust emmissions from ofF-road motorcycles. Noise regulations should
not make it n_re difficult for manufacturers to comply with street motor-
cycle exhaust emission standards. The relationship between Sound Level
Regulations and Exhaust Emission Control is discussed in more detail in
Section 6,8.
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Section l0

REGULATORY ALTERNATIVES

The primary purpose of any proposed sound level regulation would
be to reduce the impact of motorcycle noise on human health and welfare.
There are a number of alternative methods of achieving this goal, but the
options of the EPA are limited to those authorized by the Noise Control
Act. Under the provisions of the Act, the EPAmay establish sound level
limits for newly manufaotured motorcycles and replacement exhaust systems.
Also, the EPAmay require that products be labeled with information on
their noise emissions. Any standard established by the EPA would preempt
state and local standards, unless such standards are indentical to the
EPA standard.

The five options available to EPA are:

(i) Take no action and emphasize state and local regulation and
enforcement efforts.

(2) Require manufacturers to label the sound emission level of
their product.

(3) Regulate to one or more of the study options evaluated in this
document.

(4) Regulate to either lesser or greater levels than those selected
for evaluation here.

(5) Alter the timing of the proposed regulations.

Each of these alternatives is discussed below, in addition to
alternatives not available to EPA.

E_HASIZE STAT_ AND LOCAL REGULATION AND RN_3RCEMENT EFFORTS

Even without federal regulation, a slight reduction in nationwide
i;mpactfr_ motorcycle sound levels may occur, due to the sound level
standards recently enacted lethe State of California. Since California
comprises a significant portion of the total motorcycle market, motorcycles
are generally manufactured to comply with the State's standards, resulting
in a small decrease in average motorcycle sound levels nationwide.
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An alternative avaliable to EPA, therefore, would be to support
the development of state regulations for new motorcycles, rather than
promulgate Federal standards. Such a policy, however, would allow
manufacturers to market unquieted products in states not having regula-
tions for motorcycles. In the past, for example, several manufacturers
have produced special ,_)delsfor sale only in California. A n_nber of
individual state regulations would fsthermore cause a heavier coi0pliance
burden for the motorcycle industry. The need for separate treatment at
the state level is also questionable (given the alternative of uniform
national standards) in view of the fact that a great part of the motor-
cycle noise problem is due to exhaust-modified vehicles. Regulations
aimed at controlling the use of these modified motorcycles are likely
to be more effective in reducing overall noise impact for motorcycles.

_%e health and welfare analysis in Section 5 of this document sho_;s
clearly that regulation of aftermarket exhaust systems is imperative
to reducing motorcycle noise impact. EPA considered regulating exhaust
systems only, since the analysis does indicate that exhaust modified
motorcycles are a primary source of impact. ["orinstance, a fifty
percent reduction in owner modifications to street motorcycles would
result in the sane benefit as a i0 dB reduction in new street motorcycle
sound levels. However, most motorcycles are unmodified; without regula-
tions on new street motorcycles, they will stand out as.the single
loudest traffic noise source when noise emissions of other vehicles are

regulated. In addition, State and local government officials have
indicated that the stationary test procedure and tempering previsions
included in the Federal regulation would be helpful enforcement tools.

Although any Federal regulation would be preemptive, the States will,
in any case, reserve the amthority to regulate the use of motorcycles.
These regulatory alternatives include issuing violations for exceeding a
state-established sound level, restrictions on areas where motorcycles
can be operated, and license fees which could discourage the use of looter-
cycles in general or of certain types of motorcycles. These options are

.not available to the Federal government, except for motorcycles used on
Federal lan_'._For example,the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) i
could set sound level standards or restrict motorcycle operations on BLM
lands. This approach could reduce the impact from off-road noise greatly, i
since it is estimated that approximately half of all recreational off-road
vehicle use takes place on lands administered by the BLM. These lands
represent 20% of the nation's land area.

EPA considered several alternative methods of dealing with the off-
road motorcycle noise problem. 'Several labeling sche/neswere evaluated,
as was the option of reserving Federal authority and allowing state and
local governments to establish their own new product regulations.
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It is generally agreedthat the fundm_ental problem with off-road
motorcycles is incompatibleland-use, and that reducing the noise from
such vehicles will only help, not solve, the problmn. In-use regulation
are the most effective methodsof dealing with these incompatible land-
uses. Although progress isbeing made in some quarters, state and local
officials report great difficulty in getting proper in-use and land-use
requirements established and in properly enforcing them once established.
The fact that off-road vehicles are usually not licensed, that operators
are difficult to apprehend once observed in a violation, and that many of
the offenders are juveniles contribute to these difficulties. Virtually
all state and local officialscontacted felt that reduced sound levels

would help the problem and either urged EPA to establish regulatory sound
levels or were establishing new off-road motorcycle sound level limits
themselves.

Since some new off-road motorcycles are extremely loud, any reasonable
Federal standard, with its tempering, replacement muffler and stationary
labeling provisions, can help to reduce the impact of off-road motorcycle
noise considerably. Provided that Federal regulations do not critically
i_pair off-road motorcycle performance, EPA has concluded that reduced
sound levels from the majority of unmodified off-road motorcycles are a
necessary complement to stste and local in-use and land-use regulation.
At any level of regulation,however, incompatible land use will continue
to exist, and restrictions on the use of off-road motorcycles in certain
wilderness areas and in residentialareas will still be necessary in many
juriedlctions.

The Agency carefully considered the desirability of Federal noise
emission standards for competitionmotorcycles. Acceleration sound
levels of competition motorcycles sre often one hundred decibels or more.
Since several types of competitionmotorcycles are well suited for off-
road operation, the use of such extremely loud vehicles in desert and
trail environments is considered to be a serious and widespread problem.
One manufacturer suggested that, in conjunction with the vehicle label,
e_glnes or other components of competition motorcycles be of a distinc-
tive color to aid enforcementofficials in identifying and controlling
their use off-road.

In addition to the problemof off-road use of competition motor-
cycles, noise generated from racetraeks where motorcycle competition
events are held has in a numberof cases become a source of considerable

p_blle annoyance in surrounding residential areas. Although Fsderal
noise regulations for competitionvehicles are one approach to solving
this problem, other solutions such as boundary line noise ordinances
or t_me limit restrictions are available to local authorities. Since

racing motorcycles are disassembledbetween races, vigorous state and
local action would still be necessary in any jurisdiction with competi-
tion motorcycle noise problem, even if Federal noise standards were
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established. By reserving Federal authority, state and local governments
are free to establish boundary line or vehicle performance standards at
their option.

' LABELING

Labeling was considered as an alternative to, or in conjunction with,
Federal sound level limits for both off-road and competition r_otorcycles.
In either case, it would assist state and local enforcement officials in
determining compliance with applicable laws and ordinances.

Different types of labels may be useful for in-use enforcement
purposes. Labels which bear a motorcycle's sound level as measured by a
simple, stationary procedure can simplify enforcement programs in which
actual testing is performed to determine compliance with a standard. The
presence of a compliance-type label on a motorcycle or exhaust system
could also be used by enforcement authorities as providing evidence that
the vehicle is not violating standards tied to a Federal regulation.

Labels which indicate the sound level (as measured by a specified
, test procedure) of a matorcycle or exhaust system could possibly result

in generating an awareness of and a consumer preference for quieter
products.

Competition motorcycles would be labeled as not meeting Federal noise
emission regulations, and for use only in officially-sanctioned closed-
course competition. Labeling of motorcycles and replacement exhaustsystems

• would advise buyers that the product is sold in conformity.with applicable
regulations, and would also alert the user that the motorcycle possesses
noise attenuation devices which should not be tampered with or removed.

Labeling alone at the Federal level would allow state and local
. governments to establish noise _mission regulations for new motorcycles in

addition to in-use regulations. However, almost all concerned state and
local officials believed that Federal regulation of new off-road motorcycles
would help to solve the noise problem in their jurisdictions.

ReSUIATE _0 ONE OFT HE STJDY OFgIONS

_he analysis in Section 5 presents the reduction in impact on human
' health and welfare in terms of various levels to which motorcycles might

be regulated. Different regulatory study levels have been examined for
street motorcycles and off-road motorcycles, since the technology for
quieting street motorcycles is not directly applicable to off-road motor-

: cycles. Weight and ground clearance requirements for off-road motorcycles
limit the amount of muffling that can be.applied. Liquid cooling which

'.willprobably be necessary for large displacement motorcycles at regula-
" tory levels below 80 dB(A), is not feasible for off-road motorcycle due

to the _ight and "orashability" constraints.
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The range of off-road motorcycle sound levels is rather wide:
small off-road motorcycles of 170 cc or less have a median acceleration
sourK]level of about 80 dS(A) , while the sound levels of off-road
motorcycles over 170 ec range from 87 to above 90 dB(A). Sound level

reduction treatments for small off-road motorcycles are fairly straight-
forward, with only minor performance decrements. To achieve the same sound
levels in larger off-road motorcycles will result in severe performance
decrements. An additional problem mentioned by both motorcycle users
and some government officials is that there may be an increased tendency
for motorcyclists to either modify their off-road motorcycle or switch
to an snregulated competition motorcycle to counteract severe performance
penalties. For these reasons, EPA has considered establishing two differ-

ent regulatory limits, according to displacement, for off-road motorcycles.
Available technology for such regulation is discussed in more detail in
Section 6. Cost of compliance and economic impact are addressed in
Sections 7 and 8 respectively.

REGULATE TO LEVELS NOT CONSIDERED IIERE

_le regulatory levels studied in this document were based on the
application of various incremental treatments to the motorcycles. Lesser
sound level reductions would not measureably improve public health add
welfare, and, as indicated by the analysis of available technolegy in
Section 6 of this document, greater reductions in the sound levels of
motorcycles do not appear to be acheivable with "Best available technology"
as required by the Noise Control Act.

ALTER qHE TIMING OF THE REGULATION

Both "normal" and "accelerated" schedules of regulatory lead times
were considered by the Agency. These are indicated in Tables 5-2 and
5-16. The normal lead times were based on a rapid hut orderly redesign
schedule for a major manufacturer. Smaller manufacturers are expected
to need accelerated programs to meet these schedules. Accelerated lead
tJ/_eswould require the major manufacturers to redesign many models
simultaneously with substantially increased research and development
costs: smaller manufacturers may not have the additional research and
design capabilities to meet the accelerated schedule. Since there is
a maximum difference of three years between the two schedules, the
additional environmental benefits are negligible (as discussed in section
5.5.1.

Longer lead times were also considered, since most of the smaller

manufacturers would benefit considerably if given an additional year
or £wo to acheive the 78 or 80 dB(A) regulatory levels. As discussed
above, the loss of environmental benefits would be small.
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ALTEF_ATIVES NOT WITHIN %_IEAUTHORITY OF EPA

There are a number of other strategies which could reduce motorcycle
noise levels but which are not within the present authority of the
Federal government. These strategies include a mandatory reduction in
the sale of motorcycles, a special tax on motorcycles, and a limit on
the sale of motorcycles by permit. Another strategy would be to establish
economic incentives to reduce pollution. For instance, some European
countries apply a graduated tax to products according to the sound level
they produce, in order to provide an incentive to the manufacturers to
produce a quieter product or lose a share of the market.

The proposed Federal sound level regulation is only one of the
several strategies to reduce noise. These strategies may be used to
co_olement one another, not at the exclusion of each other.

r
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Section ii

F_FORCEMENT

ll.l General. The EPA enforcement strategy applicable to the new
motorcycle noise emission standards will place a major share of the
responsibility on the manufacturers of the new motorcycles for prs-sale
testing to determine the compliance of their products with these standards
and regulations. This approach leaves the manufacturers in control of
_nanyaspects of the compliance program, and imposes a minimal burden on
their business. TO be effective, this strategy requires monitoring by
EPA personnel of the tests conducted and actions taken by the manu-
facturers in compliance with these regulations.

The enforcement strategy that will be proposed in the regulations
consists primarily of four parts: (i) Production Verification, (2) Label
Verification for the labeled stationary value, (3) Selective Enforcement
Auditing, and (4) In-use Compliance.

The enforcement strategy for motorcycle replacement exhaust systems
will place a major share of the responsibility on replacement exhaust
system manufacturers and on original equipment manufacturers for pro-sale
testing to determine compliance with the regulations and standards.
The effectiveness of this strategy will again nscessifate monitoring by
EPA personnel of tests conducted and actions taken by manufacturers in
complying with the regulations.

In the development of'the enforcement procedures for motorcycle
replacement exhaust systems several preliminary issues were given careful
consideration. The major issues were: (a) What test procedure can
be required of aftermarkct exhaust system manufacturers; (b) Should the
aftermsrket be required to meet original equipment production sound
levels or, instead, be allowed to assign their own Sound Level Degradation
Factor in complying with the Acoustical Assurance Period, and (c) What
testing and labeling requirements should be made applicable to "universal"
mufflers.

ii.2 Test Procedures. _otorcye_e manufacturers are required to
verify compliance with the new product noise emission standard by con-
ducting the acceleration test proposed by EFA. However, it does not
appear at this time to be feasible to require exhaust system manufacturers
to perform all required testing using this procedure. Manufacturers of
replacement exhaust systems have indicated that requiring the use of
the acceleration test procedure for all testing could pose a major
problem, due to the difficulty'of acquiring new motorcycles for testing
purposes (althsugh it is not an EPA requirement that the test motorcycle
be a new motorcycle). These manufacturers have indicated, however, that
new motorcycles are readily available from dealers fsr c]esignpurposes,
as long as mileage is not accumulated on the vehicles. The acceleration
test procedure would require some mileage accumulation, hence a stationary
test would be desirable.
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The Agency has investigated the relationship between test results of
the proposed acceleration and stationary test procedures, q%st data
ir_Iicatethat if a replacemsnt exhaust system causes a motorcycle
to emit sound levels higher then original equiFmlentlevels On the stationary
short test, t/]enin n_)st cases it would cause the sound levels as measured
by the acceleration test to be increased as well.

'11_eregulations prohibit manufacturers from distributing exhaust
systems into commerce if such systems cause vehicles for which they are
designed and marketed to exceed the applicable Federal standard.
In this way both aftermarket and original equipment manufacturers must
meet the same standard. However, the strategy proposed herein allows
aftermarkst manufacturers to demonstrate compliance using the stationary
procedure to show that their exhaust system does not cause the test
vehicle to exceed its labeled stationary sound level. _1_islabeled value
is determined by the original equipment manufacturer using the same
stationary test procedure. If the vehicle exceeds the labeled value, the
aftermarket manufacturer must conduct the acceleration test and demonstrate

that his system does not cause the vehicle to exceed the Federal Standard.

The Agency realizes that there may be instances where an exhaust
system passes the stationary test procedure, but is later determined by
t/_eAgency to not be in compliance with the standard when tested with the
acceleration procedure. In these cases, the Agency will exercise its
discretion in formulating a remedial order to be issued to the manufacturer
of the replacement system. At a mimimum, however, the Agency would
require that t/]emanufacturer cease further marketing of that system for
the particular model motorcycle until such time as the non-conformity
is remedied.

11.3 Original Equipment Sound Level. The manufacturers of new
product motorcycles and motorcycle replacement exhaust systems are
required to design their products so that they will meet the noise
standard for the period of time specified as the Acoustical Assurance
Period. It has been explained to the Agency that the expected degradation
in motorcycle noise level, if any, will likely be attributable to muffler
system deterioration. For this reason it is resonable to require a
replacement muffler manufacturer to assign a sound level degradation
factor to his exhaust systems to assure compliance with the AAP. The
regulations will not require the aftermarket manufacturer to account
also for the vehicle SI_F as determined by the motorcycle manufacturer,
on the presumption that the vehicle SLDF is predominately exhaust system
related. The SLDF attributable to the remainder of the vehicle is con-

sidered to he nearly zero.

The SLDF concept is employed when conducting the acceleration test
which defines the standard. It is nat employed when conducting stationary
sound level test procedures.

11.4 Universal Muffler. A universal m_ffler is one which is designed i
to fit many models of motorcycles. If a universal maffler is marketed
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for Federally regulated nDtercycles, the manufacturer must show that it
meets the Federal standard for each of these motorc3,cles. Exhaust system
manufacturers have commented that they do not know how the sound level
performance of their mufflers varies from one model motorcycle to another.
They further maintain that it would not be possible to categorize
motorcycles in order to test a worst case to assure that all other
motorcycle models in that category would meet the stanc]ardwith the ssme
replacement exhaust system. '/heproposed strategy requires testing of
a]l motorcycle/replacement exhaust system combinations that are 1_irketed.

It is not certain what problems may arise from requiring the universal
muffler to be labeled for those motorcycles for which it is marketed. In
cases where a universal muffler is marketed for only a limited number of
models, labeling may not prove to be a berden to the manufacturer. _]_ere
they are marketed for several models, labeling may be more difficult.
The Agency is considering several alternative methods of dealing with
this situation. One would require manufacturers to list on the label all
motorcycle models for which the muffler is marketed. Another would allow
exhaust system manufacturers to supply the mufflers with different
labels. In this way the manufacturer could include a partial list of
models on each exhaust system.

11.5 Production verification. Production verification (PV) is the
testing by a motorcycle or motorcycle replacement exhaust system manu-
facturer of early production models of a category or configuration
(replacement exhaust systems will be tested by categories only) of the
product, and submitting a report of the results to the EPA. This process,
using the proposed methodology, gives the EPA some assurance that the
manufacturer has the requisite noise control technology in hand and the
capability to apply it to the production process. ;.'_delsselected for
testing must have been assembled using the manufacturer's normal assembly
process and must be units assembled for sale.

F_ does not involve any formal EPA approval or issuance of certi-
flcates subsequent to manufacturer testing. The regulations would
require that prier to the distribution in co[_nerceof any regulated
product, that products most undergo production verification. Fesponsi-
bility for testing lies with the manufacturer. However, the Administrator
reserves the right to be present to monitor any test (including simul-
taneous testing with his equipment) or to require that a manufacturer
ship products for testing to the EPA's Noise Enforcement Facility in
Sandusky, Ohio or to any other site the _]ministratar may find
appropriate. The motorcycle manufacturer would be allowed a conditional
and temporary waiver of the PV testing requirement under special circum-
stances such as inclement weather conditions.

The basic production unit selected for testing purposes is a product
• configuration or category. Motorcycle _nufacturers will be required to

test configurations of their products. Configurations are sets of
vehicles which are grouped together on the basis of parameters which will
mast likely affect their noise emission characteristics.
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The motorcycle manufacturer would be required to verify production
products of each configuration. 'lhe regulatimns, however, also allow
manufacturers to group configurations into categories based on engine
parameters and to verify by category. _his is done by selecting and
testing the configuration in each category that the nAlnufacturerdetermines
will have the highest level of noise .emissionsat the end of its Acoustical

Assurance Period (AAP) (based on tests or on engiueering judgment). If
when tested in accordance with the test procedure, that configuration
does not exceed a sound level defined by the new product standard minus
that configuration's expected noise degradation over the period of its AAP,
then all configurations in that same category at'econsidered product

'verified.

Replacement exhaust system manufacturers will be testing exhaust
system categories. A category is a model line of an exhaust system which
is marketed for a particular model of motorcycle, qhe category is
described by attenuation parameters of the exhaust system and its intended
application. Any exhaust system comprised of different combinations of
these parameters constitutes a separate and distinct category. _%e
manufacturer is required to production verify each category.

The Administrator reserves the right to test vehicles or exhaust
systems at a manufacturer's test facility using either his own equiFment
or the manufacturer's equipment. This will provide the Administrator an
opportunity to determine that the manufacturer's test facility and test
equipment meet the required specifications. If it is determined that the

facility or equi[_nentdo not meet these specifications, he may disqualify
them from further use for testing under this subpart.

The Administrator may require that manufacturers submit to him any
product tested or scheduled to be tested psrsuant to these regulations or
other untested products at such time and place as he may designate.

If a manufacturer proposes to add a new configuration or category to
his product line, or to change or deviate from an existing configuration
or category with respect to any of the parameters which define a con-

figuration or category, the manufacturer must verify the new configuration
or category either by testing a product and submitting data or by filing
s report which demonstrates verification on the basis of previously
submitted data.

A motorcycle manufacturer may production verify a conflguration or
category at any time during tilemodel year or is advance of the model
year if he so desires. Manufacturers may not, however, distribute
into commerce any products within a configuration or category which have
not been production verified.

Production verification is an annual requirement. However, the
Administrator, upon request by a manufacturer, may permit the use of data
from previous production verification reports for specific configurations
or categories.

Production verification performed on early production madels provides
EPA with confidence that production models can conform to applicable
noise emission standards and limits the possibility that non-conforming
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products are distributed in commerce. Because the possibility still
exists that subsequently preducec]vehicles or exhaust systems may not
cenform, selective enforcenlentauditing (SEA) testing is also incorporated.

11.6 Selective enforcement auditil1_{.Selective enforcement auditing
(Si_) is th---etesting of a statistical sample of assembly line (production)
products from a specified product configuration or category to determine
whether the motorcycle and motorcycle replacement exhaust systems comply
with the applicable noise emission standards.

SEA testing is initiated when a test request is issued to the
manufacturer by the Assistant Administrator fer Enforcement er his
designated representative. _he test request will require the manu-
facturer to test a sample of products of a specified category or con-
figuration produced at a specified plant. An alternative category or
configuration may be designated in the event that products ef the first
category or configuration are not available for testing.

Motorcycle SEA_ Noise Emission Standard

_1_isSEA plan employs a technique known as inspection by attributes.
The basic criterien for acceptance or rejection of a batch is t/lenumber
ef sample products in the batch which fail to meet the standard.

A multiple batch sampling inspection plan will be used on motorcycles
for SEA testing. Multiple sampling differs from single sampling in that
small test samples are drawn from consecutive batches rather than one
large sample being drawn from a single hatch. It offers the advantage .of
keeping the number of products tested to a minimum when the majority of
such vehicles are meeting the standards.

A batch will be defined aS the number of products produced during a
i time period specified in the test request. This will allow the Admin-
.! istr,ator to select batch sizes small enough to keep the number of
] products to be tested at a minimum and still draw statistically valid

i conclusions about the noise emission levels of all vehicles in that
i category er configuration.

i The sampling plans arc arranged according to 'thesize of the batch
from which a sample is to be drawn. Each plan specifies the sample size
and the acceptance and rejection number for the established acceptance
quality level (AQL). '/hisAQL is the ma×imum percentage of products
exceeding the applicable noise amission standard that for purposes of
sampling inspection can be considered satisfactory. An AQ[,of 10% was
chosen fer new motorcycles to take into account some test variability.
The number of failing products in a sample is compared to the asceptance
and rejection numbers for the appropriate sampling plan. If the number
of failing products is greater than or equal to the rejection number,
then there is a high probability that the percentage of non-complying
products in the batch is greater than the AQL and the batch fails.
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Since the sampling strategy involves a multiple sampling plan, in
some instances the number of failures in a test sample _klynot allow
acceptance or rejection of a batch so that continued testing may be
required until a decision can be made to either accept or reject a
batch.

When a batch sequence is tested and accepted in response to a test
request, the testing is terminated. _len a batch sequence is tested and
rejected, the manufacturer must cease introducing these products into
commerce. If the manufacturer desires to continue production and intro-
duction into commerce of the failed configuration (category), he may do
so provided he tests all of the vehicles in that category or configuration
produced at that plant. He may then distribute the individual products
that paso the test.

Regardless of whether a batch is accepted or rejected, failed
products would have to be repaired or adjusted and pass a retest before
they can be distributed in eolnTerce.

_he manufacturer can request a hearing on the issue of non-compliance
of the rejected category or configuration.

Since the number of vehicles tested in response to a test order may
vary considerably, a fixed time limit cannot beplaced on completing all
testing. The proposed approach is to establish a limit on test time per
product. It is estimated that motorcycle manufacturers can test a
minimum of ten (i0) products per day.

Replacement Exhaust System SEA

This SEA plan also employs the inspection by attributes technique.
The basic criterion for acceptance or rejection of an exhaust system
category is the number of failing exhaust systems in the test sample. A
single sampling inspection plan will be used on replacement exhaust
systems for SEA tesing.

The proposed inspection plan defines a rejection number for each
test sample size. The test sample size will be designated by the Admin-
istrator in the test request, qhe rejection number specifies the number
of allowable failing exhaust systems in a test sample for the established
acceptance quality level (AQL). This AQL is the maximum percentage of
failing exhaust systems exceeding the applicable noise emission standard
that for purposes of sampling inspection can be considered satisfactory.
An AQL of 10% was chosen to take into account some test variability. If
the number of failing exhaust systems is greater than or equal to the
rejection number, then there is a high probability that the percentage of
non-complying exhaust systems of Hie specified category is greater than
the AQL and the exhaust system category is considered in non-compliance.

When an exhaust system category is rejected and therefore considered
in non-compliance, the msnufacturer must cease introducing these products
into commerce. If the manufacturer desires to continue production and
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introduction into commerce of the failed category, he may do so provided
he proceeds with one of the following options: (I) lletests all of the
exhaust systems in that category produced at that plant and then he ]nay
distribute the individual products that poss the test. (2) If he was
required to conduct the original SEA using the stationary test procedure,
he may elect to conduct an identicalSEA (using the s_ne products) with
the acceleration test to show compliance.

The manufacturer can request a hearing on the issue of non-compliance
of the rejected category.

One of the advantages to this single sampling plan is that the
number of exhaust systems tested in response to a test request will net
vary as it does in multiple sampling. Under multiple sampling neither
EPA nor the manufacturer will know the number of required tests to be
conducted to determine acceptance or rejection, The replacement exhaust
system manufacturer, however, knows when he receives the test request the
exact number of products he must select and test to determine compliance.
In some eases the number of products tested under single sampling could
be greater than under multiple sampling. However, since the replacement
exhaust system manufacturer will know how many products he will be
required to test, he is able to plan his complete testing requirements
tel.orehe begins testing, and therefore, it is expected that his admin-
istrative burden will be less. Also, under this sampling plan, EPA can
more easily proportion a manufacturer's testing requirements to his
actual production, so as to minimize the burden on his time and business.

A fixed time limit will be placed on completing all testing. It is
currently estimated that replacement exhaust system manufacturers can
test a minimum of five (5) exhaust systems per day if the acceleration
procedure is used or fifteen (15) per day with the stationary test.

One of the problems that replacement exhaust system manufacturers
may have in completing the testing under the fixed time limit will be the
acquisition of motorcycles on which to conduct the acceleration test. It
is expected that no motorcycle acquisition problem will be incurred with
the stationary test. In almost all cases the test request will specify a
particular model motorcycle that will be tested with a particular model
exhaust system. Therefore, the replacement exhaust system manufacturer
will, in most cases only have to acquire one particular model motorcycle
to conduct his SEA testing.

]1.7 Stationary sound level verification. The labeling scheme
included in these proposed regulations would require that the manufacturer
label each motorcycle at a s6und level representative of the 90th per-
centile sound level of all vehicles of that class. A class is described

by engine and exhaust system parameters. These regulations do not
specify the amount of testing a manufacturer must conduct to establish
that value but rather require the manufacturer to conduct whatever
testing is necessary to determine it accurately. _lhemanufacturer must
maintain the records and data which were used to determine the class

stationary sound level.
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Every new motorcycle subject to the standards prescribed in this
subpart prior to distribution into comJnerceshall satisfy the stationary
sound level verification requirements. _]Js requires the manufacturer to
determine a class stationary sound level for each class of motorcycles
and to retain in his files the calculations on which these determinations

were based. In addition, each class must pass a stationary sound level
audit (described in the next section), and the manufacturer must submit
to EPAa label verification report. Once these stationary sound level
verification requirements are met, the manufacturer may distribute
products of that class into commerce.

11.8 SEA: (Stationary sound level).. Selective enforcement auditing
for stationary sound levels is the testing of a statistical sample of
assembly line (production) products from a specified class to determine
whether the products are properly labeled.

One such test must be conducted each year for each class prier to
distribution into commerce for stationary sound level verification.
Additional required testing, i_ any, will be initiated by a test request
issued to the manufacturer by the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement
or his designated representative. The test request will require the
manufacturer to test a specific number of products of a class produced,at
a specific plant. An alternative class may be designated in the event
that products of the first are not available for testing.

The testing plan employs a technique known as inspection by attri-
butes. The basic criterion for determination of compliance or noncom-
pliance of a class stationary sound level is the number of s_ple
products in the test group which exceed the labeled value.

The proposed inspection plan defines a maximum and minimum number of
vehicles in a sample which may exceed the labeled stationary sound level,
consistent with the requirement that 10% of the vehicles must exceed that
value.

If the number of vehicles exceeding the labeled value is outside of
the acceptable range then there is a significant probability that the
labeled value is not representative of the 90th percentile and the
class is deemed mislabeled and in noncompliance.

It is estimated that motorcycle manufacturers can test a minimum of
thirty (30) products per day during a stationary sound level audit.

The Administrator may require at his discretion that test vehicles
be submitted to him for testing at a site and time of his choice. In
addition, he reserves the right to be present to monitor any testing by
the manufacturer.

11.9 Labeling. _hess regulations require that motorcycles subject to
them be labeled to provide notice that the product complies with the
noise emission standard and to display the stationary sound level for
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that vehicle. _e label shall also esntoJn a notice of tampering pro-
hibitions. These regulations also require that n_terc3,cle replacement
exhaust systems, marketed for Federally regulated motorcyc]es, be labeled
to provide notice that the product complies with the noise emission
standard and that it should only be used on the n_torcycle n_dels speci-
fied on the label. _he label shall also contain the full corporate same
and trademark of the manufacturer along with month and year of manufacture.

Ii.i0 Right of Entry and l{ecorc]I_eeping. In this regulatory scheme
where a significant part of the regu-'-latoryactivity is controlled by
those being regulated, it is essential that EPA personnel have free
access to all aspects of tilesystem in order to determine whether the
require_nts of the regulations are being followed and if conforming
_torcycles and replacement exhaust systen_ are being introduced into
commerce. Such access includes all facets of the testing p_egram required
by the regulations, all records, reports, and test resnlts which must be
maintained, and all facilities where test p_oducts are present or where
any product to be distributed into commerce is manufacturered, assembled
or stored. _e regulations will specify whith records and other documents
concerning the testing of production units, must be retained, and for how
long.

The regulations will also provide for a sanction against any n_nu-
facturer who refuses to allow EPA personnel entry to a facility to
conduct authorized activities. _is sanction is in the form of an order

issued by the Administrator to cease distribution into eo._erce of
vehicles or exhaust systems of the specified category or configuration
that are being manufactured at that facility. The Admthistrator will
provide a manufacturer the opportunity for a hearing prior to the
issuance of such an order.

In instances where a foreign manufacturer markets its products in
the U.S. or where a domestic manufacturer maintains a msnufactueing
facility in a foreign country, the regulations make it clear that
all testing and production facilities, wherever located, are subject to
the same record keeping and inspection requirements. These requirements
are necessary to ensure the integrity of the testing process, and the
conformity of production vehicles and exhaust systems to the regu]ations.
Tests which are not subject to such requirements cannot be considered
reliable, nor can there be assurance that production facilities not
subject to them are producing products that conform to the regulations.
In addition, to fail to apply these requirements to facilities located
overseas would discriminate unjustly against domestic manufacturers in
favor of their foreign competition.

_he regulations will apply even to facilities located in jurisdic-
tions where foreign law forbids the kind of sum_raryinspection they
allow, qhough it is well established that American courts will not
order a person to disclose documents or other information located in a
foreign jurisdiction that forbids such disclosure, the reason behisd that
rule is to avoid a conflict of laws, and is not applicable here. EPA will
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llotattempt to make any inspections which it has been informed that local
law forbids. However, if foreign law makes it impossible to do what is
necessary to ensure the accuracY of d_ta generated at a facility as to
the conformity to design requirements of products produced at it, no
informed judgment that s product complies with the regulations can
properly be made. It is the responsibilityof t/%emanufacturer to locate
his testing and production facilities in a jurisdiction where this
situation will not arise.

ii.ii Exemptions. The regulations will also outline the procedures by
which EPA will administer the granting of exemptions from the prohibitions
of the Act to various product _nufacturers, pursuant to section 10(b).
The substantive scope of the exel_ption provisions of sections 1O(b)(1)
and (2) are defined and procedures wherebyexemptions may be requested
are set forth. Exemptions will be granted for testing and national
security reasons only. Export exemptions for vehicles and exhaust

systems manufactured in the United Stateswill be automatically effective,
without request, upon the proper labeling Of the products involved.
Testing exemptions must be justified in writing by a sufficient demon-
stration of appropriabeness, necessity, reasonableness, and control.
Requests for national security exemptionsmust be endorsed by an agency
of the Federal Government charged with the responsibility of national
defense.

11.12 In-Use Compliance. In-use compliance provisions are included to
ensure that degradation of emitted noise levels is minimized provided
that the vehicles or @xhaust systems are properly maintained and used.

These provisions include a requirement that the motorcycle manu-
facturer provide a noise emission warranty to purchasers (required by
section 6(d) of the Noise Control Act), provide information to the
Administrator which will assist in fully defining those acts which
constitute tampering (under section 10(a)(2)(A)of the Act), and provide
retail purchasers with instructions specifying the maintenance, use,
and repair required to reasonably assure elimination or minimization of
noise level degradation (authorized by section 6(c)(i) of the Act).

Under the warranty provisions, intendedto implement 6(d)(i) of the
Act, it is required that the motorcycle manufacturer warrant to
the ultimate and subsequent purchasers that new motorcycles subject to
these regulations are designed, built, and equipped s_ as to conform at
the time of sale with the Federal noise control regulations. The
manufacturer must furnish this time-of-salewarranty to the ultimate
purchaser in a prescribed written form, which will be reviewed by EPA in
order that the Agency can determine whether the manufacturer's warranty
policy is tDnsistent with the intent of the Act.

The tampering provisions require the manufacturer of the motorcycles
to furnish a list of eats which may be done to motorcycles in use and
which, if done, are likely to have a detrimental impact on noise emissions.
The Administrator will then use this informationto develop a final list
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of those acts which are presumed by EPA to constitute tampering. A
statement of the Federal law on tampering, which will include the final
list of acts which constitute tampering as determined by EPA, must be
provided in written form to the ultimate purchaser.

'/hesections dealing with instruction for proper maintenance, use,
and repair of the motorcycle are intended to ensure that purchasers know
exactly what is required to minimize or eliminate degradation of the
noise level of the motorcycle during its life. A record or log book also
must be provided to the ultimate purchaser in order that the purchaser
may record maintenance performed during the life of the preduct, qhe
instructions may not contain language which tends to give the manufacturer
or his dealers an unfair competitive advantage over the aftermarket.
Finally, the regulations will provide for Agency review of instructions
and related language.

_he in-use provisions for motorcycle replacement exhaust system
manufacturers are similar to the requirements fox motorcycle manufacturers
and require that the manufacturer provide a noise emission warranty to
purchasers, a statement on tampering prohibitions and a warning statement
on use of the product when it is not meeting the prescribed standard.

Under the warranty provisions, again intended to implement 6(d)(1)
of the Act, it is required that the manufacturer warrant to the ultimate
and subsequent purchasers that replacement exhaust systems subject
to these regulations are designed, built, and equipped so as to conform
at the time of sale with the Federal noise control regulations. _he
manufacturer must furnish this time-of-sale warranty to the ultimate
purchaser in a prescribed written form.

%%hetampering provisions require the manufacturer to include a
statement explaining to the ultimate purchaser what tampering is and what
acts are likely to constitute tampering.

_he warning statement which the manufacturer is required to provide
to the ultimate purchaser is intended to warn purchasers that if the
system has degraded significantly through use and is no longer meeting

the standard, the owner may become subject to penalties under state and
local ordinances. _e warning statement, the statement on tampering
prohibitions and the warranty must be submitted to the ultimate purchaser
with the exhaust system inside any packaging in the format specified by
EPA. If there is no packaging, the information shall be affixed to
the exhaust system such that it will not be accidentally removed in
shipping.

11.13 Acoustical Assurance Period (AAp) Compliance. _he motorcycle and
replacement exhaust system manufacturer must design their products so
that the products will meet the noise standard for the period of time
specified as the Acoustical Assurance Period beginning at the date of
sale to an ultimate purchaser.
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EPA does not specify what testing or analysis a manufacturer must
conduct to determine that his vehicle or exhaust system will meet the
star_]ardduring the Acoustical Assurance Period of these regulations.
IIowever, the regulations would require the menufacturers to make a
determination regarding the expected degradation and maintain records of
the test data and/or other information upon which the determination was
based. This determination may be based on information such as tests of
critical noise producing or abatement components, rates of noise control
deterioration, engineering judgements based on previous experience, and
physical durability tharacteristics of the product or product subcompenents.

The n_chanism used in the regulations to express t/leamount of
expected degradation, if any, is the sound level degradation factor
(SLDF). 'fneSLDF is the degradation (noise level increase in A-weighted
decibels) which the manufacturer expects will occur on a configuration or
category during the period of time specified as the AAp. 'l_]e_otorcycle
manufacturer must determine an SLDF for each of his vehicle configurations.
The replacement exhaust system manufacturer must determine an SLDF for
each of his exhaust system categories (motorcycle/exhaust system
combination). As previously explained it will not be necessary for the
replacement exhaust system manufacturer to know the SLDF of the motorcycle
as determined by the motorcycle manufacturer, in determining his own
SLDF. The replacement exhaust system manufacturer is only concerned with
the sound level increase that would occur on a particular motorcycle
due to his own replacement exhaust syst_n.

To ensure that the vehicles or exhaust systems will meet the noise
standard throughout the AAP, they must emit a time of sale sound level
less than or equal to the applicable new product noise emission standard
minus the SLDF (exhaust system manufacturers who use the stationary test
will not be required to take into account the SLDF). In no case shall

this noise level exceed the Federal standard; i.e., a negative SLDF may
not be used. Production verification and selective enforcement audit

testing both embody this principle.

If the product's noise level is not expected to deteriorate during
the AAP when properly used and maintained, the SLDF is zero. If a
manufacturer determines that a vehicle configuration or exhaust system
category will become quieter during the acoustical assurance period,
the configuration or category must still n_et the standard on the time of
sale and an SLDF of zero most also be used for that configuation or
category.

This strategy for determining whether a product complies for the
AAP, should impose little, if any, additional cost on the manufacturers.
In fact a basic assumption in our analysis has been that the noise level
of a motorcycle which is properly used and maintained will not degrade,
at least not any appreciable amount. With the exception of certain
glass pack mufflers, it is also expected that the majority of replacelrent
exhaust systems will not degrade significantly during the AAP.

EPA is not dictating that a product's noise level cannot deteriorate
during its AAP, but rather merely requiring that it not deteriorate above
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the standard. It may be that nx_stof the data required to determine an
SLDF will already be in the hands of the manufacturer since this inforlm1-
tion is typically used for general product development work. In any
event, EPA is not now proposing to require long term durability tests to
be run as a Inatterof course.

11.14 Administrative orders. Section ll(d)(1) of the Act provides
that: "Whenever any person is in violation of section I0 (a) Of this
Act, the Administrator may issue an order specifying such relief as
he determines is necessary to protect the public health and welfare."

'ibisprovision grants the Administrator discretionary authority to
issue remedial orders to supplement the criminal penalties of Section
ll(a). _le proposed regulations provide for orders to: (i) recall for
failure of products to comply with regulations; (2) cease to distribute
products not properly production verified; and (3)cease to distribute
products for failure to test.

In addition, the regulations provide for cease to distribute orders
for substantial infractions of regulations requiring entry to manu-
facturers' facilities and reasonable assistance. %_ese provisions would
not limit the Administrator's authority to issue orders, but give notice
of cases where such orders would in his judgment be appropriate. In all
such cases notice and opportunity for a hearing will be given.
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